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PREFACE.

The

following

Work

what the title-page

contaius literally

expresses,

from a Journal written

at very

Extracts

moment-

ous periods, during short professional visits to

the principal ports on the western

coasts of
It

South America and Mexico,

has no pretensions whatever to be

considered as a detailed account of those
countries.

But, at the present moment,

when everything connected with the New
World engages so great a share of j)ublic
attention,

it

was thought that a few cha-

racteristic sketches,

by an eye-witness, of

the progress of the revolutions, and of the
VOL.

IX.

a
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IV

state of Bociety, domestic

regions so

little

bly received

;

and

political, in

known, might be favoura-

as tending to give

rect ideas respecting

more

them than have

corhi-

therto prevailed.

From

various nautical and scientific re-

searches,

which have already appeared in

the Philosophical Transactions, or formed
the subject of
ralty,

official

reports to the

Admi-

a short Memoir on the Navigation of

those seas has been selected, and added in

an Appendix.
Edinburgh, April

1,

1824.

ADVERTISEMENT
TO THE

FIFTH EDITION.

Various changes in arrangement, which
it is

needless to enumerate, as well as con-

siderable additions, have been

made

to the

successive editions of this work.

An

attempt was made to bring

down

the

history of the interesting countries treated
of, to

the present day; but

it

was soon

dis-

covered that this could only be done with
effect

by an eye-witness, and the

original

plan of stating only what was actually seen,
or could be well authenticated on the spot,

has been adhered

to.

Edinburgh, ^\st December, 1826,
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PASSAGE OF CAPE HORN VOLCANO
lUlIVAL AT
A'-AI.PARAISO 'BULL FIGHTS
CHILIAN MUSIC AND
DANCES VISIT TO SANTIAGO, THE CAPITAL OF
CHILI EFFECT OF THE POLITICAL CHANGES ON

—

.

PUBLIC OPINION.
Majesty's ship-Conway, under my command,
from England on the 10th of August 1820 ;
and having touched at Teneriffe, Rio de Janeiro,
and the River Plate, received orders to proceed to
Valparaiso, the principal sea-port on the coast of

His

sailed

Chili.

The passage round Cape Horn has acquired such
celebrity in nautical histoiy, from the difficultie:?

encountered by Anson, that no one, acquainted
with the popular narrative of liis voyage, can ap]>roach the spot without some degree of interest.
The progre.'^ of impiovenient in navigation and

;

4

PASSAGE OF

seamanship has, indeed, stripped the Cape of mo«t
of its terrors; and the passage, whicli formerly
cost so much labom- and suffering, is now perform<'(l
with comparative ease and certainty.
But
there is still left enough of romance about this
great promontory to excite no inconsiderable curi: and, accordingly, on the evening of the 25th

osity

November, all eyes were anxiously directed towards the west, in which quarter the Cape was
<)f

gi'oups of the more curious
were perched at the mast-heads,
telescopes and sketch-books in their hands,

Several

situated.

amongst the
witli

officers

ready to take advantage of the first glimpse of the
land. Others, whose energy did not equal their cu-

mounted a few

steps of the rigging, and came
saying they would see it quite as well
in the morning without trouble. The sailors in the
meantime, habitually indifferent to everything of
this nature, amused themselves with a noisy game
oi^ leap-frog along the deck.
Meanwhile the sun set, and our anxiety lest we
should not discover land before night, increased
every moment but towards the end of the long

riosity,

down

again

;

;

summer

twilight, the looked-for

Cape, to our great

joy, appeared in the western horizon

;

where the

outline of the land, distant about fifty or sixty miles,

on the sky,
rays of the setting sun
but was soon lost sight of in the darkness.
The night had scarcely closed in, when a new
and unexpected object engaged our attention a
brilliant light in the north-western quarter, shining
at regular intervals.
At first of a bright red, it
became fainter and fainter, till it disappeared altogether after the lapse of four or five minutes, its
Avas for a short time distinctly pencilled
still

lighted up

by the

last

:

;

CArii

HOUX.

it

bnlliancy was sudcieiily restored; and it seemed a«
if a column of burning materials had been projected
This bright appearance lasted from
into the air.
ten to twenty seconds, fading by degi-ees as the
column became lower, till at length only a dull red
mass was distinguishable for about a mumte, after
which it again vanished. INIany conjectures were
raised as to the cause of this intermitting light.
The seamen at once set it down as a revolving
light-house, to which, certainly, it bore no inconOthers insisted that it
siderable resemblance.
must be a forest on fire accounting for the changes
in biilliancy by flaws of wind famiing the flames.
But all who examined the light carefully through
a telescope, agreed in considering it a volcano like
Stromboli, emitting from time to time jets of flame
and of red-hot stones, which falling on the sides of
the mountain, retained for a short space a visible
;

redness.

This singular light continued visible until mornbut faded away with the first appearance of
daAvn and although, during the night, it seemed
not above eight or ten miles distant, to our surprise, no land was now distinguishable in the direction of the volcano and we found, by means of
bearings taken with the compass, that it actually
was upvv'ai'ds of a hundred miles from the ship, on
the main land of Tlerra del Fuego.
It is not improbable, tliat this or a similar volcano may have
led Magellan to give the title, Land of Fire, to
ing,

;

:

this desolate region.

By six o'clock in the morning of the 26th of
November, we had approached within ten or twelve
miles of Cape Honi and in sailing round to entnr
;

the Pacific, had an op])ortunitv of
'

A 2

sceini,^ it

on a

;

CAPE HORN.

b

variety of bearings.

Under every

aspect,

it

pre-

sents a bold and majestic appearance, worthy of the
limit to sncli a Continent.
It is a high, precipitous, black rock, conspicuously raised above

all

the

neighbouring land, utterly destitute of vegetation,
and extending far into the sea in bleak and solitary
gi'andeur.

As

little

interest v/ould

be taken in the details
by hardships or dan-

of a voyage unaccompanied
gers,

it

may

be

sufficient here to state, that, after

a fortnight against the prevalent
westerly winds, during which we reached at one
time the latitude of 62° south, we succeeded in
getting sufficiently far into the Pacific, to be able
to haul to the northward, and to steer a direct
course for Chili, without apprehension of being
again driven towards the land about Cape Honi
an embaiTassment in which the early voyagers
were frequently involved.
In justice, however, to those persevering men,
it is right to explain, that in their day the state of
stiTiggling

for

was such,

that the most able and
do little more than guess
liis place on the globe, and was, therefore, at all
times liable to commit tlie most fatal errors in
shaping his course; while, in consequence of the
more extended application of astronomy to navigation, the use of time-keepers, and the great improvement of other nautical instmments, the modern seaman is enabled to traverse the ocean with
confidence, and without risk of being misled by currents and other sources of erroneous reckoning,
which perpetually distracted the voyagers of old.
On the 19th of December we anchored in the
Bay of Valparaiso, the principal port on the coast
nautical science

vigilant navigator could

;

CHILI.
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of Chili, hav'ing occupied tliirty-eight days in the

passage from the River Plate.
After a perilous and protracted voyage seamen are ready to consider any coast delightful
and it was probably from such a cause that the
eaily Spanish adventurers named this place the
^^ale of Paradise, a designation which its present
The Bay is
appearance by no means justifies.
of a semicircular form, surrounded by steep hills,
rising neai'ly to the height of two thousand feet,
sparingly covered with stmited shrubs, and thinThe town is built along a narly-strewed grass.
row strip of land, between the cliffs and the sea
but as this space is limited in extent, tlie buildings have straggled up the sides and bottoms of
the numerous ravines which intersect the hills.
suburb called the Almendral, or Almond Grove,
larger than the town itself, spreads over a low sandy
plain about half a mile broad, at the upper or eastern side of the Bay. In the summer months, from
November till March, Valparaiso is a safe and pleabut during winter, especially in
sant anchorage
June and July, is subject to occasional hard storms,
blowing from the north, in wliich direction it is
open to the sea.
were fortunate in having reached V^alparaiso
at a moment when the Christmas festivities were at
their height and multitudes of people had been attracted from the country to witness the bull-fights
and other shows. On the evening of Christnias
day, which corresponds nearly with our Midsummer, everybody had strolled abroad to enjoy the
cool air in the moonlight. Groups of merry dancers
were seen at every turn, and crowds of people
listening to singers bawling out their old romances

A

;

We

;

—

H

CIIILI.

sound of a guitar; gay parties bauntered
along laughing and talking at the full stretch of
their voices wild-looking horsemen pranced ahout
in all quarters, mixing amongst the people on foot,
('rinking and talking with them, but never dismounting. From one extremity of the town to the
other, in short, along the base of the cliffs, and all
round the beach of the Almendral, there was an
uninteiTupted scene of noise and revelry.
The bull-fights, which took place about four o'clock, resembled anything rather than figiits but
they made the people laugh, which was the principal object
and by bringing a crowd together in a
merry mood, certainly contributed quite as much
to the general happiness, as if they had been exhibited in the usual sanguinary manner.
The area in which the bulls were baited was a
square enclosure or quadrangle, formed by a temporary building about fifty yai'ds across, rudely
to

tlie

;

;

;

constructed of posts driven into the ground, wattled
across with green boughs, and roofed with planks.
Over two sides of the square there was erected a
second story, divided into separate compartments
by flags and various coloured cloths, and left open

and in front. These were crowded with
and children, all in their gayest attire, and
seated with much formality and deconim to wit-

at top,
ladies

ness the show.
The scene in the gi'ound floor,
which was divided into booths called Ramadas, was of a very different description : here was
dancing, singing, drinking, and all kinds of noise
and bustle. Previous to the commencement of the
bull-fight, the area was filled with people, some
lounging about smoking their segars, and admiring
the ladies' dresses

;

and some

riskins: their

money

9
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at

Rouge

et Noir, for

which there were many

tables

brought from the booths into the open air. But the
principal amusement was within the Ramadas, in
each of which was to be found a band of musicians
and dancers hired to attract company. The musical instruments were invariably a harp, a guitar,
and a sort of drum. The harp, which is small and
light, is held in a different manner from ours ; for,
instead of standing erect, it is kept in a horizontal
position, the top of the instrument resting on tlie
lap of the player,

drum

made

is

who

is

seated on a low stool.

The

wood hollowed

and

of a piece of

out,

covered at one end with raw hide. This stands on
the ground, and is patted with the fingers, while
the wrist rests upon the rim. At times the end of
the harp, the empty guitar box, or anything, indeed, which gives a clear hollow sound, is used as a
substitute for the drum.
The performers in general are also singers
and the voice mingles more or
less, at all times, with the instrumental music. They
sing mostly in a high shrill tone, disagreeable at
first to a stranger
but in the course of a little time
;

;

recommends itself to his ear, in a manner which
his judgment scai'cely allows to be just. Occasionit

when they

sing in a lower tone, their notes
and pleasing this, however, is perhaps owing to the accidental good taste of the
ally,

are very sweet

;

singer, rising superior to the general practice of the

countiy for it is not frequent, and when it does
occur is seldom applauded.
The bull-fights were very boyish exliibitions, and
;

deserve no particular description. The animals, in
were never killed, but merely teased by horsemen, who goaded them with blunt spears or they
were distracted by men on foot, wlio waved flags
fact,

;

;

10
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in their faces, and, as

soon as

tated,

into

and ran after
Ramadas.

tiie

thenij eHcaj)ed

biill:i

•
were inirailings

ov<.'r tlie

tlie

The
people,

chief interest, to us at least, lay in

whose various

we were

dressfis

tlie

never tired

of looking at; while the intei'pretation of their
strange language gave us ample occupation ; for
although they all professed to speak Spanish, their
dialect was strongly marked with a local idiom and
pronunciation. Everything indeed was new to us,
and partook more or less of a characteristic air
but it is not easy to describe such scenes chiefly
from their want of resemblance to anything we have
before witnessed.
In the course of the first evening of these festivities, while I was rambling about the streets with
one of the officers of the ship, our attention was
attracted by the sound of music, to a crowded pulperia or drinking-house.
accordingly entered,
;

We

and the people immediately made way, and gave
us seats at the upper end of the apaitment. We
had not sat long before we were startled by the
loud clatter of horses' feet, and, in the next instant,
a mounted peasant dashed into the company, followed by another horseman, who, as soon as he
reached the centre of the room, adi'oitly wheeled
liis horse round, and the two strangers remained
side by side, with their horses' heads in opposite directions.
Neither the people of the house,
nor the guests, nor the musicians, appeai'ed in the
least suqjrised by tliis visit
the lady who was
playing the harp merely stopped for a moment, to
remove the end of the instrument a few inches
;

further fi-om the horses' feet, and the music and
conversation went on as before. The ^•isitors called

CHILI.
for a glass of spirits,

frionds around

them

and having
for

11
chattetl

with their

two minutes, stooped

their

heads to avoid the cross piece of the door-way,
and, putting spurs to tlieir horses' sides, shot into
the streets as rapidly as they had entered ;
the
whole being done without discomposing the company in the smallest degree.

—

I met at the Ramadas, upon another occasion,
a family to whose kind intentions we are all much

indebted, especially for their assistance in explaining the native customs.
visited together many

We

and had an opportunity of seeing
more of the dancing than on the first night. One
of the most favourite figures begins in a manner
not unlike our minuet, with slow and apparently
unpremeditated movements, the parties approaching and receding from each other, occasionally
joining hands, swinging themselves round, and sometimes stooping, so as to pass under each other's arms.
These figures, while they admit of the display of
much ease and giace, inevitably betray an awkwardness of manner. The slow movements last
a minute or two, after which the m.easure suddenly changes from a dull monotonous tune to a
quick and varied air, loudly accompanied by the
drum and a full chorus of shrill voices. At this inof the booths,

two dancers commence a sort of shuffling
which the feet do not slide, but rather

stant the

step, during

stamp with great rapidity on the gi'ound. The
dancers then dart forward towards each other,
waving their handkerchiefs affectedly before them.
They do not actually meet, but, when almost touchtng, pass, and continue to revolve round each other,
in circles larger or smaller, according to the space

allowed

;

accompanying these rotatory motions by

12
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various gesticulatioiiH,
their

liandkerchiefs

especially that

over their

of waving

partners'

heads.

There was a striking difference between the manner in which these dances were performed by the
town's people and by the Guassos or countrymen
the latter having always the advantage both in skill
and elegance.
These amusements lasted throughout the night,
;

and, although the people are naturally temperate,
was evident, that towards morning the dances
were apt to acquii'e a more savage character, and
it

the songs to become licentious.
But there were
very few instances of intoxication or riotous behaviour.
No women, except those professionally
attached to the bands of music, evei' dance in public
but as the men of all classes join occasionally,
the floor is seldom long unoccupied.
More than
one couple never stand up at the same time. Each
figure lasts about tliree or four minutes after which
the music stops for a few seconds, and is then resumed this is always repeated three times. The
fondness of the populace for this amusement is excessive and I have often returned to one of the
Ramadas after an interval of several hours, and
have found the same people still looking on at the
same dance with undiminished pleasure.
The climate, during these festivities, was generally agreeable for in tlie day-time the thermometer ranged from 62° to 64®
and at night from
59° to 62° between half past ten and three in the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

it was sometimes unpleasantly hot.
the morning broke with a perfectly clear
sky overhead, and the sun rose unconcealed by
haze, and when also the horizon in the oiling was

day, hoAvever,

Whenever

broken into a tremulous or tumbling

line, as it is

13
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a very hard southerly wind was sure to set
in about one o'clock, blowing directly over the high
ridge of hills encircling the town.
The g-usts,
forced into eddies and whirlwinds, bore the sand
in pyramids along the streets, drove it into the
houses, and sometimes even reached the ships, covering everything with dust.
About sunset these
very troublesome winds gradually died away, and
called

;

were succeeded by a calm^ which lasted during the
night.
From smirise till the hour when the gale
commenced, there never was a breath of wind or if
the surface of the bay was occasionally mffled, it
was only here and there by. those little transient
puffs, which seamen distinguish by the name of
;

cats'-paws.

On the other hand, when the morning broke with
and the atmosphere was filled with haze,
a moderate breeze generally followed during tlie
day, sometimes from one quarter, sometimes from
clouds,

another and on such occasions we were always
spared the annoyance of the southerly gales.
These varieties take place only in summer. During the winter months, that is, when the sun is to
the northward of the Equator, the weather is very
unsettled. Hard northerly gales blow for days together accompanied by heavy rains, and a high
swell, which, rolling in from the ocean, renders the
anchorage unsafe for shipping ; and, by raising a
vast surf on the beach, cuts off all communication
between the shore and the vessels at anchor. These
gales, however, are not frequent.
At that season
the air is cold and damp, so that the inhabitants are
glad to have fires in their houses.
Charcoal generally is used, in a large polished brazier placed in
;

the middle of the floor, round which the family

CHILI.
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ranfje tlhemqelvoe, witli their feet restinpj

on

its odj^e.

English, and otlicr foreign residents, substantial fire-places have been substituOf this
ted for the braziers, and coals are used.

In the liouses of

tlie

is an abundant supply from Concepa port situated about 200 miles to the southward of Valparaiso. At present it is taken from
a thick seam which crops out at the surface, and,
a-s the quality is good, it will probably, at some future period, be turned to great account.
SOtk of Dec, As there was much to be learnt
of the habits of the people at the night assemblies
in the Ramadas, I made a practice of going there
every evening. It was particularly amusing to
watch, unobserved, the groups round the gambling
single candle
tables in the middle of the area.
placed on the table, tlirew a light on the countenances and picturesque dresses of the players,
which exhibited, in a striking manner, the variety
of expression peculiarly belonging to such scenes.
party of these gamblers detected me upon one

material there

tion,

—

A

A

occasion,

and insisted good-humouredly

should try

my

tliat

I

By

accident the ball rested several times successively on the same square,
which raised the odds on my casts to a considerable amount I took all the bets that were offered,
and, in the end, won a handful of silver, principalfortune.

;

ly from the people

me

me

who had been most

active in

Their companions joined
in laughing at them a little
but I thought it

pei-suading

to play.

;

upon returning the money for which I was laughed at in my
turn but we paited all the better friends.
better, all things considered, to insist
;

;

A

Chilian gentleman of

close to the bull-ring,

my

acquaintance lived

and parties used frequently
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to bo

made up

nas, the general

at his

house to go to

name given

tlie

Chiiiga-

to the scenes just de-

scribed. After chatting- together for some time one
evening at this house, tlie gentlemen of the pai'ty
went off to the bull-ring, while the ladies excused
themselves for not accompanying us, pretending to
have business at home. But within a quarter of an
hour afterwards, while we were lounging about in
one of the most noisy of the Ramadas, it was intimated to me privately, by a gentleman in the secret, that three of the ladies

company

we had

left

were ac-

but so completely metamorphosed, that, even when pointed out, they were
with difficulty recognized. Thus made a party to
the joke, I soon found they came as spies upon the
proceedings of the master of the house, the husband
of one of these Tapadas, as they called themselves.
There had been a feud, it seemed, between these
tually in our

;

and some others of their acquaintance, and
the object of this Escapo, or frolic, was to watcli
how the gentleman would deport himself toward
their foes.
The ladies, accordingly, had the satisfaction, or the mortification, to detect him in treacherous flirtation with the enemy this established, they allowed themselves to be discovered, to
the confusion of the unsuspecting parties, and
immediately disappeared. The next day we learnt
that the ladies had returned again, in about ten
ladies

;

minutes afterwards, differently disguised, and had
amused themselves in watching the motions of
such of us as had been formerly admitted to their
confidence, and who were still chuckling over the
success of the first exploit. I attempted, next evening", to pass a similar jest upon them, and dis^ised
myself with great care but their practised eyes
;
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were not

to be deceived,

and they saw through

it

at the first glance.

Tlie merchants and other principal inhabitants
reside in the houses built along the base of the
in Valparaiso, and along the streets of the
Almendral. But the poorer people live chiefly in
the Quebradas, or ravines.
This class of society
liave been the least affected by the changes in the
political state of the country, and retain, as we
were informed, nearly the same manners and liabits
as before a circumstance which gave them a higher
interest to us
and induced us frequently to rove
about, in the cool hours of the evening, amongst
their ranchos, ox cottages.
We were everywhere
received with the utmost frankness, and, as far as
the simple means of the inhabitants went, with
hospitality.
They were chiefly brickmakers, daylabourers, and washerwomen, who were always
gi-atified by the interest we took in their affairs,
replying readily and cheerfully to our inquiries.
Their first anxiety was that we should be seated,
in order, to use their phrase, that we might " feel
ourselves in our own house." Their next wish was
that we should taste something, no matter liow
little
some offering us spirits, or milk and bread
cliffs

;

;

;

;

who

could afford notliing else, presenting a
cup of water. Yet, however wretched the cottage,
or poor the fare, the deficiency was never made
more apparent by apologies with untaught politeness the best they had was placed before us, graced
with a liearty welcome.
These ranclios, as well as the houses in the
town, ai'e built of large flat bricks dried in tlie sun
and thatched with broad palm leaves, the ends of
wliii.-]i, ])v overhansinff the walls, afford shade frotn
otliers,

:

;
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the scordiiug sun, as well an sljeller from
Each cottage is divided into two rooms

tlie rain.
;

one for

the beds, and the other as a dining-room ; a portion of the mud floor in this apartment is always
raised seven or eight inches above the level of the
other parts, and being covered with mats, serves as

a couch for the siesta sleepers after dinner.
In one cottage we found a young woman grinding corn in a veiy primitive mill, which consisted
of two stones, one a large grooved block placed on
the ground, the other polished, and about twice
the size of her hand. The unground corn appeared to be baked till it could be crumbled into powthis coarse
der between the finger and thumb
flour, when mixed with water, made an agreeable
drink called Ulpa.
In some of the Quebradas, we occasionally discovered houses of a better class, generally occupied
by elderly ladies of small incomes, who had relinquished the fashionable and expensive parts of the
town, for more remote, though not less comfortable dwellings. Nothing could exceed the neatness
and regularity which prevailed in these houses ;
where we were often received by the inmates with
a politeness of manners, indicating that they had
;

known

better days.

These good

ladies generally

entertained us with the celebrated Paraguay tea,
called Mattee, a beverage of

which the inhabitants

Before infusion, the Yerba,
as it is called, has a yellow colour, and appeal's
partly ground, and partly chopped the flavour
resembles tliat of fine tea, to which, indeed, many
people prefer it. The mattee is made in an ovalshaped metal pot, about twice as large as an eggcup, placed nearly full of water, on tlie hot emare passionately fond.

;

b2
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always stands in the
middle of the parlour when tlie water begins to
boil, a lump of sugai' burnt on the outside is added.
Tlie pot is next removed to a filagree silver stand,
on which it is handed to the guest, who draws the
mattee into his mouth through a silver pipe seven
furnished, at the lower
or eight inches in length
extre)nity, with a bulb pierced with small holes.
The natives drinli it almost boiling Iiot, and it costs
a stranger many a tear before he can imitate them
There is one custom in these
in this practice.
mattee drinkiugs, to which, though not easily reconcilable to our habits, a stranger must not ven-

htn-H

of

t)ie

brazier, wliicli
;

;

However numerous

ture to object.

however often

company

the

mattee pot be repleand to decline
nislied, the tube is never changed
taking mattee, because the tube liad been previously used, would be thouglit the height of rudeness.
gentleman of my acquaintance, becoming very
fond of this beverage, bought a tube for liimself,
and canied it constantly in liis pocket but this
gave so much offence, that he was eventually obli-

be, or

tlie

;

A

;

ged to throw away his private bombilla, as it is
called, and follow the customs of tlie country.
The people in general, and particularly the peasantry, and the lower orders in the outskirts of the
town, appeai'ed to us much better bred than the
coiTesponding ranks in other countries. In their
domestic circle, they were at all times remarkably
polite to one another the children being respectful
;

and

attentive,

and the parents considerate and

in-

was conspicuous only at home
lor, wlien abroad, the men were very negligent of
good manners and, although actual nideness was
dulgent.

But

this

;

;

contrary to their nature, tliey were, in general,
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careless of the wishes of tlie

women, and never

souglit opportunities of obliging them, nor

seemed
on tri^•ial occasions.
This habitual inattention on the part cf
tlie young men rendered the women, in some degree, distrustful of the civility with which strangers, as a matter of course, treated them
and, at
first, we often observed a look of embairassment
and doubt when we paid them the most ordinary
to take

any pleasure

in being useful

;

attention.

The state of education at Valparaiso is very
low, and in this respect the men liave the advantage.
The refinement, however, is all with the
other sex ; in knov/ledge of the world, in SGun<l
judgment, and in everything relative to manners,
they are clearly superior to the men.
For some time after amving at Valparaiso, our
was mucli engrossed by the scenes at tlie
bull-fights, and we became well acquainted with
the habits and opinions of the lower classes.
There seemed, indeed, little probability of such an

attention

opportunity occumng again, and, therefore, all of
us who took an interest ui such inquiries mixed
with the natives every evening. This was the more
agreeable, as there was nothing coarse or vulgar in
their manners ; on tlie contrary, a bold and rather
gi-aceful address characterised all their deportment.

To

us they were uniformly respectful, and always

willing to comm.unicate or receive information.

Our cmiosity was naturally
htics,

and,

knowing

that

directed towai'ds poshould eventually

we

have ample opportunities of learning the state of
political feeling in the upper classes, we occupied
ourselves,

upon

this occasion, in ascertaining the

sentiments of the peasantry.

At

first

we were

va-

;
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ther disajjpointed with their cahniicsH, and wondered to hear them speaking with so little enthusiasm, and in terms so little vindictive, of the Spa-

while we remarked that the upper classes,
same town, were filled with animation when
the subject was mentioned, and never allowed

niards

;

in the

themselves to think of their ancient rulers without
expressing the bitterest animosity.
It must, however, be remembered that, with regard to the effects of this Revolution, the upper and
lower classes are differently circumstanced. The
])easant's station in society had not been materially
changed by the subversion of the Spanish authority ; while that of his landlord was essentially altered in almost every point.
The lower orders
here, as in all countries, are not those who feel
most sensibly the oppression of bad government
and although, unquestionably, their prosperity
must, in process of time, be greatly augmented by
the operation of such wholesome changes, their
immediate benefit cannot be so direct or manifest
as that of the

In

upper

classes.

while the peasant remains nearly as
before, his superior has gained many advantages.
He has obtained political independence he is free,
and secure in his person and property; for the first
time in his life he has a shai'e in the government
of his country ; he may aspire to the liighest offices of profit or distinction ; the value of his property is enhanced by the market which has been
opened to carry off its produce ; and he feels no
reserve in displaying his wealth, or in expressing
his opinions ; in short, he is in possession of civil
Chili,

;

liberty.

The

benefits resulting

from free trade, as com-

:
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pared

v»'ith

the restrictions and monopolies of

are those which

come home

ol<l,

soonest to the apprehension of all ranks ; and, although it cannot
be denied, that even the lowest peasant in the
country has felt the change which the Revolution
has produced on the price of goods, yet the advantage to the upper classes has been much more
extensively felt ; for they are not only greater purcliasers, but have more home produce to give in
exchange. All classes, therefore, both high and
low, share, though not equally, in the benefits rean<l tliis
sulting from the change of government
tlie

;

universality of advantage

is tlie

characteristic cir-

cumstance which, with one exception, (that of the
United States,) distinguishes the South American
from all other revolutions with which we are acquainted.
These are real and solid advantages.
That they should be fully understood, or even apand
preciated at once, is too much to expect
many errors and extravagances will be committed
before such blessings can have their full effect
but as they are of a nature to work themselves
clear, if left alone, every successive hour of freedom will have the effect of enlarging the circle of
knowledge and virtue throughout the country.
On the 6th of January 1821, I set out for Santiago, the capital of Chili, in company with a naval officer, who, having been several years on the
South American station, proved a most useful
guide, botli from his knowledge of the country and
from his general information. As the roads in
Chili are ill adapted for carriages, nearly all the
travelling is on horseback, the ordinary pace being
a hand gallop, and the change of liorses becomes
necessarily frequent. The only wheeled vehicle in
common use a large lumbering cart, or waggon,
;

i^>
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blow rale ;
but the transport of goods from the port to the capital, and thence all over the country, is performed almost entirely by mules of an excellent breed.
Some rich families occasionally travel in coaches of
an antiquated form. An enterpriznig North American, indeed, established a stage-coach from the
port to the capital in 1821 ; but it was maintained with great difficulty, in consequence of the extreme badness of the roads.
Our journey was injudiciously arranged ; for,
instead of taking one half of it early in the mornsix or eii^ht oxen, at a very

and the other in the evening, we travelled in
the middle of the day, when the heat, to which we
were exposed, was intense. The whole country
w^as burnt up ; the sun flamed out with a bright
glare over everything, raising hot vapom-s from the
ground like the breath of an oven ; not a blade of
not a drop of
grass was anywhere to be seen

ing,

;

moisture ; everything was parched and withered
along the baked ground, which was riven into innumerable crevices ; no breeze of wind came to
relieve us, and the heat was therefore intolerably
oppressive.

In the course of the morning we passed several
hills, and here and there the eye was
gladdened by the sight of a slender strip of verdure,
pointing out the course of some mountain stream.

ridges of

Between

the ridges, wliich rose to the height of
we observed plains, sur-

several thousand feet,

rounded by the high grounds, suggesting the idea
of lakes having once stood there.
On crossing one of these ranges,

we

discovered

a party of muleteers, v.lio had sought shelter from
the heat of the sun. under a grove of lofty trees,

CHILI.
on a

pntcli of grass

by the

§3

side of a rivulet,

which

(lashed from rock to rock, giving a delicious freshness to the air, and verdure to all around it. Tlie

mules, to tlie number of fifty, were aiTanged in a
circle, each tied by the halter to his load, placed
on the ground. The muleteers begged us to dismount and join their party, giving us, at the same
time, some of their cool ulpa to drink, and endeavouring to dissuade us from proceeding till the sun
should be lower ; advice we ought certainly to
have followed, for we suffered severely by the heat
before reaching Bustamante, where we dined. This
beuig one of the post-houses, the people were prepared to receive us, and placed our dinner table in
the door-w^ay, that we might enjoy the draught
from the cool breeze just then setting in. Our repast consisted of a huge bowl of large black figs,
and brimming^ tumblers of cold lemonade, the fragrance of which filled the ^vhole house
besides
newly baked, snow-white bread with fresh butand instead of wine, when the cloth was reter
moved, we sippe-d our pot of mattee. The kind
people of the cottage entreated us to take our siesta before going farther ; but having resolved upon
reaching the capital that evening, we denied ourselves a luxury, more tempting now than it liad
ever appeared to us before.
About an hour before sunset we reached the
summit of the last pass, from whence we commanded a full view of the Andes.
had previously
seen their snowy peaks, but from a great way off,
we had now, however, the satisfaction of
at sea
vie^dng them uninterruptedly from the summit to
the base, and at a distance calculated to give full
effect to their height.
The plain from Avhicli the
;

;

;

We

;
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great mountains take their rise not being much
elevated above the sea, none of the altitude of the
ridges is lost, as it generally is when the suiToundFrom the spot on
ing country is itself veiy high.

which we stood we could count the various ranges,
five or six in number, towering one above another,
Nothing in mountain
in magnificent irregularity.
scenery could be finer, or less within the reach of
verbal description.

On

our way across the plain towards the city,
overtook a party of soldiers conducting a number of Spanish prisoners of war towards the capiThey had been recently taken in battle in
tal.
Peru, then the seat of wai* between the Chilians
and Royalists. As there will be occasion, in the
next chapter, to give some account of the rise and
progress of tlie Cliilian expedition against Peiii, it
is needless to dwell upon it at present. Tlie pleasing
train of reflections, however, suggested by the fii'st

we

good view of the Andes, was dispersed by this disagi'eeable and unexpected sight. It is painful, indeed, at

all

times, to see

nishment ever so just

men
but

in chains, be the pu-

is peculiarly so in
the case of prisoners of wai' : and it was impossible not to feel for these men whose only crime con;

it

sisted in having faithfully adhered to the cause of

King.
found the state of society in Santiago, as
might be expected, superior to that of tlie Port.

tlieir

We

The inhabitants are wealthier and better educated,
and know more of what is passing in other paits
of the world
their manners aie comparatively
polislied
they dress in a neater and more costly
style and they are nnidi more commodiously and
;

;

;

elegantly lodged.

They resemble

the inhabitants

CHILI.
of Valparaiso, however, in
gors, and,

above

all,

sideration for those
perfectly.

Tlie city

by

)dJ

tlieir Icindiies^

in their indulg'ence

who speak
is

the

to straii-

and con-

lan^age im-

divitled into quadras, or so-

one another at right
houses are flat-roofed, and of one story
only, witli a neat parapet mnning along the front
above the coniice they are all white-washed, and
the streets being kept perfectly clean, nothing can
exceed the neatness of tliis most regular town.
The houses ai'e quadrangular, and all the rooms
may be entered either from a square court in the
middle, called the Patio, or by doors of communiThe encation leading from one to the other.
trance to the Patio from the street is by a broad,
and generally an ornamental porch, on either side
of whicli are the stables and coach-house.
The
drawing and dining-room occupy that side of the
Patio fronting the entrance, and the bed-rooms and
counting-house the other two sides.
In the hot
season, an awning is drawn over the Patio, which
lid squai'es,

angles

;

streets crossing

tlsc

;

contributes gi'eatly to the coolness of

Behind every house

lies

thcroom?.

a g-arden, beyond whicli

runs a clear rapid stream.
Ifh of Jan.
I was introduced to a family this
morning, long known to strangers for their hospitality and useful friendship.
They were seated in
the corner of a room, kept almost dark, with a
view to the exclusion of the heat. It is the fashion
of the country for the ladies to crowd into corners,
or to plant themselves in determined lines along
the walls, not a little formidable to strangers. Upon
the present occasion, one of the ladies perceiving
the conversation to be hurt by this arrangement,

—

rose and

VOL.

went
II.

to the piano-fort^

c

;

the rest remained
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nt their needlo, as formal as ever,

but presently
the parties became
intermixed, and the stiffness, wliich had chilled us
at first, yielded to a more cheerful and familiar mtercourse, which the young ladies encouraged with

some other

visitors

coming

in,

much

spirit.
Just as matters had fallen into this
agreeable train, a merry-looking old gentleman
came skipping into the room with a jest in his

mouth, and

tlie

easy familiarity of a privileged per-

He

was a clergyman of seventy, but possessed the health and animation of seventeen, and
son.

cracked his jokes to the right and left without
mercy, seeming determined to set the whole company at defiance. For some time, he carried all
l)efore him, and the adroit manner in which he
quizzed every one without distinction was very
diverting. At length, however, some of the young
ladies rallied, and being rather nettled, perhaps,
at some of his sarcasms coming too near tlie truth,
retorted upon tlieir tormentor very smartly, and
even repaid him with interest. The good-natured
father, enchanted with their vivacity, stimulated

them

to fresh attacks

by a ludicrous

affectation of

under their severity. At length he took
leave, though unanimously entreated to re-

suffering
his

main.

We were curious to know who this old gentleman
might be and leanit that he had been for upwards
of fifty years the pastor of a remote Indian village,
where he had acquired, by his talents and virtues,
an extensive and important influence over the natives, whose condition he had greatly improved,
by converting them to Christianity, and introducmg education, together with the arts of civil life.
In the evening, about simset, every one flocked
;
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to the

ako tlic
forming an embank-

Alameda, or public walk

;

called

Tajamar, fi'om one of its sides
to prevent tbe inundation of the river Maypocho, a stream, insignificant in v.inter, but which

ment

becomes a

\iolent torrent

Andes begin

when

tlie

snows of the

This promenade consists of
a wide and fijiely kept carriage-way, wdth a broad
walk on both sides of it, each of which walks is
shaded by a double row of lofty poplai's. Under
to melt.

these trees tliers stretches a low wall, on the parapet of wliich the ladies, who generally appeju* in
full dress, spread their handkerchiefs with gi-eat
care, and affected formality, before they \enture to
Every part of the walk commands a
sit down.
view of the magnificent Andes, which, though not
less

than

fifty

or sixty miles distant, seem, to over-

hang the town.

On

the 9th of January, the capital was thrown
commotion by the arrival of news from the
army in Peru, giving the details of various suc-

into

cesses gained over the Royalists ; and such, it appeared, had become the popularity of the Inde-

pendent cause, that a whole regiment of the King's
troops had passed over from Lima in a body, and
offered theii' services to the Patriots.

pletely

were the

So com-

inJiabitants of Santiago engross-

this news, that nothing was thought of, or
talked of for several days, but the Pervivian expeThis state of things furnished us with fredition.
quent opportunities of discovering the public feel-

ed by

ing on the general question of the Revolution ; for
every one was delighted to converse on the subject, while the enthusiasm of the moment made it
Tlu!
the most popular topic in all companies.
principal object of their thoughts, or that

which
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they (hvch upon with the steadiest determination,
was tlie preservation of their independence the
next, a bitter animosity against tlieir former rulers,
a feeling sometimes carried to a
the Spaniards
most unjust and unreasonable length. They often,
for instance, blamed living individuals, and whole
classes of individuals, for faults and errors with
which they were in no respect chargeable, but
which resulted from the slow operation of centuThey even took delight in fosries of misrule.
tering and encouraging these prejudices, knowing
them to be prejudices a species of wilful self-delusion, which, although indefensible in particular
instances, may nevertheless in the long-run contribute essentially to the great cause of their country.
The spirit which originally roused the South
Americans to throw oft' the Spanish yoke is kept
alive and active by such antipathies, and the people are thus prevented by their passions, as well
as their interests, from slumbering at their posts,
\v]n]e tlieir liberty and honour are still in hazard.
;

;

—
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CHAPTER

II.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN SANTIAGO AND BUENOS
AYRES DUTIES OF NAVAL OFFICERS ON THE
SOUTH AMERICAN STATION ARRIVAL OF TWO
FRENCH SHIPS OF WA R PIC-NIC PARTY DEPARTURE FROM VALPARAISO.

—

I had occasion to send a des16^^ of Jan.
patch to the naval Commander-in-chief, Sir Thomas
Hardy, by an express which might be expected to
reach Buenos Ayres from Santiago in twelve
days it is said, however, that the journey has, on
:

some occasions, been made in eleven. The distance
is 1365 miles, so that the courier must travel, upon
an average, about 114- miles a-day. This communication between Buenos Ayres and Chili has
for some years been open and post-houses having
;

been established along the whole line of road, the
only difficulties in the journey arise from fatigue,
bad lodging, and bad fare. At these stations
horses are kept in constant readiness the supply
being maintained from the multitudes of wild
droves covering the Pampas, or plains of Buenos
Ayres, which extend from the sea to the base of
When gentlemen travel on this road,
the Andes.
it is usual to make that part of the journey between the mountains and Buenos Ayres. along the
but the part lying
level Pampas, m a carriage
araonirst the Andes can be performed only on
;

:

c 2

" 2
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Iwrses, or on mules.

The

couik'rs w[k> aie bred

to their business, as an exckisive occupation, are

men temperate in all
and possessed of a spirit of enterprize
and energy, which distinguislies them from the rest
of their countrymen.
As soon as. the despatches were sent off, I paid
a visit to a Chilian family of my acquaintance, and
immediately on my entering the drawing-room, tlie
lady of the house, and one of her daughters, each
presented me with a rose, apologising, at the same
time, for having omitted to do so before.
This
custom of presenting strangers with a flower prevails in all Spanish countries, and is one of an extensive class of minute attentions, which tlie Spaniards and their descendants understand better
than any other nation.
Tlie favour itself is nothing indeed, it seems essential to the civility
that the present should be a mere trifle the merit
lies in the simple expression of good-will and
generally small and active

;

their habits,

,

;

;

kindness, wliich, while

it is really valuable to posa nature to impose no obligation.
Wliilst we were thus establishing an agreeable
acquaintance with the inliabitants of the capital, our
intercourse was suddenly cut short by a circumstance which obliged me to return with my officers
to the Port. Accounts had reached Santiago, that

sess, is of

a French liue-of-battle ship and a frigate had touched at Conception, and intended soon to visit Valparaiso.
The aiTival of such a force at this moment, excited considerable sensation amongst the
Chilians, many of Avhom entertained apprehensions
of its object being hostile.
Whatever might be
tlie intention of the French Admiral towards the
Chilians, I felt it right to be on board the Conway
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time of liis anival and thoiofore lost not a
To quit the
in returning to Valparaiso.
capital at this time v.as to me a matter of considerable regret, both on accoimt of the agreeable society, and of the importance of cultivating the personal acquaintance of men with whom I was likely
afterwards to hold official intercoui'se.
at the

;

moment

The independence of the South Amciican states
had not yet been acknowledged by England neither
had any consuls or accredited political agents been
sent out.
The commercial intercourse, however,
between the two countries being already very extensive, and every day increasing, points of doubt
often arose, which made it necess?jy to open frequent coiTespondence of a diplomatic and commercial nature witli the various local governments.
Tlie only constituted authority on the part of Eng;

land,

ill

that quarter of the globe,

was the naval

Commander-in-chief; and upon him necessarily
devolved the whole responsibility of these discussions.
The task was one of great difficulty and
importance, chiefly fi'om the vast extent of his
command, and the uncertainty and delay of all
communications. The varying natm-e also of eveiy
political relation in those countries
the instability
and inexperience of the governments the agitated
state of the public mind, with the consequent absence of mercantile confidence
the novelty, in
short, of every institution
all conspired to complicate, in a rem.arkable degxee, a subject at no
time simple, or of easy management.
Owing t(>
the difficulty of communication betAveen the different parts of the station, it becaiTie impossible for
the Commander-in-Chief to attend to the details of
business at more than one spot
the ships of the

—

—

—

—

:
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fjquadioii

wheiC

tlie

were therefore distiibutod

essentially required, namely,

Brazil

;

at tliosc points

was most
Rio de Janeiro in

pi'esence of a Britisli authority

Buenos Ayres

Lima

in the River Plate

;

Valpa-

Peru and San Bias on the
There were, besides, many incoast of Mexico.
termediate ports wherf? the activity of our merchants had found means to introduce a taste for our
manufactures and all these places required to be
occasionally visited, that the British interest might
not want protection.
Without going into details which might perhaps
seem tedious, it would be difficult to give a comprehensive view of the various duties, wliich at
this juncture devolved upon the captains of his
Majesty's ships, stationed along the coast of South
America, and Mexico. It may be sufficient to
mention, that as the whole of the consulate aifairs
fell to their charge, every dispute which arose between British subjects and the local goveraments
was necessarily carried on thi'ough them. This was
raiso in Chili

;

in

;

;

rather a

new

class of obligations for naval officers,

was one which, from their being the only disinterested individuals on the spot, they alone were
The greater number of
qualified to undertake.
the misunderstandings alluded to arose out of combut

it

mercial regulations, Avhich the merchants complained of as oppressive ; sometimes they originated in
the actual seizure of English vessels, on the plea
tliat attempts were made to introduce goods Avithout paying the established duties sometimes the
merchants were accused of concealing Spanish property in then- ships at others the laws of the port,
or of the country generally, were said to be infringed, the imputed delinquency being followed by
;

;
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iniprisoiiineiit, or

by

confiscation of property-

On

and many other occasions, appeals to the local
Government, from the captains of his Majesty's
it was, however, their speships, were looked for
cial duty merely to remonstrate, and, if possible, to
arrange matters amicably, Imt on no occasion to
threaten or to act in a hostile manner without inthese,

:

stnictions fi-om the Commander-in-chief, in reply
to the representations

made to him

stances. In almost every case,

it

of all the circum-

was of immediate

consequence to the advancement of the commercial
interests, that such disputes as have been alluded
to should be settled at the moment. The state of
trade, indeed, and of every political circumstance
in those countries, was liable to such pei"petual fluctuation, that, long before an answer could be received from the Commodore, everything material in
the ease might be altered.
The impossibility of
foretelling changes, or of estimating, with any precision, the

vulsions,
it

probable effect of the

torn,

a matter of extreme difficulty for the

in-chief to

conrendered

gi'eat political

by which the country was

Commander-

give instractions to his officers, for

whose proceeehngs, however, he was

may

officially re-

be supposed, could his
Majesty's Government at home have any clear
conception of what ought to be the details of
management, in the midst of such a prodigious
confusion of circumstances, varying every hour.
In the end, it became obvious that the only method
was, to make the officers well acquainted with the
general principles by which their conduct was tt)
be regulated, and to leave them afterwards, as a
matter of absolute ijecessity, to act to the best of
their judgment and ability, according to circum-

sponsible.

Still less, it
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stances, but always in the spiiit of their instruc-

With every possible care, Iiowever, cases
would sometimes occm*, so difficult and complicated, as to seem utterly incapable of adjustment,
tions.

without an extension of their powers.

On such ocbecame

casions, a reference to higher authority

in-

dispensable.

The Port

duties,

on the other hand, were of an

easier nature, relating chiefly to matters of differ-

ence between our

own countrymen, and regulated,

by established MTitten authowhich might be referred to. As the number of merchant ships in harbour was generally
considerable, these discussions became very ento a certain extent,

rities,

grossing, and,

when superadded

to our ordinary

professional avocations, often left us

little leisure

for attendins^ to the novel scenes of

a local and

characteristic nature, daily passing around us.
It will readily be understood how materially
our objects, in the official intercom'se above alluded to, w^ere liltely to be forwarded by a previous
personal acquaintance \vith the parties on both
it often happened that
the only mode of adjustment, therefore, was by compromise, through the
instrumentality of a disinterested third party, the

For

sides of the question.
botli

were to blame

;

success of whose interference would evidently depend very much upon his knowledge of the respective chai'acters of the disputants.

It Avas

on

this ac-

count, chiefly, that I wished to have remained longer in the capital, to see more of tlie different members of Government, as well as to extend my ac-

quaintance amongst the English residents, and the
merchants of the countrv.
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I reached Valparaiso before the French ships
made their appearance, and was much struck T\ath
the ill-suppressed anxiety with which the inhabitNational pride forbade
ants awaited the event.
the expression of any alarm but a knowledge of
the defenceless state of the place filled them with
Nothing-, however, as
very natm'al apprehension.
the event proved, could be more unfounded than
such fears for the Frenchm.en, after a short and
;

;

friendly visit, sailed

away

ag'ain,

caiTying off the

hearts of half the ladies of the Port.

Previous to their departure the Goveraor gave
a grand ball to the

French Admiral and

his offi-

and, without considering the size of his
rooms, invited the whole beauty and fashion of the
town to meet them.. Many of the company, well
cers

;

knoTVTi to be in indigent circumstances,

and whose

ordinary style of living was of the humblest description, surprised us by appearing in rich dresses,
and wearing jewels of considerable value. There
is nothing, it seems, upon which the women of
this country, especially those who can least afford
it, so much pique themselves as being able, upon
great occasions, to dress splendidly; and it is alleged that they often submit to many severe privations to attain this grand object of their vanity.

In the course of the evening, the room becoclose, 1 was glad to seek fresh air on the platform surrounding the Governor's house. Returning to the ball, I perreived an open door leading
to an antichamber separated from the principal
apartment by~ the hall where the music was stationed.
On entering this room, I was struck by
the appearance of several lady-like young women
standing on chairs and straining tlieir eyes, as they

ming
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looked over

tiic

iieads of the servants

and

miLsI-

cians to catch a glimpse of the strangers in the ball-

room, from which they appeared to be excluded.
Seated on a sofa in tlie comer near thera were two
stately old ladies, simply though elegantly dressed
triey did not appear to sympathize with their children in eagerness about the ball, but remained apait
quietly conversing together.
In theii* countenances, which retained traces of considerable beauty,
there dwelt a melancholy expression while their
:

;

demeanour indicated a

total indifference to all tliat

was passing. On inquiry, I learnt that they were
Old Spaniards, who, under the former administration of the countiy, had been persons of wealth
and consequence, but whose very existence was
now scai'cely known. The recent revolution had
stripped them of their fortune and their rank and
they were now living in such poverty and obscurity, as not to be thought worthy of an invitation
;

to the ball

Even so trifling a circumstance as this, if duly
considered, leads the mind to reflect on the inevitable consequences of

On

first

all

violent political changes.

arriving in South America, one

is

apt to

be dazzled by the brilliancy of the spectacle, and
to imagine that the good arising from the emancipation of the people must be without alloy. This
delusive veil tlie successful party are extremely
desirous of throwing over everything. Experience,
however, soon betiays the bitter workings of fortune under a great variety of shapes and it is a
wholesome exercise, both to the understanding and
to the heaii:, to view such examples attentively
when tliey happen to occur. In revolutionary times,
;

especially,

we may

rest assured, that in the midst
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of the most enthusiastic public rejoicings, there
will always be much secret grief entitled to consiThe incident above related
deration and respect.
first of its kind we had seen, and on that
account, perhaps, appeared more striking than most
of the numberless instances of unmerited ruin and
distress which we afterwards met with, everywhere
following the footsteps of the Revolution.

was the

—

I went in the evening to visit a
ISth of Jan.
family in the Almendral, or great suburb of ValTlie ladies were ranged, as usual, along
paraiso.
the wall in a compact line, with their shawls drawn
over the head and across the chin, so as nearly to
conceal their face. One young lady was playing the
harp, and one the guitar while others occasionally
joined, with their shrill voices, in singing the patriotic songs of the day. Some were chatting, some
working, and the evening was passing away pleasantly enough, till suddenly, and without any apparent cause, the whole party jumped up, cast away
their music and work, and flew in the most frantic
manner out of the house, screaming aloud, Misemisericordia
all beating their breasts,
ricordia
and looking terrified beyond description. I was
astonished but, notwithstanding my ignorance of
the cause of the uproar, followed the company into
the street, calling out Misericordia
as loud as
any of them. It was a bright moonlight evening, and
the street, from end to end, was filled with people ;
some only half-dressed, having just leaped from
their beds
childrQn, snatched from their sleep,
were crying in all directions many carried lights
in their hands
in short, such a scene of wild confusion and alarm 1 never beheld all apparently occasioned by a spontaneous movement, or, at least,
VOL. II.
D
2
;

!

!

;

!

—

—

—

;
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without any visible motive. After standing in the
street for about a minute, the whole crowd turned
round again and ran back to their houses so that,
in the course of a few seconds, the hubbub was
stilled, and not a mortal was to be seen.
On returaing to the room, I begged to know the
cause of this amazing commotion, having a vague
idea of its forming some part of a religious cere;

to my sui-prise, I learned that it had
been produced by an earthquake, so severe, that
the people had been afraid of the houses tumbling
about their ears, and had mn into the open street
for my part, I was totally
to avoid the danger
unconscious of any motion, nor did I even hear the
sound, which they described as unusually loud.
On mentioning this fact afterwards in company,

mony, when,

:

was assured, that for a considerable period after
the anival of foreigners, they are generally quite
insensible to shocks, which a native or an old resiI

dent can at once distinguish. It may be mentioned
an unusual effect of experience, that the
sensation of alarm caused by feeling an earthquake, unlike that caused by other kinds of danger, goes on augmenting instead of diminishing in
amount and that one who at first ridicules the
terrors of the inhabitants, comes eventually to be
even more frightened than they are.
An officer of the American friI9th of Jan.
gate Macedonia having died at Valpai"aiso, and
there being no ship of war of that nation in port,
to pay the accustomed honours to his remains, I
conceived it right to supply the place of his absent
countrymen, by attending with the officers of the
Conway, and gi'eat part of the crew, in procession
to the grave ; accompanied by all the Americans,
also, as

;

—
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Englisli, aiul other foreigners, without (listinction,

who

liappened to be on the spot. In places remote
from liome, an incident of this description makes
every stranger feel more strongly his insulated situation
in the absence of our natural friends, it
disposes us instinctively to cling to tliose around,
who, being equally desolate, are always ready to
sympathize with us.
On reaching the grave, even the most unreflecting were shocked to find that the body was to be
laid in unconsecrated giound for the former masters of the country, it aj)peaied, had systematically
denied to all foreigners, except such as were Ca-

—

;

tholics, the privilege of Christian burial.

very

gi-atifying to learn, that the

But

it is

new governmjent,

in a spirit worthy of the times, has since expressed
the utmost readiness to gi-ant a piece of ground to
be consecrated and set apart for this purpose.
2lst of Ja?i.
The Chilians are fond of making
pic-nic parties, to dine in the countiy, at any spot
which may suit them during an excursion and
to-day I happened to fall in with some friends bent
on such an expedition, all crowded into a caretta,
or covered waggon, on its way to the hills. They
wanted one more caballero, they said, and I wss
well pleased to be permitted to join them.
\Vc
reached the destined spot in safety, though sufficiently jolted, and well nigh deafened by the creaking sound of the wheels, which, like those in Spain,
are kept purposely without gi-eaSe, in order, it is
asserted, by this clumsy device, to prevent smuggling
since no cart nor waggon can ])ass within
half a league of a custom-house otlicer without
calling his attention to the spot. Here we found
ourselves seated in the cool verandah of a neatly-

—

;

—
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built cottage

;

and the sea-breeze

setting in,

was

delightfully refreshing after our dusty drive in the

on the side of the mountain
a full view of the bay and shipping, as
well as of the long line of houses skirting the shore ;
and the cottage being smTounded by fruit-trees,
such as figs, apples, peaches, and oranges, and shaded by lofty tamarinds, " the Vale of Paradise,"
the name given to the spot by its discoverers, appeared no longer inappropriate ; and was still further justified by our discovering afterwards, when
rambling amongst the hills, undoubted traces of an
ancient forest.
pleased om* imaginations by
looking forward to the time when industry and
wealth shall again restore the whole of this unculcaretta. Oui* situation

commanded

We

tivated scene to

Our

its

former beauty.

pic-nic differed greatly fi-om the repasts

under that name which

I have shared in other
countries; our table displayed at least a dozen
dressed dishes, with all the formalities of a dinner,
not followed, however, by the customary siesta a
;

most remarkable omission. The party being in a
meny mood, voted that, instead of sleeping, they
should go to a flower garden about a mile distant.
This proposal being cairied by acclamation, we all
set out, and having sauntered up and down the
cool walks for an horn-, returned to the town loaded with roses and sweetbriar.
One morning about sunrise I was awakened in
my lodgings on ^hore by loud groans from a person in the neighbouring house. I rose, and having
hastily dressed myself, went to the next door, which
I found open. The apai-tment was little more than
six feet square, and every way wretched.
On a
truckle-bed lay a poor man, who, from the tools

—
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and

supposed to be a car-

tihavings about him, I

penter

:

He

veins

on

little

finoer,

seemed

in dreadful agony, -with thi?

his foreliead swelled to the size of

and

his

my

eye-balls starting from his

His brow was covered with a coating of
head.
white-wash, and his limbs were as rigid as if they
had been made of iron bars. The only attendant
upon this miserable object was a little child of four
years old, who could give me no information and
all I could extract from the man himself was,
'•
some water !" From
Oh, give me spome water
his appearance I immediately supposed he was
seized with the high fever of the countiy called
cheva-longa, a fatal disease if not speedily check;

!

—

ed.
I was delighted, therefore, to discover my
boat rovdng into the cove near the spot, and hurried her back to the ship for one of the medical
gentlemen. On his anival, the doctor saw that no
time was to be lost, for akeady the man was deluious ; and seizing a piece of cord which lay on the
floor, he bound up and opened the veins of both

aims.

The relief which this

afforded

derful. In the course of half a

—

was

quite won-

minute the deludum

vanished the intolerable heat gradually subsided
the eyes assumed new life, and, as the blood flowed,
The patient still
lost their glazed appearance.
called out earnestly for water ; but before it could
be brought, his thirst had also gone and in a few
minutes the pain across the eyes, which he had debut the
scribed as excruciating, left him likewise
doctor, who was a bold practitioner, would not stop
the bleeding till every symptom had disappeared.
In this case, upwards of fifty ounces of blood were
abstracted, and the poor fellow remained abundantly weak, indeed, but altogetlier without com;

;

D 2
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Had

the fever been allowed to follow its
ccurse, according to the opinion of the medical
gentlemen, the patient could not have lived another
hour. He was quite well, however, and again at
his work within the week. His first act on getting
out was to come on board to thank the doctor, and
plaint.

to offer

him a few pieces of silver money

On

fortune.

his being seized

—

his

whole

with the fever, he

had been placed in bed by his friends,
his head with lime-water, saying
that if that did not save him, he must take his
chance, and had left him with only the little child
whom we foimd crying and helpless by his bedside.
The native practitioners fumed a good deal
upon the occasion, and said it was madness to
told us he

who had daubed

bleed in such a case.

shrugged

—The carpenter

expressively

his shoulders.

On the 22d of January his Majesty's ship Owen
Glendower arrived at Valparaiso, and the Conway
being ordered to proceed to Peru, sailed on the
27th for Callao, the sea-port of Lima.
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CHAPTER

III.

—

NOTICE OF THE REVOLUTIONS IN CHILI GENERAL
SAN MARTIN BATTLE OF CHACABUCO GENERAL
g'hIGGINS BATTLES OF TALCA AND MAYPO
ARRIVAL OF LORD COCHRANE, WHO TAKES VALDIVIA
EXPEDITION AGAINST PERU
CAPTURE
OF THE ESMERALDA.

—

Chili first threw off the Spanish yoke in September 1810, but the national Independence was
not fully established till April 1818. During the
intermediate period, the dissensions of the difi'erent parties their disputes as to the form of government, and the law of election ; with other distracting causes, arising out of the ambition of turbulent individuals, and the inexperience of the
whole nation in political affau's so materially retarded the union of the country, that the Spaniards, by sending expeditions from Peru, were enabled, in 1814, to regain their lost authority in
;

;

Chili.

Meanwhile the Government of Buenos Ayres,
the independence of which had been established in
1810, naturally dreaded that the Spaniards would

not long be confined to the western side of the
Andes but would speedily make a descent upon
the provinces of the River Plate, of which Buenos
Ayres is the capital. In order to guard against this
formidable danger, they vigorously resolved themselves to become the invaders, and by great exer;
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,

The comtions equipped an army of 4000 men.
mand of tliis force was given to General Don Jose
de San Martin, a native of the town of Yapeyu in
Paraguay a man greatly beloved by all ranks, and
held in such high estimation by the people, that to
;

his personal exertions the formation of this ai'my

was chiefly due.
With these troops San Martin entered
a pass over the Andes heretofore deemed

Chili

by

inacces-

sible, and on the 12th of Febiniary 1817, attacked
and completely defeated the Royal army at Chacabuco. The Chilians, thus freed from the immediate presence of the enemy, elected General O'Higgins as Director and he, in 1818, oftered the
Chilians a constitution, and nominated five senators
;

to administer the affairs of the country. Tliis meritorious officer, an Irishman by descent, though

boin in Chili, has ever since remained at the head
of the government. It was originally proposed to
elect General San Martin as Director but this he
steadily refused, proposing his companion in ai'ms,
O'Higgins, in his stead.
The remnant of the Spanish army took refuge
in Talcuhuana, a fortified sea-port near Conception, on the southern frontier of Chili.
Vigorous
measures were taken to reduce this place, but, in
the beginning of 1818, the Viceroy of Peru, by
;

draining that province of its best troops, sent off
a body of 5000 men under General Osorio, who

succeeded in joining the Spaniards shut up in
Talcuhuana. Thus reinforced, the Royal army,
amounting in all to 8000, drove back the Chilians,
marched on the capital, and gained other considerable advantages
particularly in a night action at
Cancha Rayada, near Talca, on the 19th of Mai'ch
;
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1S18, where

Royalists almost entirely dispersed
San Martin, however, who,
the Patriot forces.
after the battle of Chacabuco, had been named
Commander-in-chief of the united armies of Chili
and Buenos Ayres ; and who seems to have possessed, in a remarkable degree, the confidence of
both countries, succeeded, in conjunction with Getlie

Las Heras, in rallying the
augmenting their numbers, and inspiring
them with fresh resolution. These exertions on
the part of the generals were admu-ably seconded
neral O'Higgins and
troops,

by the

inhabitants of Santiago,

who

seeing the ne-

making an extraordinary effort, not only
subscribed their money, but gave up all their plate
and jewels, for the good of their country. This
timely supply enabled San Martin to re-eqidp the
army with amazing celerity, and to bring it again
cessity of

into the field as well appointed as before

;

so that,

on the 5th of April 1818, only seventeen days
after his defeat, he engaged, and after an obstinate
and sanguinary conflict, completely routed the Spanish army on the plains of Maypo.
This battle is one of the most important that
has been fought during the long struggle between
the Colonies and the Mother Country for had the
event of the day been different from what it was,
;

it is impossible to calculate how materially the li-.
beration of the country might have been retarded. It
was not in Chili alone, however, that its beneficial

effect

was

felt

and acknowledged

;

and

for

many

years aftei-wards, the recollection of its details infused vigour and efficiency into the independent
cause from one end of the continent to the other.
On account, therefore, of its very momentous con-

sequences, both immediate and remote, I tliink

it
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by the
San Martin, wlio commanded on
that memorable occasion.
I have retained even
those paragraphs which contain the common-place
mention of the officers, as many of their names
have since become well known in South America
and it seems but fair that men wlio liave
light to insert the official account written
gi'eat

oflicer,

;

contributed so essentially to the liberation of tlieir
country should not be passed over in silence. It
is interesting,

besides, to observe

how

speedily the

and energy of the country expanded, as
soon as tlie dead weight of the Spanish authority
was removed. For there can be no doubt tliat
Freyre, Las Ileras, O'Higgins, and various other
officers mentioned in this Gazette, and whose services have been of the utmost consequence to the
cause of South American independence, would
have remained altogether unknown and useless untalent

der the former system.

Buenos Ayres Gazette.
Wednesday, 22d AprU, 1818.

Despatch of his Excellency tJie Captain- General
of the Andes to the Supreme Goveiminent,
" Most excellent Sir,
" The unlooked-for events which took place on
the night of the 19th ultimo, at Cancha rayada,
It
threatened to annihilate the liberties of Chili.
was certainly a spectacle in the highest degi'ee
alarming to see an ai'my, composed of valiant, disciplined, and veteran soldiers, completely dispersed without fighting.
" Ever since the opening of the campaign, as 1
had been perfectly confident of success, all my

;
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movements had

for their object to

render the vic-

The enemy, in fact,
tory complete and decisive.
from the moment he abandoned Cm-ico, never occupied a position in which our troops did not haThus cirrass and threaten to turn their flanks.
cumstanced, both armies encamped at the same
moment hi the neighbourhood of Talca, and in such
a position that it was impossible to recross the river Maule.
" Our situation was the most unfortunate possible, and was rendered disastrous by the most unlooked-for incidents. Our infantry did not reach their
position till sunset ; and as I found it impossible
to commence the attack at that hour, the army was
formed for the time in two lines, while a reconnoissance was made in order to ascertain which was
the most advantageous ground to take up. On further examination, I decided upon occupying a position on the left, and directed that wing of the
ai-my to move upon it ; but the troops were scarcely in motion, when a vigorous attack was made by
the enemy, the effect of which was to throw the
baggage and artilleiy into confusion. This was
about nine o'clock in the evening, and the disorder
soon spread to the left wing of the army, which,
after a brisk fire of half an hour, was dispersed

The enemy, however, lost many men
and on our side we had to lament that the gallant
General O'Higgins was wounded.

likewise.

" Aided by the officers, I did everything in my
power to rally the troops on a neighbouring high
gi-ound, and this was presently accomplished under
the protection of the corps de reserve. An obstinate contest now took place but our people be;

;
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tame
there

stupified and confused in the darkness, and
was nothing for it but to abandon the post.

" The right, meanwhile, had not been nearly so
severely pressed, and Colonel Las Heras had the
address to retire with the infantry and cavalry under jiis orders.
This was the only point we had
to tmst to when I reached Chimbarongo.
I im-

mediately took steps to establish a communication
with our scattered forces, especially in the naiTow
pass or gorge of Regulemii. The head-quarters
were at San Fernando. Here we continued for
two days and I can assure your Excellency our
situation was embarrassing enough. All the baggage, and the whole of the materiel of the army,
was gone everything had been taken from us
and we were left absolutely without the power of
facing such a superior force, flushed as they were
with victory. In this predicament, there was no alternative left but to fall back with all speed upon
Santiago, and to put every possible means in requisition to obtain supplies, which might enable
;

;

me

to save the country.

" Your Excellency will scarcely believe it possible, that, at the end of three days, the army was
once more organized and encamped on the exercising ground, at a league's distance from this city.
Their 6i)irits were completely revived and within
thirteen days of their dispersion, and after a retreat
;

of eighty leagues, were again in condition to face
the enemy.
The zeal, energy, and perseverance,

with which the commanding ofhcers, and indeed
every individual of tlie army, co-operated to re-

and discipline, is beyond all praise.
must be confessed, however, that our force was

establish order
It

still

gi-eatly inferior to that of the

enemy

:

many

;
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were reduced to mere skeletons, and some
battalions could hardly muster two hundred men.
" Meanwhile our opponent came on rapidly
and on the 1st instant I received certain information, that the body of his army, having crossed the
Maypo by the fords of Longuen, had marched in
coi-ps

the direction of the pass of Calera but his posiwas neither secure, nor skilfully chosen. On
the 2d we marched, and took post near the aqueduct of Espejo. During the 3d and 4th there was
a good deal of skiraiishing between the sharpshooters, and the troops continued under arms on
both those nights.
" On the 5th the enemy drew still nearer to us,
evidently with the design of turning our right flank,
intending thereby to threaten the capital, as well
as to cut off our communications with Aconcagua,
and open for himself the road to Valparaiso. As
soon as I discovered this movement, I conceived the
fit opportunity was come for attacking him
and I
;

tion

;

by a
which was the preparative
to all the succeeding operations. I placed the whole
of the infantry under the command of General Balcarce the right flank under the immediate orders
of Colonel Las Heras, the left under Lieut.-Colonel
Alvarado, and the reserve commanded by Colonel
Hilarion de la Quintana. The right division of the
cavalry were placed under Colonel Don Matias Zapiola, with his squadrons of grenadiers, and the
left division under Colonel Don Ramon Freyi'e,
with the body-guard of his Excellency the Director
of Chili, and the mounted chassems of the Andes.
" The enemy, upon seeing our first movement,
therefore placed myself directly in his front

movement

to the right,

;

immediately occupied a strong position

in front of
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and detached a battalion of chasseurs to a
small knoll on his left, in order to maintain a fourgun battery established about half way up the hill.
These dispositions were most judiciously conceiour

line,

ved, as they completely secured his
fire

left, while his
raked and protected the whole front of his po-

sition.

" Our line, formed in close column, marched to
the right of the enemy, offering an oblique face to
their attack.
The reserve fell back at the same
time to be ready to cover and support our right.
battery of eight guns, commanded by Captain
Blanco Ciceron, was advanced towards our right,
and another of four guns occupied nearly the centre of our line, which soon commenced playing
with great effect on the enemy's position.
" Things being thus arranged, our columns descended the side of the rising ground which fonned
our position, and charged the enemy's line.
were received with a furious fire, but continued
our march, although their flanking battery of four
guns annoyed us excessively. At this instant, a
considerable body of the enemy's cavalry, placed
behind the hills, came forward and charged our

A

We

mounted grenadiers, who had formed in column
by squadrons considerably in advance. The leading
squadron was under Captain Escalada, who, the
instant he saw an attack was intended, daslied forward, sword in hand, upon the enemy, and CapThe enemy
tain Medina followed immediately.
turned about, and galloped off to the little hill,
where, aided by the grape-shot from the four-gun
battery, and the fu'e of the infantry, they rallied,
and diove our troops back again. These squadrons
soon formed anew, and, leaving the fortified hill to
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their right, pressed forwai'd in pursuits of the ene-

my's cavaby, who retreated to a height in thenrear where, being speedily reinforced, they attacked Colonel Zapiola, who withstood this new chai'ge
with great steadiness. At last the enemy gave way,
and were finally driven entirely from this point.
Meanwhile, a most vigorous and destructive fire
was kept up between the enemy's light and our
left.
His best troops were stationed in that quarter, and presently they were advanced in close column, accompanied by a body of cavalry.
" Captain Borgoiio had by this time gained the
summit of the hill forming our position, with eight
fieid-pieces, which he was carrying to our extreme
left, with the intention of raking the enemy's line.
He very promptly, however, availed himself of the
opportunity, and opened such a fire of grape upon
the enemy's advancing columns, that he very soon
threw their cavalry into disorder. Notwithstanding tliis advantage, and the gallant efforts made
by Captains Alvarado and Martinez, our line began evidently to falter. At this critical moment
I gave orders for the reserve, under Colonel Quina service which was
tana, to charge the enemy
performed in the most brilliant manner. The troops
employed consisted of the first and third battalions
of Chili, and the ninth battalion of the Andes, under Captains llibera. Lopes, and Conde. This energetic charge, and one by Captain Tonson of the
Coquimbo regiment, gave a new impulse to our
line, and the whole fell upon the enemy with more
;

;

decisive effect than ever.

"

The squadrons composing the body-guard, and

mounted chassem's imder
FrejTe, charged at the same

the

the intrepid Colonel
period,

and were in
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turn repeatedly attacked by the enemy. It is difficult to give an adequate idea of the numerous
feats of bravery which distinguished the troops on
this day. I speak not only of bodies of troops and
commanding-officers, but of individual soldiers. It
may, however, be safely asserted, that a more daring, vigorous, or well-supported attack, never was
made ; neither, it ought to be allowed, was there
ever a more determined resistance.

At

last,

how-

and gallantry of our soldiers
succeeded, and the position was wrested from the

ever, the perseverance

enemy

at the point of the bayonet.
" These important successes alone, it might have
been thought, would have given us the victory;
but it was not in our power to break the enemy's
columns completely. Our cavalry, indeed, hung
upon their flanks and rear, and harassed them
excessively.
Still, however, they retreated in a
compact body, till, on reaching the narrow lanes
near Espejo, they obtained possession of a hill,
where they commenced a new action, which lasted
above an hour. On our side, this was maintained
by the third regiment of Arauco, the infantry of
Chili, and other detachments, which were succesEventually, however, the gallant
sively engaged.
Ist and 11th battalions of Coquimbo, which had
already borne the brunt of the action on our right,
attacked the enemy so briskly, that they entirely
overthrew them and put them to rout. The gates
and lanes being occupied by our cavalry, only the

Commander-in-chief Osorio, and two bundled horse,
escaped ; and it is probable that he will not long
evade the pursuit of the troops which are in search
of him. All the enemy's generals have fallen into
our hands
and, up to this date, we have taken
;
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3000 men and 190 officers and on the field of
battle lie 2000 killed. All the ai'tillery and ammu;

nition, the hospitals

and

stores, the military chest,

—

in a word, everything
appertaining to the royal army, is either dead, or
prisoner, or safe in om* power.
" Owe own loss amoimts to one thousand killed

and every

article

it

contains

and woimded. As soon
names are received, they

as the returns of their

shall be transmitted to
your Excellency, together with those of the officers most distinguished on this occasion.
" I have to acknowledge the greatest obligation
to Senor General Balcarce, whose talents have materially sustained the army since the very first moment of the campaig-n. The Adjutant-General
AguiiTe I may give the same praise and the other
individuals of my staff, including Don Diego Pa;

roissiens.

" I am also highly satisfied with the conduct of
the chief engineer, Dable, and my aid-de-camps,
O'Brian, Guzman, and Escalada ; and the Secretaiy of war, Zenteno, and my own private secre-

Marzan. I\Iy only regret is, that I cannot
do adequate justice to all parties, as it is to theii'
united valour and exertions that the country is intary,

debted for so glorious a day.
" I entreat that yom* Excellency will permit the
names of the officers who have assisted in this severe and honoxirable campaign, to be inserted after
this despatch.

" I am aware that it will hurt the modesty of
our gallant Supreme Director, Don Bernardo O'Higgins, but I feel it right to mention that his Excellency, notwithstanding his being severely wounded, having insisted upon bein2r placed on horse-

e2
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back, actually rode to the field, and was in the
battle at its conclusion. I grieve, however, to add,
that these exertions have aggravated his wound.
" God protect your Excellency many years,
" Jose de San Martin.

" P.S. The action commenced at 9 in the mornand ended at sunset. The force of the enemy
was 5300 men ours was 4900."
ing,

;

From that day, the 5th of April, Chili may date
her complete independence for although a small
portion of the Spanish troops endeavoured to make
a stand at Conception, they were soon driven out,
and the country left in the free possession of the
Patriots, or, as their expressive language calls them,
Hijos del Pays, Sons of the Land.
Having now time to breathe, the Chilian Government, aided by that of Buenos Ayres, determined to attack the Royalists in their turn, by
sending an armament against Peru a great and
bold measure, originating with San Martin, who
saw that the independence of neither of these
countries could ever be secure, whilst a great Spanish force maintained itself in their neighbourhood,
supported by the wealth and resources of Peru.
Had this expedition sailed at once, there could
;

—

have been

little

doubt of

its

immediate and com-

Peru, in fact, had been left nearly
defenceless, by the efforts she had made to repress the revolutionary spirit of Chili and, from
this exhausted situation she did not recover for
some time. Chili, however, and Buenos Ayres,
being both, in a great degree, similarly circumstanced, were not at first equal to the great exertions
necessary to send out an ex]ieditiou the difficulty
plete success

;

;

;
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of providing ships, arms, and other requisites, and
the indolent habits acquired under their former
i-ulers, prevented any real progress being made iii
the expedition till about March 1820, two yeai's
after the battle of Maypo. They had, however, an
animating cause before them ; they were quickened by success, and strongly stimulated, both by the
hopes of securing their independence, and by the
dread of again sinking under the ancient yoke.
The Spanish naval force in the Pacific was at
this time considerable ; and although the Chilians
had made great exertions to equip a squadron, and
had distinguished themselves at sea on more than
one occasion, they could not for a long time have
gained such a command of the sea-coast as was essential to the grand project above mentioned, Iiad
not Lord Cochrane, fortunately for the independent cause, accepted an invitation from the Chilian
Government, to take the command of then* navy.
The great influence which Lord Cochrane's renown, his matchless intrepidity, and his inexhaustible resources in war, have had on the fate of
those countries, render some account of his proceedings an important part of this sketch.
His Lordship arrived in Chili in November 1818,

when he was immediately appointed Commanderin-chief of the squadron.

Many

English

officers,

and a great number of English and American seamen, attracted by the celebrity of his name, and
the romantic nature of the cause, eagerly flocked to
By their united exertions the Chilian fleet was so greatly increased in numbers and
efficiency, that in Febniary, and afterwards in September, 1819, very gallant attacks were made on
his standard.

the batteries and sliipping at Callao, which,

al-

"
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though not followed by any important success,
gave practical confidence to the fleet, while it alarmed the Spaniards, by displaying an extent of naval
power of which they had previously no conception.
His Lordship, after this attack, went to Guayaquil,
where he surprised and captured a number of valuable Spanish ships, laden with timber and naval
stores. He then sailed from the coast of Peru, apparently with the intention of returning to Valparaiso : instead of which, he proceeded with a celerity and decision perfectly incomprehensible to his
dilatory enemies, to Talcuhuana, the port of Conception, a fi-ontier towu of Chili.
Here General

commanding the

Freyre,

district,

reinforced his

Lordship with a detachr.oent of troops, and he sailed for Valdivia, an impo rtant and strongly-fortified
Spanish town in the south. On the 2d of February
1820, Lord Cochrane succeeded, by a characteristic
combination of cool judgment and impetuous gallantry'-, in possessing himself of all the enemy's batteries, one after another
and, subsequently, of the
town and province. As this is one of the most
important achievements oi: the wai', a translation of
Lord Cochrane's own lett(jr, which was written in
Spanish, detailing the eveiat, will I tliink prove in;

teresting.

*'

Despatch from Lord Cochrane to tJie Minister of
War and Marine of the Government of Chili.

"
" Sir,

—

I

Talcuhuana,

" On board the Montezuma,
Valdivia, 4th of February, 1820.

had the hoaour to inform you from
that, taking

tunity which presented

advantage of the opporitself of

communicating

;
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with Colonel Freyre on the means most effectual
towards expelling the enemy from the south of
Chili, and freeing the country from future incursions, I availed myself of the assistance of that zeawho supplied me, on the
lous and active officer
28th ult. with the troops and other assistance I required. The O'Higgins, Intrepid brig, and Montezuma schooner, sailed with a fair wind, and on the
2d instant arrived at the preconcerted rendezvous,
ten leagues to the southward of Valdivia. All the
troops were then embarked in the small vessels
and, leaving the O'Higgins outside, we stood in for
the Aguada Inglesa, where we anchored at a moderate distance from the battery and fort of San
The troops were disembarked at sunset
Carlos.
but this was not effected before the castle commenced a fire upon us and, in consequence of the
heavy surf retarding the disembai'kation, the enemy
gained time to collect a considerable force behind
;

;

the precipices which line the beach.
" Nevertheless, the marines of the O'Higgins
and Intrepid, with the military, having reached the
shore, put the enemy to flight and, pursuing them
to the forts of Aguada Inglesa and San Carlos, immediately took possession of the fii'st. The second
was taken by assault after dark, in spite of all the
;

enemy made to defend it. The rapidity
with which we took the forts and batteries of
Avanzado, Barro, Amagos, and Chorocomago, can
only be compared with the valour and resolution of
the officers and men who entered the Castle of Corral along with the enemy, whom they were pursuing to this last point that remained to them. In this
manner fell all the batteries and forta on the southefforts the
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strength is nothing when
advantageous natural situation.
" I enclose you the letters of Major Beauchefs,
who commanded the brave detachment of 250 men
with which the patriot Colonel Freyre supplied

ern bank, whose

compared

artificial

witli their

me, and of Major Miller, who commanded the
marines. Of the gallant conduct of these two officers, and that of Captain Erezcous, who commanded the detachment from the Intrepid, as of all
the rest, I can say nothing in praise adequate to
their merit, and, consequently, I shall recommend

them

in expressive silence to the consideration of

Excellency the Supreme Dii'ector.
" I had almost forgotten to mention, that these
forts and batteries mount seventy pieces of cannon,
and that we have taken in the port the ship Do" Cochrane."
lores.
(Signed)
his

While Lord Cochrane was thus harassing the
enemy at every point of the coast where they still
maintained a footing, and pm'suing their ships
whenever he could gain intelligence of them, the
government of Chili was not inactive. The resources of the country were industriously called
forth, troops

were embodied and

discipliiiCd,

and

every preparation made for the great expedition
against Peni.
The executive government also removed from the capital to Valparaiso, in order to
co-operate more effectually with the indefatigable
San Martin in organizing the army, and Lord
Cochrane, as soon as the necessary ai'rangements
for the new administration of Valdivia,
returned to Valparaiso, where he devoted himself,
with unremitting assiduity, to the equipment of
the fleet destined to accompany the expedition.

were made

;
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Under his hand
The confined naval resources of the country were turned to
the greatest account, with a dexterity and professional skill which astonished every one. Nor was
all

things prospered.

his Lordship less successful in producing, out of
the incongruous materials under his command, a
thorough union of hearts and hands in execution of
the great task he had undertaken.

The

expedition was finally reported ready for

on the 15th of August 1820 the troops,
which had been encamped in readiness in the
neighbourhood, were marched into Valparaiso on
the 18th, and immediately embarked from the arsenal imder the superintendence of General Las
sailing

;

Heras. On this occasion it was admitted, by men
experienced in the embarkation of regular European armies, that the appearance and discipline of
the Chilians were worthy of any country.
Their
numbers amounted to 3700 men. Fifteen thousand stand of arms, with a proportionate quantity
of ammunition and clothing, were shipped for the
purpose of organizing fresh corps of the Pei'U'vaans,
who, it was expected, would flock to the Independent standard as soon as the expedition landed.
General San Martin was named Commander-inchief, and captain-general of the United Liberating Army of Peru.
The fleet under Lord Cochrane consisted of tlie
O'Higgins, of 50 guns, bearing his Lordship's flag
at the main; the San Martin, 60; the Lantaro, 40
Independencia, 24 and three smaller vessels. The
;

transports

were twenty

in

number,

chiefly prizes

captured from the Spaniards.

The

first

bulletin of the Liberating

Army

opens

—
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following words, whicli state the object of
the expedition briefly and with some spiiit :

with

tlic

"

Valparaiso, 13th of August, ia20.

" In the tenth year of the South American Revolution, and the three hundredth of the conquest
of Peru ; a people, whose rank in the social scale
has been hitherto rated below its destiny, hajs undertaken to break those chains which Pizarro began to forge, with his blood-stained hands, in
1520.
" The government established in Chili, since its

having conceived this great design,

restoration,

deems it right that it should be carried into execution by the same person, who, having twice promised to save

An

"

his country, has twice succeeded.*

expedition,

great sacrifices,

the

is

equipped at the expense of

at length ready to proceed,

and

^rmy

now

of Chili, united to that of the Andes, is
called upon to redeem the land in which sla-

very has longest existed, and from whence the latest
eiforts have been made to oppress the whole continent. Happy be this day on which the record of

movements and the
commences
" The object of this

the

action of the expedition

I

enterprize

is

to decide

whether or not the time is arrived, when the influence of South America upon the rest of the world
shall be commensurate witli its extent^ its riches,
and its situation."

As tliere will be occasion to make frequent use
of the tenns Spaniard and Patriot, it may prevent
* San Martin, in 1817, at Chacabuco, and in 1818, at
defeated the Spaniards.

Maypo. completely
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by the word Spameant a person bom in Old
and by Patriot one bom in South Ameri-

misapprehension to
niard

is

Spain

;

61

state, tliat,

exclusively

and attached to tlie Independent cause. Persons bora in the colonies of Spanish parents, are, in
Europe, usually termed Creoles, but the use of this
word I have avoided, as a little offensive to South
American ears probably from its liaving been the
appellation given them dming their dependent state.
In speaking of themselves, they use the word American, or Patriot
but as the former might lead to
confusion with the inhabitants of the United States,
it seems least objectionable to use Patriot, when
speaking of persons bom in the country, though
descended from Spaniards. The term Patriot, inca,

;

;

deed, in its strict sense, does not describe what, in
speaking of the South American States, it is applied to but it has, of late years, been so universally adopted to designate all descriptions of adherents to the cause opposed to the Spanish authority in South America, that I shall constantly use it
in this sense, in preference to any more exact, but
;

less generally received appellation.
it
is

The language,

may be

mentioned, spoken all over the country,
Spanish, more or less corrupted by local idiom

and pronunciation.

The expedition set sail for Pem on the 20th of
August, and reached Pisco, a port about 100 miles
south of Lima, on the 7th of September, where, by
the 11th, the whole army was disembarked. The
Spanish troops, stationed in that neighbourhood,
had previously fallen back upon Lima, where the
Viceroy resolved to collect his whole force. At
first, therefore, the Liberating Army encountered
no resistance, and on the 26th, an armistice of eiglit
vol..

IT.

F
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being agreed to, at the request of the Viceroy
Don Joaquim Pezuela, the commissioners of both
parties held a conference at Miraflores, a village
two or three leagues south of Lima.
clays

The

real object of the Chilians in agi-ecing to this

was to gain time. The whole of the arand 500 infantry had parted from the fleet
during the passage, and had not rejoined the expe-

armistice,
tillery

In order to allow these vessels to join, the

dition.

sides, it

was protracted as long as possible. Bewas of the utmost importance to procure

coirect

information respecting the state of the

armistice

country, and to distribute manifestoes and other
seductive and inflammatory papers amongst the inhabitants.
It was first proposed, on the part of the Viceroy,
" That the Government and people of Chili and the
army should swear to the constitution of the Spanish Monarchy, and should send deputies to the
Sovereign Congress of Spain, for the purpose of
availing themselves of the rights and privileges
granted to the Colonies by the Cortes."
This proposition the Chilian deputies declined to
discHss saying, they were not authorized to negotiate on such a basis, and that they could treat
only on grounds not at variance with the principles,
which the free Governments of South America
;

The
laid do^^^l as the nde of their conduct.
Royalist Deputies next proposed, " That the Liberating Army should evacuate the territory of
Peru, and return to Chili ; under the express engagement, that deputies should be sent with full
powers to Spain, to request his Majesty to grant
their wishes."
This new proposal convinced the
had

Chilians, that the

Government

of

Lima had no

se-
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rious intention of

coming

to terms

;

in fact,

they

never supposed the Viceroy in earnest but as the
deputies were mstmcted to leave nothing untried,
;

and, if possible, to discover the real extent of the
obstacles to peace, they proposed, on the part of
Chili, " That the Liberating Army should evacuate
Pisco, and retire beyond the river Desaguadero,
which lies in lat. 18° South, and forms the bounding line of Chili and Peru
and that the Royal
troops should retire beyond the limits of the presidency of Chili, as defined in 1810 ; that the political state of Chili remaining unchanged, should
;

send commissioners with full powers to Madrid, to
with his Most Catholic Majesty while hostilities should cease both by sea and land, until
treat

;

three months

aftei* the termination of the negotiaand, finally, that the senior officer of his
Britannic Majesty's ships, and the senior officer of
the ships of the United States of North America,

tions

:

should be requested to guarantee the fulfilment of
The Viceroy declined the essential parts of this proposal, namely, the evacuation of the provinces of Potosi, Chuquizaca, Cochabamba, and La Paz, as well as the guarantee of
the naval Commanders-in-chief; so that, after a
long, but unimportant cori'espondence between tlie

these stipulations."

two

parties, the armistice

was broken up on

th-e

4th of October, and on the 26th, the expedition
proceeded to the northward.
San Martin's plan of the campaign was certainly very skilfid. By landing to windward of Lima,
(for the wind blows constantly from the south on
this part of the coast,) he retained the power of
making a descent upon the capital at any moment
he chose, should the Viceroy venture to quit it
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with the main body of the Spanish army to repel
the invaders. The Viceroy was thus also prevented from detaching any of his forces to intoicept a
division of the Patriots' army, which San Martin
sent under Colonel Arenales into the inteiior. The
subsequent removal of the Chilian expedition to
Ancon, situated to the northward of Lima, occupied the attention of the Viceroy still more closely,
and gave Arenales full time to effect his object of
exciting the interior to revolt.

In the meantime, while the Liberating Army
under San Martin were removing to Ancon, Lord
Cochrane, with part of his squadron, anchored in
the outer Roads of Callao, the sea-port of Lima.
The inner hai'bour was guai'ded by an extensive
system of batteries, admirably constructed, and
bearing the general name of the Castle of Callao.
The merchant-ships, as well as the men-of-war,
consisting, at that time, of the Esmeralda, a large
40 gun frigate, and two sloops of war, were moored under the guns of the castle within a semicircle
of fourteen gun-boats, and a boom made of spars
chained together. Lord Cochrane having previously reconnoitred these formidable defences in person, undertook, on the 5th of November, the desperate enterprize of cutting out the Spanish frigate,
although she was known to be fully prepared for an
attack. His Lordship proceeded in fourteen boats,
containing 240 men, all volunteers from the different ships of the squadron, in two divisions one
under the immediate orders of Captain Crosbie, the
other under Captain Guise ; both ofl&cers commanding ships of the Chilian squadron.
At midnight, the boats having forced their way
across the boom, Lord Cochrane, who was lead;
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rowed alongside the first gun-boat, and, taking
the officer by surprise, proposed to him, mth a
ing,

pistol at his head, the alternative of " Silence or

—

—

the boats pushed
death !" no reply was made
on unobserved and Lord Cochrane, mounting
the Esmeralda's side, was the first to give the
alarm.
The sentinel on the gangway levelled his
but was instantly cut down by
piece and fired
the coxswain, and his Lordship, though wounded
in the thigh, at the same moment stepped on the
deck.
The frigate being boarded with no less
gallantry, on the opposite side, by Captain Guise,
who met Lord Cochrane midway on the quarterdeck and also by Captain Crosbie the after part
of the ship was soon can-ied, sword in hand.
The
Spaniards rallied on the forecastle, where they
made a desperate resistance, till overpowered by
a fresh paity of seamen and marines, headed by
Lord Cochrane. A gallant stand was again made
for some time on the main-deck
but before one
o'clock the ship was captured, her cables cut, and
she was steered triumphantly out of the harbour,
under the fire of the whole of the north face of the
The Hyperion, an English, and the Macastle.
cedonian, an American frigate, which were at anchor close to the scene of action, got under weigh

—
;

;

;

;

the attack commenced
and, in order to
prevent their being mistaken by the batteries for
the Esmeralda, showed distinguishing signals but
Lord Cochrane, who had foreseen and provided even
for this minute circumstance, hoisted the same
lights as the American and English frigates ; and
thus rendered it impossible for the batteries to discriminate between the three ships the Esmeralda,

when

;

:

:
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f>6

in consequence,

from the

was very

little

injured by the shot

batteries.

The Spaniards had upwards of 120 men killed and wounded; the Chilians 11 killed, and 30
wounded.
This loss was a death-blow to the Spanish naval
force in that quarter of the world
for, although
there were still two Spanish frigates and some
smaller vessels in the Pacific, they never afterwards ventured to show themselves, but left Lord
Cochrane undisputed master of the coast.
The skill and gallantry displayed by Lord Codirane, both in planning and conducting this astonishing enterprize, are so peculiarly his own, and
;

so much in character ^vith the great deeds of his
early life, that a copy of his instructions for the
action, and his subsequent despatch, will be read

with

much

interest.

Copy of Lord Cochrami s preparatory Memorau'

dum

to the Chilian Squadron^ dated
" On board the Chilian States' Ship O'Higgins,
1st of November 1820.

" Tlie boats
in

two

towing the launches
each other, which lines ai'e

will proceed,

lines parallel to

to be at the distance of three boats' length asunder.
" The second line will be imder the charge of

Each boat will be under the
Captain Guise.
charge of a volunteer commissioned officer, so far
as circumstances permit, and the whole under the
immediate command of the Admiral.
" The ofiicers and men ai-e all to be dressed in
white jackets, frocks, or shirts, and are to be armed with pistols, sabres, knives, tomahawks, or
pikes.

;
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Two

boat-keepers are to be appointed to each
boat, who, on no pretence whatever, shall quit
their respective boats, but are to remain therein,
and talie cai'e that the boats do not get adrift.
" Each boat is to be provided with one or more
axes, or sharp hatchets, which are to be kept slungThe frigate
to the girdle of the boat-keepers.
Esmeralda being the chief object of the expedition,
the whole force is fii'st to attack that ship, which,
when carried, is not to be cut adrift, but is to remain in possession of the Patriot seamen, to ensure
the capture of the rest.
" On securing the frigate, the Chilian seameil
and marines are not to cheer as if they vv^ere
Chilenos, but, in order to deceive the enemy, and
give time for completing the work, are to cheer,
»

Viva
"

el

Rey

!'

The two

brigs of war are to be fired on by
the musketry from the Esmeralda, and ai*e to be
taken possession of by Lieutenants Esmond ajid
Morgell, in the boats they command ; which being done, they are to cut adiift, nin out, and anchor in the offing as quickly as possible. The
boats of the Independencia ai'e to busy themselves
in tuniing adrift all the outward Spanish merchantships
and the boats of the O'Higgins and Lautaro, under Lieutenants Bell and Robertson, are to
set fire to one or more of the headmost hulks
but these are not to be cut adrift so as to fall down
upon the rest.
;

" The watch-word, or parole and countersign,
should the white dress not be sufficient distinction in the dark, are ' Gloria !' to be answered by
'Victoria!*
(Signed)
"Cochrane"

;
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Lord Cochrane really expected to exoperations beyond the capture of the fri-

VVhiitlier
t»?nd his

whether he merely wished to inspire his
people with confidence, by making the main object appear only a part of the enterprize, is uncertain
but, in either case, the effect could not fail
to be valuable.
The foregoing memorandum, being addressed
gate, or

;

principally to

was written

Englishmen and North Americans,

in Englisli.

The

following letter I

have never seen, except in the original Spanish.
Translation of Admiral Lord Cochrane s Despatch

General San Martin^ Commander-in-Chief
of the Liberating Army of Peru.

to

" On board the Chilian States' Ship
O'Higgins, before Callao, Nov. 14, 1820.

—

" Most Excellent Sir,
The efforts of his
Excellency the Supreme Director, and the sacrifices of the Patriot* of the South, to acquire the
dominion of the Pacific, hare hitherto been frustrated,

chiefly

by the enormous strength of the
which (being superior to those

batteries of Callao,

of Algiers

or Gibraltar) rendered

every attack

enemy

impracticable,

against the naval force of the

with any class or number of ships of war.
Neveradvancing the cause of
rational liberty, and political independence, which
is the great object your Excellency has in view
and to promote the happiness of mankind ; 1 was
anxious to dispel the charm which heretofore had
With this intention,
paralysed our naval efforts.
I carefully examined the batteries, the ships of war,
and the gun-boats in this port; and being satisfied
that the frigate Esmeralda could be cut out by
theless, being desirous of
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men

resolved to do theii* duty, I immediately gave
orders to the Captains of the Iiidependencia and
Lautaro to prepare their boats ; and acquainted
them, that the value of that frigate, together witli

the reward offered in Lima for the capture of any
of the ships of Chili, would be the recompence of
those who should volunteer to take part in this
enterprize.

" On the following day, a number of volunteers,
including Captains Forster, Guise, and Crosbie,
with other

officers,

offered

their

services

;

the

whole amountmg to a force sufficient for the exeEverything being prepared,
cution of the project.
the boats were exercised in the dark, in the evening of the 4th instant, and the night of the 5th of

November was chosen

for the attack.*"

" Captain Crosbie had charge of tlie first division, consisting of the boats of the O'Higgins, and
Captain Guise of the second, wliich was formed of
those of the other ships.
At half past ten we
rowed in two lines towards the enemy's anchorage,
and at twelve forced the line of gun-boats guarding the entrance. The whole of our force boarded
the Esmeralda at the same moment, and drove the
enemy from the deck after an obstinate resistance.
" All the officers employed on this service have
conducted themselves in the most gallant manner.
To them, and also to the seamen and marines, I
• This night was not fixed on accidentally, or if so, Lord
Cochrane knew how to turn even such a trifle to account.
He addressed a few words to his people, before setting out
in the boats, and concluded by sa3dng, he had purposely
chosen the 6th of November— *' and now, my lads, we sliall
give them such a
a hurry !"

Gunpowder Plot

as tliey will not forget in
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aiid zeal

"

I

m

extreme oMi^ations for their activity
hoarding the Esmeralda.

was sorry

that the necessity of leaving at

charge of the ships, prevented
acceding to the wishes of the captain of the Independencia, who accordingly remained with the
I have also to lament the loss we have
squadron.
That of the Esmeralda cannot be exsustained.
actly ascertained on account of the wounded and
but we know that,
others who leaped over board
out of 330 individuals originally on board, only
204 have been found alive, including officei's and
wounded men. The Esmeralda mounts 40 guns,
and is not in a bad state, as was represented, but,
on the contrai'y, very well found and perfectly
equipped. She has on board three months' provisions, besides a supply of cordage and other artigun-boat of four gims,
cles for two years.
which lay directly in the passage of our boats, was
boarded and towed out on the following morning.
" I hope the capture of the flag-ship Esmeralda,
secured by booms, batteries, and gun-boats, in a
situation always before deemed impregnable, and
in sight of the capital, where the fact cannot be
concealed, will produce a moral effect greatei than
might be expected under other circumstances.
" I have great satisfaction in sending you the
flag of Admiral Vacaro, that you may be pleased to
present it to his Excellency the Supreme Director
of the Republic of Chili.
(Signed) " Cochrane."
least

one captain

in

my

;

A

While the spirits of the Chilians were raised to
a higli pitch by this splentlid naval exploit, equal
success crowned their exertions by land. Colonel
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Arenales, with a body of 1000 men, bad been sent
from Pisco, with orders to strike into the countiy
across the Andes, and to proceed by a circuitous
route round Lima, till he rejoined the army. This

march was to be made through a coimtry occupied
by the Spaniards, and had for its principal ob.

ject to discover the state of political feeling in the
districts surrounding the capital.
The service was
performed in a masterly manner by Arenales, who
accomplished the object of rousing the inhabitants
of those districts to assert the cause of Independence, and gained also high military renown for the
Liberating Army.
On his march through the interior he was met by a strong division of the royal
troops, expressly sent against him from Lima; this
lie

totally defeated in a pitched battle at Pasco,

and the
These various successes
gave so much splendour and popularity to the Independent cause, that, on the 3d of December, a
whole regiment of the Roy,alist force left the Spanish camp, and actually volunteered to sei-ve under
Idlling

or taking

whole of the

prisoners the general

division.

the standard of the Liberating Army.
This regiment was called the Battalion of Numancia, and

was commanded by a Spaniard of the name of
Delgado, who was made prisoner by his own troops,
and delivered over to the Patriots.
After a short stay at Ancon, San Martin, in the
end of 1820, proceeded with the army to Huara,
a strong position near the port of Huacho, lying
seventy-five miles to the northward of Lima. Here
the expedition remained for upwards of six months,
without performing any other brilliant service.
San Martin, indeed, having shown sufficiently what
his army and fleet were capable of, chose to rely

1
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less on military achievements, than on the effect of
disseminating the principles of insurrection throughout the country.
The army was greatly reduced
by sickness at Huacho ; but San Martin succeeded, through the influence of tlie Marquis of Toitc
Tagle, in gaining over the populous and important
depaitment of Tnixillo. By means of political
publications, aided by the exertions of numerous
able and active agents, he carried his intrigues not
only into the provinces, but into the very heaii; of
the capital ; and in process of time acquired sufficient influence in the surrounding districts, to cut
off the principal supply of provisions to the capital
by laud. The port of Callao being at the same
time closely blockaded by Lord Cochrane, the inhabitants of Lima were reduced to the greatest extremity, while every other pait of the country was
enjoying freedom and plenty.

\

<

'

'
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CHAPTER

IV.

PERU.
FIRST VISIT TO MMA, WHILE PERU WAS STILL IN
POSSESSION OF THE SPANIARDS CONTRAST BETWEEN PERU AND CHILI DEPOSITION OF TH£
VICEROY VISIT TO THE EX-VICEKOY, PEZUELA.

On the 5th of Febmary 1821, we anchored in
Callao Roads, after a passage of nine days from Valparaiso.
The distance from Chili is about 1300
miles, and as the wind is always favourable and
moderate, a more agreeable voyage can hardly he
conceived. Our studding sails, indeed, were set on
both sides all the way, the truest proof of a fair
wind, while the climate was the most delightful
possible, and the sea quite smooth.
The return passage is another affair, and requires
a totally different sort of navigation.
The wind
near the shore, and even as far off as the straight
line joining Valparaiso and Lima, blows constantly from south or S.S.E., consequently, it would
be impossible to make the passage

directly

bade

When

a ship leaves the coast of Pem, therefore,
she steers boldly off into the middle of the S.E.

t:«ade-wiiul,

VOL.

II.

which blows steadily

G

at

some distance
3
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In proportion as the ship gains
southing by standing off, aha finds the breeze gi'adually blowing more from the east, so that slie is
perpetually inclining her head more and more towards the south. On reaching the latitude of 32°
or thereabouts, she will lose the trade-wind and get

from the shore.

what are called the Variables, which generally
blow from the westward; with these a course is
into

By using a
readily shaped to regain the coast.
proper degree of vigilance a man-of-war may make
than three weeks, and it has
once been made by a frigate in less than fourteen
In former times before these matters were
days.

this passage in less

scientifically dealt with, three

months was the usual

period.
I had quite a leree next morning in my cabin,
consisting of people who came on board for news,
or who had intelligence to communicate which

they thought would be acceptable.
course,
to

much

them

;

We

had, of

to tell that was interesting and
for their information from Europe

new
was

scanty and disjointed, having been received at irregular intervals through the medium of casual
newspapers. I observed here what I had often
seen in other distant corners of the world, that there
is always a strange want of keeping amongst the
different parts of the knowledge which our countrymen possess in respect to European affairs.
This knowledge, it will be remembered, is not
transmitted to them in regular order, but comes in
sudden quantities, and the aiTangement of its parts
becomes curiously jumbled. Dates and incidents
are perpetually misplaced, effects precede their
causes, and the most unsubstantial rumours assume
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the place of well-known events.
The most ridiculous anachronisms are thus for ever occurring, and the actions of one man and one period
ascribed to totally different persons and different
The most singular error of all, however,
eras.
consists in the false estimate which is formed of
the importance of distant events. Frequently very
insignificant circumstances will seem to threaten
the subversion of the state, while the most important transactions pass by unheeded. Then* notions,
like the fashion of their di'ess, are two or thi-ee
years beliindhand, and we could recognise in full
action prejudices, and fears, and expectations,
which we had left dead and gone ages before in
England.
heard people speaking just as M ^
might suppose persons at home to do, who shouiJ

We

be put to sleep for twenty or thirty months on
waking they would jumble what they recollected
of the world before their dozing, with some con;

A

fused reminiscences of theii* dreams.
stranger to
all this is apt to take a great deal of ineffectual pains
to rectify these mistakes in the minds of the people
to whom he is addressing his budget of news. But
it is always found impossible for persons at a great
distance to keep up with the current of remote
events, however much they may be interested in
them their view is so much dimmed by the intervening time and space that nothing is seen distinctly, and what is very odd, but not unnatural,
the older impressions, which are often the falsest,
retain theu- ground in spite of new and coiTect in;

telligence.

If the mistakes of our
surprise,

by the

countrymen excited our

we were sometimes much more amused

total

want of knowledge

in the natives.
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This morning, for instance, several gentlemen of the
country paid me a visit, and one of them, on hearing me say we had lately come from England, said,
" Yes,
England is situated in the Baltic ?" So
much for their knowledge of European geography.

—

But within the same

made almost

horn- I discovered that I

had

as gi-ievous a mistake, in their eyes,

with respect to a Peruvian town, Arequipa, which
I imagined to be a sea-port, whereas it lies an hundred and fifty miles in the interior.
At the time of our aixival, the state of Peru,
both domestic and political, was highly interesting, though differing in almost every particular from
that of Chili.

no circumstance which distinguishes
from voyages by sea, more than
the different manner in which new countries are
brought under notice. On land the traveller is so
There

travels

is

by

land,

gradually introduced to

new

scenes, as scaixely to

for the manners of the adjacent territories often blend themselves insensibly into one another.
When coun-

be aware that he has passed a frontier,

tries,

on the other hand, are approached by

the case

is

different

;

for

we

ced, while the impressions of the places

come from

sea,

are abniptly introdu-

we

have

are fresh in om- recollection, to a totally

new

set of objects, which we are thus enabled to
compare with those we have left. Even when
the two countries are in a great measure similarly
cli'cumstanced, as in the case of the different South
American states, there will always be found a sufficient number of distinctions, arising out of climate and other local causes, to diversify the pic-

ture.

In Chili, as

we have

just seen, national inde-

;
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pendence had been for several years established,
and a free and extensive commerce had, as a natural consequence, speedily spmng up
knowledge
was gi'adually making its way the moral and political bonds in which the minds of the people had
been so long constrained were broken asunder
and the consequences of such freedom were developing themselves in a thousand shapes.
In
Peru, on the contrary, the word Independence
was now heard for the first time but as yet only
in whispers, under the protection of San Martin's
cannon. In Lima, where such free sentiments
were still deemed treasonable, prejudice and error
had established then- head-quarters and the obstinate bigotry with which old customs and opinions were adhered to, was rather strengthened
;

;

;

;

than diminished by the apprehension of a total
subversion of the whole system.
The contrast
between the two countries, Chili and Peru, as it
met our eyes, was most stiiking ; and if due justice could be done to the description of each, a
pleasing inference would be drawn by every Englishman in favour of the populai* side of the question.

The contrast between a country in a state of
war, and one in a state of peace, was, perhaps,
never more stiikingly displayed than upon this
occasion : but, besides the interest arising out of
such a contrast, as applicable to the states of peace
and war, the view was curious and instructive, as
displaying the rapid effect produced by a change
in the government of one of the two countries. As
long as both were similarly administered. Pern
had an infiuite advantage over Chili in wealth and
G 2

;
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importance but as soon as Chili became independent, she at once assumed the superiority.
left Valparaiso liarbour filled with shipping
its custom-house wharfs piled high with goods, too
numerous and bulky for the old warehouses the
road between the port and the capital was always
crowded with convoys of mules, loaded with every
kind of foreign manufactme while numerous ships
;

We

;

;

were busily taking

in cargoes of the wines, corn,

and

other articles, the growth of the country ; and large
sums of treasure were daily embarked for Europe,
in return for goods already distributed over the inspirit of inquiry and intelligence animaterior.
ted the whole society ; schools were multiplied in
every town libraries established ; and every encouragement given to literature and the arts and
as travelling was free, passports were umiecessaiy.
In the manners, and even in the gait of every man,
might be traced the air of conscious freedom and

A

;

:

independence. In dress also a total change had
very recently taken place, and from the same causes.
The former uncouth, and almost savage costume of
the ladies, and the slovenly cloaks worn by the
men, had given way to the fashions of Europe : and
although these may be deemed cii'cumstances almost too minute to mention, they are not unimportant when connected with feelings of national
pride, heretofore unknown.
It is by this, and a
multitude of other small changes, that these people are constantly reminded of their past compared
with their present situation and it is of essential
use to their cause, that they should take delight in
assimilating themselves, even in trifles, with other
independent nations of the world.
No such changes, an(J no such sentiments, were
;

;
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as yet to be found in Pera.

In the haibour of Callao, the shipping were crowded into a comer, encircled, by gun-boats, close under the fort, and with
a strong boom drawn round them. The customhouse was empty, and the door locked no bales
of goods rose in pyramids on the quays no loaded mules covered the road from Callao to Lima
nor during the whole ascent was an individual to
be seen, except, perhaps, a solitary courier galloping towards the fortress. In Lima itself the difference was as striking jealousy and distnist of one
another, and still more of strangers, filled every
disappointment and fear, aggravated by
breast
personal inconvenience and privation, broke up all
agreeable society rendering this once great, luxurious, and happy city, one of the most wretched
;

;

:

;

;

places on earth.

Lima was

on this account, the less
and although we often re-

not, however,

interesting to a stranger :

gretted not seeing her in her days of glory, we could
not but esteem ourselves fortunate, in having an
opportunity of witnessing the effect of a combina-

met with
unhappy state
of things, was the spirit of independence which had
recently burst forth in South America and it may
be remarked, that none of those fi'ee states have

tion of circumstances, not likely to be
again.

The immediate cause

of this

;

achieved their liberty without

—

lar course of suffering

first running a simia sort of ordeal to pm-ify

them from the contamination of

their former de-

gi-aded condition.

Lima, up to this period, had been exempted from
the sufferings of the countries by which she was
suri'ounded.
It is true there had been wars of a
revolutionary character, in the interior of Peru;

;
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<lo.s<>latin<:^

effect

had not

till

now reached

the inhabitants of wliich went on in
their usual style of 8i)len(lid luxury, in tlioughtless

the

(81)11.11,

case and security, till the enemy came and knocked at the " silver gate of the city of kings," as Lima
was proudly called in the days of her magnificence.
San Martin's expedition took the Limenians quite
by surprise ; for they had always held Chili in contempt, as a mere appendage to Peru, from which
no attack could be apprehended. The attack, however, was made, by land and by sea and while
San Martin was making head steadily with his
troops, drawing nearer and nearer to the capital,
cutting off its supplies, and gaining over to his
cause all the districts through which he passed
Lord Cochrane swept the sea of Spanish ships
blockaded the Peravian ports and earned off their
finest frigate, from under the very guns of their
;

;

strongest fort.

The

violent imtation

operations of the

produced

enemy was

in

Lima by these

quite natural

;

for the

who had been accustomin luxury and wealth, were now

fortunes of the inhabitants,

ed for ages to revel
reduced to the lowest ebb and the Spaniards,
proud by birth and education, were cut to the soul
by such humiliating reverses, of which these unaccustomed privations made them only the more sensible.
As they were aware that Lord Coclu-ane
;

and the

and crew were
was to be expected they would be jealous
and distnistful of all Englishmen, however unconnected with the Chilians, or however circumspect
English,

gi-eater pait of his officers
it

in their conduct.

A

person professing neutrality is
placed in an awkward situation, between two contending parties his indifference is ascribed to ill:

—
w^iU
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the slightest expression

which escapes him in

—

favour of the other party is resented as hostility
and any agreement, on a single point, is instantly
seized upon as an indubitable proof of his friendly
disposition.

To a mere traveller, this state of things might
have been amusing enough but to us, who had a
particular line of conduct to pursue, and a number
;

of objects to attend to, it was frequently the source
of considerable embarrassment.
were obliged
to communicate occasionally with both parties, on
business relative to commerce, and other matters
afFeeting the British interests and as the natm-e of
the subject often required personal intercourse, we

We

;

were inevitably

led, at times, to a gi'eater degi'ee of

appai-ent familiarity with one party, than the other

could allow to be consistent with our professed
Each, however, in turn, invariably forgot this reflection, when the intercourse happened
to lie with themselves
so that, to maintain our
neutral chai-acter on these occasions, and not at
the same time to give offence, requii-ed some address. With the Chilians, whose fortunes were advancing, it was not so difficult as with the Spaniards,
who stood in need of countenance. The Chilians
also had good reason to believe that we wished them
success on account of our trade ; as well as from
the sentiments known to be expressed on the subject in England.
But with the Spaniards, who
were sinking in the world, it was otherwise : nothing would satisfy them but a declaration of cordial adherence to theii' cause, and hatred to that of
the Insmgents, as they, in the bitterness of their
hearts, called the Patriots. At tlie same time they
always afi'ected to despise their enemies, and to be
neutrality.

:

;
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j)erfectly indifferent to

our opinion yet, with the per;

vorsost spirit of inconsistency, they occupied tliemselves in watching us, and misinterpreting all our
actions and expressions to such a degree, that nothing was too extravagant to be told and believed in

Lima respecting our breaches

of neutrality.

It

was

by a frank and open behaviour, to hope to
escape suspicion for it had become a sort of disease amongst the Spaniards to suspect the English
and its symptoms were aggravated every moment
by the increasing distresses to which they were exIt will be easily conceived that, under
posed.
such circumstances, w(^ had not much enjoyment
in visiting Lima, and that, situated as we were,
in vain,

;

with many anxious duties to attend to, little leisure
could be found to remark or to record peculiarities
of society and manners.
Even when we did go into company, no great
pleasure was to be derived from it ; as the people
had neither leisure nor spirits to discuss any other
topic than their own apprehensions and sufferings.
The undisturbed quiet which they had so long enjoyed, made them only more sensible to the present
evil
and all was doubt and despair. In former
times, said the Limenians, our city was that in
which pleasure held her court ; wealth and ease
were our attendants enjoyment was om- only business ; and we dreamt of no evil but an earthquake.
They had yet to leai-n that there are moral and
political, as well as physical earthquakes, which,
though they leave churches and dwellings unde;

;

stroyed,

may

lay the whole fabric of society in

ruins.

The Royalist army, in common with the people,
as usual, referred every evil to the mismanage-

;
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of the executive government;

and having

decided, in their siimmaiy way, that the Viceroy
was unfit to reign, they forthwith deposed Iiim at

and raised one of their
This strong measure
had been carried into effect a few days before we
arrived, and we found the city in considerable
bustle, preparatory to the festivities usual on the
the point of the bayonet

own

Generals in

installation of a

course,

liis

new

;

place.

Viceroy.

The

soldiers, of

were confident the change would immedi-

ately turn the fortunes of the day, and, even in the

moment animated the inbut most reflecting persons saw clearly, that these violent proceedings only betrayed to
the enemy their own want of union and discipline.
As we were not, and, indeed, could not be competent judges of these proceedings, and were not
accredited to any particular government or authority, we were always left free to take things as we
fcimd them, and to communicate with the person
at the head of the government, for the time being,
whoever he might be, and without inquiring how
he got there. It thus became my duty to pay my
respects to the new Viceroy, General La Serna
as it would have been to have waited on his predecessor, General Pezuela, had I arrived a few
days sooner.
The palace had a good deal the air of a native
court in India; exhibiting the same intermixture
of meanness and magnificence in style, which,
while it displays the wealth and labour it has cost,
betrays, at the same time, a want of taste and
judgment in the design. There was no keeping
amongst the parts ; so that the shabby and tJie
gorgeous were blended, and one was never sure
city,

a faint hope for a

habitants

:

;
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would not be found conThe entrance was
by a dirty court, like that of a stable-yard, communicating with a staircase, on the steps of which
that anything pleasing

tiguous to something offensive.

the soldiers of the guard, in ragged shabby uniforms, were lounging about, smoking their segars
long
at their ease, and making way for no one.
and narrow set of winding passages brought us to

A

a suite of waiting-rooms,

amongst

filled

with

many weary

whom

the etiquette of precedence was not forgotten, the poorest and most
hopeless being left in the outer apartments.
In
the room adjoining the audience-chamber, we saw
only the priesthood and military ; for, in these turbulent seasons, the value of a sword is estimated,
at least, at its due weight.
Our interview, being
supplicants,

merely ceremonial, was short, and led to nothing
worth relating.
In the evening I was introduced to several families, all of which were more or less cast down
by the circumstances of the day ; and their good
breeding was hardly sufficient to conceal their suspicions of our neutrality.

Next morning we called upon the deposed
Viceroy, rather as a civility than a duty, for his
authority was utterly destroyed, and he had retired to his country-seat, called

La Magdalene,

not far from Lima.
He was more dejected than
we thought a haughty grandee ought to have been
but he explained this to us, by saying, that he
felt deeply for this lost country, which he fore-

saw would never prosper under such

rebellious

guidance.
Instead, however, of his being afflicted at the change, it is probable he secretly rejoiced at his dismissal from the command.
He jfiad
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duty as long as he could, by making a
respectable stand against the enemy and it was
clear, that he must, ere long, have yielded up the

done

his

;

capital, not so much to the force of San Mai-tin's
army, as to the overwhelming influence of public
sentiment, the tide of which had decidedly turned, and was at this time flowing directly against
the Spanish authority.
Dm-ing the first few days, our thoughts were so
much taken up with official duties, that little time

was

left for

ciety.
sible

observing either the toTvn or the so-

We

became every day more and more senof our precarious footing, and the necessity of

observing the greatest circumspection in our intercourse with these jealous people.
Living enth'ely

on board

all their

ship,

would

at

once have confirmed

suspicions of our favouring the enemy,

whose squadron was anchored in the outer Roads ;
while residing altogether at Lima might have been
attributed to our wish to spy into the nakedness
of the land.
The com-se we did follow, of being
at Lima, or at Callao, or on board, as circumstances required, though it did not exempt us from
suspicion, was the best we could adopt ; and we
hoped, by caution and forbearance, to avoid giving
cause of offence ; but in this, as will be seen, we
found ourselves much mistaken.
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CHAPTER

V.

BULL-PIGHTS AT LIMA MARQUIS OF MONTEMIfiA—
EX-INQUISITOR MANNERS AND DRESS OF LIMENIAN LADIES DISTRESSED STATE OF LIMA, IN
CONSEQUENCE OF THE WAR DISSENSION IN THE

—

—

CITY.

Being desirous of ascertaining, on all occasions,
the real state of popular feeling, which generally
developes itself at public meetings, I went to one
of the bull-fights, given in honour of the new Viceroy's installation.

It

took place in an immense

wooden amphitheatre, capable
said,

twenty thousand people.

of holding,

it

was

As we had been

disappointed at Valparaiso by a sham bull-fight,
here to witness an exhibition worthy of
Bat the resemblance was, I
the mother country.
suspect, not less faulty, though in the opposite extreme ; for the bulls were here put to death with
60 many unusual circumstances of cruelty, as not
only, I am told, to make it unlike the bull-fights
of Spain, but to take away all pleasm-e in the spectacle from persons not habituated to such sights.
These exhibitions have been described by so many
travellers that it is needless here to do more than
advert to some circumstances which are said to be
peculiar to those of Lima.
After one of the bulls had been repeatedly spear-

we hoped

ed,
all

and tormented by darts and fire-works, and was
streaming with blood, the matador, on a signal

a
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from the Viceroy, proceeded to despatch him.
Not being, however, sufficiently expert, he merely
sheathed his sword in the animal's neck witliout
The bull instantly took his
the intended effect.
revenge, by tossing the matador to a great height
in the air, and he fell apparently dead in the arena.
The audience applauded the bull, while the attendThe bull next atants carried oflP the matador.
tacked a horseman, dismounted him, ripped up the
horse's belly, and bore both him and his rider to
the ground the horse was not suffered to die in
peace, but being raised on his legs, was urged, by
whipping and goading, to move round the ring in
a state too horrible to be described, but which af;

The
forded the spectators the greatest delight.
noble bull had thus succeeded in baffling his tormentors as long as fair means were used, when a
cruel device was thought of to subdue him.
large curved instrument called a Luna was thrown
at him, in such a way as to divide the hamstrings
of the hind legs : such, however, were his strength
and spirit, that he did not fall, but actually travelled along at a tolerable pace on his stumps,
most homble sight ! This was not all for a man
armed with a dagger now mounted the bull's back,
and rode about for some minutes to the infinite

A

—

;

who were thrown into
and laughed and clapped their hands at

delight of the spectators,
ecstasies,

every stab given to the miserable animal, not for
the purpose of killing him, but to stimulate him
to accelerate his pace ; at length, the poor beast,
exhausted by loss of blood, fell down and died.
The gi'eater number of the company, although
females, seemed enchanted with the brutal scene
passing under their eyes, and I looked round, in
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vain, for a single face that

dividual, indeed,

looked p^ave

:

seemed quite delighted.

every inIt

was

melancholy to observe a great proportion of children
amongst the spectators from one of whom, a little
;

of only eight years old, I learned that she had
already been present at three bull-fights ; the details of which she gave with great animation and
girl,

pleasure, dwelling especially on such horrid circumIt would shock and
no purpose to give a minute account of
other instances of wanton cruelty, which, however,
appeared to be the principal recommendation of
these exhibitions.
But it was impossible to help

stances as I have described.
disgust to

feeling, in spite of

our much-talked-of neutrality,

any change which would put a stop to such
proceedings was greatly to be wished. In eveiy instance in South America, where the cause of independence has succeeded, two measures have been
invariably adopted: one the abolition of the slavetrade, and as far as possible of slavery
the other,
that

;

the relinquishment of bull-fights. With respect to
the slave question, most people think alike ; but

many

hesitate as to the propriety of doing away
the bull-fights, especially they who have witnessed
them in Spain only, or who have never witnessed
them at all but it is rare to hear any one condemn
;

their abolition after having

been present at those

of Lima.
I heard a Chilian gentleman offer a curious theory
on this subject. He declared that the Spaniards
had systematically sought by these cruel shows, and
other similar means, to degrade the taste of the Colonies, and thereby more easily to tyrannize over the
inhabitants.
The people, he said, first rendered
utterly insensible to the feelings of others, by a
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constant familiarity with cruelty and injustice, soon
became indifferent to the wrongs of their country,
and in the end lost all motive to generous exertion
in themselves.

An excellent old Spaniard, of whom I shall have
occasion to speak hereafter, stated, that these bullfights were totally different from those exhibited
in Spain : those of Lima, indeed, he could not bear
to look at nor had he ever met an Englishman
who could be prevailed upon to visit the amphitheatre a second time. He ridiculed the theory of
the Chilian above mentioned ; though he acknowledged with shame that these scenes, horrible as
they were, had always been encouraged by the
Viceroys, and other Spanish rulers of the country.
In the evening I went in company with a yoimg
Spaniard to be introduced to a fine old nobleman,
the Marquis of Montemira, uncle of the Duke of
San Carlos, who was for some time in England as
minister from the Court of Madrid. He was eighty
years of age, and appeared much broken down by
the climate but still possessed in a remarkable
degree the cheerfulness of youth : indeed his
thoughts and the turn of his expressions were so
juvenile, that he wanted nothing but bodily strength
to take an active part in the bustling scenes of the
day.
At the Marquis's we met a heavy-looking elderly priest, who put a thousand idle questions to us
respecting the news from Em'ope,
In the course
of this conversation, my malicious companion, in
order to plague his reverend friend, whispered to
;

;

me

to say the Inquisition had been re-established

in Spain.
ty,

I said

Accordingly, taking the first opportunisomething bearing this interpretation
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The

effect

who

it

was amusing enough,

seems had been the chief

for the old father,

inquisitor,

clapped

hands, and, with a spaikling eye, shouted,
" Bravo I I thought it must be so !" but perceiving
liis young friend smiling, he first looked angry, and
" Neverthen laughed, calling him a sad "picaro."

Iiis

—

added he, in a lower tone, with his fist
clenched, and his teeth closed, " though it be not
yet re-established, it soon will."
Everything connected with the recently abolished Inquisition is viewed at Lima with a degree of
scorn and hatred, very remarkable in a city so
crowded with clerical establishments; and where the
observances of the church form so great a part of
But whatever be the
the business of the people.
cause of this unmeasured detestation, nothing can
be more determined than it is and our portly

theless,"

;

be content to
chance of again

friend, the ex-inquisitor, must, I fear,

follow the stream, and give

up

his

tormenting his countrymen.

A story is told of this priest, however, which
shows he was not quite haidened by the duties of
his former office, but that he mingled his natural
feelings with those proper to his calling, in a

man-

ner rather amiable for an inquisitor.
Happening
one day to visit a house where four or five Englishmen were dining, he joined in conversation with

them

;

and was so much pleased with

his

company,

that he turned round to a friend, and exclaimed,
" Oh ! what a pity it is that such fine rosy-looking,

good young men, should
tably go to the Devil

!"

all

necessarily and inevi-

(a los infiemos.)
The domestic manners of the society here differ
from those of Chili, almost as much as the dresses.
Instead of meeting at balls, concerts, and. tertulias
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or parties, the women associate very little with one
another ; there are few dances, very little music,
and, except at the bull-fights or the play, and

sometimes in the country, the ladies seldom assemBut they are all extremely regular
in their attendance upon mass indeed, the women
in these countries form the congregations almost
exclusively.
At the houses where we called in
the morning, we usually found the ladies dressed
very gaily to receive visitors that is, male visitors,
for we seldom met any but the ladies of the house
on these occasions. In the evening, the same thing
generally takes place and our chance of meeting
the gentlemen of the family, had we wished it, was
always least at their owti home.
In the cool part of the day, for about an hour and
a half before sunset, the ladies walk abroad, dressed in a manner as far as I know unique, and certainly highly characteristic of the spot. This dress
consists of two parts, one called the Saya, the other
the Manto. The first is a petticoat made to fit so
tightly that, being at the same time quite elastic,
the form of the limbs is rendered distinctly visible.
ble together.

;

;

;

The Manto or cloak, is also a petticoat, but, instead of hanging about the heels, as all honest petticoats ought to do, it is drawn over the head, breast,
and face

kept so close by the hands, which
no part of the body, except
one eye, and sometimes only a small portion of one
eye, is perceptible.
rich colom-ed handkerchief,

it

;

and

is

also conceals, that

A

band and tassel, are frequently tied round
the waist, and hang nearly to the ground in front.
or a silk

A

made

rosary, also,

small gold cross,

is

of beads of ebony, with a

often fastened to the girdle, a

—

;
;
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on one side though in general it is suspended from the neck.
The effect of the whole is exceedingly striking
but whether its giacefulness for, with the fine
figure of the Lima women, and their very beautiful
style of walking, this dress is eminently graceful
be sufficient to compensate for its indelicacy to an
little

;

—

European eye,
and

ger's taste,

will

depend much upon the

his habits of judging of what

in foreign countries.

Some

stran-

he sees

upon
what they

travellers insist

forcing everything into comparison with

have left at home, and condemn or approve, according as this unreasonable standard is receded from
or adhered to.
To us, who took all things as we
found them, the Saya and Manto afforded much

amusement, and sometimes not a little vexation.
happened occasionally, that we were spoken to

It

who appeared to know us
could not discover, till some
apparently trivial remark in company long afterwards betrayed the Tapadas^ as they call themselves.
Ladies of the first rank indulge in this
amusement, and will wear the meanest Saya, or
stoop to any contrivance to effect a thorough disin the streets

well, but

guise.

by

ladies,

whom we

I myself

knew two young

ladies

who comwe

pletely deceived their brother and me, although

were aware of their fondness for such pranks, and
I had even some suspicions of them at the very moment. Their superior dexterity, however, was more
than a match for his discernment, or my suspicions
and so completely did they deceive our eyes, and
mislead our thoughts, that we could scarcely believe
our senses, when they at length chose to discover
themselves.
Lima has been described as the " Heaven of wo-

;
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men, the purgator)'' of men, and the hell of jackand so, perhaps, it may be in times of peace
but the war had now broken down such distinctions, and all pai'ties looked equally miserable ; or
if any one had the advantage, it was the donkeys,
who from the absence of all business were, for the
first time in then- lives, exempted from labour. The
men were miserable from unwonted privation, apprehended loss of fortune, and wounded national
pride.
But the ladies, however annoyed by these
asses,"

circumstances, in common with the rest of the
world, still maintained their prerogative of havuig
their own way
a right which, when acting in cooperation with the impenetrable disguise of the
Saya and Manto, give to manners a tone and character that may be imagined, but cannot well be
Neither would it be fair for a passing
described.
and busy visitor, like myself, with his thoughts and
attention occupied by other objects, to give general opinions upon the habits of a great city.
But
even had oiu- opportunities and leisure been gi'eater, the moment was singularly unpropitious, since
scarcely any circumstance in society occupied ita
wonted place. Even in families, the effect of the
times was deeply felt : a particular view of politics
was adopted by one member, the opposite by another some acted from principle, some from interest, others from fear ; thus sincerity and confidence were banished, just at the moment when the
pressure of the war was most urgent, and when a
cordial union was the only safeguard against the
ruin and misery of the whole house.
Had my attention been less occupied in preserving a prudent and circumspect line of conduct, I
might, undoubtedly, have noticed many incidents,,
;

;
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properly described, would have served to
characterize the singular state of Lima at the moment but this being- impossible, I could only hope
to catch occasionally some minute though sufficiently portcRtous symptoms of the times.
of course paid our respects to the venerable
Archbishop of Peru, who professed himself much
attached to the Englisli, and entertained us with a
discom'se on the advantages of free commerce, and
the just exercise of other civil rights. This surely
was ominous. From the Archbishop's palace, we
crossed the square to an old lady's house, whom
we found, as well as her daughter, in deep grief.
The cause we did not inquire ; having for some
days known, although it had been concealed from
her, that her son, who had betrayed his allegiance
to his King, and gone over to the Patriots, had
been taken prisoner, and shot as a traitor. This
also belonged to the times.
On the same day a lady applied to me for a
passage to Chili, where her husband then was, a
prisoner of war : she had succeeded, she said, after
much trouble, in obtaining permission from the Government to leave Lima ; for such were the suspicions of every one, that even a wife's motives for
joining her husband in prison were looked upon
with disti-ust, and made matter of long debate in
council. So little accustomed of late was the poor
woman to being treated with any confidence or consideration, that when I frankly promised her a passage, slie could scarcely believe it possible, and
burst into tears.

which,

if

:

We

Very different tears, I suspect, were shed by another lady whom we called upon immediately afterwards. News had just arrived of her husband, the
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Marquis of Torre Tagle, (afterwards a leading pubcharacter,) having gone over from tlie Royalist cause to that of the Patriots, while she, good
lady, remained in the power of the Royalists. Both
she and her husband being natives of Lima, and
persons of wealth and high rank, their politics had
long been suspected to have a tendency to the Independent cause, which offered to persons so situated a great increase of fortune and consequence ;
and many people deemed the fail' lady's sorrow
lic

was not so deep-seated as her tears implied.
hypocrisy was the ruling sin of the hour.

But

I dined one day with a party of gentlemen at a
pleasant country-house in Miraflores, a fashionable

bathing-place, six mUes south of Lima. Villas and
ornamented cottages were thickly scattered around
us, but instead of being filled with company, as ia
times of peace, no one was now to be seen, although
the sea broke
this was the height of the season
idly on the beach without wetting the feet of a
single bather
not a guitar, nor a song, nor the
meiry sound of a dance, was heard in any of the
bowers or shady verandahs ; no lively groups were
seated on the neat stone benches, tastefully fitted
up round the houses ; and the fine shady gravel
walks in the numerous gardens round the villas
were quite deserted, and all ninning into weeds.
The gay multitude, who formerly gave animation
to this spot, were now drawn into the capital the
only place where they could feel secure and where
they derived, or sought to derive, a melancholy consolation from companionship
and soon forgot^ in
the pressure of want and the immediate apprehension of violence, those enjoyments once deemed ab:

;

;

;

;

solute necessaries of

life.
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From

the highest to the lowest person in society,
every one felt the increasing evils that crowded
round the sinking state. Actual want had already
begun to pinch the poor ; the loss of almost every

comfort affected the next in rank ; and luxuries of
kinds were discarded fiom the tahles of the

all

Military contributions were heavily
exacted from the moneyed men ; the merchants lost
their commerce ; the shop-keepers their wonted
supplies. Even the Viceroy himself held his power
by no enviable tenure ; being surrounded by a suspicious and turbulent population, and by an army,
to whose criminal insubordination alone he owed
his authority. The city was invaded by a cautious
and skilful general on land, and blockaded by an
enterprizing commander at sea and to wind up the
highest class.

;

evils of this ill-fated city,

many

of those

men from

whose steady and sincere support much might have
been expected, were wasting theii' time in useless
reproaches and recriminations.

Two yeai's antecedent to this period, when an
attack from Chili was first seriously apprehended,
it

Iiad

been suggested by some clear-sighted indiLima should be thrown

viduals, that the trade of

open whereby the treasury,
;

filled

by the increased
meet the

receipts of the customs, w^ould be able to

expenses of a defensive war. As tkese very persons were amongst the number who derived the
greatest benefit from the existing monopoly, it was
much to the credit of their sagacity, that they foresaw more ample personal profits from a fair competition, than from their portion of monopoly.
Simple and effectual as the above proposal seemed,

immediate security of the state was
concerned, the local authorities hesitated to adopt

as far as the
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without licence from Spain every one acquainted with the subject foresaw the issue of an appeal
to that quarter, on a question of free colonial trade.
In the meantime, the Chilian squadron put an end
to the discussion by enforcing the celebrated Spait

:

nish code, the Laws of the Indies, as to the Lima
trade
the port was blockaded, and the treasury
:

remained empty. The consequent bitter reproaches
and taunts, now that they were too late, took a
stiU more virulent chai-acter from the state of affairs so that these and similar topics were discussed in a temper little suited to lead, even in theory,
;

to useful conclusions

;

still

less to that practical cor-

diality so essential to the welfare of the

state, at

such a moment.

These ruinous dissensions were still further fomented by the new spirit of independence, which,
early in the campaign, pervaded the countiy, but

had not heretofore attained the same height in
Lima as in other parts of South America owing,
;

perhaps, to its containing a far greater proportion
of Old Spaniards of wealth and consequence. Be
the cause what it may, the vigilance of Government had hitherto succeeded in keeping down the
expression of such feelings but now this was no
longer possible, and every day raised the hopes,
and added to the numbers, of the Independent
;

party.
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CHAPTER

VI.

TWO OFFICERS OF THE CONWAY ARRESTED AS SPIES
CONSEQUENT FERMENTS AT LIMA AND CALLAO
SANGUINARY MOBS MILITARY COMMISSION
SKETCH OF LIMA SMOKING IN THE THEATRE.

—

—

18^^ of Feb. I LEARNED, when at Lima this
morning, that two officers of my ship had been arrested at Callao on the evening before, and were
imprisoned in the Castle, on suspicion of being spies
from Lord Cochrane's squadron, though landed by
my boat. In ordinary times, had such a mistake
happened, it would have been easily explained ;
but at a moment of such popular ferment, especially when the English were held in universal
distrust, it was likely to prove a serious affair.
All Lima was thrown into commotion by this circumstance ; every one implicitly believed the story, and at Callao, the uproar was described as infinitely worse. At the time of receiving a report of
this transaction from the ship, a letter from the Viceroy was put into my hands, stating that two persons, giving themselves out as officers of the Conway, had landed in my boat and that, as five men
at Callao had recognized and sworn to their having
belonged to Lord Cochrane's ship, they had been
confined in the Castle ; and the formal declarations
of the witnesses were to be taken prepaiatory to
;

;;
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waited
on the Viceroy, and assured him there must be
some mistake but in order to prevent all further
misunderstanding, before making an official requisition to the Government for the officers to be delivered up, I wished to have access to them at Calthe

trial

of the prisoners.

I imiTiediately

:

This, however reasonable, was at first objected to, on the groimd of improper commimication
but as I merely asked to have the means of identifying their persons, an order was given for that purpose, which I carried with me to the Castle.
The ferment at Callao, a place at all times liable
to violent popular commotions, was supposed to be
60 great on this irritating occasion, that many people
lao.

counselled

me not to

excite the

mob to greater

by showing myself amongst them.

But

it

fury

seemed

very obvious that any delay in visiting my officers
in confinement at this particular moment, would tend
indirectly to confirm all the suspicions against them
and possibly lead to their being sacrificed to the
fury of the populace. The executive Government,
was to be feared, possessed at this critical season
no very gi-eat authority ; and as the military partook deeply of the wild opinions of the people,
their subordination, especially in a popular point
like this, could not be relied on.
I saw, too, with
much regret, that whatever might be the issue of
this affair, all chance of our remaining afterwards
on any good understanding with the Spaniards was
gone.
On reaching Callao, I rode slowly through the
sti'eets, which were filled with people, over whose
it

countenances hung a scowl that spoke anything
but civility or welcome ; there was also some little murmuiing, and an occasional appearance of
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my

—

but no violence or inpresonce
sult of any kind was offered to me.
The Spaniards are so devoted to form, that my
order for admission to the prisoners was requued
to pass through innumerable hands before 1 was
and then I was not
permitted to look at them
allowed to speak a word. Tliis done, the prison
doors were again locked, and I returned to Lima
to make an official application to the Government
for the individuals who had been arrested, and
surprise at

:

;

whom

I

had now identified

as officers of

my

ship.

some reason to think that the peaceable
reception I met with at Callao was owing to a mere
accident. All commercial intercourse between Chili
and Peru having been cut ofi" from the moment the
There

is

expedition sailed, the only mode of communication
between Valparaiso and Callao was by means of
the neutral men-of-war and as, in former times,
there had been a constant intercourse between these
;

ports, and numerous connexions had been
formed between their respective inhabitants, the
effects of the war were now severely felt in the interruption of correspondence.
I have stated, that,
at Valparaiso, I sometimes amused myself by go-

two

ing into the cottages to observe the habits of the
lower classes and as it happened that most of
those people had some relative or connexion settled at Callao, I was charged, on sailing, with
many messages and letters, all of which, it may be
mentioned as characteristic of the times, they insisted on my first reading in their presence, lest
they should accidentally contain political matter
likely to prove prejudicial to their correspondents,
or to me the bearer.
Shortly after my arrival at
Peru, I took care to deliver all these letters and
;
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messages in person. The letters were few, but the
neighbours flocked in on hearing that tidings had
come from Valpai'aiso ; and though many were
disappointed,

many

also

were made happy by

hearing of then- friends, fi'om whom they had received no other direct communication for a long
time.
I had fortunately taken the precaution to
write down the very words of the different messages fi-om the people at Valparaiso in my pocketbook, so that when these little memorandums
were torn out and given to the parties, they became a sort of letter, and were prized as such by
the receivers. For my own part, I was well satisfied with seeing people so easily made happy, and
thought no more of the matter. Just now, however, when I had become an object of suspicion,
and when the lives of two of my officers were at
stake, it was of some consequence to maintain any
good-will that accident might have gained for me
amongst the mob a mob, it may be added, of a
notoriously sanguinary character, since, on a recent
occasion, they had actually put a whole boat's crew
This occurred
to death, during a popular tumult.
a few days after the capture of the Esmeralda, in
consequence of an idea, equally preposterous with
that which possessed them now, that the American
frigate Macedonian had co-operated with Lord

—

Cochrane upon that occasion.
As I was mounting to return to Lima, on co-

ming out of the Castle after seeing the officers, a
crowd rapidly collected around me, seemingly in
no cordial mood. I walked my horse deliberately
to the nearest of the houses to which any letter or

message from Valparaiso had been delivered, and,
under pretence of asking for a glass of water, stop1 2
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of the house came
running out to receive me, and one of them said,
in a tone partaking both of kindness and reproach,
" Oh, Senor, I did not think you would have allowed spies to land in your boat." " And I, my

ped

at tlie door.

The people

good lady," said I, " never could have supposed
you would allow such an absurd suspicion to enter
your head." The crowd had, by this time, collected in great numbers round us, listening to all
that passed, and many of my old acquaintances
came forward to renew the subject of theii- Valparaiso Mends.
In this way the conversation went
on for about ten minutes, after which I turned my
horse towards Lima. The crowd opened a passage
for me and I was never aftei^wards molested or
;

threatened in the slightest degi'ee, though I passed
through Callao several times every day during the
next week, at a time when the hatred and suspicion of the English were at their greatest height.
The delay of a Spanish pleyto, or cause, is, above
all others, proverbial ; and, therefore, it was not
matter of surprise, however it might be of vexation,
that the release of my officers was not obtained at
once.
An official letter was written to Government to require their restitution, as they had been
identified by me, and I pledged myself, of course,
to the tnith of this statement.
The difficulty was
to determine the value of my word, as opposed to
the oath of no less than five men at Callao, who
had sworn, it seems, most positively, that they had
recently seen these very officers doing duty on
boai'd Lord Coclirane's ships ; whereas, in point of
fact, neither of them had ever set their foot on
board any one of the Chilian squadron. The Viceroy admitted that the cliaracter of the witnesses
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utterly worthless

could not, do
mission.

It

me

was

;

but he did not,

or,

perhaps,
that ad-

the justice to act upon
enough that he doubted his

clear

own power

; for he said very candidly, that the tide
of popular feeling could not be safely resisted, without a little delay. This want of confidence on the
part of the Executive Government was a real source
of alarm ; and I was made still more uneasy, by
learning that the oflficers were to be tried by a mi-

commission

litary

— an ominous court

at best,

and

one, in such times, of a nature not to be trusted.
The Viceroy told me, at this interview, that he

had just received advices of ten or twelve deserters
from the Chilian squadron having anived he had
ordered them to Callao, that their evidence might
also be taken in the case of the officers. The testimony of these men, he thought, would probably
:

not agree with that of the first five witnesses, who
might well be suspected of having concerted their
story. This seemed sensible enough but the manner in which the scheme was carried into execution
was highly characteristic. The Government considered that they had done everything towards the
advancement of justice, in originating the idea of
this cross-evidence ; and, therefore, merely gave an
order for the deserters to be sent to Callao, without stating that they should be kept apart from the
first witnesses : so that they absolutely were placed,
for a whole night, in the same room with the verymen whom they were sent to confront.
I attended next morning, along with the officers,
wliilst the declarations of all the witnesses were
taken, by the commission appointed for that purpose when fifteen men swore on the cross to the
fact of these two gentlemen, whom they pointed
;

;

:
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upwards of two years with Lord
Cochrane. They were all men of t'he most ahandoned character, and well known at Callao as such ;
out, Jiaving seiTcd

but that circumstance mattered little, as their evidence ministered to the heated imagination and violent prejudices of the people.

As

far,

therefore, as

went, it would certainly have left
matters worse than it found them, had not three
Spanish gentlemen voluntarily come forward, greatly
to their honour, in the very face of the popular clamoui', and in a manner well deserving our acknowledgments. Two of them were naval ofl&cers, the
other a respectable merchant ; all three had been
prisoners of war on board Lord Cochrane's ship
at the time specified by the witnesses ; and they
this sage inquiry

swore

positively, that neither of the prisoners

had

then been on boaid the flag-ship, nor any other of
the Patriot squadron.
Had not the latter witnesses fortunately come
forward, there is no saying what might have been
the result of the inquiry.
The military commission, however, appointed to consider the evidence,
after a violent tliscussion, in the course of which
it was seriously proposed to hang the officers as
spies, agreed, by a small majority, to liberate them.
The military commission took this occasion to
recommend to Government, not to allow any stranger to land from the foreign ships in the Roads,
during these turbulent times.
As this part of the
despatdi is curious, from showmg the state of feeling at the moment, I subjoin a translation of it
" And in order to maintain the friendship and harmony so valuable to both nations ; to place out of
reach all motive of dissension ; and to avoid misunderstandings between the English and Spaniards,
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which, in consequence of the opinions held at Lima,
and still more at Callao, neither the prudence, the
foresight, nor the zeal of the commanders can prevent it seems necessary to the Government, under existing circumstances, (the port being blockaded by the Chilian squadron, under Lord Cochrane,) that all strange ships should anchor outside
;

of the line, (of gun-boats,) and that no individuals,
of whatever class and condition they be, shall come

on shore." On the 23d of Februaiy, we accordingly embarked, and, for the present, took leave of
Lima, without any great regret for the period of
our visit had been one of constant initation and
;

difficulty.

Lord Cochrane, who had been

at sea for some
the blockading squadron in the
Roads just before the above discussion ended ;
and on the 24th, I had an interview with his Lordship, on board his flag-ship, the San Martin.
On the 25th his Majesty's ship Andromache
returned to the anchorage and on the 28th, with
a ship full of passengers, I sailed for Chili.
The city of Lima has been described so often,
and so minutely, by well-known authors, that a
very few words respecting it will be sufficient in

time, rejoined

;

The road from Callao to Lima is six
miles long, perfectly straight, and the rise so gradual, as to be almost imperceptible, although the
city is elevated above the level of the sea more

this place.

than six hundred feet. When seen from Callao
Roads, or even from a less distance, no town has
a more splendid appearance, owing to its numerous domes and spires, rising from so elevated a
situation, and wearing a strange and rather Moorbh aspect. On approaching the city, everj^thing
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speaks of past splendour and present wretchedness. At the top of the road, there is an approach
a mile in length, between two double rows of fine
trees, with public walks, stretching on either hand,
and elegant ornamental stone seats all being now
in ruins, and choked up with weeds and shrubs.
The principal entry to Lima is at the end of this
grand approach, through a gorgeous triumphal arch,
tawdry and falling to decay, with the crown of
Spain mouldering on the top.
No traveller, it is said, ever entered a great town
without feeling some disappointment ; and the capital of Peru furnishes no exception to the observation. The churches, which, at a distance, make
80 splendid a show, turn out on closer inspection
to be very paltry structures, overlaid with fantastic and tasteless stucco work, and tinsel ornaments. The effect, therefore, which the magnitude of the buildings might have produced, is quite
The
destroyed by the meanness of the details.
lower part only of these great churches is built of
stone, the spires and domes being formed of wood
plastered over, which, though certainly a wise precaution, is destructive of their magnificent effect.
This proceeds not from economical motives, but
from the recollection of many fatal catastrophes
which have taken place in churches built of stone,
in consequence of earthquakes, to which Peru is
unfortunately very liable.
Lima, like all the Spanisli towns in this country,
is divided by parallel streets, with others crossing
at right angles, into quackas or solid squares of
houses, about a hundred and twenty yards in length
on each face : a very considerable proportion of the
Avhole town is occupied by convents and churches.
;
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Along the middle of the streets there runs a stream
of water, mto whicli all rubbish is ordered to be
thrown; but as this is seldom duly attended to,
the streets become receptacles of filth from one end
to the other.
The pavements both of the carriage-way and
the footpaths, have been allowed to go out of repaii'; a circumstance the less attended to from
there being few wheeled caniages all heavy work
being done by asses and mules.
About half a league fi-om the city walls on the
N.E. there has been built, during the last century,
an extensive public burying-ground, in rather an
unusual taste. Instead of being, dark and gloomy,
and surrounded by all sorts of sombre images, we
found it a veiy elegant and cheerful place, more
like an ornamental pleasure-groxmd than a cemetery.
;

The approach was by a

fiLue sweep along which
and visitors were received at
a handsome gate, within which was a highly ornamented buil ding Kke a Grecian Temple, most absurd-

carriages could drive,

named the Pantheon, in as much as it contains
only a large image of our Saviour enclosed in a glass
On passing this
case, like a body lying in state.
edifice, we reached a large enclosed space, like a
garden, with numerous walks crossing each other
at right angles, and kept in the nicest order.
On
each side of the walks rose walls about six feet
liigh, and eight or ten thick, which, on close inspection, were found not to be solid, but constructed on the principle of honey combs, with a
series of horizontal cells lying one above another,
each adapted for the reception of a coffin. Besides
the cells contained in these middle walls there
appeared to be innumerable others in courts and
ly

—
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Every part of these works, howwas neatly whitewashed, and the whole was
rendered pleasing hy some attempt at architectural
areas adjoining.
ever,

ornament : a small projecting cornice ran along the
top of the whole building, under which extended
from end to end a flat band or fillet of smooth stone
on which the names of the tenants of these picturesque-looking tombs were inscribed.
soon
discovered by these inscriptions that each convent
and each family had its allotted place ; and it was
amusing enough to observe with wliat exact attention to etiquette the precedence of the dead bodies
was maintained. The departed Archbishops of
Lima occupied the highest part in the grounds
next came the subordinate fathers of the church,
the great officers of the state, and so on, down to
the lowest ranks.
particular spot was assigned
another to children ; and here a careto the ladies
ful distinction was pointed out to us between the
burial-place of infants who had been baptized before their death, and those who had not, the souls
of the latter, as our guide took great pains to inform us, being disposed of in Limbo, a minor deAt the very bottom of the
gree of purgatory.
grounds was a space railed off, apart from the rest,
in which the bodies of executed malefactors were
deposited. Even these, it appeared, were allowed
a decided superiority of rank above suicides and heretics, who were excluded from the enclosure altogether, and a strong skreen-work of brick built up
between them and those who, whatever their crimes
may have been, had died in the true faith of the
church.
Tlie Theatre, which was opened during the festivities upon the accession of the new Viceroy, was

We
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being a long oval, the

stage occupying the greater part of one side, by
which means the front boxes were brought close
to the actors.
The audience in the pit was composed exclusively of men, and that in the galleries
of women a fashion borrowed, I believe, from
Machid the intermediate space was divided into
'several rows of private boxes.
Between the acts, the Viceroy retires to the back
seat of his box, which being taken as a signal that
he may be considered as absent, every man in the
pit draws forth his steel and flint, lights his segar,
and puifs away vigorously, in order to make the most
of his time for when the curtain rises, and the Viceroy again comes forward, there can no longer be
any smoking, consistently with Spanish etiquette.
The sparkling of so many flints at once, which
makes the pit look as if a thousand fire-flies had
been let loose, and the cloud of smoke rising immediately afterwards and filling the house, are little
circumstances which strike the eye of a stranger,
as being more decidedly characteristic than inci;

:

;

dents really important.
I may add, that the gentlemen in the boxes also smoke on these occasions ;
and I once fairly detected a lady taking a sly whifF
behind her fan. The Viceroy's presence or absence, however, produces no change in the gallery
aloft, where the goddesses keep up an unceasing
fire during the whole evening.
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CHAPTER

VII.

CHILI.
EXCURSION TO THE INTERIOR BRIDGE OF SUSPENSION MADE OF HIDE ROPES OVER THE RIVEK
MAYPO NIGHT SCENE AMONGST THE ANDES
DESCRIPTION OF A CHILIAN COUNTRY-HOUSE AND
DINNER RIDICULOUS VOW.

On the 18th of March, 1821, we anchored at
Valparaiso after eighteen days passage from Lima,
which is considered rather quick, the average for
ships of war being somewhat more than three
weeks. I landed in the evening to deliver letters
and messages, being principally in answer to those
we had carried on last sailing from Valparaiso, and
already alluded to in the account of our proceedings at Callao. Many of the people at Valpai-aiso
would scarcely believe that we had been in Peru
at all, not being acquainted with the expeditious
manner in which passages are now made.
had
been absent only seven weeks, whereas in old
times as many months at least would have been
required to have performed the same service. At
the first house for which I had letters, the family
received me with a look of disappointment, and
begged reproachfully to have the letters returned,
not supposing it possible that I could have deliver-

We
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ed them but when they beheld the answers, their
joy and gratitude knew no bounds the news of
our anival spread rapidly, and in ten minutes the
house was filled with people beseeching us for letters.
In no country could a more lively interest
be expressed than by these persons for their absent
friends
and this furnishes a complete answer to
the statements so often made, of then* coldness and
indifference in their domestic relations. After delivering all my letters and messages, I was overpowered by questions from the ladies as to the appearance, manners, and various other qualities of
persons whom they had not seen, but who had
married into the families of their relatives in Peru.
This was a hard task but the little I recollected
was extremely well bestowed, and it was pleasing
to observe the effect which all this produced in
developing character. Many people who had always been cold and formal before, came up and
offered their hands with a cordiality and frankness
quite contrary to what had seemed their natural
disposition, but which proved ever afterwards sincere and steady.
Just as I was leaving the house to return on
board, two young men came to inqune for their
sister, a widow lady, of whom they had not heard
It so happened that this
for more than a year.
very person was one of my passengers, and nothing
would satisfy the brothers and their wives, and two
or three more, but going on board the Conway inAccordingstantly, though it was near midnight.
ly I stowed the whole party in my boat, and carried
them off to the great joy and astonishment of the
;

;

;

;

widow.
I

afterwards went to call upon two young Eng-
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women, one

of

whom was

in a very desolate

and wished to see me on
It appeared
the subject of a passage to England.
she had been induced in an evil hour to leave her
father's roof, to accompany a wild adventurer,
who, in the taste and spirit of a buccaneer, made
sure of a golden harvest in the predatory wars he
had heard were waging against the Spaniards on
The discipline and rethe shores of the Pacific.
gular measures, however, of the Patriot fleet ill
agreed with his fiery temperament, and he was eventually thrown out of employment. While living at
Valparaiso with this lady, a child was added to
their establishment, and the infant one day happening to cry, he desired it to be quiet the little thing
only cried the more, which enraged the savage so
much that he threatened to shoot the child. The
mother, of course, took the child away he called
to her to bring it back, and upon her refusing to do
80 till he was cool, he roared out that if she did
not come instantly he would kill her. " Oh, no,"
said she, playfully, " you won't do that, I am sure."
"Then," exclaimed he, " at all events I can shoot
myself;" and instantly this impetuous and foolish
madman seized a pistol and actually fired it through

and

distressing situation,

;

;

own body.
The wound was

his

mortal, and the approach of
death having at length mitigated his ferocity, he
endeavoured to repair the evils he had heaped on
this unhappy woman's head, and sending for a
clerg)nnan, was married on the spot to the wretch
he had betrpyed, ruined, and was now about to
leave helpless in a foreign land.
He next seized
a sheet of paper, and scrawled a will, leaving all the
property he had to his desolate widow and in fact
;
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she became such before the ink which recorded

was dry.
resumed my occupation of
delivering messages and letters.
At one house
where I called, the poor people had absolutely
nothing to entertain me with, having been reduced, by the events of the revolution, from affluence to the lowest state of poverty.
But they
this solitary act of justice

Next morning

I

would not consent

that I should leave their house
without accepting their hospitality, such as it was,
and one of the children being despatched to a
neighbouring pulperia or ale-house, with a broken
wine-glass and a small piece of money, returned
with some spirits, of which they entreated me to
diink at least a drop, as it would be an unfortunate
person now came in,
omen were I to decline.
who said that a relation of the family who was sick
in bed, hearing I had brought news of her parents,
wished to see me. I accordingly set out, under
the escort of a little boy, who conducted me
through sundry sti'ange-looking alleys, till at length
we reached a bolted door. Admittance was demanded and as stoutly denied, till it was announced that the caballero with news had arrived. In an
instant the door flew open, and before I had time
to look round me, I found myself in the lady's bedroom. Her anxiety to know about her parents was
extreme.
She fancied somehow there was a studied reserve and embarrassment in my manner, and
in an instant her suspicions caught fire, and starting up, in spite of the efforts of her nurse, and clasping her hands, she screamed out, " I see it
I see
all
it
now I know my mother is dead I" and
bm'st into a violent fit of tears.
I had great tlifficulty in reassuring the poor giil. whose mother

A
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alive and well. It was the same, more or less,
everywhere, and amongst no people have I ever met
with more thorough kindliness and affection for
one another than was exhibited by these poor Chi-

was

lenos.

As the Commander-in-chief was at the capital,
I proceeded there on the 23d to make my report.
On the 28th of March I set out from Santiago, accompanied by one of the English residents and a
officer of my ship, to pay a visit to a Chilian
gentleman who resided about eighteen leagues in
The day was well advanced before
the interior.
we started, and we pursued our way at a rapid
pace over the gi'eat plain of Santiago, apparently a
dead flat but which we discovered, upon looking
back at the city, to have a considerable though very
gradual ascent so that we were now several hundred feet above the highest churches, wdthout having perceived that we had been rising.
In a country the character of which is quite new,
we ai'e always liable to err in the ideas formed of
the scenery around us.
Amongst the Andes this

young

;

:

is

particularly the case ; for the scale of everything

so great, that our previous conceptions are unable to grasp the scene before us, and we run al-

is

most necessarily into mistakes respecting heights
and distances, which nothing but experience can
not at first that one is conscious of
and the interest of a journey made
under such circumstances, is greatly heightened by
the growing conviction that our senses are unequal
to the task of duly estimating what is before us'
the reality, in short, on these occasions, often outstrips the imagination.
crossed the riyer Maypo by a bridge made
rectify.

It

is

the deception

We

;
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of hide ropes, near the scene of the hattle fought
by San Martin on the 3th of April 1818, akeady

alluded to in the account of the revolutions in
Chili.

This bridge

is

curious fi'om

from the close resemblance

it

simplicity,

and

beai'S to the

iron

its

bridges of suspension recently introduced into England, to which^ in principle, it is precisely similar.
It consists of a narrow road-way of planks laid
crosswise, with their ends resting on straight ropes,
suspended by means of short lines, to a set of
thicker ropes drawn across the stream from bank
to bank. These strong sustaining cords ai-e six in
number, three at each side of the bridge, and hang
in flat curves, one above another, the short vertical
lines supporting the road-way being so disposed as
to distribute the weight equally.
The main or
suspending ropes are firmly secured to the angles
of the rock on one side at the height of thirty feet
from the stream but the opposite bank being low,
it has been found necessary to correct the consequent inclination in some degree, by carrying the
ropes over a high wooden frame-work, and attaching them afterwards to trees, and to posts driven
into the bank.
The clear span from the frame, or
pier, on one side, to the face of the rock on the
other, is one hundred awd twenty-three feet. The
materials being very elastic, the bridge waved up
and down with our weight, and vibrated from side
to side in so alarming a manner, that, at the recommendation of the guide, we dismounted and drove
our horses, one by one, before us but, it must be
;

;

owned, neither man nor horse appeared much
ease during the passage.
Shortly after crossing the

at

Maypo, we reached

!
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lowest range of the Andes, round the base of
which the road wound amongst immense masses
of rock whicli had been precipitated from the
ridges above and occasionally we passed through
a belt of trees, growing like a fringe to the skirt of
It soon became dark ; and if in
the mountains.
broad daylight the character of the- scenery was so
new and stupendous as to defy all our attempts to
estimate distances and proportions, much greater
was our perplexity now. In a strange country,
the traveller's fancy is curiously worked upon at
such moments by the indistinct images which rise
before him, so that he is perplexed and bewildered at every step. He sees, for example, what he
takes to be a precipitous cliiF, which, judging from
his experience in daylight, he fancies many a
league off; but in the midst of his admiration, he
thrusts his head amongst the branches of an olive
tree, the dark outline of which he had mistaken
for that of one of the remote Andes.
Or, being
anxious to inquire his road, and seeing what he
conceives to be a peasant's hut some fifty yai'ds
before him, he hastens forward to inquire the
way ; but at length to his amazement, discovers
that this fancied hut is some far distant peak of
the Cordillera
tlie

:

The day had been calm and sultry, but the
evening no sooner closed in, than we were cheered by a cool and reviving breeze, blowing gently
from the mountains, like the land-winds off the
coasts of hot countries
and, no doubt, from the
same cause, namely, the difference of temperature between the mountains and the plain, and
the consequent difference in the weight of the air
over each.
The stars shone out with singular
;
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brilliancy,

of what

and we rode on

was

to

come

in pleasing uncertainty

next.

of the surrounding scenery,

Under

the influence

we soon

fell into a
on the romantic history of the
conquest, and the gorgeous descriptions we had
read of the Andes.
At length the silence which
we had for some time maintained was interi-upted by one of the party calling out, tliat we were
entering the grounds of a gentleman who would

pleasing

reverie

furnish us with another guide for the remainder of

the journey.

We

dismounted

at the door,

and were shown

into a bleak comfortless room, with a

mud

floor,

mde

unfinished roof, and lighted by a solitary
black tallow candle, all of which made us feel instinctively sure of a cold reception. In this, how-

a

ever, we were much mistaken ; for the master of
the house no sooner saw who we were, than he
begged us to walk into his sala or drawing-room,
As we
a very different apartment from the first.
entered, we could scarcely stand tlie glare of light
from a dozen wax candles. The floor was covered with a rich caqDet ; the roof and cornices were
neatly finished, and the walls ornamented with
mirrors and pictures.
At the upper end of the

room stood a giand

piano-forte, by Broadwood,
and at the tea-table, near it, the lady of the. house
and her daughters received us most kindly. We
and while one of the
soon became acquainted
young ladies went out to gather some flowers for
us, another opened the piano-forte at our request,
and played very good-naturedly, while we sat
chatting with the old people, who were entreating
There was something so
us to stay the night.
unexpected in this kind of reception; and the
;
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people tliemselves were so obliging and agreeable,
that I, for one, was very reluctant to quit such
good quarters but as it was deemed necessary
by the rest to go on, we mounted our jad(?d horses
again with a very bad grace.
But the charms of the night-scene were now
all gone, and the wild embellishments with which
fancy, an hour before, had dressed up the scenery,
were supplanted by the dark and comfortless reality.
Everything seemed to go wrong the road
was full of holes ; the travellers weary of themselves, and of one another, and the journey was
never to be at an end
At length, after a tedious ride, we reached the Chacra, or farm, to which
we were bound, and had proceeded about half-way
up the approach, when we were overtaken by two
riders, one of whom proved to be the master of the
house.
He immediately dismounted, and welcomed us to the country with a frankness of manner, and a kindliness of tone, peculiarly pleasing to
an uninvited visitor. The ladies of the family, they
said, were just behind us, the whole party being
on their return from a little dance in the neightherefore hurried on, and had our
bourhood.
horses put away in time to hand the ladies from
:

;

I

We

their caiTeta.

—

29th of March. When we met next morning,
every one looked well pleased to find himself in
the country, free from the bustle and distraction
of the capital. The fresh feeling, always produced

by the

free air of the fields,

by

was increased on

this

and
and sweet-scented shrubs, and decked
out with all sorts of gay blossoms. There is a genial influence in the country in all climates, under
occasion

dlive trees,

their being covered with vines,
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away, the natural character comes into view, and many ami-

which the

frost of etiquette melts

able qualities, heretofore unobserved, are discovered and acknowledged. But we missed the sociability of the breakfast party, for in these countries
the family seldom assemble till the dinner-hour,
which is generally before two. Yet we found ample
objects to interest us during the early part of the
morning until the heat of the sun drove us into the
house, long before our curiosity was satisfied.
sat down to dinner, a very merry party, the
master of the house insisting upon my taking the
top of the table ; a custom, he said, that could by
no means be dispensed with. The first dish which
was placed on the table was bread soup, exceedingly good, and enriched either with fish or meat,
a distinction so immaterial^ we thought, that our
surprise was considerable when we observed a
gentleman of the party start up, and, with a look
as if he had swallowed poison, exclaim, " O Lord,

We

there

is

fish in

wondering

the soup

!"

and while we were

at this exclamation, our friend ran off

to the kitchen to interrogate the cook.

He

re-

turned with a most woe-begone countenance, and
finished his plate of soup as if it had been the last

he was ever to

taste.

A

feeling of delicacy pre-

vented our asking questions, although our curiosity
was raised to the highest pitch, by observing the
gentleman touch nothing else, and go without his
dinner.
It was Friday, and it was in Lent, circumstances which might have accounted for his
horror at meat but it was fish which had shocked
;

him

;

besides,

we saw the

rest of the

company

eating

both one and the other without scruple, which
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puzzled us exceedingly, and the more so as the selfdenying individual was really a very sensible man,

and showed no other symptoms of

We

eccentricity.

he had, for some reason
or other, come under a religious engagement not
to eat both fish and flesh, though the South Americans are permitted to do so, by an express bull in
their favour, which any one may purdmse who
pleases.
It so happened, that this conscientious
individual had set his fancy most particularly
on a meat dish close to him, never dreaming of
what had been put into the soup but fish once
tasted, his feast was at an end, and, to do him justice, he kept his vow in a manner worthy of an
at last discovered that

:

anchorite.

We

had then the 011a, a dish celebrated in all
lands where Spanish is spoken. It consists of boiled beef, piled round with all sorts of vegetables,

and well covered ^dth a large yellow pea, called
a Garbanza and so inseparable is this union, that
our " beans and bacon" is not better known in
;

English, even in a proverbial sense, than " 011a
con Garbanza" is in Spanish. Besides these dishes,
we had vai'ious rich stews, and last of all, a dish of
roast beef. This did not in the smallest degree resemble the glorious roast beef of England but was
a long thin, black strip of dry, bm-nt-up meat,
without a single bone to give it a shape, and with
every bit of fat carefully cut away. Meanwhile we
finished our dinner, and then partook of a capital
dessert of cool bursting figs, fi-esh from trees within
sight of the table
as well as the luscious sweet
giapes, the pride of our host's heart and lastly, the
enormous purple water melon, the staff of life
;

;

;
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amongst the poorer classes in this country to all
which was added a pleasant small wine, manufac:

tm-ed, as our host triumphantly imparted to us,

by

our absent hostess.
The whole scene was highly characteristic of
sat in the cross draught of two
the countr)%
open doors and numerous unsashed windows, enjoying the balmy air as it passed through the house,
whiskuig in its com'se the dried fig and vine leaves
along the floor.
On one side, we could see the
gravel walks of the garden, stretching far under
trellised vines, and shaded by a broad belt of lofty
walnut trees, which formed a gi*ateful skreen between us and the fiery glare of the western sky.
On the other hand, our view extended to the base

We

of the Andes, fifty or sixty miles off, indistinctly
seen through the waving haze caused by the fierceness of the sun's rays striking on the arid low

groimds neither bird nor beast was to be seen, nor
the least speck of a cloud in the sky. The tyranny
of the sun was complete. There was a solemn tranquillity in this, which, while it disposed the mind
to thought, took nothing from its cheerfulness.
But we were soon left to enjoy it alone, as the
company dropped off one by one, to take their si:

esta, the landlord

only remaining

;

but as this was

evidently out of civility to his guests^ we took an
early opportunity of slipping off to our rooms, that

he also might
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CHAPTER

VIII.

—

SELECTION OF CATTLE DESCRIPTION OF THE LASSO USED FOR CATCHING CATTLE EXPERTNESS
OF THE CHILIANS COUNTRY DANCES PROMESA
AGAINST DANCING BY A YOUNG LADY.

Our

host

descent.

was a
was

He

native Chilian, but of Spanish
a considerable landed proprie-

who

passed the greater part of his time on his
and who, from his knowledge of farming,
cattle-breeding, and the cultivation of the vine, had
been enabled not only to turn his property to good
tor,

estate,

account, but to obtain great influence in the counBy kindness and hospitality he drew people

try.

to his house, while his talents and information ren-

dered him an invaluable neighbour. His wife was
absent in the city for her confinement, but her fa-

two sisters were
Between four and five

ther and

of our party.
o'clock, the siesta being

over, our friends nibbing their eyes gradually

made

and by half past five, we were
The caneta, which is merely a coall assembled.
vered cart, well supplied with mats and straw in
place of springs, was ordered for the ladies, who
set out to pay what they were pleased to call '' unas
their appearance

;

campestres ;" in plain English, gossiping
country visits.
The gentlemen rode in another direction to see
the cattle selected for next day's Matanza or slauph-

visitas
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We

were guided by a cloud of dust to the
ten
spot where the country people had collected the
drove, and

into a corner. The masaccompanied by the principal
farm, rode amongst the beasts, and

hemmed them

ter of the house,

horseman of

his

upon the fattest, pointed it out to
the attendants, who soon separated it from the rest,
by means of their goads. In this way fifteen were
selected, and being surrounded by about a dozen
horsemen, were driven slowly towards the house,
fixing his eye

and

finally shut

up

in an adjoining Corral or enclo-

sure.

On our way homeward our host entertained us,
by making his people show us the South American
method of catching cattle. The instrument used
is

called in English a Lasso, from the Spanish Lazo,

which

signifies slip-knot or noose.
It consists of a
rope made of twisted strips of untanned hide, varying in length from fifteen to twenty yards, and is
about as thick as the little finger. It has a noose
or running-knot at one end, the other extremity being fastened by an eye and button to a ring in a

strong hide belt or sm-cingle, bound tightly round
the horse.
The coil is grasped by the horseman's
left hand, while the noose, which is held in the right,
trails along the ground except when in use, and then
it is whirled round the head with considerable velocity, during which, by a peculiar turn of the wrist,
it is made to assume a circular form ; so that, when
delivered from the hand, the noose preserves itself
open till it falls over the object at which it has been
aimed.
The unerring precision with which the lasso is
thi'own is perfectly astonishing, and to one who
Sees

it

for the first time, has a

very magical appear-
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Even when standing

ance.

Btill it is

an easy thing to throw the lasso
is

vastly increased

when

it

by no means

but tlie difficulty
comes to be thrown from
;

horseback and at a gallop, and when, in addition,
the rider is obliged to pass over uneven gi'ound,
and to leap hedges an^ ditches in his course. Yet
such is the dexterity of the guassos, or countrymen,
that they are not only sure of catching the animal
they are in chase of, but can fix, or as they term it,
place their lasso on any particular part they please ;
either over the horns or the neck, or round the
body or they can include all four legs, or two, or
any one of the four ; and the whole with such ease
and certainty, that it is necessaiy to witness the
feat to have a just conception of the skill displayed. It is like the dexterity of the savage Indian in
the use of his bow and arrow, and can only be
gained by the arduous practice of many years. It
is in fact the earliest amusement, as well as busifor I have often seen little
ness, of these people
boys just beginning to mn about, actively employed in lassoing cats, and entangling the legs of every
dog that was unfortunate enough to pass within
In due season they become very expert in
reach.
and afterwards in catchtheir attacks on poultry
ing wild bii'ds : so that, by the time they are mounted on horseback, which is always at an early age,
they begin to acquu'e that matchless skill, from
which no animal of less speed than a horse has the
slightest chance of escaping.
Let us suppose that a wild bull is to be caught,
and that two mounted horsemen, guassos as they
are called in Chili, or guachos in Buenos Ayres,
undertake to kill him. As soon as they discover
their prey, they remove the coil of the lasso from
;

;

;
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behind them, and, grasping it in the left hand, prepare the noose in the right, and dasli off at full gallop, each swinging his lasso round his head.
The
first who comes within reach aims at the bull's
horns, and when he sees, which he does in an instant, that the lasso which he has thrown will take
eflfect, he stops his horse, and turns it half round,
the bull continuing his course, till the whole cord
has run out.
The horse, meanwhile, knowing, by
experience, what is going to happen, leans over as
much as he can in the opposite direction from the
bull, and stands trembling in expectation of the
violent tug which is to be given to him by the bull
when brought up by the lasso. So great, indeed, is
the jerk which takes place at this moment, that
were the horse not to lean over in the manner described, he

would

certainly be

overturned

but

;

standing, as he does across the road, with his feet
planted firmly on the ground, he offers sufficient resistance to stop the bull as instantaneously as

had been
running

shot,

at full

if it

though the instant before he was
speed. In some cases, this check is

so abrupt and violent, that the animal is not only
dashed to the ground, but rolls along at the full

while the horse is drawn sideways, and ploughs up the earth with his feet for several yards. This, wliich takes so long to describe,
is the work of a few seconds
during which, the
other horseman gallops past and l)efore the bull
has time to recover from the shock, places the noose
over his boras, and continues advancing till this

stretch of the lasso

;

;

;

lasso also

is

at full stretch.

The

bull, stupified

by

the fall, sometimes lies motionless on the ground ;
but the men soon rouse him up, by tugging him to

and

fro.

When

on

his legs,

l2

with a horseman on
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moored with two cables ;
and however unwilling he may be to accompany
the gnassos, or however great his straggles, he is
in'esistibly dragged along by them in whatever dieacli side,

he

is

like a ship

rection they please.
If the intention be to kill the animal for the sake
of the hide and tallow alone, as is often the case,
one of the giiassos dismounts, and running in, cuts
the bull's hamstrings with a long knife, wliich he

always wears in his

gii'dle

;

and, instantly after-

wards, despatches him, by a dexterous cut across
The most surprising thing
the back of the neck.
is, the manner in which the horse, after being left
by his rider, manages to preserve the lasso always
tight
this would be less difficult if the bull were
to remain steady, but it sometimes happens, that
he makes violent straggles to disentangle himself
fi-om the lassos, rushing backwards and forwards in
a furious manner. The horse, however, with wonderful sagacity, alters his place, and prances about,
as if conscious of what he is doing, so as to resist
every movement of the bull, and never to allow the
lasso to be relaxed for a moment.
When a wild horse is to be taken, the lasso is
always placed round the two hind legs, and, as the
guasso rides a little on one side, the jerk pulls the
entangled feet laterally, so as to throw him on his
side, without endangering his knees or his face. Before the horse can recover the shock, the rider dismounts, and snatching his poncho or cloak from his
;

shoulders, wra})s it round the prostrate animal's
head; he then forces into his mouth one of the
powerful bits of the country, straps a saddle on his
back, and, bestriding him, removes the poncho
;

upon which, the astonished horse springs on

his
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and endeavours, by a thousand vain efforts,
to disencumber himself of his new master, who sits
quite composedly on his back and, by a discipline
which never fails, reduces the horse to such complete obedience, that he is soon trained to lend his
speed and strength in the capture of his wild comlegs,

;

panions.

During the recent wars in this country, the lasso
was used as a weapon of great power in the hands
of these people, who made bold and useful troops,
and never failed to dismount cavalry, or to throw
down the horses of those who came within their
There is a well-authenticated story of a
party of eight or ten of fhem, who had never seen
a piece of aitillery, till one was fired at them in the
streets of Buenos Ap-es.
Notwithstanding the
eflfect of the fire, they galloped fearlessly up to it,
placed their lassos over the cannon, and, by their
united strength, faii'ly overturned it.
Another anecdote isrelatedofthem, which, though
possible enough, does not rest on such good authority.
number of armed boats were sent to
eflfect a landing at a certain point on the coast,
guarded solely by these horsemen. The party in
the boats, caring little for an enemy unprovided
with fire-arms, rowed confidently along the shore.
The guassos, meanwhile, were watching their opportunity, and the moment the boats came sufficiently near, dashed into the water, and thro-vving
their lassos round the necks of the officers, fairly
dragged every one of them out of their boats.
In the evening we were engaged in amusements
of a very different description.
Our party repaired to the house of a neighbour, an old lady, whose
greatest delight was to see her friends happy about

reach.

A
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We were

soon joined by several other families, and there being a piano-forte in the room, the
inevitable consequence was a dance.
If it be difher.

ficult to describe the lasso, it is quite impossible to

describe the Spanish country-dance, which bears no
resemblance to that known in England. It consists
of a gre.it variety of complicated figures, affording

and
showing elegance of figure to the gieatest advantage.
It is danced to waltz tunes, played in
rather slow time and instead of one or two couples
dancing at once, the whole of the set from end to
end is constantly in motion. No dance can be more
beautiful to look at, or more bewitching to be engaged in yet there is no denying, that admirable
though it be for those warm regions, it is of a character unsuited to the climate and habits of England.
Dancing and walking, for the last is equally looked upon as an accomplishment, are taught with
great care, and I do not remember to have seen any
lady who did not do both well. Differences in the
figure and in the taste of the individual, will of
infinite opportunities for the display of grace,

for

;

;

course make distinctions quite as remarkable as are
observable in other countries but still the universality of good dancing, and more particularly of
gi-aceful, or it may be called elegant walking, is a
;

verj''

remarkable feature, and well deserving of no-

tice.

As

the Chilian ladies have more or less a taste
and all play on the piano-forte, there

for music,

seldom

on such occasions as this, a difficulty
a player. But I was surprised, and
somewhat disappointed, to see a young lady, one
of the gayest and best dancers in Cliili, place herself at the instrument.
The gentlemen loudly aparises,

in finding
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pealed against tliis proceedmg but she maintained
her place rcHolutely, declaring she would not dance
a single step. Seeing there was some mystery in
this, I took an opportunity of begging to know
what could have induced a person of so much good
sense and cheeifubiess, and at the same time so
fond of dancing, to make so veiy preposterous a
resolution.
She laughed on heaiing the subject
treated witli such earnestness, and confessed that
nothing was farther from her o^ti wislies or habits
than her present forbearance, but that she was
bound by what she called a Promesa, or engagement, not to dance for a whole year. I begged an
explanation of this singular obligation, when she
told me, that, dm*ing the recent confinement of her
sister, our host's wife, at a moment when her life
was despaired of, her mother had made a vow,
that, if she recovered, not one of the umnariied
gu'ls should dance for twelve months. Her yomiger sister was, however, dancing and I found she
had managed to evade the interdict by an ingenious
piece of casuistry arguing, that as the promise had
been made by her mother in town, it could never
be intended to apply to the country. The goodnatured mother, who probably repented of her absurd vow, allowed that a good case of conscience
had been made out and the pretty Rosalita danced
away with a spirit which was taken u]) by the
whole room, and a more animated ball was never
;

;

;

;

seen.
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CHAPTER

IX.

SOUTH AMERICAN METHOD OF KILLING CATTLEUSE OF THE LASSO AND THE LUNA ANECDOTE
OF SOME BOYS METHOD OF PREPARING JERKED
BEEF.

—

30^^ of March, Before breakfast to-day, we
wdtnessed the South American method of killing
cattle, a topic which, though at first sight no very
delicate or inviting one, will not, I trust, prove uninteresting or disagreeable in description.

The

cattle,

as I mentioned before,

had been

driven into an enclosure, or corral, whence they
were now let out, one by one, and killed ; but not
in the manner practised in England ; where, I believe, they are dragged into a house, and despatched by blows on the forehead with a pole-axe. Here
the whole took place in the open air, and resembled
rather the catastrophe of a grand field sport, than
a deliberate slaughter. On a level space of ground
before the coiTal were ranged in a line four or five

guassos on horseback, with their lassos all ready in
hands ; and opposite to them another set of
men on foot, similarly equipped, so as to form a
Avide lane, extending from the gate of the corral to
the distance of thirty or forty yards. When all was
prepared, the leader of the guassos drew out the
bars closing the entrance to the coiTal ; and, riding
in, separated one of the cattle from the drove, which
he goaded till it escaped in the opening. The retheir
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luctance of the cattle to quit the corral was evident, but when at length forced to do so, they
It
dashed forward with the utmost impetuosity.
is said that in this country, even the wildest animals have an instinctive horror of the lasso those
in a domestic state certainly have, and betray feai*
whenever they see it. Be this as it may, the
moment they pass the gate, they spiing forward
at full speed, with all the appearance of teiTor.
But were they to go ten times faster, it would
avaU them nothing against the irresistible lassos,
which, in the midst of dust, and a confusion seemingly inextricable, were placed by the horsemen
with the most perfect correctness over the parts
aimed at. There cannot be conceived a more spirited, or a more picturesque scene than was now
presented to us ; or one which, in the hands of a
bold sketcher, would have furnished a finer subject
for the pencil. Let the fui-ious beast be imagined
driven almost to madness by thirst, and a variety
of irritations, and in the utmost teiTor at the multitude of lassos whirling all around him he rushes
wildly forward, his eyes flashing fire, his nostrils
almost touching the ground, and his breath diiving
for one short instant
off the dust in his course
he is free, and full of life and strength, defying, as
it were, all the world to restrain him in his headlong course ; the next moment he is covered with
lassos, his horns, his neck, his legs, are all encircled
by these inevitable cords, hanging loose, in long
festoons, from the hands of the horsemen galloping
in all directions, but the next instant as tight as
bars of iron and the noble animal Ipng prostrate
on the ground motionless and helpless. He is immediately despatched by a man on foot, who stands
;

;

:

;

—
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ready for this pui-pose with a long sliarp knife in
and as soon as the body is disentangled
his hand
from the lassos, it is drawn on one side, and another beast is driven out of the corral, and caught
in the same manner.
On begging to know why so many lassos were
thrown at once on these occasions, we learned that
the first rush of these cattle, when driven out of
the corral, is generally so impetuous, that few single cords are strong enough to bear the jerk without breaking.
As an experiment, a cow in a very
furious state was let out, and directions given for
only two men to attempt to stop her. The first
lasso fell over her head, which it drew round, so
that the horns almost touched her back, but the
thongs snapped without stopping her the second
was intentionally placed round the fore part of the
body, and it also broke without materially checking her progress.
Away went the cow, scouring
over the country, followed by two fresh horsemen
standing erect in their stiniips, with their lassos
flying round their heads, and their ponchos streaming out behind them, an animating and character;

;

The cow

galloped, and the horses galthe speed of cattle when accustomed to run wild, that at first the horses had but
little advantage.
The gi'ound being covered with

istic sight.

loped, and such

is

shrubs and young trees, and full of hollow places,
and sunk roads, the chase was diversified by many
leaps, in which, although the

poor cow did well at

the horses, ere long, gained upon her, and the
nearest guasso perceiving that he was just within
reach, let fly his lasso.
The cow was at such a
distance that it required the whole length of the
first,

rope to reach her, and the noose had become so
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contracted by the knot slipping up towards the
end, that it was barely large enough to admit the
horns had the cow been one foot more in advance,
the circle would have become too small, and this
feat is considered the perfection of the art. When
the rider saw the noose fixed, he stopped and turned his horse, upon which the poor cow, her head
nearly wrung off, was cast to the ground with
great violence. The second horseman dashed along,
and on passing the cow, instead of throwing his
lasso, merely stooped on one side, and laid the
noose, which he had contracted to a small circle,
This done, the guassos tmned
over her horns.
then- horses' heads and trotted back with then- unwilling prize, not having been more than four or
five minutes absent from the gi'ound.
There is another method of arresting the animal's
progress, \vithoat using the lasso, which is said to
requu'e even more skill and presence of mind than
that formidable instrument itself.
horseman is
stationed a little way from the entrance of the cor;

A

ral,

armed with a weapon

called a

Luna, which
and cur-

consists of a steel blade about a foot long,

its name implies, in the fonn of a crescent,
sharpened on the concave edge, and having a pole
ten or twelve feet long screwed into the middle of
the blunt or convex side so that when held horizontally, the horns of the crescent point forward.
The rider canies this luna in his right hand, couched like a lance, the blade being then about two
feet from the ground, in advance of the horse, while
the staff is kept steady by passing it under the arm.
Having allowed the animal to rush past, he puts

ved, as

;

spms

to his horse,

close

uj),

VOL.

and gallops

after

it

;

on coming

he places his weapon in such a situation,

II.

M

—
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when

thrown backwards, it
and by
striking against the edge, which is kept as sharp as
that

its

right hind leg

is

shall enter the fork or crescent of the luna,

a razor, divide the tendon.

The weapon

then

is

quickly transferred to the left leg, where in like
manner the least touch properly applied divides
saw this cruel feat perthe other tendon.
formed by the principal guasso on oui- host's estate, who was described as being the best rider
and the most expert man in that part of the country.
The ground was very dry and dusty, so that
by the time he overtook the bullock he was in
chase of, there was such a cloud raised by the animal's feet, that we could scarcely see what was
doing.
The guasso contrived, however, to cut
both hamstrings, but his horse becoming confused
fell over the bullock, and we were in considerable
alarm lest the man should be cut in two by his
own weapon, or be transfixed by the beast's horns :
but he never lost his self-possession, and having
first flung the instiaiment high into the air, raised
both himself and horse from the ground, and rode
out of the cloud unhurt, and without having ever

We

lost his seat.

While this more serious business was going on,
a parcel of mischievous boys had perched themselves on a pile of firewood close to the corral and
being each armed in his way, with a lasso made of
a small strip of hide, or of whip cord, got the first
chance to noose the animals as they rushed out.
They seldom failed to thro^v successfully, but their
slender cords broke like cobwebs.
One wicked
urchin, indeed, more bold than the rest, mounted
himself on a donkey that happened to be on the
spot
and taking the lasso which belonged to it
;

;
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ever mounted is
and placing himself so as not to be detected by the men, he threw
As soon
it gallantly OA'er the first bullock's neck.
as it became tight, away flew the astonished donkey and his rider : the terrified boy soon tumbled
off; but poor Neddy was dragged along the ground,
till a more efiicient force was made to co-operate
with his unavailing resistance.
When a suflficient number of bullocks had been
killed, they were dragged away by means of a
small car, to which the heads were tied, with the
The corral,
bodies trailing behind on the ground.
or place to which they were removed, was an enclosure from fifty to sixty yards square ; the inner
half, or that farthest fi-om the entrance, being left
open to the sky, while the other part was shaded
with a nide sort of roof, consisting of branches of
trees, and long broad leaves, placed on trellis-work,
forming a texture sufficiently close to exclude the
sun, but not intended to afford any defence from
for in these countries, it must be recollected,
rain
that wet and dry seasons recur at such stated intervals, that the inhabitants can regulate the periods
of theii' different occupations with a much greater
degree of certainty than can be done in Europe.
On entering this court we looked along a wide
passage leading into the uncovered part.
On the
right hand stood a double line of posts, joined by
cross bars and on the left were five separate cells,
formed of posts and cross bars six or eight feet
wide, and twelve or fourteen long. The rest of the
ground under cover was slightly divided, by cross
bars, into compartments of different sizes, with passages leading amongst them.
Beyond the railings

no description of animal that
without this essential equipment

for

is

—

;

;
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hand ran a stream of clear water,
shaded by some large walnut trees, the branches of
which reached to the ground, and mingled their
leaves with a crowd of wild flowers, the commonest weeds, we were told, of the climate but some of
which we recognised as the cherished plants of our

on the

riglit

;

green-houses.
The heat in the outer space, where we had witnessed the lassoing, had become so great, that we
were glad to seek shelter in this cool and quiet
spot.
had not been there long, before five of
the bullocks which had been killed were dragged
in, and placed in order, one before each of the cells
described above.
Immediately three men betook themselves to
each carcase ; and with much dexterity, and in an
incredibly short time, stripped off the hides, which
were carried to the open part of the enclosure, preparatory to their being staked out and dried in the
sun.
I observed that the principal guasso allowed
none of these hides to pass him without first cutting
oflF a' thong and trying its strength ; if it broke
easily he took no further notice, but if it proved
tough, he ordered the hide to be put by for making
lassos, always the uppermost thought in a guasso's
mind. After removing the skin, the fat and tallow
were cut carefully off, and the muscles detached
from their several seats, with the exact situation of
which the men seemed perfectly acquainted. But
although their knives flashed about with great celerity, no fibres were cut across, each of the muscles
being slipped out of its natm-al place, with, a
sleight of hand, wliich nothing but long and constant practice can teach. As fast as a portion was
detached, it was ranied into the adjoining cell,

We
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where

it

was

liung on a part of the railing express-

ly appropriated to it, every separate portion of the
animal being an'anged in a certain order.
The
head, feet, and refuse, were earned to the other
side of the passage, and placed on a thick layer of
green boughs, along the margin of the stream, by
this time all discoloured and blood-stained.
So
quickly was the carcase separated into different
parts, and with so little noise or violence or apparent effort, that an active fancy might have supposed it had melted away. There was nothing in the
whole course of this process at all calculated to disgust ; nor any hacking,
^nor hewing,
nor sawing,
each joint being dislocated as if by magic, at the
first touch of the knife.
The bones also had distinct places allotted them, as well as the fat, not
the slightest vestige of which was anywhere allowed to remain attached to the meat. When everything was completed, and the ground clear, the
leading man of each set went carefully round his

—

—

—

whole was in order, and that
meat was hung up correctly the ex-

cell to see that the

each, piece of

act

:

number of

pieces I omitted to record, but

it is

always the same, and if any one be missing, or misplaced, it is immediately remarked by the man who
inspects the cell. The head, the back-bone, and the
legs, were next chopped into small pieces, and
thrown into the boilers, that not a particle of fat
might be lost and I obsei*\'ed they even took the
pains to strip off a thin skin from each of the ribs.
The finer parts of the tallow were now spread out
on a fiame in the shape of a boy's kite, and hung
up in one of the minor divisions.
The three men who had been employed in cutting up the bullock now commenced an operation
;

M 2
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peculiar, I believe, to

South America, namely, the

preparation of what is called by us jerked beef, a
term probably derived from the local name charque.
The men seated themselves on low stools in the
different cells, and began cutting each of the detached portions of meat into long strips, or ribbons,
uniform in size from end to end; some of these
which were cut from the larger pieces, being several yards in length, and about two inches in width.
To perform this operation neatly requires considerThe piece of meat is held in the
able expertness.
left hand, and at each slice is hitched round so as
to offer a new place to the knife ; and in this way
it seems to unwind itself, like a broad tape from a
tried to perball, till at last nothing remains.
form this ourselves, but continually cut the strip
across before it had attained any length. When the
whole has been treated in this manner, it is allowed to hang under cover for a certain time, during
which it acquires a black colour ; and owing to the
heat and dryness of the air, speedily lose| much of
The meat is afterwards exposed to
its moisture.
the sun till thoroughly dried, and being then made
up into great bales, strongly tied round with a network of thongs, becomes the jerked beef of com-

We

merce.
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CHAPTER
VISIT

X.

TO THE LAKE OF ACULEO AMONGST THE
RETURN TOWARDS SANTIAGO CHILIAN

ANDES

FLOWER GARDEN, WITH THE FLOWERS PLANTED
IN THE FORM OF BIRDS AND BEASTS UNCEREMONIOUS HABITS OF TRAVELLERS IN CHILI EFFECTS OF THE SETTING SUN ON THE ANDES.

After brealdast we varied our amusements, by
forming a party to ride to the Lake of Aculeo.
had to wind for some time thi'ough the valleys
of the lower Andes, before reaching the Lake,
which lay placidly amongst the mountains. Perhaps it is the smoothness and delicacy of finish, as
it were, of a mountain lake, together with its solitude, compared with the bold and rugged majesty

We

of the smTounding scenery, which give it so much
It may be, too, that a scene
grace and beauty.
like this, altogether without artificial embelhshment,

more engaging from its simplicity than one enriched with towns, and ornamented with villas and
gardens, and other works of man, in the brilliant
manner of the Italian lakes.
In strictness, however, the Lake of Aculeo is
not altogether desolate ; for we could see here and
there a cottage amongst the luxuriant groves slditis

But these served
side.
and
augment the solitude
the eye wandered more frequently to tlie lol'ty

ing

its

margin on every

rather, I fancied, to

;
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snow ridges above, and to the vast flocks of undisturbed wild fowl floating on tlie breast of the
lake, than to tliese faint traces of population. One

company who possessed an
by drawing a lively

of the

tertained us

active fancy, en-

picture of

what

the lapse of a century might produce here, if the
country continued to prosper. He planted villages
along the banks, cut commodious roads on the
sides of the mountains, and covered the lake with
substituting the busy hum of man for the
boats
present silence of the scene. While our ingenious
friend was thus enlarging on the possible effects of
tliese anticipated improvements, another gentleman,
who cared little for such speculations, was bitterly
lamenting that we had not brought our foAvlingpieces as the birds, which showed no alarm at our
presence, allowed us to pass quite close ; so near,
indeed, were they to us, that we could distinguish
wild ducks, swans, and flamingoes, besides many
others of which we knew notliing ; and once we
;

;

by the sudden appearance of a flock
which passed close overhead,
screaming most discordantly, while their beautiful
plumage flashing in the sun, was the most biilliant
sight imaginable. The flamingo we recognized by
were

startled

of wild

paiTots,

the delicate pink colour under the wings.
When travelling, there often arises a peculiar interest out of circumstances, which, however trivial
in themselves, distinctly speak to the senses, of a
new and foreign land thus, what the Andes had
:

failed to do, the sight of a single bird effected at

A

once.
lofty snow ridge is comparatively speaking a familiar object, and associates itself readily

with European recollections
that a bird so remarkable in

;

but we feel at once,
appearance as the

its
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flamingo, can belong only to a foreign and different
climate.

In the evening, most of the ladies whom we had
met at the dance last night, came to the house in
which we were living but their hilarity seemed
;

sound of the music, and nothing more formal or prim than they were can be
They ranged themselves along
easily imiigined.
the wall in so determined a mariner, that it would
have tried tlie skill of the most hardy tactician to
have broken their line. Presently, however, an
accidental opening weakened their position, and at
once did the business. In the end, the ladies confessed they were well pleased that we had thus forced them, in spite of themselves, to show how
agreeable they could be, even without the aid of a
to have fled with the

fiddle.

—

Our country-party broke up to-day, to
Slst.
The old
the great regret of us strangers, at least.
gentleman, with his eldest daughter, and our friend
of the tender conscience, together Avith my young
officer and myself, formed the riding party to the
The day was comparatively cool, so that
our journey was most agi'eeable and to us it had
a double interest, since we now passed those places
ill day-light over which we had before travelled
and it was cmious to observe how
in the dark
very erroneous all oui* impressions had been of
every feature of the landscape. In such company,
the road, formerly so tedious, was reduced to nothing and before we thought half the distance accomplished, we discovered that we were entering
the grounds of our hospitable friends who had entertained us so kindly a few evenings before. The
lady of the house had, on that occasion, more than
city.

:

;

;

—
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once lamented that, owing to its being dark, she
could not show U8 her gaiden, the pride of her
life she was therefore delighted to have caught us
on our return, and led the way with great glee to
her favourite spot. It certainly was a brilliant spectacle for in these climates, where nature does so
;

;

much, the least assistance multiplies the effect in
a manner, of which, in cold regions, we have no
conception.
But our good dame, who thought of
nothing less than of letting nature have her course,
had planted her flowers, and cut her walks and borders, into the form of beasts, birds, and fishes not
only had she displayed the figures of the animals
in a sort of relief, but she had attended minutely
;

to the a})propnate colours of each, by the careful
distribution of the proper flowers and, to do her
justice, the spot looked more like a menagerie than
a garden.
;

We

reached the bridge of Mayqjo at noon, and
having made preparations for dining on the road,
resolved to stop, dm-ing the heat of the day, at
the Post House on the top of the bank.
Our dinner was plain and good, and we were memly eating our olla, when a new guest stepped in
a
coarse, loud-talking, impudent sort of personage,
who seated himself unceremoniously at a vacant
;

comer of the table, displayed his wallet, and drew
forth a handful of charque, or jerked beef, and a
great lump of cheese.
The beef he sent out by
onjB of the guassos to be pounded between any two
stones on the road ; and while the charque was
undergoing this primitive cookery, he cut up his
cheese, and handed it round with the air of a man
at the head of liis own table.
For my pait, I was

greatly diverted with the fellow's ease and impu-
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dence but my friends, especially the young lady,
were shocked that I should witness such an intmsion, which they could not prevent
for although
the table was theirs, it is the privilege in this country of travellers fo associate with and claim assistance from one another on the road, without regard
;

;

to distinctions of rank.

When dinner was over, and the table removed,
the floor was spread with mattresses and beds preparatory to the siesta. There were not beds enough
for every one, and this being the only room in the
house, a momentary dilemma arose, but was soon
settled by the lady taking the upper station next
the wall, and placing her father by her, and so on
with the rest of the party. Our self-elected companion seeing a vacant space, spread out one of
his horse-cloths, and drawing his saddle under his
head, was asleep in a moment
an example soon
followed by the others.
The sun went down while we were still a league
or two from the city, and his rays, by passing
through the thick haze before described, shed a
remaikable gold-coloured light on the spires and
domes of the churches whilst the tops of the
mountains, the Iiighest of which were covered with
snow, still retained the clear bright sunshine. In
a short time the light began to fade, even on the
highest peaks, and at every successive moment a
change took place in the colour of the different
ranges the lower ones first catching the golden tint,
which was soon changed for a variety of pink, and
lastly, for a dull cold grey so that the whole view

—

;

;

;

in the eastern quai'ter

was variegated

in the

most

singular manner, according to the height, each ridge
of hills being thus prominently distinguished from
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the others, and its outline most distinctly disIt was rather a disappointment to displayed.
cover that our fair companion, with all her good
sense, had not much feeling for the magnificent
In reply to our rebeauties of her native spot.
proaches on hei' insensibility, she said it might be
very wrong not to admu'e what she saw, but as she
had never been out of the valley in her life, and
all

consequently had no other sceneiy to compare
with this, she was, at least, unconscious of its superiority to the rest of the worid.

;
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CHAPTER

XI.

W ATRIMOJs'lAL ANECDOTE REMARKS ON THE STUDY
OF. THE SPANISH LANGUAGE VISIT TO A WATER-FALL NEAR SANTIAGO
SINGULAR PLAIN
AMONGST THE ANDES PROGRESS OF EDUCATION,
AND DECAY OF BIGOTRY IN CHILI IGNORANCE
OF A SPANISH LADY SPANISH AND NATIVE PREJUDICES COMET OF 1821 EXPERIMENTS WITH
THE PENDULUM STATE OF POLITICAL FEELING

—

IN CHILI.

A LUDICROUS event occuiTed

about this period,

and excited much mirth both amongst the English
and the natives. A certain foreigner, it seems, had
fallen desperately in love with a young Chilian lady
of great beauty and accomplishments, but withal a
most rigid Catholic. His attentions were all to no
purpose for, although the damsel admitted that he
had made some impression on her heart, she was
resolved never to marry any one but " un buen
Ciistiano." In this dilemma, his passion overcame
;

the feelings of his early education, and, after long
and frequent discussions with the fair Papist, he
consented to comply with the forms of the llomish
Church read his recantation, and subscribed the
;

This, however, to his great
he discovered not to be sufficient. A

confession of faith.
mortification,

furtlier puiification

VOL.

ir,

was considered indispensable
5
N
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and the poor lover was told, he could not prosper
unless he consented to do penance in what is called
the Casa de Exercicios for fom*teen days at the
termination of which time all her scraples would
be at an end, and the hand of the fair Chilena was
to be his for ever. The doors of the House of Exthe peniercise were accordingly shut upon him
tent fasted, prayed, scourged himself in good ear;

;

nest, and, at the

mortification,

end of a

fortnight's discipline

and

came out a good Christian but when
;

he hun-ied to the house of his mistress to claim the
fulfilment of the bond, he found she had been married six days before to a countryman of her own
By this time we had made considerable progress
in the language but it was curious to observe with
!

;

what

different degrees of facility

we communicated

with the natives. At some houses a stranger to
the language might have thought us quite masters
of it, from the fluency and apparent ease with which
we spoke, and the readiness with which the natives
understood us. At other houses, with ten times
the effort, scarcely a word could be found, or when
drawn laboriously out, it fell flat and profitless on
the ears of the company. In the first case, the imagination seemed all on fire, and lighted the way to
the clearest expression in the other, the ideas were
fettered, and the enunciation became sluggish, conThe study of a language, infused, and puerile.
deed, involves in a great measure the study of society and we invariably found it our surest road
to an acquaintance with the manners of the people,
and not only their manners, but their sentiments,
;

;

moral and

political

;

and much that was at first inbecame ob-

explicable merely from our ignorance,

Tious and useful information,

when we knew how
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reckon the currency in which its value was exIn families where,, from whatever cause,
we found little sympathy either in taste or
sentiment, it hecame impossible to find language to
express even the merest common-places. In others
to

pressed.

m

we were understood, and
we imported were eagerly
was wonderful v/ith what eflect we

Eigain,

where

ideas which

the foreign
gi-asped at,

could give
ignorance has no curiosity
in its nature
and we observed everywhere, thac
in proportion as the people were instructed, so they
required information. Some of the families at Valparaiso, with whom we made acquaintance^ entertained us Tvith nothing but a few tunes on the guitar, or a native dance, or some disquisition on a
new dress ; but others threw down then* work the
moment we appeared, crowded round us, and would
eit half the night asking questions about London,
and all our habits and customs and in return told
us of their own, and drew such interesting compait

them

Mere

utterance.
;

;

risons as excited the highest admiration of their

acuteness.

On

these occasions, I have sometimes been led
want of full power to express om- thoughts reciprocally was of use. In the
search for just expressions, the ideas were more
carefully investigated.
This first version was geto think, that the very

and was not intelligible on
the second attempt gave more insight
into the subject and, in the course of these eftbits
to embody the thoughts, the conception itself was
often sifted, and purified, and rendered distinct,

nerally overstrained,
that account

;

;

and consequently applicable; by the discipHne
had imdercrone.

it

]|S

cmi.r.

It w.is
]>i-actire,

somo

lime, }iowever, before

we

came,

in

to a right a|)})i'<'hension of theso truths,

which were of considerahle consequence, and required raucli address on the occasions alluded to,
even when both parties were quite willing to understand each other.
More or less these obserrations will apply to every state of society
but
they were especially remarkable in the case of the
South Americans, just awakening from a state of
mental lethargy, or, more strictly speaking, of error. They had as much to unlearn as to acquire
anew; and the jumble of old and new ideas was
often curious, and in many cases highly instruc;

tive.

—

rode this morning from the city,
to see a
waterfall.
To attain this object, we had climbed
from the plain on \vhich Santiago stands, by a long
and steep path, to the height of about four hundred
feet.
imagined ourselves to be mounting the
side of a steep ridge, and that on reaching the top
we should look down the other side on the low
ground beyond ; but, instead of this, we found our'^d of April.

in

I

company with two English gentlemen,

We

on the level of a great plain joining that which
from, which also most strangely appeared to be exactly at the same elevation with
it, notwithstanding the additional altitude we had
gained. This singular optical deception must have
been caused by the extreme regularity of the slope
in the ground from the point we stood upon to the
plain we liad left.
Indeed, the enormous scale of
everything around us, with the dimensions of which
we were yet far from sufficiently familiar, made it
selves

we had come

impossible to appreciate correctly either heights,
distances, or levels.

;
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of the party happening to descry at a dis-

tance the countiy-house of a friend, we agi'eed to
try our fortune there, as Ave had been disappointed
with the waterfall, which proved quite contemptible.
The master of the house, an Old Spaniard, was delighted to see us, and very kindly took us over hia
vineyards, and his olive groves.
His vines, which
were loaded with fruit, were planted in the manner
of those at the Cape of Good Hope, forming rows
like gooseberr^^-bushes, and supported only here
and there as occasion required. He showed us
also his wine-presses, and his immense cellars;
along wliich were ranged many hundreds of Botijas, or gigantic jars, capable of holding, at least, a
tun each. He had been a naval captain in his day
but having become disgusted with the service, and
behig of a quiet disposition, he had bought this
place, married, and given up all thoughts of honour
and glory ; so that we found him most amiably ignorant of all that was passing beyond the boundaries of his estate : but with respect to macliinery,
the manufacture of wine, or the culture of olivetrees and vines, he was full of information, and
caught eagerly at any hints for their improvement.
In the evening we called on several families to
take leave, it being our intention to return immediately to Valparaiso.
At one house we were the
only visitors ; at another we could scarcely get in,
owing to the crowd of company, and when at length
we gained a seat near the ladies, we found it not
easy nor agi'ceable to converse in our lame Spanish
before so gi-eat an audience of the natives.
Om*
reception at the first house was much warmer, and
proved more satisfactory, and more useful to those
who were anxious to improve themselves iu the

k2
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language.

At

tlie

other

we saw

a larger company,

but made fewer and less valuable acquaintunces.
In botli, and, indeed, I may say in every bouse,
there seemed to prevail but one kindly disposition
and to
to treat us with attention and hospitality
assist us, with the most polite, friendly, and patient
a remark
assiduity, in acquiring their language
which may be extended to the whole coast which
;

:

we visited.
The following
in the city

;

anecdote was at this time current
all we heard during our short

and from

stay at Santiago, we were satisfied that the influence of the priests had been gi'adually on the decline
and that a more liberal spirit, especially in
;

matters of education, had recently been introduced,
and was fast spreading over the country.
gentleman had thought fit to instruct his
daughter in French, a circumstance which the girl,
unconscious of any crime, mentioned in the course
of her confession to the priest, who, after expressing the greatest hoiTor at what he heai'd, denounced the vengeance of Heaven upon her and her father, refused to give her absolution, and sent the
poor creature home in an agony of fear. The father soon discovered the cause, and after some correspondence with the confessor, went- to the head
of the Government, who sent for the priest, questioned him on the subject, and charged him vidth
having directly interfered with the letter and spirit
of the constitution, which gave encouragement to
every species of learning.
The priest affected to
cany matters with a very high hand, and even ventured to censure the director for meddling witli
This was soon setthings beyond his authority.
tled: a council was immediately called, and the

A

—
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next day
tlie

priest

corted

was known throughout ttie city, that
had heen seen crossing the frontiers, es-

it

by a

military guard.

An

account of the

whole transaction, with the correspondence between the parent and the confessor, was also published officially in the Gazette, and full authority
given in future to every person to teach any branch
of knowledge not inconsistent with morals and religion.

I set out, on horseback, from Santiago for the
port at four o'clock, and reached the \illage of
Casa Blanca at midnight, a distance of about sixty
miles, and as I was detained an hour at the station

of Bustamante, the average rate of travelling may
be stated as more than eight miles an hour. It being the custom to change the horses frequently, and
the pace a hand g"allop, the fatigue is much less than
by the ordinary method of riding in England.
The evening was very fine, the air mild, and a
As I had passed over the
bright moon shining.
same countiy in day-light upon a former occasion,
I could just recognise the different parts of the
landscape but the whols aspect of the scenery
was changed, and much softened by the feeble;

ness of the light.

The

freshness of the night air

compared with the bmning heat of the former journey in the day-time.
It was a dead calm, and there was now no dust,
no glare, and the parched soil, lately so painful to
look at, was chequered and broken in the most
pleasing manner, by the shadows of the scattered
trees.
Instead of the burnt, choking smell which
arose on all liands from the baked ground, a deli-

was

also

most

grateful, as

was now breathed from the sweetsmelling shrubs, steeped in the copious dews by
which the bountiful arrangement of providence
cious perfume

;
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onipensates these aiid districts for the absence of

rain in

summer.

At Casa Blanca the accommodations were

reputed to be so bad, that I anticipated little rest, and
the bed-room to which I was shown certainly gave
no great pron^ise it was ten feet long by six wide
the floor was of mud, all hills and hollows, a model
;

of the couiitiy, while the moon shone through the
walls at twenty places the bed was a mere sack
of straw laid on some planks.
I was in no hu;

mour, however, to quarrel with any place of repose, after a gallop of sixty miles, and fell fast
asleep in an instant.
loud chorus, from about twenty codes, awoke
me early next moming, and fancying I had overslept myself, I jumped up and looked out.

A

A

was just beginning
to insinuate itself amongst the low eastern stars,
vvliicli flashed and sparkled, and made noble head
against the dawn, for a little time. By and by, as
they were extinguished one by one by the full
cold, clear tinge of distant day,

burst of light wliich rolled over the Andes, a vivid
imagination might have compared them to the proud

and glittering Spaniards of this land, giadually sinking before the influence of liberty, which, from the

same

quarter, has beamed so gloriously upon the
country.
I reached Valparaiso easily to breakfast, and
was glad to find myself once again amidst the
bustle of a sea-port ; and although no one could

have enjoyed more completely than I had done,
the novelty and varied interest of travelling in the
interior, I was well content to feel myself at home
on board my own ship.
On coming from such a country as England, one
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not prepared for a degree of ignorance whicli it
is often a travellers fortune to encounter wliere he
least expects it
and he is apt to commit blunders, and be guilty of incivilities, when he means notliing but kindness.
One evening when engaged
in conversation with an extremely pretty, well-informed young lady of the country, on the subject
of languages, I strongly recommended to her to
study English, of which she had some knowledge,
by means of a grammar, and said I would send her
"one which she would find very useful.
She made
no reply, and, I thought, looked a httle confused.
Presently her mother took me on one side, and
said, "
dear sir, w^hat is the use of your offering Guadaloupita a book
she can neither read nor
is

;

My

—

^Tite."

In these respects, it must be confessed, the Spanish ladies whom we met with were vastly supe-

Of these there were very few left,
and I was often surprised to think how
rapidly they must have disappeared. No situation
could be conceived more miserable than that of an
Old Spaniard amongst the Patriots and the natives of the countiy may be said to have deeply
repaid the sufferings which their old masters inflicted upon them. This antipathy, indeed, is mutual, and I fear there is no possibility of cordial assimilation.
I knew one Spanish lady at Valparaiso, whose husband, a Spaniard also, was in Lima.
No one could be more liberal or intelligent than
she was and her excellent education and manners rendered her house most agreeable. On every
subject but one, she was rational and clear-sighted
but the instant the slightest allusion was
made to the progi'ess of the Independent cause, not
rior to the natives.

however

;

;

;

;
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a trace of reason

seemed

to be left.

She would

neither admit the possibility of the Patriots succeeding, nor confess that the country had been

mischievously administered before.

It was, indeed,

quite curious to observe the measureless violence

with which the Spaniards and South Americans

and until I actually withad no conception of the intensity of
which national hatred was susceptible. This elegant person, feminine to the highest degree on
every other topic, became a perfect fury when the
revolution was talked of.
In like manner, the

treated these questions

nessed

it,

;

I

One evening I
expression, and not being quite
proper construction, I sisked a gentle-

Chilians execrated the Spaniards.

made use
sure of

of

its

some

man whether

" It is Casnothing of Spanish.—.
Desde la Patria," he continued, (that is, " since
since we acquired the name of a
the revolution
country,) we talk Castilian, not Spanish."
This,
to be sure, was nonsense ; but it marks the feeling.
And to press him further, I asked his opinion of
" Ay," said he, " Digno de los Esbull fights.
panoles they ai'e worthy of Spaniards everything bloody and cruel is suitable to them."
In
the course of further conversation, I happened to
mention that a great many people had been killed
on the 2d of May, 1808, in Madrid. « Yes," he
observed, with a sneer, " but not quite enough ;
and let me tell you," said he, with vehemence,
" had the whole Spanish nation been put to death
except one man, that solitary remaining person
would have conceived liimself fully authorised, and
by birth entitled, to tyrannize over the whole continent of South America !
No, sir, while one Spatilian,"

or not

he said

;

^'

I

it

was Spanish.

know

—

—

—

—
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nlard remains alive, our independence will never
hundred years after this counbe acknowledged.

A

absolutely free from end to end, the Spaniards will pfo on talking of reconquering us, and
Why, even to this
will pass edicts to that effect.
hour, the bulk of the nation hardly admits the intry

is

dependence of Portugal and very few give up the
hope of regaining dominion over the Low Coun;

tries !"

the 5th of April to the 26th of May, we
; but our occupations, however interesting to ourselves, were not of a nature
to be here detailed.
The few leisure moments
which our professional avocations left us, were
employed in making surveys, in observations on a
comet, which remained in sight from the ist of April
to the 8th of June, and in experiments with Captain Kater's pendulum, the object of which was
to determine the figiire of the earth.
The observations on the comet were successful,
as they furnished data for the computation of its
orbit
a task performed since our return by Dr
Brinkley of Dublin. The results of his computations have been published, together with the original observations, in the Philosophical Transac-

From

remained at Valparaiso

;

tions for 1822.

The experiments with

the

pendulum were

of

a more delicate and complicated nature, and required much care and exclusive attention.
But
the circumstances under which we were placed
deprived us of that degree of leisure and abstracted thought, which this difficult and extensive pro-

blem
ries

requires.

along with

In
it

all its details,

however,

the liveliest interest

;

it

car-

yet only
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been similarly employed can Imva
a connect idea of the ci*uel disappointment which
a cloudy night, or any other interruption, produces
in the midst of a seiies of observations.
On such
occasions, when all our hopes were gone, and our
day's labour wasted, for want of a few clear hours
of star-light, we employed the unwished-for leisure ill visiting our neighbours near the observatory, or in callijig on the English residents, and
other well-informed persons.
In this manner we
were enabled to form a tolerable estimate of the
tliose vvl.) liave

state of political feeling at Valparaiso,

where the

was

the greatest ; and
by comparing it with that at Santiago, of which,
also, we had now seen a good deal, to draw conintercourse with strangers

clusions on the grand question of the effect of the

Revolution on public opinion throughout the country.

At

the port, in consequence of the number of
be found, occasionally, more exact information on particular points of
foreign news than in the capital ; but in the latter
there is much more general information, owing no
arrivals, there is certainly to

doubt to the extensive diffusion of knowledge and
amongst the inhabitants, than at the
port. They know, accordingly, with tolerable pre-

intelligence

not only what is passing in other parts of
South America, but have a clearer idea of European affairs than I had been led to expect for they
cision,

;

begin to be fully sensible of their own importance
in the world, and to see the necessity of being acquainted mth the proceedings of other states. To
this incipient feeling of national dignity, they add
a deep-seated and resolute enthusiasm in favour of
independence.

cHUi.
Of cml
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am

not sure that the Chihans
liave as yet equally clear and correct notions
but
nothing is more decided than their determination
not to submit again to any foreign yoke and I
liberty I

;

;

should conceive, from all I have been able to learn,
that, under any circumstances, the Spanish party
in Chili would be found small and contemptible.
Every day deepens these valuable sentiments, and
will render the reconquest of the country more
and more remote from possibility. The present
free trade, above all, maintains and augments these
feelings ; for there is not a single arrival at the
port which fails to bring some new article of use
or luxury, or which does not serve, by lowering
the former prices, to place within reach of the inferior ranks many things known before only to the
wealthy ; to extend the range of comforts and en
joyments ; and to open new sources of industry.
Amongst a people circumstanced as the South
Americans have been, debarred for ages from the
advantages of commerce, this change is of the last
importance ; and it is pleasing to reflect that while
our merchants are consulting their own interests,
and advancing the prosperity of their country, they
are at the same time, by stimulating at once and
gratifying the wants of a great people, adding incalculably to the amount of human happiness. By
thus creating higher tastes and new wants, they
produce fresh motives to exertion, and give more
animating hopes to whole nations, which without
such powerful and immediate excitement, might
have long remained in their ancient state of listlessness and ignorance. Every man in the country, rich or poor, not only practically feels the truth

VOL.
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of
is

this,

but knows

derived

;

ings which

it is

distinctly

whence the advantage

idle therefore to

come home

suppose that bleasall men's feel-

so directly to

and which so manifestly influence their fortunes and happiness, can be easily taken from them.
There are, no doubt, many defects in the admi-

ings,

nistration of affairs in Chili

:

occasional bad faith, and

occasional oppression ; and sometimes very inconvenient disturbances, and partial political changes ;
but these are of no moment in so vast a question.

which has so long dammed up the
rights and free action, has been at
length removed and the stream is assuredly not
to be stopped by anything from without and what
is internal that might produce mischief, is rapidly
improving as men advance in intelligence, and acquire a deeper interest in good order. An invasion, indeed, might cause much misery and confusion, and tend for a time to keep back the moral
and political improvement of the country but the
reaction would be inevitable, and ere long the outraged country would spring forwards to life and

The

barrier

tide of

human

;

:

;

liberty with tenfold vigour.

By means of foreign intercourse, and by the experience and knowledge of themselves acquired
by acting for the first time as freemen, they will
come to know their own strength by learning also
to respect themselves, which they could hardly
have done before, they will be ready to respect a
government formed of themselves and, instead of
despising and hating those at the head of affairs,
and seeking to counteract their measures, they will
join heartily in supporting them when right, or in
;

;

exerting a salutarj' influence over

them when wrong.
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would unite
upon the least threat of an attack and so the result will prove, should anything so Avild and unjust

At

all

events, even

now,

all

parties
;

be attempted.
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CHAPTER

XII.

PERU.

—

COASTING VOYAGE MELANCHOLY EFFECTS OF THE
WAR AT ARICA DESOLATION OF THE TOWN
DESCRIPTION OF THE SANDY DESAUT FALLACY
RESPECTING MINES.
.'

On

May 1821, we sailed from Valand proceeded along the coast to Lima.
During the greater part of this voyage the land was
in sight, and we had many opportunities of seeing
not only the Andes, but other interesting featiires
of the country.
The sky was sometimes covered
by a low dark unbroken cloud, overshadowing the
sea, and resting on the top of the high cliffs which
guard the coast ; so that the Andes, and, indeed,
the whole country, except the immediate shore,
were then screened from our view. But at some
the 26th of

paraiso,

places this lofty range of

cliffs

was

intersected

by

quebradas, connected with wide
valleys sti'etching far into the interior. At these
openings we were admitted to a view of regions,
which, being beyond the limits of the cloud I have
described, and therefore exposed to the full blaze
of the sun, formed a brilliant contrast to the darkness and gloom in which we were involved. As
we sailed past, and looked through these mysteri-

deep

gullies, called
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the eye penetrated into
0U3 breaks, it seemed aa
another v/orld ; and had the darkness around us
been more complete, the light beyond would have
seemed equally resplendent with that of tlie full
moon, to which every one was disposed to compare this most curious and surprising appearance.
if

As

the sun's rays wei'e not, in this case, reflect-

ed from a bright snowy surface, but from a darkcoloured sand, we are perhaps thus furnished, by
analogy, with an answer to the difficulties sometimes started, with respect to the probable dark
nature of the soil composing the moon's surface.
On the 7th of June, we anchored off Arica,
about mid-day ; and on landing found the town almost completely deserted, exhibiting in every part
marks of having been recently the scene of military operations. The houses had been broken open
and pillaged, the doors mostly unhinged and gone,
the fumitm-e destroyed, the shops and store-houses
The first house we entered was that
all empty.
of the person styled Goveraor: he lay stretched
on a mattress placed on tlie floor, for no bed-stead
or other vestige of furniture had been left and
the poor man was suflfering under the cold fit of
an ague. His wife and daughter were seated on
the floor of an adjoining room, where they had collected a few friends the whole paity looking most
;

;

disconsolate and miserable.
ly been attacked

by a

The town had

recent-

Patriot force, and had, as

by benig made the scene of conflict.
of the people had fled to the interior, and

usual, suffered

Most

the err.»^)ty streets and houses gave an air of silent
desolation to the place, which was very striking.
Such of the inhabitants as were obliged to remain,
either from sickness or from other causes, were
'

o2
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We

reduce<l to sovere privations.

had not a table or a bed

saw some fami-

nor a chair
entered the governor's wife
declared she had not a change of dress ; and her
daughter was in the same predicament ; a prettyround-faced modest girl, whose attempts to tie a
piece of a handkerchief round her neck, in the absence of all her wonted finery, were affecting
enough. The people in general were silent, with
an air of deep-settled anger on their countenances.
That species of grief which breaks out in fretfulness and complaint is not characteristic either of
the Spaniards or their South American descendants and I have invai'iably observed amongst both
a great degree of composure in their sorrow.
As an English gentleman, who was passenger
in the Conway, had letters to deliver to a Spanish
merchant, we hunted long for him amongst the
desolate streets, and at length learned that he, like
the rest, had fled to the interior.
had some
difficulty in getting mounted, but at length set off
in quest of the Spaniard up the valley of Arica,
the country round which was, in the truest sense of
the word, a desart
being covered with sand as
far as the eye could reach, without the slightest
trace or hope of vegetation.
The ground was varied by high ridges, immense rounded knolls, and
long flat steppes, and far off, could be gained an
lies

that

to offer us

when we

l^ft,

:

;

We

;

lower ranges of the
was all alike, one
bleak, comfortless, miserable, sandy waste.
The
colour of the ground was at some places quite black,
generally, however, of a dark brown, and here and
occasional glimpse

Andes

;

but, Iiigh

of the

and low,

it

—

there was a streak of white. Such a scene I believe
cannot be well conceived without being witness-
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had fomned of it fell infinitely short of the reality ; which had the effect
of depressing the spirits in a remarkahle degree,
and inspiring a horror, difficult to describe or aced

;

at least all tlie ideas I

count for.
Nearly in the middle of the valley ran a small
stream of water, accompanied in its course through
the desart by a strip of rich foliage, infinitely grateful to the eye, from the repose it afforded, after
looking over the surrounding country. The road
was judiciously caiTied amongst the trees, near the
margin of the stream and so luxuriant was the
vegetation, that we fairly lost sight of the neighbouring hills amongst the great leaves of the banana, and the thick bushy cotton trees, the pods of
which were in full blossom.
Being in quest of adventures, we rode up to the
;

which we found occupied
Don, a merchant of Arica,
who had been totally ruined by the recent events
of the war. He described the battles to us, and in

first

house

by a

we came

to,

respectable old

very affecting terms recounted his
and, what

seemed to

distress

own

misfortunes,

him more, the

loss of

a great quantity of property belonging to others,
intmsted to his care. His family were about him,
but they appeared equally destitute and the picture was every moment heightened and rendered
more painful by some little touch of distress, too
trifling to be described, or to be thought much of
at a distance.
There is a romantic or picturesque
;

sort of interest which belongs to well-described
misfortune, that has no existence in the reality. In
the one case, a multitude of small circumstances,
by giving force and appaient truth of effect to the
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iiuaginaiy pictuie, render

it

rather pleasing tlian

otherwise ; hut the very same circumstances, when
actually witnessed, produce a totally opposite emotion in the mind of the spectator.
The universal
look of soiTow, for example, the total discomfort,
the pitiable make-shifts, the absence of ease and
cheerfulness, the silence, the disordered aspect of
everything, the misplaced furniture, the neglected
dress, and innumerable other details, produce, when
viewed on the spot, a painful degi'ee of commiseration for tlie sufferers ; widely different, as we experienced, from that pleasing sort of pity which
mere description can excite.
After a long search, we discovered the house of
the Spaniard we were in quest of. He was an elderly man, who laughed and joked about the recent disasters m a manner that at first sui-prised U8
exceedingly but we soon discovered that this was
the wild mirth of despair, a sort of feverish delirium for he, too, was utterly ruined and brokenhearted by the calamities of the hour ; and he soon
relapsed, from the excitement our presence had
caused, into a gloomy despondency. Whilst he
and the gentleman, who had brought him letters,
were discussing their business, I made acquaintance
with a pretty bro\\Ti damsel, upon whom the distress of the times had fallen but lightly ; for she
She
'smiled through all, and seemed very happy.
;

;

was a clever, well-informed, and conversible little
coquette, but resisted, with great adroitness, all
our attempts to make out in what relation she
stood to the master of the house leaving us in
doubt whether she were his wife, his mistress, his
daughter, or his maid-servant. She showed us over
;
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and dressed grounds round
well pleased to have our
the painful stretch, in which

beautiful garden

the house

;

and

we were

thoughts taken off
they had been kept all day, by the contemplation
of so much wretchedness and unmerited calamity.
On returning to the town, we paid a visit to the
curate, who showed us the church, which had been

broken open the whole picture, in
excited such a feeling of horror, that we were
very glad to get on board again to a scene of order, and peace, and comfort.
Next day, the 8th of June, a party being again
sacrilegiously

;

fact,

we rode several leagues
did yesterday, the people everywhere receiving us with kindness and hospitality.
The more we receded from the toTVTi, where
the resistance had been made, the fewer sjiitiptoms of the war were to be seen. The inhabitants of the cottages entertained us with delicious
f>gs and other f-uits, and a small clear white wine
>fv they also placed before us
made on the
olives, some fresh, and others salted, but both in
their ripe state and full of oil ; these, which were
eaten with brea 1, and small slices of raw onions,
made

to visit the valley,

further than

we

high-iij,voured and coarse.
At another
house they gave us water melons of the richest

were very
and

juiciest kind,

which

it is

their

custom to eat

along with cheese and a sour kind of plum.
The
tables were placed in a verandah, or in a covered
court, left open on all sides, and here and there
we observed openings in the roofs also, to allow
the breeze to pass freely through.
The houses
were built of sun-dried bricks, plastered with mud,
and thatched over with palm leaves their external appeaiance was shabby and unpicture^cpe
;

1<>6
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wo regretted the more from their
so beautifully situated ; generally under the
hhade of some great tree, and thickly begirt with
onontrh, wliich
beiijj^

figs, and other tropical fiuits, and guarded by hedges of magnificent aloes, and nopals, or

bananas,

prickly pears.

owed

slender belt of vegetation
to the solitary stream of water,

Tliis

all its fertility

and ten minutes walk on either side of the rivulet
brought us to the edge of the sandy waste, con-

demned,

for want of moisture, to pei-petual steriland, indeed, along the whole coast of Peru,
no rain ever falls, though at a few places the soil
is occasionally refreshed by mists and dews.
The tract of country, which is an iiTemediable
ity

;

may be said to extend for more than sixteen hundred miles along the shores washed by the
Pacific ; that is, from Coquimbo in Chili, nearly to
the entrance of the Guayaquil River, or from 4° to
deeart,

30° south latitude. This vast and desolate region,
which lies between the great chain of the Andes
and the sea, varies in breadth^d ijn thirty to an
hundred miles, and is traversed by^rery few rivers,
and none of them of any magnitud . Wherever a
stream does occur, the adjacent

»»

i of the valley

becomes capable of the highest cultivation but
except at these rare spots, no trees are found, and
;

The
the scenery is ever\'%\'here uninteresting.
barren high country along the inner margin of tliis
uninterrupted desart is rich in mineral treasures ;
and there prevails, in consequence, an idle notion
in the country, that nature, in such cases, capriciously withholds her tr^sures fiom the surface ;
and conversely, when the country is capable of
high cultivation, denies to it the riches of the mine.
Such

is

the

stubbom nature

of prt^udice and erro^

I

;

i

\

;

|

j

1
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once admitted, that although this absurd notion is
contradicted by a thousand well-lviiown facts, the
multitude still go on repeating the fallacy, and reasoning upon

were

true.

it

with the same confidence as

if it

PKRW
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CHAPTER

—

XIII.

APPEARANCE OF THE ANDIiS THE PERUVIAN BALSA
OR CANOE MADE OF SEAL SKINS VOLCANO OF

—

ANEQUIPA.

On

the 9th of June we sailed from Arica, and
steered along shore to the north-west. In the evening of that day we had a fine view of the Cordillera, or highest ridge of the mountains, about an
hundred miles off. It was only, indeed, when the
ship was at a considerable distance from the shore

that the higher

Andes came

in sight

;

when

for

nearer, the lower ranges, themselves of great height,
intercepted the remote view. But when we stretch-

ed

off to the distance of thirty or forty miles, these
intermediate ridges sunk into insignificance, while
the chain of snowy peaks rose in great magnificence

behind them.

It

sometimes even happened that

the lower ranges, which had entirely obstructed
tlie view of the Cordillera, when viewed at no
great distance from the coast, were actually sunk
below the horizon, by the curvature^ of the earth,
when the distant ridges were still distinctly in
sight, and more magnificent than ever.
were
occasionally surprised, when we had little expecta-

We

tion of seeuig the

Andes, to behold

their

snowy
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tops towering above the cloutls, and apparently so
it required a considerable degi-ee of exj)enence, and a strong effort of reason, to remove
close, that

tiiem in imagination to their proper distance.

At

eveiy one was disappointed to find them so
much lower than had been anticipated. This,
however, arose from a misconception of theii' distance, and gave way gradually to the highest admiration, when it became known by measurements, and by due reflection, how far they were
off.
Observations were made on some, which,
though ascertained to be upwards of a hundred and
tirst

thirty miles

The
Andes

off,

were

distinctly \dsible.

pleasure which this constant view of the
afforded cannot be described ; and we

watched every morning for the day to break witli
great anziety, certain of the highest gratification.
Om' enjoyment from this source was at times very
short-lived,

at

others

it

lasted

throughout the

One morning, in particular, we were
much mortified when the day da^vned and no
whole day.

mountains were to be seen in the eastern quarter;
was not above a hundred miles from
the shore no land, however, could be distinguished.
Presently the sun began to show himself
above the horizon, and I have no language to tell
since the ship
;

the degree of interest which was excited, when we
discovered on his disk, as he rose, the outline of a
distant summit of the Cordillera, now clearly and
shai-ply traced, but which was so far removed as to
be totally invisible except at this particular moment, when, being interposed between us and the
sun,

it

intercepted a portion of his light, disclosed

form and situation for a few seconds, and then
vanished again into thin air.
VOL. n.
r
its

;
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Our thoughts, Iiowever, were at this stage of
the voyage called off fi'om matters of taste and
curiosity, hy a series of anxious official duties connected with the British trade on this part of the
As I do not feel myself at liberty to enter
coast.
into

any of the

details of these proceedings, I shall

omit all mention of them, and pass on to matters
perhaps of less interest, but more immediately characteristic of the country and the times.
On the 12th of June we anchored at Ylo, atown
which, as well as Arica, is often celebrated in the
voyages of Dampier and the old Buccaneers.
landed at a little sandy beach, sheltered from the
swell of the sea by a reef of rocks, on which the
surf was breaking with prodigious violence, so as to
were greeted
cover half the bay with foam.
by two men and a woman : the lady was evidently a native, and her two companions wore also
deeply dyed with aboriginal blood
one was a
young and active man, the other an old ragged
beggar-like person.
I asked the first to point me
" This is the Alcalde
out the Alcalde's house.
himself," said he, pointing to his aged companion

We

We

;

and certainly of all the constituted authorities
whom we had to deal with on the shores of the
Pacific, the Alcalde of Ylo was the least like what
the imagination conceives of a chief magistrate.
But things must be judged with reference to their
mutual fitness ; and in this view, our shabby Alcalde was appropriate to his office for in his to\^Ti
;

we

—

encountered only three living things a ragged
wild-looking Patriot soldier
an Indian from the
mountains fast asleep in the middle of the street,
and a lean, half-starved, solitary jack-ass. Most
of the houses had lo-st their doors, so that the sand

—
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through them at every blast of the seabreeze, which had just set in.
walk of five
minutes brought us to an oUve grove, under the
shade of wliich we trod on a rich elastic coating of
grass
and after wandering a little onwards, we
reached a rivulet completely ai'ched over by trees,
the branches of which meeting above the stream,
were interlaced and matted together by innumerable creepers ; and the whole beiiig overlaid with a
thick mantle of leaves and blossoms, not a single
ray of the sun was aHov,'ed to reach the water.
little path conducted us to an opening in this verdant screen, where a rude bridge, formed of two
trees, laid from bank to bank, invited us to cross,
although we saw no house nor living creature.
had hardly reached the opposite side, however,
when a cock crowed, and we found ourselves in
the next moment close to a cottage completely
enveloped in the luxuriant foliage I have been de(liifted

A

;

A

We

scribing.

A fine old dame presented

herself,

no doubt, somewhat surprised

and although,

at the sight of \d8it-

welcomed us with that inwhich cliaracterizes the
whole population of the South American coast.
.Having spread mats on the grass for us, she sent
ors so unexpected, she

tuitive sort of politeness

her sons to collect guavas, and brought out a Uttle
bottle of aguardiente, that we might refresh ourselves after our walk and all with such simple
earnestness of good-will, that we knew not how to
express our obligations, or to offer any adequate
;

return.

On our way back, the Alcalde told us the cause
of the present deserted state of the town, and described the miseries of the war in language whicli

;
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showed him worthy of a higher office. We invited
him to go on hoard the Conway, but could not
prevail upon him to accompany us.
In the evening we got under weigh, and, in the
course of the night, stole gently along-shore by
means of the land-wind, which was just sufficient
to fill the sails, dripping Avet with the heavy dew.
In the morning of the 13th of June we anchored
in the open roads of Mollendo. There are no hai'bours on this coast a circumstance, however, which
is nearly immaterial, since the wind is always so
gentle, that ships anchor and lie exposed in perfect secm-ity. The water being deep, vessels are obliged to approach the shore, within a quarter of a
mile, before they can find anchoring ground ; and,
as there is nothing to break the prodigious swell
which rolls in from the Pacific against the rocky
coast, a sm-f is caused of enormous magnitude,
which dashes up and roars along the base of the
cliffs in the most terrific manner, trying the nerves
of strangers, who, in spite of their conviction that
all is safe, and that no storm will occur, cannot at
once divest themselves of the most disagieeable
associations, connected with a shore so formidable
in appearance.
;

such situations as this that Captain
is of so great
utility. The coast being rocky, hempen cables are
liable to be cut through and, as the anchoring distance from the shore is veiy small, a ship is apt to
be drifted amongst the rocks, and lost, before a second anchor brings her up. In the case of a cliain,
however, no such accident need be apprehended
and it is curious to observe what an extensive influence this single circumstance has had on the
It

is

in

Brown's invention of the chain-cable
;
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Innumerable vessels nov/
and di-senibark and
take en board their cargoes in safety, not one of
which,
former times, could have approached
without imminent hazard of shipv/reck.
The operation of landing at such a place is both
difficult and dangerous, especially at the full and
change of the moon, when the swell is always mucli
increased
a remark which applies to the whole
coast.
I had been told that ships' boats seldom
eucceeded in crossing the smf, and that the balsa,
lie

of the coast.

close to the landing-places,

m

;

—

was the proper
the experiment, however, in
boat, which was accordingly swamped,

or double-canoe of the country,

thing to use

my own

;

I

made

and I got soundly ducked for my pains. The balsa,
which we employed ever afterwai'ds, is made of two
entire seal-skins inflated, placed side by side, and
comiected by cross pieces of wood, and strong
lashings of thongs ; over all a platform of cane mats
forms a sort of deck, about fom* feet wide, and six
At one end the person who
or eight feet long.
manages the balsa kneels down, and by means of
a double-bladed paddle, which he holds by the
middle, and strikes alternately on each side, moves

—

the passengers, or goods, being
swiftly along
placed on the platform behind him. The buoyancy
of these balsas enables them to cross the surf in
safety, and without wetting the passengers, at times
when an ordinary boat would inevitably be swamped. All the goods which go to the interior, at this
part of the coast, are landed in this manner. The
great bars of silver, and the bags of dollars also,
which are shipped in return for the merchandize
landed, pass through the surf on these tender,
though secure conveyances.
it
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The

vig;nette

iii

front of vol. III. of this work,

contains a representation of this ingenious boat.
The white cliiF is the remaikable head-land by
which Arica is distinguished, and the Andes of
are sketched in the distance above the
I ain indebted for this drawing to Cap-

Upper Peru
clouds.

and to Lieutenant Becher,
one of my officers in the Conway. The vignette of
Cape Horn, in front of vol. 11., is likewise fi'om
the pencil of Captain Elliot.
The Alcalde, or Governor, was a more dignified
personage than our friend at Ylo, inasmuch as he
had under him a guard of six soldiers, and a population of nearly one hundred souls. As he treated
us hi the best maimer he could, it was but common
civility to give him and his friends a dinner in return. Such grotesque-looking company, however,
having rai'ely been seen to enter the cabin, many a
smile was raised on board the ship at the expense
of the captain and his guests.
The town of Mollendo, which is the sea-port of
the great city of Arequipa, sixty miles inland, consists of forty or fifty huts, built of reed mats without any coating of mud, as the climate requu-es no
exclusion of air.
Each hut is surrounded by a
deep sliady verandah, and covered by a flat cane
roof.
Tliere are no Mondows, and of course no
chimneys and the doors, like the walls, ai"e constructed of basket-work. The original grctmd, with
tain Elliot of the navy,

;

;

all

its inequalities,

fomis the floors

;

—

in short, a

more primitive town was never built. The inhabitants of this nide sea-port were very kind to us,
and remarkably gentle in then* manners. The women were of small stature, but elegantly formed
;

with

fine

laughing black eyes, and a bright coppev
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and, though extremely lively, and
complexion
even merry when encouraged to speak out, seemed 80 timorous and sensitive, that at first we were
almost afraid to speak to them, lest they should fly
;

off like so

many

startled deer.

We

wished next day to walk over the country,
and, if possible, to reach the top of one of the hills
in the neighbourhood hut the ground being covered with a snow-white powder, threw up so dis;

agi'eeable a reflection, that

dust.

by the

we were

forced to re-

and choked with
This powder, many years ago throTvTi out

tuni, half blinded

glare,

from the great volcano of Arequipa, covers the
wliole country to a considerable depth.
On the 20th we left Mollendo, and sailed along
the coast, with a fresh and fair wind, till the evening of the 24th of June when we anchored in
Callao Roads, after a passage of twenty-nine days
from Valparaiso,
;

17G
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CHAPTER

XIV.

—

PHOGUESS OF THE CAMPAIGN IN PERU ATTEMPTS
AT ACCOMMODATION REVOLUTIONARY OPINIONS
DISSEMINATED THROUGH THE COUNTRY POLICY
OF SAN MARTIN INTERVIEW WITH THAT GENERAL IN CALLAO ROADS.

In our absence, the campaign had made considerable progress in Peru, and the Viceroy, pressed
severely by want, and menaced by the growing enmity of the districts surrounding the capital, had
requested an armistice. The ostensible reason assigned by the Viceroy was the arrival of a Commissioner from Spain, Don Manuel Abreu. This
was agreed to by San Martin, and hostilities had
ceased for two months, during which the respective
deputies frequently met, and many projects for an
accommodation were discussed, without any satisfactory repult.
The object which the Spaniards
seemed desirous of attaining was, that an appeal to
the mother-country should be made by the Colonists, and that, in the meantime, a truce should
be agreed upon, until the Cortes had considered
the petition of the inhabitants. San Martin, on the
other hand, considered the independence of the
country a sine qua non, which must precede any
other arrangement whatsoever. The expedition intrusted to his command; he said, had the indepen-
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•lence of

Peru

for its express object

and he could

;

never allow that point to be relinquished, or in the
smallest dee^ree modified.
If tliis were once admitted by the Spaniards, and received througliout
the country, San ]Martin declared Iiiraself ready to
enter into any terms, and even offered to go in per-

son to Spain, as one of the deputies, to treat with
the Cortes. The Viceroy also, to prove his anxiety
that some terras of accommodation should be arranged, offered to give up the Castle of Callao as
a guarantee for his sincerity, in the event of his proposal for a tnice being agreed to.

In consequence of the preliminaiies, an interview
between San INIartin and the
Viceroy ; at which, after much discussion, it was
agreed, that the independence of Peru should be
acknowledged by the Spaniards, in conjunction
with the Chilians. Everj^hing seemed thus to be
settled amicably, when the whole of this pacific
plan was overturned by the loyal interference of
General Vakles, a Spanish officer of great authority, and strongly attached to the Royal cause. As
he had been chiefly instrumental in raising La Seractually took place

na to the Viceroyalty, his influence prevailed, and
the only opportunity for concluding the war was
lost.

The interview between the two chiefs

is

described

been extremely interesting and fi'om all
that passed, both parties appeared perfectly sincere
end cordial.
Thus, as every proposition led in the end to nothing, the armistice was dissolved about the time
of our arrival and the first news we heard was,
that the Royalist army meant to abandon the capital, and to retire to the interior, where they were
as having

;

;
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more

certain of suppliee.

Tlie trutli probably was,

by
Lima, and
the surrounding country, that the Viceroy felt liimself insecure in that quarter, and was willing to tiy
that the revolutionary principles disseminated

San Martin had taken such deep root

in

difl'erent mode of warfare, after having in vain
endeavoured to stem the torrent of new opinions
which the expedition had introduced. He well
knew that San Mai'tin's gi^eat art consisted in winning to his cause all persons within his reach, and

a

them

to assert their claim to indepolicy of the Royalists, therefore,
required that some change of plan should be adopted, and it was resolved to yield for the present to
in stimulating

pendence.

The

the storm. Whether these were the Viceroy's real
motives or not is immaterial. I had better and
more frequent opportunities of hearing what were
General San Martin's views, and therefore give

them with more confidence. How far his professions were sincere, or, if sincere, his plans were
wise, it is now very difficult to say. They certainly appeared to

many

people very judicious at the

time, and they were uniformly followed

by the sucwhich he anticipated. I am therefore free to
confess, that whatever may have been his subsequent conduct, liis measmes at this juncture seemed to be marked with much sagacity and foresight.
The political maxims, by which he process

fessed to be guided, will be given in detail, as

well as his subsequent conduct and although it
be true, that they were not eventually foimd, in
eveiy minute detail, consistent with each other,
his original plans and professions were not, on that
account alone, less judicious or suitable to the par;

ticular times. It

is

my present

pxirpose to describe

PERU.
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actually saw, accompanied

by such

reflections only as seem calculated to give clearness to that description, without the most distant
view to the advancement of any party-question, or
mere political controversy. Even had my opportunities enabled me to collect adequate information
respecting all that was passing at the moment, I
must still have left the inquiry incomplete, on quit-

ting the spot.

On the 25th of June, I had an interview with GeSan ?^Iartin, on board a little schooner, a yacht
of his own, anchored in Callao Roads for the convenience of communicating mth the deputies, who,
during the armistice, had held their sittings on
neral

board a ship in the anchorage. There was little,
at first sight, in his appearance to engage the attention but when he rose up and began to speak,
his great superiority over every other person I had
seen ia South America was sufficiently apparent.
He received us in very homely style, on the deck
of his vessel, dressed in a surtout coat, and a large
fur cap, seated at a table made of a few loose planks
;

laid along the top of

two empty

casks.

General San Martin is a tall, erect, well-proportioned, handsome man, with a large aquiline nose,
thick black hair, and immense bushy whiskers, extending from ear to ear under the chin his complexion is deep olive, and his- eye, which is large,
prominent, and piercing, jet black his whole appearance being highly military. He is thoroughly well-bred, and unaffectedly simple in his manners
exceedingly cordial and engaging, and pos:

;

;

sessed evidently of great kindliness of disposition :
in short, I have never seen any person, the enchantment of whose address was more irresistible. In
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conversation
of

tlie

lie {ioe*

at

once to

topic, disdaining, as

it

tlie strong points
were, to trifle with

he listens earnestly, and replies
its minor parts
with distinctness and fairness, showing wonderful
resources in argument, and a most happy fertility
:

of illustration ; the effect of which is, to make his
audience feel they are understood in the sense they
Yet there is nothing showy or ingenious in
wish.
his discourse ; and he certainly seems at all times
perfectly in earnest, and deeply possessed with his
subject.
Several times during this interview his
animation rose to a high pitch, and then the flash
of his eye, and the whole tura of his expression,
became so exceedingly energetic as to rivet the
attention of his audience beyond the possibility of
evading his arguments. This was most remarkably
the case when the topic was politics ; on which subject, I consider myself fortunate in having heard
iiim express himself frequently. But his quiet manner was not less striking, and indicative of a mind
of no ordinary stamp : he could even be playful and
familiar, when such was the tone of the moment ;
and whatever eifect the subsequent pos-session of
great political power may be supposed by some to
liave had on his mind, I feel confident that his natural disposition is kind and benevolent, and, I conceive, far above the reach of such vulgar influences.
During the first visit I paid to San Martin, several persons came on board his vessel privately,

from Lima, to discuss the state of affaii's, upon
which occasion his views and feelings were distinctly stated
and I saw nothing in his conduct
afterwards to cast a doubt upon the sincerity witli
which he then spoke. Tlie contest in Peru, he said,
was not of an ordinary description not a war of
;

—
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conquest and glory, but entii-ely of opinion ; it was
a war of new and liberal principles against prejudice, bigotry, and tyranny.
" People ask," said
San Maitin, " why I don't march to Lima at once

—

;

so I might, and instantly would, were

it

suitable to

—which
do not want
— have no ambition be conqueror
Peru— want
country from

my

views

it is

renown

I

of

I

not. I

militaiy

the

to

solely to liberate

Of what

tlie

Lima be to me,
the inhabitants were hostile in political sentiment ?
could the cause of independence be
advanced by my holding Lima, or even the whole
country, in military possession ?
Far different are
oppression.

use would

if

How

—

my

views,

I wish to have all

men

thinking with
me, and do not choose to advance a step beyond
the gradual march of public opinion.
The capital
is now ripe for declaring its sentiments, and I shall
give

them the opportunity of doing so

was

in sure expectation of this

in safety. It

moment

that I have
hitherto deferred advancing ; and to those who knov/

extent of the means which have been put
is afforded of all
the delays that have taken place. I have been gaining, indeed, day by day, fiesh allies in the hearts
of the people, the only certain allies in such a war.
In the secondary point of militaiy strength, I have

the

full

in action, a sufficient explanation

same causes, equally successful in
augmenting and improving the liberating army ;
while that of the Spaniards has been wasted by
want and desertion. The country has now become
sensible of its tnie interests, and it is right the inhabitants should have the means of expressing what
they think. Public opinion is an engine newly in-

been, from the

troduced into

this

country

;

the Spaniai'ds,

utterly incapable of directing

VOL.

II.
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it,

who arc

have prohibited
6

its
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use ; but they shall now experience its strength and
importance."
On another occasion I heard San Martin explain
the peculiar necessity there was for acting in this
cautious, and, as it were, tardy manner, in revoluIts geographical situation had, in
tionizing Peru.
liis opinion, gi-eat influence in continuing that state
of ignorance so favourable to the mistaken policy of
the Spaniards; long after the other countries of
Soutli America had awakened from their apathy.
Buenos Ayres, from its vicinity to the Cape of Good
facility of intercom-se between it and
Europe, had many years before acquired the means
of gaining information, which had not yet reached Peru. Chili originally derived her knowledge
through Buenos Ayres, but more recently by dii-ect
communication from England and North America.
Columbia, although the scene of temble wars, had
the advantage of being near the West Indies and
North America and Mexico was also in constant
communication with those places, as well as with
Europe. Thus they had all, more or less, enjoyed
opportunities of obtaining much useful knowledge,
during times little favourable, it is true, to its culture, but which did not, indeed could not, prevent
its influence from being salutary.
Peru, liowever,

Hope, and the

;

was unfortunately cut

off

by nature

fi'om

direct

communication with the more enlightened countries of the earth, and it was only very recently
that the first rays of knowledge had pierced through
the clouds of error and superstition which the
folly and bigotry of the government had spread
over it and the people were still not only very ignorant of their own rights, but requu'ed time and
encouragement to learn how to think justly on the
;
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have taken tlie capitar by a coup de
main, therefore, would have answered no purpose,
but would probably have irritated tlie people, and
induced them to resist the arms of the Patriots,
from a misconception of their real intentions.
The gradual progress of intelligence in the other
states of South America, said San Martin, had insensibly prepared the people's minds for the revolution. In ChUi and elsewhere, the mine had been
silently charged, and the train required only to he
in Peru, where the materials were yet
touched
to be prepared, any premature attempt at explosion
must have been unsuccessful.
subject.

;

—

—

;
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CHAPTER

XV.

CONSTERNATION OF THE INHABITANTS OF LIMA ON
BKING ABANDONED BY THE SPANISH TROOPS
PANIC AND FLIGHT TO CALLAO MEETING OF THE
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES INVITATION SENT TO SAN
MAHTTX WISE AND GENEROUS REPLY RESTORATION OF TRANQUILLITY.

—

—

—

The

privilege which our neutral character gave
of examining both sides of the question in person, was turned to great account at this period

lis

for immediately after conversing with the Patriot
general San Martin, I landed and went to Lima,
where I had an interview, withm the same hour,
with the Spanish Viceroy; and returned in the

evening to my ship, anchored not very far from
the Chilian fleet under Lord Cochrane.
On going to Lima, I found it in the most singu-

was now generally known
meant to abandon the city to its

lar State of agitation. It

that the Royalists
fate

;

and

it

was

clear, that

whatever happened, a

violent revulsion might be expected to take place

but no one knew, or could gTiess, what its extent
might prove, although every one deemed the crisis
full of danger and difficulty.
The timorous were
distracted by the wildest fears the bold and steady
knew not how to apply their courage while the
;

;

were left
and other

irresolute

Englisli

in the

most

pitiable state.

The

strangers, unwilling to offend
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thought acted wisely by putting a
good face on the matter aiul taking their chance.
The female part of the community, though much
erabaiTassed and fluttered, certainly behaved better
than the men they displayed more fortitude, were
less timorous, less querulous under suftermg, in general saw things in a brighter point of view, and did
not distress themselves, or those about them, by
In
needless complaints and anticipations of evil.
these hours of ease, no females on the face of the
eaii:h coidd be more uncertain, coy, and haid to
please, than these very Limenas, who, now that the
danger was imminent, really behaved with admirable judgment and firmness. On every successive
either side, I

:

day things became worse and towai'ds the close of
the week, the teiTors of the people assuming tlie
;

character of despair, it was utterly useless to reason
with them, or to. attempt impressing upon their
minds the value of calmness and patience at such

an alai'ming moment.
On the 5th of July 18r21, the Viceroy issued a
proclamation, announcing his intention of abandoning the city, and pointed out Callao as an asylum for those who fancied themselves insecure in
This was the signal for immediate
the capital.
flight

:

a i-ush was

made

towaixls the Castle

by ter-

who, when questioned as to their
reasons for leaving the city, could give none but
that of fear indeed, the majority acted from mere
panic, wliicli spread amongst them in the most extraordinaiy manner.
I had gone to the ship in the morning, but hearing shortly afterwards by an express sent to me by
the English merchants that tlie capital was certainly to be deserted by the Rovalists next dav, and
rified multitudes,

:

'

q2

:

I'KRL'.

18()

wishing to be near

my

strongly recommended,

countrymeii,

whom

come what might,

had

I

to stay

by their property in Lima, I landed, and proceeded along the Callao road. It was with great difficulty that I could make head against the crowd
of fugitives coming down in the opposite direction
gTOups of people on foot, in carts, on horseback,
hun'ied distractedly past men, women, and children, with horses and mules, and numbers of slaves
laden with baggage and other valuables, ImiTied
wildly and indiscriminately along, and all was outciy and confusion.
In the city itself the consternation was excessive
the men were seen running to and fro in tiie
streets in fearful doubt what was to be done
the
;

;

;

women

flying in all directions towards the con-

vents the narrow streets were literally choked up
with waggons and mules, mounted horsemen, and
loaded slaves.
All night long the noise and
confusion continued.
At day-break the Viceroy
marched out with his troops, not leaving a single
guard, nor even a sentinel over the powder-magazine.
Up to this moment many people, with a
:

strange degi-ee of incredulity, arising out of longcherished prejudice and pride, would not believe
that such events were possible ; so that when the

moment actually arrived, tlieir despair became immeasurable, and they fled away like the rest. For
an hour or two after the Viceroy's departure, the
streets were filled with fugitives
but by mid-day
scarcely an individual was to be seen ; and in the
com-se of the afternoon I accompanied one of the
English merchants, during a walk of more than a
mile, through the most populous parts of Lima,
without meeting a single soul the doors were all
;

;
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ban'ed, the window-shutters closed, and
seemed ' some vast city of the dead.'
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really

it

An indistinct dread of some ten-ible catastrophe
was the principal cause of this universal panic yet
there was a definite cause of alarm besides, whicli
;

contributed considerably to the extraordinary effect
have been describing.
This was a belief, industriously propagated, and caught up with all the
diseased eagerness of fear, that the slave population of the city meant to take advantage of the absence of the troops, to rise in a body and massacre
the whites.
I could not, however, bring myself
to suppose this at all probable ; the slaves, indeed, had no leisure to plan such a scheme
their
habits, too, were not those of union or enterprize,
for being ail dom.estic servants, they were thinly
scattered over an immense city, with very rare opportunities of confidential intercourse.
Had the
panic, however, been less general, and not spread
itself over all classes, fi-om the highest to the lowest, there might have been some grounds to apprehend a riot, or other mischief, from the mob atI

:

tacking the houses of obnoxious individuals but
as the inhabitants were all equally under the influence of terror, there was no one left to take advantage of the moment.
The Viceroy, on leaving Lima, had nominated
the Marquis of IMontemira as governor of the city,
and the selection was a judicious one, for this old
nobleman, independently of being a native of the
place, was so universally esteemed, that his influence was likely to prove most beneficial to the city
In the course of the day he sent
at this juncture.
for such of the principal inhabitants as had not fled
to Callao, in order to consult witli them on the
;
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measures to be taken for securing the peace of tlie
As the British merchants had no trifling
town.
interest in this question, I considered it riglit to be
present at this meeting, where I found a strange
assembly of people.
Some came to learn the news, others to suggest
and all to talk, smoke cigars, and do noplans
thing.
Many whose politics had obliged them to
keep out of sight for a long time, now came forward
from their hiding-places and others, whose authority had a few days before carried all before it,
now looked sadly crest-fallen. Some expressed
the greatest alarm some sorrow others, again,
were exidting and congratulating one another on
the consummation of their political hopes and
some bustled and fidgetted about amongst the
crowd, and aggravated the evil by saying how very
much they were in doubt what ought to be done.
old acquaintance, the ex-inquisitor, whom I had
met in the same house in February last, was there
among the rest, but was treated with a contempt
that very clearly proved his occupation to be gone.
On the other hand I recognized a strange little
man, folded up in an old dingy Spanish cloak, witli a
broad-brimmed yellow hat, hooked loosely on one
corner of his small square head, and shadowing a
face plastered all over with snuff, which, in the vehemence of his agitation, he flung at his nose in
handfuls but through this forbidding exterior it
was easy to perceive, by the flash of his eye and the
sarcastic turn of his expression, a promise of intellect fai' beyond that of the people about him. He
had been formerly pointed out to me in the streets
as a furious republican, who had been with difficulty restrained by his friends from breaking out
;

;

;

;

;

My

;

—
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too soon: his active intrigues, it was also said, had
ossentially contributed to tliat revolution in public
sentiment which had been gradually accomplished

Lima, and now he was in his glory.
Spaniards no business is ever done on
such occasions without much talk the tendency of
which generally is to avoid meeting the question.
in

Among

;

Accordingly, the state of the times was canvassed
and recanvassed, but the main point at issue,
namely; what was to be done, was perversely kept
on one side. By an unanimous vote, however, the
late rulers of the city were stigmatized, in no rery
measured terms, as having proved themselves traitors to their country.

In the midst of this universal confusion and
doubt, the minutest points of etiquette were not
forgotten the new Governor had to receive a visit
of ceremony from the Cabildo, or town-council
from the Consulado, or commercial board and so
on through all the public bodies, or, at least, from as
many of the members as remained in the city. In
these idle forms much time was lost and the day
was wearing fast away, when the necessity of doing something, and that speedily, became too obvious to be longer neglected, even by men never
known to act promptly in their lives. At the suggestion of the little republican, whose indignation
at these absurd delays was roused to the highest
pitch, a short letter was written to San Martin, inviting him to enter the city, to protect it from the
imminent dangers by which it was threatened. It
was not only of the slaves and of the mob that
people were afraid but with more reason, of the
:

;

;

;

;

nniltitude of

armed Indians surrounding the

city,

who, althougli under the orders of San Martin's
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were savage and undisciplined troops, and
very likely to enter the place in a body as soon as
the Spaniards had gone. These Indian auxiliaries
were so near that we could see them distinctly
from the street, perched along the heights overofficers,

hanging the town. The rest of the Patriot army,
also in sight, from Lima, formed a semicircle round
the northern side of the city, ready to march in at
a moment's wai'ning.
The most profound silence reigned over the capital during the night and next morning the same
party assembled at the Governor's as on the preceding day, in order to receive San Martin's answer.
It was biief, but admirably in point, as it
stated distinctly the terms upon which he was -willing to enter the city with his army, should it be
;

the real Tvish of the inhabitants to declai'e theii* independence. He had no desire, he told them, to
-enter the capital as a conqueror,

come

and would not

by the people
themselves.
In the meanwliile, however, to prevent any disturbance in the city, and in order to
give the inhabitants leisure to consider these terms,
he added, that he had sent orders to the commanding-officers of the troops surrounding Lima to obey
implicitly the directions of the Governor, who
might dispose of all or any part of the forces as ho
pleased, without reference to himself.
This conduct, it may be said, was evidently the
most judicious, on every account, that could have
at all unless expressly invited

but it is seldom that men in real
on such templing occasions, those
maxims at other times so obvious, which stand
between them and a display of their power the
Limeiiians, therefore, were taken quite by eur-

been adopted

:

life recollect,

:

;
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and could scarcely believe it possible, that
they should be so treated by a man whom they
had been taught to consider as an enemy. His answer, consequently, was considered as noble and
prise

;

—

certainly it was very considerate of
chivalrous ;
the feelings of the citizens, even had it not been in
After discussing the
the highest degree politic.
answer of the invading General for some time,

however, a doubt was started as to

its

sincerity

and some of the company went so far as to suggest that the whole must be a mockery of then*
distress, and that, in a few hours, San Martin
would be entering the city at the head of his victorious troops to pillage and lay it waste.
Upon
this motion being suggested, the little old gentleman who had been so active dunng the consultations of yesterday, and whose sagacity led him to
perceive the wisdom of San Martin's conduct, proposed that the matter should be put to the proof,
by the Governor actually sending an order to some
of the troops investing the town, the result of
which, he said, would at once show on what ground
they stood. Accordingly, an order was \^iitten by
the Governor to the commanding-officer of a regiment of cavalry, stationed within a mile of the
gates, desiring him instantly to remove one league
Considerable anxiety prefurther from the city.
vailed during the absence of the messenger sent to
try this experiment, and great surprise and joy
when he returned to say, that the officer, immediately on receiving the order, broke up his quarters,

galloped

off,

and never halted

till

the regi-

ment had reached the required distance. The news
of this delegated power over the hostile troops being in the hands of the Govenior, and the fact of their
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ready obedience, flew rapidly tliroiigli Lima, and put
an end to every apprehension of insiuTection among
the slaves, or of riotous behaviour on the part of
the mob. It instantly restored conlidence to every
one, and put the whole society into good humour
For altliougli it was obvious
with San Martin.
that the Governor could not turn the power thus
placed in his hands to any improper use, yet every
one felt there was something noble and generous
in this show of confidence in people so recently
his foes, and so completely at his mercy. His subsequent forbearance in not marching the army into
the city was a measure no less courteous and judicious
it not only spared the inhabitants the liumiliation of a triumph, but kept his own troops out
of the reach of temptation at a moment the most
dangerous of all, perhaps, to good discipline. It was
not, indeed, until the city had been completely
:

tranquillized, a vigorous police

established,

and

many

small parties of chosen soldiers introduced
under the command of careful officers, that the
body of the troops were permitted to come near,
or even to hold any communication with the city.
In a day or two everything was restored to its

ordinary state ; the shops were again opened ; the
seen in every quarter stealing out of
the convents ; the men ventured forth to smoke
their cigars in the Plaza
the streets were lined
with people returning to their homes, and with
loaded mules bringing back trunks, boxes, and
household articles of all kinds ; the mass-bells were
again tinkling the street-criers bawling as heretofore
and the great " City of the Kings" once
more restored to its wonted noise and bustle.
During nearly two days, however, tlie apparent

women were

;

;

;
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desertion of the capital had been more complete
than I could have supposed possible in so large
and populous a place and as the majority of the
inhabitants, notwithstanding the flight to Callao,
;

were certainly

how

still

in the city,

it

was inconceiva-

many people

could have remained locked up for such a peiiod, without being once tempted to peep out especially when the danger was

ble

so

;

by no means pressing

or certain.

fancied that the slaves were

We

more

sometimes

cheerful than

usual during this period but this probably was a
deception, arising from our contrasting theii- undisturbed gaiety, for they w^ere quite cai'eless about
the matter, with the doubt and gloom which had
beset every other mind.
It may be mentioned here, that one of San Mar;

first proclamations declared the freedom of
every person bom after the loth of July 1821, the
day on which the independence of Lima was first
announced ; and that every slave vokmtaiily enlisting into his army should become from that instant a free citizen : measures which at once gave
a death-blow to the whole system of slavery.

tin's
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XVI.

INTERVIEW WITH SAN MARTIN TRAITS OF HIS
PRIVATE CHARACTER ROBBERS NEAR LIMA
GUERILLA CHIEF
PRECAUTION USED TO PRESERVE THE PEACE IN THE CAPITAL ADVENTURE
OF A SPANISH VICEROY WITH A PERUVIAN ASPA-

—

SIA.

When

all was quiet in the capital, I went to
and hearing that San Mai'tin was in the
roads, waited on him on hoard his yacht. I found

Callao,

liim possessed of con-ect information as to all that

was passing

but he seemed in no hurry to enter
;
the city, and appeared, above all things, anxious to
avoid any appearance of acting the part of a conqueror.
".For the last ten years," said he, " I
have been unremittingly employed against the Spaor rather, in favour of this country, for I
;
not against any one who is not hostile to the
cause of independence.
All I wish is, that this
country should be managed by itself, and by itself
alone. As to the manner in which it is to be governed, that belongs not at all to me.
I propose
simply to give the people the means of declaring
themselves independent, and of establishing a suitafter which I shall conable form of government
sider I have done enough, and leave them."
Those who heard this declaration at the time
with scorn and incredulity, will do well to take

niards

am

;
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how

exactly the whole of his subsequent
notice
conduct was in accordance Avith these professions.
General San Martin is now residing in retirement
at

Bmssels.
the next day, the 8th of July, a deputation

On

Lima was sent to
to enter the capital, as
after the most mature

of the principal inhabitants of

San Martin formally
the inhabitants had agreed,
invite

To

deliberation, to the terms proposed.

this re-

quisition he assented, but delayed his entry

12th,

some days

till

the

after.

It is proverbially difficult to discover the real

temper and character of great men and I was,
therefore, on the watch for such little traits in San
Martin as might tlu'ow a light on his natural disposition and I must say, that the result was most
I took notice, in particular, of the
favourable.
kindly and cordial terms upon which he lived with
the officers of his family, and all those with whom
his occupations obhged him to associate. One day,
at his own table, after dinner, I saw him take out
his cigarrera, or pouch, and while his thougJits
were evidently far away, choose a cigar more round
and firm than the rest, and give it an unconscious
when a voice from the botlook of satisfaction
:

;

;

—

Mi General !" Ho
and holding up his head,
asked who had spoken. " It was I," said an officer of his establishment who had been watching
him " I merely wished to beg tlie favour of one
cigar of you."
" Ah ha !" said he, smiling goodnaturedly, and at once tossed his chosen cigar with
an assumed look of reproach to the officer. To
everybody he was affable and courteous, without
the least show or bustle, and I couM never detect
tom of the

table called out, "

started from his reverie,

;

—

TEKU.

3f)()
ill

him

tlie

slightest trace of affectation, or anytliing,

moment. 1
him early one morning- on
board his schooner, and we had not been long
walking together, when the sailors began washing
the* decks. ^' What a plague it is," said San jMartin, " that these fellows will insist upon washing
ill

short, but tlie real sentiment of the

had occasion to

tlieir

visit

decks at this rate

I"

—"

I wish,

my

friend,"

men, " you Avould not wet us
here, but go to the other side." The seaman, however, who had his duty to do, and was too well
accustomed to the General's gentle manner, went
on with his work, and splashed us soundly. " I
am afraid," cried San Martin, " we must go besaid he to one of the

low, although our cabin is but a miserable hole, for
is no persuading these fellows to go
These anecdotes, and
out of their usual way."
many others of the same stamp, are very trifling,
it is true
but I am much mistaken if they do not
give more insight into the real disposition, than a
for public virtue, whelong series of official acts
ther justly or not, is unfortunately held to be so
rare, that we are apt to mistnist a man in power
for the very samo actions, which, in a humble station, would have secured our confidence and esteem.
On our way back to Lima we were threatened
with an attack from a body of a dozen robbers
men let loose upon society by the events of the
day. Oar party consisted of four gentlemen, each
armed Avith a pistol. As we rode up the great approach of the city, we saw the robbers pull three
really there

;

:

:

[)eople oif

horses, and strip them of their
which they formed a compact line

tlieir

cloaks, after

across the road, brandishing their cudgels in de-
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We

cantered on, however, light against
them, with our pistols cocked and held in the air.
The effect was what we expected an opening was
made for ns, and the robbers, seeing their purpose
frastrated, turned about, and became of a sudden
wonderftdly good patriots, calling out, " Viva la
fiance.

:

Patria

I

Viva San Martin

!"

On

the 10th of July, 1 dined with a small party
at the Marquis of Montemira's.
Whilst we were
at dinner a soldier entered with a letter, which he
delivered to the old Governor.
He was a short,

round-faced, daring-looking fellow, dressed in a
shaggy blue jacket, and trowsers of immense width,
with a blue cloth cap on his head, encircled by a
broad silver band, and by his side hung a huge

broadsword. His manners were somewhat too free,
but not vulgar or offensive and there played about
his eyes and his mouth, during the interview, an
expression of coarse broad humour, which a glass
or two of wine, and a little encouragement on our
pai't, might, not improbably, have ripened into imThe old Marquis, whose heart was
pertinence.
open with excess of glee at all the events of the
day, was delighted with his new guest and rising
;

;

embraced the astonished
soldier, who was standing most respectfully behind
his chair, little dreaming of such familiarity. I Avas
seated near a friend, who, though by birth a Spaniard, was a thorough Patriot at heart, and from
being long resident in Lima, had become acquaintfrom the

table, actually

ed with every distinguished or notorious indivichial
contained. 1 observed him fall back in liis cliair,
and in vain try to suppress a laugh on socin!^' tlic

it

Marquis embrace the bearer of the dospntcli. i)i\ my
upon knowing the cause of his miitb, he
R 2

insisting
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told nie that our

new fnend was no

otlier

than one

most noted robbers in the whole country,
who, not many months since, had been condemned
to be hanged, but was let oif witli a sound whipSan Martin,
ping through the streets of Lima.
who was on the look-out for every sort of instrument to advance his purpose, had heard of him as
a man of talents and enterpiize, and had given
liim the command of a band of Partidos, or Guerillas, composed chiefly of Indians, from the lower
districts of the Andes.
I was much amused with this account of our new
companion, who was urged by om* host to take his
seat at the table, and where he accordingly made
of

tlie

This
himself quite at home in a very short time.
was just the sort of man to flourish in a revolution,
and we found him a very shrewd person, well
adapted to his situation in the event of any despeHe was asked if he
rate service being required.
had come alone, or whether he had not thought of
bringing some of his people with him to assist in
guarding the city at this critical moment. " Guard

—

don't mention such a thing," cried he ;
" they are the greatest set of villains in Peiii, and
would cut the throats of half Lima before morning
if they were ti^usted within the walls."
The streets were this morning secured in every

the city

!

direction by mounted patroles, consisting of ten or
a dozen gentlemen each, who allowed no one, without special permission, to remain out of dooi-s after eight o'clock. These precautions were taken by
the inhabitants, in consequence of the tumultuous
assemblages of people in the streets the niglit before, shouting " Viva la Patria
Viva la Independencia !" and makinj? a furious riot, which was
!
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by the incessant ringing of all the
church bells. Several shops were broken open, and
one or two people were shot. Some judicious persons at last obtamed an order that tlie bells should
cease ringing after which the mob soon retired
gi-eatly assisted

;

In the midst of the confusion a violent
shock of an earthquake was felt, but I missed this
by having gone on board my ship in the evening,
a few hours before it took place.
On the night of the 11th of July, the patrolcs
did their duty so effectually, that, after it was dark,
hardly a soul was to be seen in the streets, and not
a door open, except here and there, where a
drinking-house was allowed, the solitaiy mirth from
which proved the real repose of the city more than
if every house had been rigorously blocked up.
I
walked, in company with a gentleman, over great
part of the tow^n, without meeting any one except
the patrole. As we were returning through the Plaza,
or great square, the deep silence was suddenly broken by the clank of a hand-bell rung in front of the
cathedral. Presently there issued from the palace,
on the other side of the square, a great lumbering
old-fashioned gilt coach which drove to the principal entrance of the cathedral, and having received
the priest charged with the Host, or consecrated
wafer, moved slowly away to the house of some dyto rest.

;

ing person.

The Host

is

usually carried in proces-

but a carriage has been appropriated
to this duty in Lima, in consequence of a curious
circumstance, the details of which were related by
my companion, a person who delighted in anything
tending to make the past times look ridiculous.
It seems that a certain Viceroy, some years ago,
had become deeply enamoured of a celebrated ac-

sion on foot

;
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named La

and as vice monarchs,
;
monarchs, seldom sigh in vain. La Senora
Perichole soon became mistress of the palace, where,
besides spending large sums of the public money,
she succeeded in making her admirer even more
contemptible than he had been before.
Every request she chose to make was immediately granted
her, except in one trifling case, which, of course,
she resolutely set her heart upon attaining.
Her
whim was not of great consequence, it might be
thought, since it was merely to be allowed, for
once, to drive in a cai'riage of her own through the
streets of Lima. Now this, which to us seems the
simplest thing in nature, was looked upon in quite
a different light in the capital of Pern for although
any one might ride about as long as he pleased in
a gig, or a calesh, or in a balancia, no one ever presumed to dream of entering a coach but a grandee
of the highest class.
The wretched Viceroy tried
every argument to free La Perichole's head of this
most unreasonable fancy, but all in vain at length
tress,

Perichole

like real

;

:

he was obliged to
and, at

made

tlie risk

set public opinion at defiance,

of a rebellion, order a coach to be
whose folly was destined to ren-

for the lady,

der them both ridiculous.
How to traverse the
streets without being mobbed, was the next grand
difl&culty ; for the Viceroy, who dreaded the indignation of the populace, was pretty sure that he
should never behold the fair Perichole again if she
went alone : to go in the same carriage, however,
was too scandalous to be thought of, besides,
it was not what the lady wanted, who must needs
go in her own carriage.
In the end it was arranged that the Viceroy should lead in his coach
of state, and that of La Perichole should fol-

—

]ow, while tlie usual train of caniag-es biouL'ht uj)
the rear, with the body-guard surrounding all.
It
is said the Viceroy had a window cut in the back
part of his carnage, for tlie express purpose of keeping an eye on his lady be that as it may, it so happened that the mob were amused with the ridiculous nature of the procession, and, instead of pelting the ambitious damsel, followed with huzzas
the delighted Perichole, while she crossed and recrossed the city.
On returning towards the pfilace, she drew up before the catliedral, and stepping out, declared that the giand object of her life
being now satisfied, she had no farther occasion for
the coach, and would therefore, in gi-atitude to
Heaven, devote it to the service of the church ;
and desired that henceforward it might always
cany the Host, whenever the sacrament of extreme unction was to be administered to dying sin:

ners.
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CHAPTER

XVII.

—

ENTRY OF GENERAL SAN MARTIN INTO LIMA HIS
CHARACTERISTIC
HECEPTlO^f BY THE PEOPLE
SCENES AT THE MARQUIS OF MONTEMIRa's.

The

12th of July 1821

is

memorable in the anSan Martin

nals of Peru, from the entry of General

Whatever intermediate changes
take place in the fortunes of that country, its
freedom must eventually be established and it can
never be forgotten, that the first impulse, which led
to so glorious a consummation, was due entirely to
the genius of that gi'eat Patriot leader, who planned and executed the enterprize, which first stimulated the Pemvians to think and act for theminto the capital.

may

:

selves.

San Martin did not enter

in state, as lie

was well

had he cared about forms and
ceremonies instead of cordially despising them, but
waited till the evening, and then rode in without
guards, and accompanied only by a single aid-decamp. Indeed, it was contrary to his original intention that he came into the city on this day for
he was tired, and wished to go quietly to rest fai a
cottage about half a league off, and to enter the
town before daybrealc next morning. He had dismounted accordingly, and had just nestled himseU'
into a corner, blessing his stars that he was out of
entitled to have done,

;
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wlien in came two friars,
who by some means or other had discovered liis
retreat. Each of them made him a speech, to which
Ills habitual good-nature induced liim to listen. One
compai-ed him to Ca?sar, the other to Lucullus.
*' Good Heavens !"
exclaimed tlie General, when
the fathers left the apartment, " what are we to
;

—
—

do ? this will never answer." " Oh
Sir," answered the aid-de-camp, " there are two more of
the same stamp close at hand."
" Indeed
then
saddle the horses again, and let us be off."
Instead of going straight to the palace, San Martin called at the Marquis of Montemira's on hie
way, and the circumstance of his arrival becoming
known in a moment, the house, the court, and the
neighbouring streets, were soon filled. I happened
to be at a house in the vicinity, and reached the
audience-room before the crowd became impassable.
I was desirous of seeing how the General
would carry through a scene of no ordinary difand he certainly acquitted himself very
ficulty
well.
There was, it may be supposed, a large allowance of enthusiasm, and high-wrought expressand to a man innately
sion, upon the occasion
modest, and naturally averse to show, or ostentation of any kind, it was not an easy matter to re!

!

;

;

ceive such praises without betraying impatience.
At the time I entered the room, a middle-aged
fine-looking woman was presenting herself to the

General

:

as

he leaned forwaid to embrace her, she
clasped his knees, and looking up,

fell at his feet,

exclaimed, that she had three sons at his service,
who, she hoped, would now become useful members of society, instead of being slaves as heretofore.
San Martin, with much discretion, did not
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from tlie ground, but allowed her to make her appeal in the situation she
had chosen, and which, of course, she considered
the best suited to give force to her eloquence be
stooped low to Jiear all she said, and when her first
burst was over, gently raised her upon which she
threw her arms round his neck, and concluded her
speech while hanging on his breast. His reply
was made with suitable earnestness, and the poor
woman's heart seemed ready to burst with gratitude for his attention and affability.
He was next assailed by five ladies, all of whom
wished to clasp his knees at once but as this could
not be managed, two of them fastened themselves
round his neck, and all five clamoured so loudly to
^ain his attention, and weighed so heavily upon
him, that he had some difficulty in supporting himself.
He soon satisfied each of them with a Idnd
word or two, and then seeing a little girl of ten or
attempt to raise the lady

:

;

;

twelve years of age belonging to this party, but
who had been afraid to come forward before, he
lifted up the astonished child, and kissing her
cheek, set her down again in such ecstasy, that the
poor thing scarcely knew where she was.
His reception of the next person who came forward was quite different a tall, raw-boned, palefaced friar a young man, mth deep-set dark-blue
eyes, and a cloud of care and disappointment wandering across his features. San Martin assumed a
look of serious earnestness while he listened to the
speech of the monk who applauded him for the
peaceful and Christian-lilvo manner of his entrance
into this great city
conduct which, he trusted, was
;

;

;

—

oTily a forerunner of the gentle character of his futtiio

government.

The

General's answer was in a

;
!
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similar strain, only pitched a few notes liiiiher;an(l
it was curious to observe liow the formal cold man-

ner of the priest became animated, under the influence of San ^Martin's eloquence ; at last, losinj^ all
recollection of

Iiis

sedate character, the young

man

clapped his hands and shouted, " Viva ! viva
nuestro General !"
Nay, nay," said the other,
do not say so ; but join with me in calling, Viva
!"'
ia Independencia del Pern
The Cabildo, or town-council, hastily drawn together, next entered, and as many of them were
natives of the place, and liberal men, they ha<l
enough to do to conceal their emotion, and to
maintain the proper degree of stateliuess belonging
to so grave a body, when tbey came, for the first
time, into the presence of their liberator.

—

'•'

*•'

Old men, and old women, and young women,
crowded fast upon him to every one he had something kind and appropriate to say always groing
beyond the expectation of each person he adth-essed. During this scene I was near enough to vv-atch
;

;

liini

closely

;

hut I could not detect, either in his

manner or in his expressions, the least affectation
there was nothing assumed, or got up
nothing
which seemed to refer to himself I could not even
;

;

discover the least trace of a self-approving smile.
But his manner, at the same time, was the reverse
of cold for he was sufnciently animated, although
;

liis

satisfaction

seemed

watching him, he happened to
drawing me to him, embraced
fashion. I

made way

by the
was thus
recognize me, and

to be caused solely

pleasure reflected from others.

While

me

for a beautiful

I

in the

Spanish

young woman,

who, by great efforts, had got through the crowd.
Site threw herself into the General's arms, and lay
vol..

11.

s

.
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full half

a minute, without being able to utter

Oh mi General mi General !" She
then tried to disengage herself, but San INIaitin,
who had been stioick with her entliusiasm and
beauty, drew her gently and respectfully back, and
holding his head a little on one side, said with a
smile, that he must be permitted to show his grateful sense of such good-will, by one affectionate saThis completely bewildered the blushing
lute.
beauty, who, turning round, sought support in the
arms of an officer standing near the General, who
asked her if she were now content " Contenta !" she
!"
cried, " O Senor
more than "

I

:

perhaps worthy of remark, that, during all
were no tears shed, and that, even
in the most theatrical parts, there was nothing carried so far as to look ridiculous.
It is clear that the General would gladly have
missed such a scene altogether and, had his own
plan succeeded, he would have avoided it for he
intended to have entered the city at four or five in
the morning.
His dislike of pomp and show was
evinced in a similar manner when he returned to
Buenos Ayres, after having conquered Chili from
the Spaniards, in 1817.
He there managed matters with more success than at Lima for, although
the inhabitants were prepared to give him a public
reception, he contrived to enter that capital without being- discovered.
It is

this time, there

;

;

;
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XVIII.

—

SAN MARTIN

S HEAD-QUARTERS
THE CONWAY PROCEEDS TO ANCON HARBOUR JOURNEY TO LIMA
ACROSS A SANDY DESART THE VALLEY OF LIMA
OUTPOST OCCUPIED BY MONTONEROS OR GUE'RILLA TROOPS EMBARRASSMENT OF THE ROYALISTS PROCLAMATION OF INDEPENDENCE TAPADAS AT THE BALL IN THE PALACE.

—

—

—

Next moming I rode with two gentlemen to
San Martin's head-quarters, a little heyond the city
walls, on the Callao road.
He had come to this
place, on the evening hefore, from the Marquis of
Montemira's, instead of going to the palace, where
he dreaded a repetition of the same bustle. He
was completely suiTounded by business, but attended to it all himself: It was curious to observe
every one coming out of his presence pleased with
the reception he had met with, whether he had succeeded or not.

We

no sooner entered than he recognized one

my companions, who was

an excellent draughtshe had seen on board the schooner
He had heard how much the
a fortnight before.
jealousy of the Spaniards had interfered with my
friend's amusements, and told him he might now
sketch away as much a.s he please^l, and might
of

man, and

whom
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have an escort,
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if

he

liad

any wish to extend

his re-

searches into the country.
An old man came in at tliis moment with a little girl in his arms, his only ohject heing tliat the
General should Idss the child, Avhich he good-naturedly did, and the poor father marched off" perThe next person who entered delifectly happy.
in a manner somewhat mysterious, and we found, on inquiry, that
he was a spy who had been sent to the enemy's
camp. A deputation from the city followed, to
speak about removing the situation of a military
Iiospital from the village of Bellavista, which was

vered a letter to the General

within range of cannon-shot from the Castle of
Callao.
In this way he passed on from one thing
to another with wonderful rapidity ; but not without method, and all with great patience and courThis minute attention to busitesy to every one.
ness might be useful at first but if a Commanderin-chief were to undertake to manage so many details in person, he wojdd waste his time to very
little purpose : so, perhaps, the General thought,
for, in tlie course of the day, he shifted his headquai'ters to the palace, and in the evening held his
first levee in this ancient abode of the Spanish Vice;

roys.

The great audience-gallery was lighted by windows opening into a long passage, or verandah,
overlooking the garden, in the centre of the quadrangle of the palace. During the levee, these windows were filled with aaxious crowds of women
straining their eyes to catch a glimpse of San Martin.
On my passing one of these groups, they
petitioned me to bring the General, if possible, towards their window. Accordingly, havhig consult-

PERU.
ed with one of the

aids- de-camp,
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we

contrived beinto conversation about some

tween us to get him
despatches I was about to send off; and we (h-ew
liim, in tlie meantime, towards our fair friends at
the window.
When we had nearly reached the
spot, he was about to turn round, which o])liged
us to tell him our plan ; he laughed, and immediately went up to the ladies, and having chatted with,
them for some minutes, left them enchanted with
his aiFability.

Having at this time no business of any consequence to transact in Lima, I went on board, and
removed the Con^vay from Callao roads to the harbour of Ancon, lying about twenty miles to the
northward of Lima in order to be near the English merchant-ships, all of which had recently gone
to that port. The Spaniards, on abandoning Lima,
retained possession of Callao, which, being an impregnable fortress, was for the present merely
blockaded by sea and land, and all its supplies being cut off, there was an expectation that the gar;

would eventually be starved into submission.
While things were in this situation, no intercom-se
could be allowed with Callao, and the merchantvessels accordingly went to An.con to land their

rison

cargoes. I anchored there also on the 17th of July,
and, having remained two days, was obliged to return by land to Lima, to anange some business relating to the detention of

two English

ships

by the

Chilian squadron.
I rode to the capital in company with several
gentlemen, and do not remember anywhere to have
made a more fatiguing journey, although the dis-

At first,
tance was little more tlian eight leagues.
the whole country was a sandv desart, like that des

2
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scribed at Arica

;

and as nothing can be conceived

more irksome than travelling over sudi ground, the
was very great when we reached the hard

relief

road, after riding eight or ten miles through deep
sand. As we approached the great valley of Lima,

the country gradually improved : at first we could
discover at long intervals a few blades of grass ;
then a little tuft of herbage here and there ; then a
shrub next a tree ; and by and by a hedge of aloes
but the most pleasing object of all was a sparkling
stream, winding and hissing along the sandy plain,
accompanied in its course by a slender belt of bright
green.
But when we entered the valley of Lima,
tJie whole scene was changed
fields of sugar-cane,
maize, rice, and various grains, appeared on every
side and we rode tlu*ough lanes of thick-set trees,
over substantial roads, that eventually led us to the
sharp crest of a range of hills deeply indented by
the road.
From this gorge we had a view of the
immense valley, with the river Rimac, which divides
Lima into two parts, running through it, and lending its copious waters to fertilize the suiTounding
;

;

;

;

plain.

About a league and a half from the city, we passed one of the Patriot outposts, consisting of Montoneros, or iiTegulars, guarding a depot of horses and
mules.

Montonero is a provincial word adopted from
the Spanish, Monton, which signifies a heap or
pile : thus, monton de gente, a crowd, or multitude
of people. It is used, in Chili and in Buenos Ap'es,
to designate bodies of men who make war iu an
little or no discipline.
These wild, bold-looking men, who were rather
short in stature, but well-set and atliletic, were

irregular manner, with
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scattered about in groups ©n the grass, in the fields,
along with the horses. The sentinels, pacing along

the walls by the road-side, formed on the sky-line
the most picturesque figures imaginable.
One of
them, in particular, attracted our notice lie wore
on his head a high conical cap, made of a whole
undressed sheep's skin and over his shoulders
hung a lai'ge white cloak of blanket-stuff reaching
to his knees his long sword, pulled somewhat in
:

;

;

dangled about his ankles, round which were
carelessly laced square pieces of rav/ horse-hide instead of boots in this garb he strode along the parapet, with his musket over his arm, the very beauideal of a Guerilla.
On hearing the tramp of our
horses' feet, he turned round, and percei\'ing we
were officers, saluted us with all the respectfulness
of a disciplined soldier, but at the same time witli
As for the
the air of a freeborn son of tlie hills.
rest, they were like so many Scythians, and they
stared at us with an interest at least equal to that
which they inspired.
Nothing else of particular interest occurred in
our journey, except that, when we reached the outskirts of Lima, we observed a dead body placed by
the road-side, with a small cross laid on the breast.
front,

:

Upon

inquiiy,

we were

told that this

was the

corpse of some unknown person, exposed until
money enough should be received from charitable
passengers to pay for its interment.

On

reaching the city, we found that the ebulliby the recent events had by no means
subsided. Doubts and difficulties presented themselves in fearful aiTay before the eyes of the inhabitants.
The Spaniards, who formed the wealthy
class, were sadly pei-plexed : if they declined en-

tion caused
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San Martin's views, their property antl
if they
their persons were liable to confiscation
acceded to his terms, they became committed to
their own government, which, it was still possible,
might retm-n to visit them with equal vengeance.
The natives, on the other hand, who had better reason to be confident, were even more alarmed at the
tering into

;

consequences of their present acts. Many questioned San Martin's sincerity many doubted his
power to fulfil his engagements. To most of the
inhabitants of Lima, long pampered in the lap of
prosperity, such subjects were quite new, and it
;

was, therefore, to be expected that alarm and indecision should fill every breast.
In the midst of this general doubt and difl'iculty,
perhaps the least at ease was the great mover of
the whole, to whom eveiy one, of whatever party,
looked up for protection the confident and the
doubting the Patriot as well as the Spaniard ; and
it required a skilful hand indeed to steer the vessel
of the state at such a moment.
The difl&culties of San Martin's situation, and,
in general, the nature of the duties which now devolved upon him, are so clearly pointed out in an
address to the Peruvians, which lie published about
this time, that an extract will be read ^vith interest
especially as it is free from what has been
well called revolutionary jargon; in the use of

—

—

•,

which the Spaniards, and
descendants,

ai-e

their

South American

great adepts.

*' The work of real difficulty, and that
which must
be courageously, firmly, and circumspectly undertaken, is to correct the vague ideas which the former government has left impressed on the minds of

the present generation.

It is not to

be supposed,

;

however, that

this

dit^ruhy consists so much

in tlia

want of acquaintance witli the adequate means hy
whicli the end is to he accompHshed
as in tlie
dangerous precipitmicy with which new governments reform the abuses they find estabhshed. In
;

the

first

is the most ardent obmust be bestowed with caution,

place, Hherty, whicli

ject of our wishes,

(sobriedad,) in order that the sacrifices made for
the purpose of gaining it be not rendered useEvery ci\ilized people is entitled to be free
less.
but the degree of freedom which any country can
enjoy, must beai- an exact proportion to the meaif the first exceed the last,
sure of its civilization
no power can save them from anarchy ; and if the
reverse happen, namely, that the degree of civilization goes beyond the amount of freedom which the
people possess, oppression is the consequence. If
all Europe were suddenly to be put in possession
of the liberty cf England, the greater part of it
would speedily present a complete chaos of anaichy and if, instead of their present constitution,
the English were to be subjected to the charter of
Louis XVIII., they would consider themselves en:

;

It is quite right tliat the governments of
South America be free but it is necessary they
should be so in the proportion stated; and the
greatest triumph of our enemies would be to see
us depai-t from that measure.
" In every branch of the public welfare, even in
that of domestic economy, great reforms are recessary. It may be baid generally, without risk of

slaved.

;

error, although the expression may look like a prejudiced one, lliat it is essential to strip our instituand, actions and customs of all that is Spanish
cording to the expression of the great Lord Chat;
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ham, on another occasion,
tion of

new

'

to infnse such a por-

healtli into the constitution, as

may

To make these
enable it to bear its infirmities.'
reforms abruptly, and without discreet reflection,
would be also a Spanish error ; and one into which
the Cortes have at this moment (1821) fallen, by
too precipitately changing the religious and political state of the Peninsula. We, on the other hand,
ought to avoid running into such mistakes, and to
introduce, gradually, such improvements as the

country is prepared to receive, and for which its
people are so well adapted by their docility, and the
tendency to improvement, wliich mark their social
character."*

As

a measure of primary importance, San

Mar-

tin sought to implant the feeling of independence,

by some

act that should bind the inhabitants of the

capital to that cause.

On

the 28th of July, 1821,

and swearing to the Independence of Peru took place. The
troops were drawn up in the gi'eat square, in the
centre of which was erected a lofty stage, from
whence San Martin, accompanied by the Governor of the town, and some of the principal inliabitants, displayed, for the first time, the Independent
flag of Peru, calling out, at the same time, in a
therefore, the ceremonies of proclaiming

—

loud voice,
" From this moment Peru is fi-ee and
independent, by the general wish of the people,
and by the justice of her cause, which God defend !" Then waving the flag, he exclaimed, " Viva
la Patria! Viva la Libertad
Viva la Indepen!

•

The

peculiarity of these doctrines, under all the circumstances of tlie country and the times, is so striking, that
this extract in the original

dix.

Spanish

is

added

in the

appen-
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which words were caught up and repeated by the multitude in the square, and tlie adjoining streets while all the bells in the city rung a
peal, and cannon were discharged amidst shouts
such as had never been heard in Lima before.
dencia

I"

;

The new Peruvian flag represented the rising
sun appearing over the Andes, seen behind the
city, with the river Rimac bathing their base.
This
device on a shield, surrounded with laurel, occupied the centre of the flag, which was divided diagonally into four triangidar pieces, two red and two
white.

From the stage on which San Martin stood, and
from the balconies of the palace, silver medals were
scattered amongst the crowd, bearing appropriate
mottos. On one side of these medals was, " Lima
libre juro su Indepen dencia, en 28 de Julio del
1821 and on the reverse, " Baxo la proteccion del
exercito Libertador del Peni mandado porSan Mar;

Which may be translated thus " Lima being liberated, swore its independence on the 28th
under the protection of the Liof July 1821
berating Army of Peru, commanded by San Mar-

tin."

:

;

tin."

The same ceremonies were observed
cipal stations of the city, or, as they

at the prin-

were termed

in an official proclamation, " In all those public
places where, in former times, it was announced

to the people that they were still to wear their miserable and heavy chains."
San MarTlie ceremony was rather imposing.
tin's manner was graceful and easy throughout,
unaccompanied by anything theatrical or affect-

ed

;

but

it

was a business of show and

liierefore quite

repugnant to

his taste,

and
some-

effect,

and

I
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fi

ri:nu.
th(.ugiit,

there might be tietected in his faco

momentary expression

of impatience or contempt

of himself for engaging in sucli mummery
it really were so, he speedily resumed his

;

but,

if

wonted

look of attention, and of good-will to all around
him.
After making the ciiTuit of Lima, the General
and the persons wlio accompanied him returned to
the palace to receive Lord Cocluane, who had just
arrived from Callao.

Next day, Sunday, !29tli of July, Te Deum was
sung, and High Mass performed in the Cathedral
by the Archbishop, followed by an appropriate sermon preached by a Franciscan Friar.
As soon as the church service was over, the
heads of the various departments assembled at the
palace, and swore " to God and the ccuntiy, to
maintain, and defend, with their opinion, person,
and property, the independence of Peru fiom the
government of Spain, and from any other foreign
This oath was taken and signed by
domination."
every respectable inhabitant of Lima, so that, in a
few days, the signatures to the declaration of Peruvian independence amounted to nearly four thousand. This was published in an extraordinary Gazette, and diligently circulated over the country,
which not only gave useful publicity to the state
of the capital, but deeply committed many men,
Avho would have been well pleased to have concealed their acquiescence in the measure.
In the evening, San Martin gave a ball at tlie
palace, in the gaiety of which he joined heartily
jiimself ; took part in the dances, and conversed
with every individual in the room with so much
ease and cheerfulness, that, of all the company, lie
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to be the person least burtliened with cares

or duties.

A

strange custom prevails everywhere in tJiia
balls, public as well as private. Ladies
of all ranks, who happen not to be invited, come

country at

in disguise, and stand at the windows, or in the
passages, and often actually enter the ball-room.
They are called Tapadas, from their faces being

covered, and then- object

is,

to observe the proceed-

ings of their unconscious friends,

ment by malicious

whom

they tor-

whenever they are
within liearing. At the palace, on Sunday evening,
the Tapadas were somewhat less forward than
speeclies,

usual ; but at the Cabildo, or magistrates' ball,
given previously, the lower part of the room was
filled with them, and they kept up a constant fire
of jests at the gentlemen near the bottom of the

dance.

V(.L. n.
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CHAPTER

XIX.

—

HUAURA GRECIAN AND GOTHIC FORMS
OF ARCHITECTURE OBSERVED IN THE PERUVIAN
HOUSES
ARCHITECTURAL THEORIES
IRRIGATION CHORILLOS.

HUACHO

—

SlstofJuly. I WAS under the necessity of leaving Lima at this interesting moment, for the purpose of going to Huacho, a small port to the northwai'd, to complete the stock of water in the Conway, preparatory to proceeding to Valparaiso ; for
during the siege, the watering-place at Callao was
inaccessible, and not a drop was to be found, without going nearly sixty miles along-shore for it.
As the wind on this coast blows always from the
south, it is easy to make a passage to the northward, and we reached Huacho in a few hours.
While the ship was taking in water and fi-esh provisions, I rode, with one of my officers, to Huaura,
a town on the banks of the river of the same name.
This spot was interesting, from having been the
head-quarters of San Martin's army for nearly six
months. Our road lay thi'ough a highly cultivated
country ; a new and grateful sight to us, heartily
tired as we were of comfortless desarts and barren
cliffs.
The pleasing distinction enjoyed by this district is attributable to irrigation from the river
Huaura, the waters of which are distributed over a
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considerable extent of country.
The unvarying
heat of the climate, and the abundant supply of
water, produce a sui^prisinsr luxuriance of vegetation. ^ye were shaded, during oui- ride, by arches
of foHage formed of the branches of trees meeting
over the road ; while the underwood was so thickly matted together, that sometimes we could not
distinguisli the houses,

till

wdthin a few yards of

them.

Many of these dwellmgs bore a rude resemblance
Grecian temple they were oblong,
nearly flat-roofed, and ornamented with a row of
columns along the front. The walls, which were
about twelve feet high, were composed of strong
canes placed upright, and wattled across with reeds.
The columns were generally made of posts, encased
by small rods placed close together, so as to resemble the Gothic clustered column others were left
hollow, being formed of rods alone.
Most of the
pillars swelled out at the bottom like a tree : nature, in this mstance, as in many others of architectural design, having probably suggested the original idea.
Each wall was sminounted by a sort
of entablatm-e, consisting of a rude wooden frieze,
and a cornice carved with the knife. Ornamental
tracery in wicker-work, and of a Gothic form, ran
along the tops of the houses, and over most of the
in design to a

;

:

gates.

This taste for architectural ornament in wicker
found in other imcivilized countries at a distance
from, and holding no communication with one another. In Java, in Manilla, and in Ceylon, and probably at other places in the Eastern seas, the natives are in the practice of erecting temporary
triumphal arches which exliibit a great variety of
is

;
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Tery elegant forme, of a purely Gothic character.
In Ceylon, large buildings, entirely of canes and
basket-work, are sometimes erected, of a highly ornamental description. The bamboo and rattan are
generally used but the willow, or any pliable material possessing elasticity, seems to afford, in the
hands of these ingenious people, an endless profuIn Java, where there are
sion of beautiful forms.
a great number of such ai'ches, it is rare to observe
exactly the same tracery repeated, although a striking consistency of character pervades the whole.
It is interesting to trace, in such remote regions,
the same analogies which, in Em-ope, have been
conceived to afford some explanation of the origin,
;

and consistency of principle of the two finest styles
of architecture, the Grecian and the Gothic. The
theory of Vitruvius receives all the confirmation it
could desire from these humble stmctures at Huaura ; while that of Sir James Hall, in the case of
Gothic architecture, derives no less support from
the wicker forms above mentioned. And these instances, as far as they go, seem to possess a peculiar value from being found amongst rude nations,
separated far from one another, and holding little
or no intercoui'se with those countries in which
architecture has made the greatest progress they
help to support the idea, that there may be an intrinsic or natural beauty in certain classes of forms,
which afterwards, in the hands of persons of high:

er powers of execution, and cultivated taste,

may

not only have afforded a ground-work, but have
given consistency to more elaborate architectural
systems.
On returning from Huaura, we lost our way by
making a wrong turn up one of the innumerable

;
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lanes which intersect the coiuUry' in every direction.
By following one of these, wo were eventually brought to the very edge of the desart, and
found ourselves once more in a sea of sand. On

another occasion, we came to a road filled two feet
deep Avith running water, and upon afterwards observing the others more attentively, we discovered that our supposed roads or lanes were only so
many water-courses, and as each field required at
least one ditch, the cause of their numbers was explained. The hedges appeared to be planted mere^
ly to give stability to the embankments although
then* shade must also have the beneficial effect of
preventing evaporation. Wherever a river, or even
the smallest stream occm-s, the inhabitants gladly
and nothing can exceed the fertility
profit by it
of the soil which this irrigation produces : but it is
the misfortune of the western side of America to
have very few rivers at that part of the coast whicli
is never visited by rain.
At Huacho, we found the Governor at dinner
with two or three friends. He was of the aboriginal race of the country, spoke a little Spanish,
and was probably a discreet and clever fellow
othei-wise he would not have been left in a command by San Martin. The dinner was placed on
a low table in the middle of the floor, and the whole
party forked their meat out of one dish. It was
interestmg, on looking round the shop, to observe
;

;

A

roll of
the effect of the recent political changes.
English broad-cloth was resting on a French winecase, marked medoc ; on the table stood a bottle of

champagne; the knives and forks were marked
Sheffield, and the skreen which divided the apartT 2

;
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ment was made

PEiir.
of a piece of (ilasgow printed cot-

ton.

We

sailed for Lima again on the 4th of August,
but it was not till late at night of the 7th that we
reached Chorillos, an open roadstead in front of a
small town about ten miles to the southward of
I^ima. This spot, in times of peace a favourite ba-

thing-place for the gay world of the capital, was
now a military outpost. Sentinels paced along the
heights ; parties of soldiers occupied the beach
all the neat villas and ornamental cottages were

turned into guard-houses and stables
so that the
beauty and comfort of the spot were utterly destroyed. As no one was allowed to proceed without a passport, I was forced to wait till a messenger went to Lima, and returned.
;
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CHAPTER XX.

—

RETURN TO LIMA SAN MARTIN ASSUMES THE TITLE
OF PROTECTOR PROCLAMATION DECLARATORY
OF HIS VIEWS PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE SPANIARDS THEIR DISAGREEABLE PREDICAMENT IN
LIMA

—
— STATE OF SOCIETY.

^th of Aug
that General

the

title

— On

reacLlng the city,

we

learned

San Martm had taken upon himself

of protector, uniting in his

own person

both

and military authority of the liberated proThe proclamation which he issued on this
vinces.
occasion is cuiious it has but little of the wonted
bombast of such documents, and though not spaand, as
ring of self-praise, is manly and decided
the

civil

;

;

I fully believe, fi'om a

number

of collateral cu'cuin-

stances, perfectly sincere.

" DECREE.

"

By Don

Jose de San Martin, Captain-General,
andCommander-in-Chief of the Liberating Army
of Peru, Grand Cross of the Legion of Nierit of
Chili, Protector of Peni.

"

When

took upon

me

the important enterI had no other motivi? tliaii a desire to advance the sacred cause of
America, and to promote the happiness of the Pe-

])ri7^

I

of liberating this country,

;
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very considerable part of these
ruvian people.
objects lias already been attained but tlm ^vork
would remain incomplete, and my wishes imperfectly accomplished, were I not to establish permanently both the security and the prosperity of the
;

inhabitants of this region.

"

From

the

moment

of

my

landing at Pisco, I

announced, that the imperious necessity of circumstances obliged me to vest myself with the supreme
authority, while I held myself responsible to the
country for its due exercise. Those circumstances
have not vai'ied, since there is still in Peru a foreign enemy to combat and, consequently, it is a
;

measure of necessity, that the

political

and military

authority should continue united in my person.
" I hope that, in taking this step, I shall have

the justice done me to have it believed, that I am
not influenced by any ambitious views, but solely
by such as conduce to the public good. It is abundantly notorious that I aspire to tranquillity alone,
and to retirement from so agitated a life : but I feel
a moral responsibility requiring this sacrifice of my
most earnest desires. Ten years of experience in
Venezuela, Cundinamarca, Chili, and the united
provinces of the river Plate, have made me acquainted with the evils which flow from the ill-timed convocation of congresses, while an enemy still maintains footing in the country. The first point is to
make sure of independence and afterwards to think
of establishing solid liberty. The religious scrupulousness with which I have kept my word throughout my public life, gives me a right to be believed
and I again pledge it to the people of Peni, by solemnly promising, that the very instant their territory is free, I sliall resign the command, in order to
;
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government which they may be
The frankness with which I speak

for tlie

pleased to elect.

ought to serve as a new guarantee of the sincerity
of

my

intentions.

" I midit easily have settled things in such a
manner, that electors, named by the citizens of the
free department, should point out the person who
was to govern until the representatives of the Peruvian nation might be assembled
but as, on the
one hand, the repeated and simultaneous invitations of a great number of persons of high character and decided influence in this capital, make me
certain of a popular election to the administration
of the state ; and as, on the other hand, I have already obtained the suffrages of those places which
are under the protection of the liberating army, I
have deemed it more fitting and decorous to follow
an open and frank line of conduct, which ought to
tranquillize those citizens who are jealous of their
:

liberties.

" When the time comes in which I shall have
the satisfaction of resigning tlie command, and of
giving an accoimt of my actions to the representatives of the people, I am certain they will not discover, during the period of my administration, any
of those traits of venality, despotism, and corrupwhich have characterized the agents of the
Spanish Government in South America. To administer strict justice to all, by rewai'ding virtue
tion,

and patriotism and to punish vice and sedition
wherever they may be found, are the i-ules which
;

shall direct all

head of

my

actions while I remain at the

this nation.

" It being confomiable, therefore, to the interests
government should

of the country, that a vigorous

;
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be appointed to guard it from the evils whicli war,
licence, and anarchy, miglit produce,
" I declare as follows :
" hno, From this day foi'wards the supreme political and military command of the free departments of Peru shall be united in me, under the
title

of Protector.

" 2do, The Minister of Foreign Affairs shall be
Don Juan Garcia del Rio, Secretary of State."
(And so on with the other officers of government.)
" Given in Lima, 3d August 1821, Second
Year of the Liberty of Peru.*
" Jose de San Martin."
(Signed)
'

I am tempted to insert another proclamation
which appeared on the following day, and which is
characteristic not only of the writer, but of those
It gave the poor Spaniards a
shock from which they never recovered indeed,
from tlie hour it was published, they dated the
death of their hopes, and one and all seriously preSuch an elFect, most
pared to quit the country.
probably, San Martin wished to produce, for he
ki;ew the Spaniards too well to believe they could
ever cordially associate with the natives on equal
terms, under a free government, independent of

distracted times.

:

Spain.
<*

Proclamation

addi-essed to the European
Spaniards.

" I have promised to respect your persons and

as

*

The Era

it

was

of the Liberty of Peru commences with 1820
handed and prochiini-

in that year the Patriots first

ed Independence.

:
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you can

of
I

I

:

know

Imve

as yet

2 27
promise, and none
word. Nevertheless,

fulfilled tliat

doubt

my

you murmur

in secret, and that some
you maliciously propagate the idea that my in-

of

tention

that

is

to abuse your confidence.

too celebrated for

me

to stain

it

My name

is

with a breacli of

my
it

promises, even where, as a private individual,
might be supposed I should be justified in doing

so.

" However, I now finally publish the following
to confirm the guarantees which I have
formerly given
" 1st, Every Spaniai'd, who, confiding in the proarticles,

tection of

my word,

continues peaceably in the ex-

ercise of his industry, swearing to *he independcoiuitr}^, and respecting the new government and the established laws, shall be protected in person and property.
" 2c?, Those who do not confide in it are to pre-

ence of the

sent themselves, within the space of time formerly
pointed out, to request their passports, and are to
leave the country with all their movable property.
" 3d, Those who remain, professing th.eir confidence in government, and at the same time secretly working against it, as I have information that

some do

;

shall feel the

whole rigour of the laws,

be deprived of all their possessions.
" Spaniards
You know well the state of public opinion to be such, that, even amongst yourselves, there is a great number who pry into and
observe your conduct. I know whatever passes in
the most retired comers of your houses. Tremble,
Let this be the last
if you abuse my indulgence
time I shall remind you that your destiny is irrevocable, and that you ought to submit to it, as the

and

shall

I

I
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mode by

wliich yon caii reconcile your intewith those of justice.
" Given in Lima, the 4th of August 1821.
" San Martin."
(Signed)

only

J

rests

;

1

j

Such being the extraordinary state of affairs in
Lima, I regietted much that my orders rendered
it

necessary for

at the very

me

to leave this part of the coast,

moment when

the interest of the polltical scene was at the highest. I wished, above all
things, to have seen the effect of these two decrees,
respecting the policy of which the opinions of the

were much dinded. It would also have
been peculiarly interesting to have marked the progress of improvement under the new system. The
necessity of departure, however, prevented our doing so and we were thus made to feel one of the
severest drawbacks on the pleasures of a naval life.
Naval officers have undoubtedly, dming their roving
inhabitants

;

life,

great opportunities of seeing distant places,

sometimes at moments of extraordinary public interest, and generally without the difficulties encountered by other travellers. They have also the
advantage of being everywhere well received, as
their situation is an universal introduction to the
confidence and hospitality of the inhabitants. On
the other hand, our means are almost always much
cramped by want of time, our thoughts being necessarily taken up with a variety of duties having
no reference to the interesting parts of the scene.
Thus it frequently happens, as on this occasion,
that, during our stay, we ai*e too busy to remark
properly what is passing and are called away just
at the moment when the interest is greatest, and
when a traveller, whose time was at his own dispo:

'

,

j

'

i

;

i

"j

1
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would determine to remain. Indeed, it was
often matter of re^et to us, that almost every record
sal,

of so

be

many interesting and important

events should

want of a disinterested spectator having
leisure to note them down as they occurred.
San Martin certainly did wisely to assume the
supreme command, circumstanced as he was, eslost, for

pecially with an enemy's force

still

in the country.

Under whatever name he might have chosen to
mask his authority, he must still have heen the
prime mover of everything for there was no in;

dividual in the country

him

who had any

pretensions

who, admitting that he
possessed equal talents, could hope to gain so completely the confidence of the army, and of the Patriots.
It was more creditable to assume the full
authority in a manly and open manner, tlian to
mock the people with the semblance of a Republic, and, at the same time, to visit them with the
reality of a despotism.
He knew from personal
to rival

in talents, or

experience, the mischief attending the precipitate
establishment of free representative governments
in South America
he was also aware, that previous to raising any enduring political superstructure, he must gradually clear away the prejudice
and error which overspread the land, and then dig
deep into the \irgin soil for a foundation. At this
time there was neither knowledge nor capacity
enough amongst the population to form a free government nor even that love of freedom, without
which free i-nstitutions are sometimes worse than
useless ; since, in their effects, they are apt to fall
:

;

short of expectation

;

and thus, by

their practical

mefficacy, contribute to degrade in public opinion
the sound principles upon which they rest.

VOL.
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Unfortunately also the inhabitants of South
America are apt at first to mistake the true operation of such changes ; and to conceive that the
mere formal establishment of free institutions will
at once ensure their being duly understood and
enjoyed, whatever may have been the state of soThat a taste for liberty will
ciety antecedently.
eventually spring up with the judicious establishment of free institutions, and with the power to
enjoy civil rights, is unquestionable the mistake
lies in supposing, that this will take place immeWith tliis taste will come the ability to
diately.
take further advantage of the opportunities for asserting these valuable privileges, and of securing
them by corresponding institutions. In process of
:

time, mutual confidence, and mutual forbearance,

which it was the narrow policy of the former government to discourage, vnl\ of course be developed and society will then act in concert and
;

consistently, instead of being as heretofore like a

rope of sand, without strength or cohesion.
In a pamphlet published in June 1824, by Iturbide, the unfortunate Ex-Emperor of Mexico,
there occur many just reflections on this subject.

The

following observation seems much to the pre:
" To think that we could emerge

sent purpose

—

once from a state of debasement, such as
that of slavery, and from a state of ignorance, such
as had been inflicted upon us for tlu-ee hundred
years, during which we had neither books nor inall at

structors, and the possession of knowledge had
been thought a sufficient cause for persecution to
think that we would gain information and refinement in a moment, as if by enchantment that we
could acquire every virtue, forget prejudices, and
;

;
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was a vain expectation,

and could only have entered into the visions of an
enthusiast/'

At

the time I left Lima, to return to ValpaChiH, which was on tlie 10th of Au^st,
the Royalist army, under the Viceroy La Serna,
raiso, in

having proceeded some way to the southward, l^ad
struck into the interior, in order to join the other
divisions of the

amiy under Generals Canterac and

Caratala in the valley of Jauja, a district in which
the rich silver mines of Pasco are situated.

The Viceroy's ultimate intentions were not
known but it was supposed that after recruiting
;

army, he would return upon Lima, with a view
to expel San Martin : a project he was the more

Iiis

likely to undertake, as the Castle of Callao

was

under the Spanish flag. It became, therefore,
of great importance to San Martin to gain possession of it, and he put in motion every engine of
still

strength or policy in his power to accomplish this
vital object : and at the time I left Peni, well-

grounded hopes were entertained of

its

speedy sur-

render.

Meanwhile Lima was

The
received by

fusion.

in a strange state of con-

effects of the

shock which society had

the abrupt nature of the revolution,
could not be expected to subside for some time ;
while the incongruity of the materials of which it
was composed offered an effectual bar to real cordiality.
The Old Spaniards, feelijig themselves
objects of suspicion and distrust, would willingly have retired from a place where they were
But this was not eaconsidered as intruders.

accomplished, without incuning such losses as
overbalanced the danger and discomfort of remain-

sily

;
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Most
embarked
ing.

of tliem
in

were possessed of large

commerce

many

:

lield

capitals,

considerable

property in the comitry most of them also had
wives and families in Lima, or were otherxvise
bound to the soil and it becam.e a severe sacrifice
to leave their present enjoyments, for the uncertain
secmity held out by Spain, at that moment not in
a much quieter state than the colonies. Their best
and surest policy would liave been to follow the
fortunes of the country, and to engage heartily in
the new cause.
But this was too much to expect
from men bred up in the very hot-bed of monopoly
and every sort of prejudice and error ; and there
were consequently few Spaniards who did not look
to the return of the Royal army with gi'eat anxiety ; and still fewer who placed any real confidence
in San Martin, or who took sufficient pains to conceal their dislike.
This led afterwards to a series
of despotic measures on the pait of the Protector,
by which nearly all the Spaniards were ruined, and
eventually banished from the country.
With respect to society, the most conspicuous
traits wliich tlie extraordinary nature of the times
developed, were a constant apprehension of further
change, and an engrossing selfishness ; feelings, natural enough, perhaps, during the panic which at
first overspread the city
but which, it may be
thought, ought to have subsided when the immediate danger was gone, and a new and secure sys;

;

;

tem

established. It was quite otherv\'ise, however
and the reason may be, that the Limenians, long
pampered by luxmy and secmity, and now for the
first time fairly awakened to the real miseries and

dangers of life, could not all at once acquire the
faculty of balancing motives, or of distinguishing
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what was useful and secure in their new state, from
what was ruinous or degradinsf. In short, the circumstances to whicli they had heen suddenly brouglit
were so totally new, that, considering all things,
their selfishness and alarm were very excusable.
As these feelings were not confined to any one
but pervaded the whole, social intercourse
an end and we took leave of Lima, for the
had now
second time, without much regret.
seen it in all the miseries of a siege, and again in

class,

was

at

;

We

the distraction and exultation of the first moments of a revolution, before anything had settled
into its proper station, and before confidence had
again spuing up, in place of the universal distrust
which preceded the catastrophe.

all

u2
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CHAPTER

XXI.

SPANISH COLONIAL SYSTEM BEFORE
THE REVOLUTION.
THE NATIVES FROM SITUATIONS OF
TRUST AND PROFIT LAWS OF THE INDIES DISCOURAGEMENT OF SCIENCE, LETTERS, AGRICULRIGOROUS MEASURES
TURE, AND COMMERCE
SUPPRESSION OF COLAGAINST FOREIGNERS
LEGES AND SCHOOLS OPPRESSIVE TAXES AND
IMPRISONMENTS.

JEXCLUSION OF

—

—
—

The
Btate of

dition

by the present political
South America has thrown its former con-

interest inspired

somewhat

however,

now

last struggles for

It will be useful,
witnessed one of the

into the shade.

that

we have

power made by the Spaniards,

to

take a general \4ew of the colonial system, which
the Revolution has abolished that it may be seen
what the grievances really were from which the inhabitants have been relieved.
Every writer who
has treated of South America furnishes numberless
details of the monstrous abuses which affected those
but the following sketch is confined
countries
chiefly to a general view of the most prominent features of the old administration, illustrated by a few
well-authenticated anecdotes, selected not so much
on account of any peculiar point or interest in them;

:

selves, as

from their serving

to

show the general
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temper and spirit of the policy by which the goTernment of Spain was actuated, in her administration of the colonies.

The Spanish American possessions were considered, in law, from the time of the conquest, as integral parts of the monarchy, not as colonies of the
mother-country : they were held in fief by the
crown in virtue of a grant from the Pope; and
were supposed to be regulated, not by
the government of Spain, but by the King, assisted by a special board, named the Council of the Indies.
separate code of laws also was established expressly for them, called the Laws of the Intheir aftairs

A

America, then, was nominally independent
and upon this principle, the
South Americans, after Ferdinand's imprisonment
by Buonaparte, claimed an equal right with Spain
to name Juntas to regulate their affairs, in the absence of the King, their only legal head.
At a
moment such as that alluded to, this argument had
some force and utility but, of course. South America was always virtually governed by the minisdies.

of the Spanish nation

;

;

ters of Spain.

The country was

divided into viceroyalties, capand various other

tain-generalships, intendencies,

subdivisions.
Each separate government was independent of the others, but all were immediately
ujider the King and the Council of the Indies.
Without going into minute details, it is sufficient
to state, that the principle on which the colonial
government rested was, that, no single department
should be allowed to act without being checked by
some other a princii)le weak and niinous, as it demonstrated a total want of confidence in the executive officers and by virtually dejiriving them of
:

;
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yet still exacting obedience, took
the highest and most effective motive to the
performance of their duty. The Viceroy was no-

responsibility,

away

minally controlled by a body called the Audiencia,
the members of which were European Spaniards,
who were not allowed to hold lands, or to marry
The Audiencia had the privilege
in the countiy.
of remonstrating with the Viceroy, and of corresponding directly with the Council of the Indies.
But any beneficial eifect which this might have had
in protecting the people, was counteracted by the
inordinate power of the Viceroys, and their consequent means of influencing the Audiencia, and
every other subordinate authority, civil, military,
judicial, or ecclesiastical.

In fi-ee states administered by a representative
body, and when men are allowed to act and think
for themselves, the legislative, executive,
dicial

sepai'ate

But

and ju-

branches of the constitution, are easily kept

by the

essential distinctions in then- nature.

it invariably happens that these totally distinct functionaries either
clash or blend themselves with one another, and
mutually neutralize their respective good effects.
In order, as it was jDretended, to remedy the con-

in states absolutely governed,

stant mischief ai'ising out of this practical ineffi-

number of official authorities in every
department of the state was multiplied beyond all
example for every new office requu-ed afteiT^'ards
a dozen others to watch it.
The original complexity of the machine was thus daily augmented
by the introduction of these wheels within wheels,
and its operative efi'ect became less and less.
It is perfectly cleai" that no system of government can be effective, as far as the public prospeciency, the

;
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be not perfectly understoofl
it is intended to control.
This is true, even where the intentions of the rulers
are honest, and have for their sole object the wealth
and happiness of the people. But wlien the object
is the reverse of this, and when the welfare of the
country is studiously repressed, there cannot he
conceived a more efficacious plan to perpetuate its
degradation.
The evil was immensely aggravated
also by the manner in which this unintelligible
rity

is

it"

it

by those whose conduct

system was constituted.

Every individual composing it was a stranger in the land, bom in a distant
country, and had no fellow-feehng, nor common
interest with the inhabitants.
Neither worth nor
talents were thought of in nominating to these appointments, the colonial offices being sold in Maand the proceeds, at one time, made no in" All
considerable item in the royal revenues.
public offices," says the manifesto of Buenos
Ayres, " and employments, belonged exclusively to
Spaniards and although Americans were equally
called to them by the laws, they are appointed
only in rare instances, and even then, not until they
drid,

;

have

satisfied the cupidity of the court

Bums of money.

by enormous

Of one hundred and

seventy
Viceroys that have governed this coimtry, only four
have been Americans and of six himdred and ten
captain-generals and governors, all but fourteen
have been Spaniards. The same took place in
every other post of importance and even amongst
;

;

the

common

clerks of office,

it

was

rare to

meet

with Americans." This was a most grievous oppression but the chief evil which resulted from it
;

consisted not so

much

in the absolute lose sustain-
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consequence of their exclusion from
and honour, as in tlie moral degradation consequent upon the absence of all motive to generous exertion, and the utter hopelessness that any merit could lead to useful distinc-

ed by them,

in

stations of profit

tion.

This exclusion did not stop with official preferment, but pervaded every branch of the state the
Spanish government, not content with tying up the
hands of the Americans, and forcing them to be
idle and vicious, extended this tyranny even to the
mind, and forbade the cultivation and exercise of
those faculties which, least of all it might be
thought, ought to be subjected to the control of
Not only were agriculture and the
despotism.
arts, and manufactures and commerce, prohibited
to the natives of the soil but literature, and every
species of useful knowledge, was rigorously inter:

;

dicted.

To

were

upon pain of death, to trade with fonone of whom were allowed to visit the

secure this exclusion, the inhabitants

forbid,

reigners,

country

:

Spaniards themselves could not set foot

in the colonies without special permission,

and

for

a limited time and even the inhabitants of the
diiferent provinces were denied, as far it was possible, all intercourse wth one another, lest by
mutual communication they should increase their
;

knowledge.

The difficulty of governing
justice,

distant countries with

and with due consideration

for the rights

and happiness of the inhabitants, is familiar to the
mind of every one who has studied our own Indian
where, with the purest intentions of doing
averything for the best, innumerable ai-tifices and

politics

;

,
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anomalous provisions encumber the executive administration, and render the system utterly unintelligible to the natives. Were the same system in
the hands of the crown, without being, as at pre-

by a number of individuals of
and, comparatively speaking, indifferent

sent, administered
all parties,

to political

power and patronage,

doubt that

its

practical operation

there can be

little

would soon prove

destructive of the happiness of the Indian populaeven were the intentions of the political au-

tion,

home ever so vii-tuous. If tliis be true,
with our representative government, and with the
numerous constitutional checks which aiTest the
undue exercise of authority at every tura, how
much more must it have been in the case of South
thorities at

America

':'

With

us,

pubhc

opinion, as

is

univer-

sally allowed, is the best safeguard of the happiness

of India, and of the permanence of our authoiity.
But in South America, where principles of govern-

ment

diametrically opposite prevailed, the instant
public opinion was allowed to exert its influence,
the authority of the paient state was at an end.
In proportion to the apprehension which the
Spaniards felt that the presence of strangers might
lessen then- authoi-ity, they enforced their proliibitory laws with rigom\ Vv'hen the Spanish General Morillo captured Carthagena, he seized all the

and foreign merchants, tlirew them into dungeons, and would unquestionably have shot them
all, for a breach of the laws of the Indies, had it
not been for the timely interference of the British
Admu-al on the West India station. It was a capital crime, according to that code, for any foreigner to enter the Spanish domimons without a liBritish
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cense. An apprehension of the resentment of other
nations has generally prevented the enforcement
of the law to its utmost extent ; hut the same end
was, perhaps, more effectually served by the most

barbarous imprisonments. In Mr Robinson's interesting Memoirs of the Mexican Revolution,
many curious anecdotes are given, which show the
pertinacious and vindictive determination with

which these regulations were enforced.
binson's cruel confinement of

Mr Ro-

two years and a

half,

no other crime than having been found in the
country without a license, is an ample commentary
on the whole subject. " The dungeon in the Castle
for

of San Juan de Ulua, in which he was confined,
was fourteen feet under the arches of the castle,
and a faint gloomy light was admitted by a small
One of his fellow-prisoners,
grating at the top."
a citizen of the United States, had the skin of his
leg chafed by the iron. " From the want of dressings and wholesome aliment, the sore rapidly increased. The iiTitation and pressure of the iron

caused the muscles to become completely ulceUnavailing were his petito the bone.
tions to have his irons taken off, though his groans

rated

and excruciating agonies,

at length, so far arrested
the attention of his keepers, tiat he was removed
to the hospitak The physician, on examining the
horrid state of the leg, immediately addressed a representation to the Governor, stating, that unless
the irons were removed, death would inevitably
ensue.
Upon the margin of the memorial, the
Governor xvTote the following inhuman reply, and
sent it to the officer of the guard : ' Que los lleva,
mientras respira.'—.' Let him wear them while he

i

]|
ji

,
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In a few hours this victim of Spanish

breathes.'

barbarity died."*

Sometimes the intraders were sent

to Spain,
the colonial prisons,
and from thence were remitted to Ceuta, in Africa,
after which they were seldom heard of more. Sometimes they were sent as convicts to Malaga, and
other Spanish ports, where they were forced to
after being long confined in

By these and other means, the
laws of the Indies was most rigorously
enforced, and it required an extraordinary combination of favourable circumstances, and the stimulus of the most powerful motives of interest and
patriotism, to free the country from their baneful
work

in chains.

spirit of the

influence.

may

what possible moand permanence to so unwise
and so wicked a system as this ? It was no other,
than that Spain alone, and her sons, should derive
the whole wealth of the country, without allowing
to the Americans themselves the smallest participation, or even the slightest hope of ever participaIt

naturally be asked,

tive could give biith

ting in those riches.

That

evil

must spring out

of principles

and

practices so repugnant to the laws of om- nature,
might have been anticipated. The re-action, in-

we

have witnessed upon Spain herand in the decay and final
ruin of the mother-country, we distinctly recognize a severe but merited retribution for the inju-

deed, which
self,

was

ries cast

nial

inevitable

upon the

;

colonies.

The enormous

colo-

patronage which the court possessed, coni-

• Robinsou's Memoirs of the
page 3! 3.
X
VOL. II.

."^I^xican

Revolution, vol.

I.
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pletely (pushed the liberties of the

try

;

—

the ill-gotten

money

wliich

mother counto it from

came

America, not being the produce of Spanish induspassed off to other countries, without leaving
a trace of national wealth behind, and the restricted commerce which was intended to benefit
the Peninsula alone, destroyed her credit, ruined
her manufactures, and finally lost her the market

try,

—

of the colonies.

To

accomplish the base,

selfisli,

and short-sight-

the clumsy device of degi'ading the v/hole population of South America
was the only one which suggested itself to the cuAnd to ensure the perpidity of the Spaniards.
manence of a system so liable to re^vulsion, the

ed pm-pose alluded

to,

whole country was covered with active and experienced agents, deeply interested in the maintenance of the same order of things. Humboldt has
ascertained, that there were no less than three
hundred thousand Old Spaniards in the colonies.
Every ai't also was used to prevent the increase of
population, by collecting the people together in
towns, where, besides being more easily controlled
by the military, they were prevented from forming
establishments, and augmenting their wealth ; as
they unquestionably would have done, had they
been allowed to spread themselves over this fertile
country, wherever their tastes or interests sboidd
direct them. Agriculture, indeed, was not allowed
to extend itself; and even so late as 1803, when
Humboldt was in Mexico, orders were received
from Spain to root up all the vines in the northern
provinces, because the Cadiz merchants complained of a diminution in the consumption of Spanish
Avines.

I

was informed

at

Tepic of a measure pre-

-
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been a few yeais before ac-

New

tually carried into effect in
Galicia, in the
case of some extensive and flourisliing tobaccoplantations.
Tlie Americans were prevented, un-

der severe penalties, from raising tiax, hemp, or
The culture of the grape and olive was
forbidden, as Spain was understood to supply the

saffi'on.

colonies with wine and oil. At Buenos Ayi'es, indeed, they were allowed to cultivate grapes and
olives,

but by special permission, and only in suf-

ficient quantity for the table.

Precisely in the same spirit, colleges were not
allowed to be founded, though permission was
earnestly applied for

many

by the

instances, even schools

inhabitants

;

and, in

A

were prohibited.

well-known Spanish minister obsei'ved, that a
knowledge of reading and writing was quite enough
for an American
and King Charles the Fourth
said, he did not thmk it proper that information
should become general in America.
In the manifesto published by the Constitutional
Congress of Buenos Ayres, in October 1816, these
" It was forbidgrievances are forcibly dj"a\vn.
;

den," they state, " to teach the liberal sciences ;
only peraiitted to learn the Latin Gram.mar, the philosophy of the schools, and ci^'il and
ecclesiastical jurisprudence.
The Viceroy, Don
Joaquim Pino, gave much offence by permitting a
nautical school at Buenos Ajtcs, and in compliance with a mandate of the court, it was shut;
while at the same time, it was strictly prohibited to
send our youth to Paris for the purpose of study-

we were

ing the science of chemistry, in order to teacli

on

it

their return/'

The change

in this respect

brought about

l)y

the

244
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is one of the most remarkable circumstances which have attended that great event.
Schools have been established in all parts of the
lountry, where tlie actual presence of the war has

Kevoliition,

not rendered it impossible and tlie thirst for knowledge and insti-uction formerly described as having
no existence, has proved to be quite universal.
The following extract from a Mexican newspaper,
is interesting, on more accounts than one :—
:

" ADVERTISEMENT.

" LANCASTERIAN SCHOOL.
" The managers have the satisfaction to inform
the subscribers of the said school, that the place appointed for its commencement is one of the halls of
the abolished (extinguida) Inquisition, which is
now under prepai*ation as a schoolroom. It is
therefore necessary that the
their childi'en, or those

commend,

to

whom

subscribers present

they think

Don Andres Gonzalo

fit

to re-

Millan, master

of the first class, (the dii-ector named by the patrons
of the school,) Avho lives in No. 2, Manrique Street,
in order that they may be duly classed, and informed of the day of meeting.
" The subscribers will send, in a similar view,
the children of poor people also, who wish to be admitted giving to each child a ticket to certify his
being entitled to admission. If, in eight days from
the publication of tliis notice, the full number of
childi'en have not been presented by the subscribers, tlie managers will fill up the vacancies at
;

iheir

own

discretion.

"Mexico, Wednesday,

the 20th March, 1822."
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As an important branch of the executive government, it may he mentioned, tliat the exactions in
the shape of taxes, tithes, and duties, were levied
witli a degree of seventy unknown in any country
except, perhaps, in Spain. The duties on the precious metals at tlie mouth of tlje mine, though latterly much reduced, by the impossibility of collecting the nominal amoimt, were, to the last hour
of Spanish authority, a gi'eat and fonnidable impe-

diment to industry. Tobacco, salt, gunpowder,
and quicksilver, were close royal monopolies, the
effect of which exclusion was not only to prevent
the people fi-om having an adequate supply of these
articles,

even at an immensely augmented

price,

but to deprive the government of a large revenue,
which they might have obtained- by a wiser system.
The horrible Alcavala, the most vexatious of
taxes, as it is levied ad injinitum upon eve^ transfer of goods, pressed heavily upon all classes. Nothing escaped the tithes, and every individual in
the country was compelled annually to purchase a
certain number of the Pope's bulls, under a penalty
man,
of forfeiting various important advantages.
for instance, who had not in his possession the
" Bula de Confession," could not receive absolu-

A

tion

on

his

death-bed

his property

was

;

his will

became

invalid,

and

confiscated.

Every stage of legal proceedings was in the most
deplorable state that can possibly be conceived.
The administration of justice, which, even in the
best-regulated government!=J, is so liable to delay
and individual hardship, had, in South America,
scarcely any existence whatever.
There were
forms enough, and writings enough, and long im-

—
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prisonmeiits without

number but
;

I

never yet met

a single individual, either Spaniard or American, in
any of those countries, who did not freely admit,
that substantial justice was in no case to be looked
for, even where the government had no interest in
the event. What chance any one had when his cause
involved a political question,

it is

needless to say.

Imprisonment, that bitter torture, was the grand
" Sir," said a man to me,
recipe for everything
who knew well, from long experience, what it was
to be engaged in a South American law-suit, " they
put you into prison, whatever the case be they
turn the key, and never think more of you."
At
the capture of Lima, the dungeons were found filled with prisoners long forgotten by tlie courts, and
against whom no charge was upon record.
The
folloAving extract from the Biblioteca Americana,
;

—

;

No. 3, (a periodical work recently published in
London,) puts this branch of the subject hi a strong
light

:

" In America, as well as in S]>ain, there were
collected together, in obscure, hmnid, and infected
dungeons, men and women, young and old, guilty
and innocent ; the hai'dened in crime, along with
those who had en-ed for the first time the patriot
and the mm-derer the simple debtor with the most
determined robber, all were confounded together.
The filth, the wretched fare, the naked ground,
the ii'ons, were all in South America the same, or
even worse than those of Spain. The Alcalde,
generally taken from the di*egs of the people, was
a kind of Sultan and his satellites, so many ba;

;

;

whose severe and capricious decrees the
unhappy prisoners were compelled to submit, withshas, to

out a}»peal.

It

is

impossible to paint in colours

"
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which all prisoners were subjected, or the inhumanity with which
they were treated by their keepers.
They were

sufficiently vivid the miseries to

stripped of everything, deprived of all motive to exoccasionally put to the torture^ to confess
imaginary crimes, and in all the prisons corporal
punishm-ent was allowed.
Such was the state of
the prisons all over South America during the dominion of the Spaniards.
Chilian writer, since
the Revolution, describes with gieat energy the
pernicious effects of this system in that coimtry.
ertion,

—

A

*

Among

us,'

he says,

*

a

man was imprisoned, not

that he might be improved, but that he might be
made to suffer, not that he should work, but that

—

—

he should leani idleness, not as a useful warning
to others, but to shock their feelings.
On visiting
a prison, we beheld several hundreds of men in
their countenances wirags, or entirely naked,
thered away, so that they were more like spectres
in chains than men they trembled at the presence
of the insolent alguazil, who struck and insulted
them. We examined the food of these miserable
wretches, worn to skeletons, and it proved such as
the lowest beggar in the streets would have rejected with disgust.'
In Lima, where the population was upwards of
seventy thousand, there were only two small prisons and the want of room aggravated the other
miseries of the captives beyond all conception.
But the most honible of all prisons was invented
in Lima during the viceroyalty of Abascal. " These
were subterranean dungeons, constructed in sucli
a manner that a man could not place himself in any

—

:

;

natural position whatever.

of despotism;

were

Many persons,

coniiiicd

in

ihese

victims

holes for
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and when

at length let out, it was only to
existence,^being rendereduseless
and helpless for the rest of their lives crippled,
and liable to acute pains and diseases, of an incurable nature."
The public gave the name of little

years

;

bewail their

own

;

places, and they were
allowed to exist in Lima fully a year after the Spanish Constitution had been proclaimed.
I was hi
Lima at the time they were abolished, by a public
decree, dated the 19th of December, 182L San
Martin, on the 15th of October, 1821, visited the

hells (infiemillos) to these

prisons of

Lima

in person,

accompanied by the

who furnished a
of all the prisoners, with an account of the
crimes alleged agamst them. He listened patiently to what each prisoner had to say, and at once
ordered a gi-eat number to be liberated, who had

judges and other public

officers,

list

been wantonly placed there, without any sufficient
charge,
directed proper provisions in future to be
supplied to those who remained,
and appointed a
commission, who were ordered to hear and determine the whole of the cases within the space of
twenty days, though many of them had been
standing for several years.
The most admirable
regulations were afterwards established respecting
the prisons of Lima.

—

—
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CHAPTER XXII

—

COMMERCIAL SYSTEM ORDINANCE AGAINST THE
HOSPITABLE RECEPTION OF STRANGERS COAST
BLOCKADE CONTRABAND LAWS INFLUENCE OF
THE CATHOLIC RELIGION BENEFITS CONFERRED
UPON THE NEW WORLD BY THE SPANIARDS.

The commercial system was in strict character
with all the rest of this extraordinary mass of misgovernment. Tlie old principle, that the colonies
existed only for the benefit of the mother country,
was acted up

to completely.

The

sole objects

thought of were to gatlier wealth into the hands of
Spaniards, by abstracting the riches of South Ame-

and to take care that the Americans neither
supplied themselves with any article which Spain
could possibly produce, nor obtained these supplies
from any but Spaniards. No South American
could o^Ti a sliip, nor could a cargo be consigned
no foreigner was allowed to reside in the
to him
country, unless born in Spain and no capital, not
Spanish, was permitted in any shape to be emrica

;

;

;

ployed in the colonies. Orders were given, that
no foreign vessel, on any pretence wliatever, should
touch at a South American port. Even ships in
distress were not to be received with common hospitality, but were ordered to be seized as prizes,
and the crews imprisoned.

;

2b[)
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capture of Lima has put the Patriots in
possession of many curious state papers, some of

which have been published, reflecting much light
on the details of the colonial system. Amongst
these is a curious extract from the report of the
proceedings of Don Teodoro de Croix, Viceroy
of Peru and Chili, between the years 1784< and
1790, drawn up by himself for the use of his successors.
He gives at great length, and with as
much importance as if the whole Spanish colonies
depended upon it, an account of an American ship
from Boston, having touched at the Island of Juan
Fernandez, in distress. She had lost, it appears,
one of her masts, sprung her mdder, and had mn
short of water and fire-wood. The Viceroy states,
that the governor of the island sent off to the vessel, and, on discovering her to be in great distress,
and that she had no cargo on board, after some hesitation as to what was the proper line of conduct
on such an occasion, decided to act hospitably
(se habia decidido por la hospitalidad ;) and having
allowed her to repair her damages, and to take in
wood and water, permitted her to sail. " In my
answer to the governor," adds the Viceroy, " I
expressed my displeasure for the bad service which
lie had rendered to the King, in allomng the strange

ship to leave the port, instead of taking possession both of her and the crew,

and giving an ac-

count of his having done so to his immediate superior, the President of Chili, whose orders he
ought to have waited for. I expressed my surprise
that the governor of an island should not know
that every strange vessel which anchored in these
seas, without a licence from our court, ought to be
treated as an enemy, even though the nation to
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which she belonged should be an ally of Spain.
This is in conformity to the Royal Ordinance of
the 25th of November 1692. And I gave orders,
if the sliip should appear again, she should immediately be seized, and the crevv^ imprisoned. I
also wrote to tiie Viceroy of New Spain, to give
liim an account of this transaction, and to recommend him to look out for the ship in question.
Finally, I desired a complete statement of the whole
affair to be transmitted to his Majesty."
The President of Chili, it seems, WTOte to the
Viceroy to justify the governor of the island for
what he bad done, on the ground of an existing
treaty between the two countries, by which the

that

were bound to give succoui's to vessels
Royal Ordinance in the
The Vicelaws of the Indies to the same effect.
Spaniai'ds

in distress, together with a

roy, however, tnie to the spirit of the commercial
regulations, replies to the President's representa-

by again calling his attention to the above
Ordinance, and reprimanding him and the Audiencia, for not having wit enough to see that the
treaty and the article alluded to in the laws of the
Indies were meant to apply solely to his Catholic
Majesty's dominions, ports, and coasts, north of

tion,

in which regions alone foreign
;
powers had any territories and " not at all to the
coasts of the South Sea, where they neither have,
nor ought to have, (ui tienen ni deben tener,) any

the Americas

;

requiring their ships to double Cape
Straits of Magellan
Mane." The Viceroy further reports, that

territories

Horn, or to pass through the
or

Le

Boston ship induced him to send,
due circumspection, (con la reserva conveniente,) repeated cautions, and orders to the in-

this affau- of the

with

all
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and other officers along the whole coast
of Peni, " not to allow any foreign vessel whatever to anclior and that, should any one enter the
tendaiits

;

port, the local

authorities

were sagaciously and

carefully to use every artifice to take possession of

her and of the crew.
And,'' he adds, " lest the
strangers should demand supplies, and threaten to
use force, the cattle and other articles in the neighbouiing farms, which might afford relief to them,
are to be earned off to the interior upon these oc-

He also desires that sentinels and lookbe placed on all tl»e hills overlooking the
coasts, in order that immediate information may be
" I had again ocgiven of any vessel appearing.
casions."

out

men

casion to repeat these cautious," says the Viceroy,
" in consequence of having received intelligence
from a Spanish vessel, lately ariived at Callao, that

an English ship had been seen in lat. 50° south,
giving herself out to be in search of whales."
Had Spain been engaged in the hottest war
with America and England, measures more hostile
could not have been taken. And it gives not a
bad picture of the feverish jealousy with which
the colonies were guarded, when we see the single
arrival of a dismasted American ship, producing a
commotion along the whole coast of New Spain,
Peru, and Chili and when the accidental rencontre of a Spanish ship with an English whaler, at
the distance of thirty-eight degrees of latitude, is
considered sufficient cause of alarm by the Viceroy of Peru, to induce him to send orders to the
authorities on the coast from Guayaquil to Iquique, to redouble their vigilance in watching for
;

strangers.

This curious and characteristic example, though

|

,|
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be not one which shows the immediate interfo
rence of the government with the happiness of the
Americans, discloses the real extent of tliat jealous and cniel system, upon which the Spaniards
proceeded in all that related to the wants of the
colonists, for whom they never, for a single instant,
seem to have had the slightest consideration.
The sole purpose for which the Americans existed, was held to be that of collecting together
the precious metals for the Spaniards
and if the
wild horses and cattle, which overrun tlie country,
could have been trained to perfoiTn this office, the
inhabitants might have been altogether dispensed
with, and the colonial system would then have
been perfiect. Unfortunately, however, for that system, the South Americans, notwithstanding tlie
net-work of chains by v/hich they were enveloped,
had still some sparks of humanity left, and, in spite
of all theu' degradation, longed earnestly for the
enjoyments suitable to their nature ; and finding
that the Spaniards neither could nor would furnish
them with an adequate supply, they invited the
it

;

assistance of other nations.

To

nations were not slow to listen

;

this call the other

and, in process of

tlie most extraordinary systems of organized smuggling wliich tlie
world ever saw. This was known under the name
of the contraband or forced trade, and was carried
on in armed vessels, well manned, and prepared to
fight their way to the coast, and to resist, as they
often did with effect, the gnarda rostas, or coast

time, there

was

established one of

This singular system of warl)y the Dutch, Portuguese, French, Enghsh, and latterly by the North
Americans. In this wny, goods to an invmcuse vaC>
V
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blockades of Spain.
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commerce was conducted
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lue were distributed over South America, and although the prices were necessarily high, and the
supply precarious, that taste for the comforts and

European invention was first encouraged, which afterwards operated so powerfully in
giving a steady and intelligible motive to the ef-

j

,

'

luxuries of

!

]

with the
mother-country. Along with the goods which the
contraband trade forced into the colonies, no small
portion of knowledge found entrance, in spite of J
the increased exertions of the Inquisition, and
church influence, aided by the redoubled vigilance
of government, who enforced every penalty with
the utmost rigour. Many foreigners, too, by means
of bribes and other arts, succeeded in getting into
the country, so that the progi-ess of intelligence
was gi-adually encouraged, to the utter despair of
the Spaniards, who knew no other method of governing the colonies but that of mere bmte force,
unsupported by the least shadow of opinion, or of
forts of the Patriots, in their struggles

good-will.

How long it might have been before this slow
importation of knowledge, and tliis confined degree
of intercourse with foreigners, if unaided by other
causes, would have stimulated the Americans to
assert their birth-right, it is very difficult to say.
Unforeseen circumstances, however, brought about
that revolution, in some parts of the country perhaps premature, which has recently broken their
chains, and enabled them, by a display of energy
altogether unlooked for, even by themselves, to
give the lie to those cruel aspersions cast on their
national character by their former ruFers.
The operation of unrestricted trade is certainly
the most conspicuous and striking result that has
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followed upon the new order of things.
But the
action of a ti'ee press, or of a press comparatively
free, is not much less remarkable.
It displays itself chiefly in the form of newspapers, which start
up in every comer where the ancient authority has
been removed. These papers treat not only of the
news, and of the political discussions of the day,
but their columns are often filled with translations
from French and English works, heretofore rigorously prohibited.
vast number of pamphlets also
are scattered over the coimtry many of which, it
is tme, consist of local and transitory topics
but
there are many others which contribute essentially,
by means of original essays, as well as translations
fi-om foreign works of acknowledged excellence, to
enlighten the minds of the people.
Occasional
abuses of this liberty have occurred ; but, upon the
whole, it is truly suq^risiRg to see how discreetly
this formidable weapon has been handled by persons quite untrained to its use.

A

;

;

It

was

originally

at this place,

knowledge,

my

intention to have related,

some circumstances within

my own

illustrative of the effect wliich a per-

Roman

Catholic religion has had
and I Avas the more in-c^lined to
take this course, from a strong persuasion that
both the principles and the manners of the South
Americans have received their deepest stain from

version of the

upon the society

;

this source.

In preparing the materials, however, for this
exposition, the task proved at once revolting and
ungracious; and, after some hesitation, I deci-

ded to abandon it. I felt, indeed, unwilling to
incur the risk of shocking the feelings of many
who mav aeree with me in il'inkinLS lliaf it is

—
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scarcely ])ossiblo to treat such a subject in detail

and by

details alone can it be done effectually
without a painful and needless degi'ee of indelicacy. It is sufficient to mention, that, in the prac-

and
have been lost the minds of
those subjected to its perverted institutions, and
disgusting forms, have been debased beyond all
example and moral principles, also, and domestic
manners, have been, in consequence, scandalously
outraged in practice. Fortunately, however, the
real character aiad dispositions of the Americans,
are rational and docile
and there is every reason
to expect, in consequence of all that has resulted
from the Revolution, that the eyes of the great
mass of the population are now fully opened to a
due perception of these abuses, which not only limited their own social happiness, but, by degrading them in their own opinion, rendered the work

tice of the Catholic religion, all its dignity,

mucli of

—

its utility,

—

;

of oppression a task of compai'ative ease and certainty.

have said nothing of

treatment of the Infrom personal observation of their present state, compared with the
past. In. every instance, however, the new governments have abolished the oppressive poll-tax, and
all forced services. Decrees have been published in
all the new states, formally including the Indians
among the number of free citizens, and repealing
the laws by which they were rendered ineligible
to offices of trust, or to appear as witnesses in a
I

tlie

dians, because I cannot speak

court of justice.

Now
tle

that all classes of

where they

itself

men

are allowed to set-

please, the population will spread

over the country and rapidly increase

;

and
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the Indians will soon find it theii* interest to connect themselves with the settlers, and friendly alliances will be formed, greatly to the advantage of
all parties. The new motives, indeed, to industry,
and to improvement of every kind in South America, ai"e innumerable ; and the intellectual expansion which, according to every principle of human
nature, may now be expected to take place, when

the weight of tyi-annical authority

is

entirely re-

moved, baffles all calculation it must, however,
be prodigious and perhaps the present military
excitement, and the exclusive occupation with
which it furnishes every class, may not be so great
a misfortune as it is sometimes supposed. It may
contribute eventually to the more tranquil establishment of the country, by giving the inhabitants
time to reflect and act deliberately, instead of rushing at once and unprepai'ed, ft-om a state of sla:

—

very, into the full exercise of civil liberty.

Notwithstanding, however, all the faults which
have been enumerated in the colonial administration of South America, it cannot be denied that
great or lasting benefits have been confeiTed upon
that country by its European masters.
At the period of the conquest, the whole population were in a state of compaiative barbarism.
Their knowledge was confined to a few rude notheir forms of government
tions of agriculture
were inartificial, despotic, and cumbersome they
were acquainted with none of the arts or sciences ;
;

;

were possessed of no literature in their habits
and customs, indeed, they were little better than
ravages and their religion, if so it can be called,
;

;

y2
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was a blind

idolatry, rendered

still

more

revolting

the practice of human sacrifices.
Christianity has long since happily annihilated
the worst of these evils for although there remain
a few tribes of Indians yet unconverted, the cruel
rites alluded to have no longer any existence.
])y

;

Along with the knowledge and the industry which
the Europeans brought with them, there was introduced a more refined system of manners, and

Under the influence of establishperhaps, by the general use of an
elegant and copious language, and an increasing
intercourse with the rest of the world, the states
of South America were gradually elevated to the
rank of civilized nations. Higlier motives to action, consequent upon improved tastes, naturally
gave bu-tk tc those ai'ts and luxuries of life which
ministered to the new wants of the successive generations of settlers, who thus silently but steadily
advanced the country to its present condition.
Lai'ge and beautiful cities have been built ; and
sea-ports, guarded by strong fortresses, coustnicted along the coasts roads of communication have
united the different provinces, and rendered even
the ridges of the Andes passable ; while mines of
gold and silver have long poured their treasures
over the whole world. Along with the improvements in agriculture came the rich productions of
other lands, such as wheat and barley, the vine
and the olive, the importance of which to the gi'ate
ful soi'l of a new country has been so well illustrated by the divine honours paid in early times to
of moral habits.

ed

lav/s, aided,

;

those^ersons by whom they were originally introduced into Europe.
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In addition to tliese gifts, to wliicli South America ovv'es her plentiful harvests, the conquerors
brought over the horse, the cow, the mnle, tlie
sheep, the hog
all of which, though formerly
unkno^vn, now abound beyond all example elsewhere.
The ciA^il institutions of the country, too, with
all their defects, are infinitely superior to the rude
establishments of the aboriginal inhabitants. And
it may therefore be said, wdth
stnct historical
truth, that for all those advantages by \\'hic]i civilization is distinguished from barbarism,
Chiistianity from Paganism,
knowledge, in short, from
ignorance this vast portion of the globe must for
ever stand indebted to the Spaniards.

—

—

—

—
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CHAPTER

XXIII.

CHILI.
ANXIETY FOR THE FATE OF FISH, A SEAMAN OF
THE CONWAY CRUISE TO THE SOUTH COAST OF
CHILI, TO INQUIRE INTO THE PROCEEDINGS OF
BENAVIDES, THE PIRATE HISTORY OF BENAVIDES HIS CONDEMNATION AND RECOVERY AFTER
HAVING BEEN SUPPOSED SHOT— DECLARED CHIEF
OF THE ARAUCANIANS HIS PIRACIES AGAINST
ENGLISH AND NORTH AMERICANS PROJECT FOR
CONQUERING CHILI EQUIPMENT OF HIS ARMY
AND FLEET ENERGETIC CHARACTER OF THIS

—

RUFFIAN.

We

reached Valparaiso on tlie 28th of August,
1821, after a pleasant passage of eighteen days
had carried the trade-wind as far
from Lima.
as latitude 251** south, and reached the island of

We

Juan Fernandez

in thirteen days.

It

was a

gi'eat

on board that the weather prevented our landing at this island, which has
mortification to every one

a classical place in nautical story, as the reputed
scene of Robinson Crusoe's adventures.
It was now the winter season of Chili, and most
disagreeably contrasted with the beautiful weather
of December and January. Comparatively speak-
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wore Kovoivly Mi, and we
were glad to find fires in most of the houses, although tlie thermometer was never below 52°, and
seldom below 60°. Some inconvenience arose,
however, from tlie sudden manner in which the
northerly gales sprung up
for the anchorage of
Valpaiaiso was completely exposed in that direction, and all communication with the shore prevented on those occasions.
One evening I landed after sun-set, and the Aveather being fine, told the coxswain to keep the boat
ready for me, as I intended returning on board.
The crew, with the exception of the usual boatkeeper, were allowed to walk about on the beach till
I should return. Nothing could be more serene or
of finer promise than the evening, and I thought no
ing, tlie gales aiulrain.s

;

more of the boat till two hours afterwards, when I
was startled by observing that the v>'ind had risen
into a gale.

I hastened to the landing-place to

what had been done with the boat and on
the way met the coxswain, who said the gale had
come on so suddenly he had not been able to cross
the surf, but he had hailed Fish, the boat-keeper,
and desired him to make fast to the CustomhouseBy tliis time it was so
barge, lying off at anchor.
dark we could see nothing, and the breeze having

leara

;

greatly increased, a mountainous swell rolled into
the bay, which broke with a deafening clamour
along the shore. It was now quite impossible to
do anything for the poor fellow, and I bitterly reproached myself for having so heedlessly exposed
I lay awake all night, and as
to such danger.
window, which looked to the sea, was directly
over the shore, I started up a dozen times fancying
I heard the sound of his voice calling for help

him

my

;
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amongst tlie waves.
Towards morning I fell
asleep, and dreamed that the Conway and all on
board had gone to the bottom. From this unpleasant situation I was awakened by the coxswain,
to my bed-side, all dripping with seawater, and his hair standing on end, to tell me that
the boat had been found high and dry on the beach,
far from the spot where she had been moored, but
that there was no trace of the unfortunate boatkeeper. I ran breathless to the spot the painter, or

who came

;

rope which

had been chafed through
the oars and rudders were gone, and the general opinion was that the boat had been upset, and
the poor lad swallowed up in the surge.
The
gale was still so high as to prevent all communication with the ship, and I therefore sent the
remaining hands in different directions, and went
myself in a state of painful anxiety to trace the
ties the boat,

shore, fearing every instant to discover the drowTi-

ed man.

I shall not attempt to describe the hor-

which I saw four or five people, at some
distance, bearing along something which looked
like a dead body. I could neither move nor speak,
and the coxswain who was with me, stood nearly

ror with

much

can I tell the delight I
bm-then to be merely the
black root of a tree torn by the waves from some
bank, and drifted to the beach by the storm.
After coasting all round the bay we retm-ned in
great despair to the boat, and upon examining her
more closely I discovered, lying within her, a small
liom used for baling the water out. It instantly
occurred to me that if she had actually been upset,
this horn could not possibly have remained where
if was, and therefore Fish, I thought, might yet
as

felt

aghast.

Still less

on discovering

this
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Had

the horn been filled with diamonds,
it could not have been more precious to me, and I
clung to the hope it afforded all this ^Tetched day,
safe.

the most unhappy of my life.
I searched every
public house and lodging, and offered rewards to
the people, who dispersed themselves in all du-ections in search of the shipwrecked seaman, but he
was nowhere to be found.

The second
of Fish.

my way
thoughts

I

night closed in and

went

into

still no accounts
company, and even found

to a ball-room, in hopes to distract

but at every fall of the
I heai'd a ciy in the smf, and
where I was, repeatedly imagined
ing his way towards me amongst
;

my

music

I

quite

forgetting

I

thought

saw him push-

the crowd.

My

was augmented by the recollection of having spoken somewhat sharply to the poor fellow
two days before, in consequence of an excursion he
had made to a pot-house without leave. Before
distress

morning, the state of anxiety and doubt in which I
was kept, had wrought me into a high fever, and I
was pacing the floor opposite the window which
overlooked the sea, and watching for the first peep
of day to renew my search, when the door was burst
open, and the coxswain rushed in to tell that Fish
was safe and sound on board the Conway, where
he had been upwards of thirty hours, little thinking
of the sensation he was exciting.
It appeared, that shortly after he had obeyed the
coxswain's orders, and tied his boat to the Customhouse barge, the pinnace of a merchant-vessel had
been overset by the smf close to him, and he ha<l

succeeded in rescuing the men, who afterwards
agreed with him that their situation was not one
They therein which to weather such a night.
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and pulled to a brig
Everything was then removed that
to be washed aAvay, except my treasuie

tore took stoutly to tlieir oars,

not far

off.

v/as liable

of a horn.
By some accident the rope was chafed
through, and the boat drifted on the beach.
During a casual lull a launch belonging to one of the

had called and taken Fish from the brig to
Conway, where it seems never to have struck
any one what our anxiety must be on shore, and no
effort was made to communicate what had passed
till the gale was entirely gone.
ships

the

On

the 1st of October we sailed from Valparaiso
Conception, the frontier town on the coast, at
the distance of two hundi'ed and twenty miles to
the southward.
Our object was to learn the fate
of certain American and English seamen lately
made prisoners by a piratical chief of the name of
Benavides, whose head-quarters were at Arauco,
the capital of an un conquered Indian district of the
for

same name.

It is situated on the coast opposite the
Island of St Mary's, one of the stations to which

American and English ships repair to catch seals,
and recruit their stock of wood and water. Benavides had, in the first instance, succeeded in entrapping the American whaling-ship Hero, which
lie sui*prised in the night-time
and, with the boats
and arms of his prize, had contrived to c^^pture two
other American vessels, the Ocean and Herselia,
and finally, the English whale-sliip. Perseverance.
Tlie history of Benavides is curious. He was a
native of Conception, and served, for some time, in
the Chilian army, from which he deserted to the
lloyalists, but was retaken at the battle of Ma^-po
in 1818. He was of a most fercciou.^ character, and
iii additi(/n to the crime of desertion had commit;

;
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ted many murders ; he was therefore most justly
sentenced to death, along with his brother and other
delinquents.
Accordingly, the whole party were
brought forth in the Plaza of Santiago and shot
but Benavides, though terribly wounded, was not
killed, and had sufficient fortitude to feig-n himself

The bodies being dragged off, were left
without burial to be destroyed by the Galliuazos,
The sergeant who superina species of vultm-e.
tended this last part of the ceremony was personally inimical to Benavides, on account of his having
dead.

murdered some of his relations an(i to gratify his
revenge, drew his sword, and, while they were
dragging the body of Lis foe to the pile, gave it a
The resolute Benasevere gash across the neck.
vides bore this also, without flinching, and lay like
a dead man amongst the others, until it became
he then contrived to extricate himself from
dai"k
the lieap, and in a most miserable plight crawled to
;

;

a neighboiuing cottage, the generous iijhabitants of
which received and attended him with the greatest
care.

General San Martin, who was at that time planning the expedition to Peni, and was looking about
for able and enterprizing individuals, heard of Benavides being still alive and knowing his talents
and courage, considered him a fit person to serve
;

some of his desperate pui-poses in those trying
times, when, to gain the gi'eat objects in view,
there was little scrupulousness about the moral character of the instruments.

The bold

ruffian himself

actually gave information of his being alive, and
invited San Martin to hold a secret conference
at midnight, in the centre of

Santiago.
vor..

II.

The

tlie

a])pointed signal
/

great

was

scpiart-;

of

to btrike fire

;;
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;
a mark sufficiently
conspicuous for the purpose of distinction, yet of a
nature calculated to excite no suspicion. San Martin accordingly, alone and provided with a hrace
of pistols, went to the spot, where he encountered
Benavides, similarly armed. After a long conference with the desperado, whom he finally engaged
in his service, he settled that Benavides should, for
the present, serve in the Chilian army, employed
but
against the Araucanian Indians in the south
should be ready to join the army in Peru when the
expedition sailed. This was, perhaps, ill judged
for Benavides soon quan-elled with the Chilian General, and once more changed sides, offering his
services to the Indians, who were delighted to obIn a
tain so brave and unrelenting an associate.
short time, his experience and congenial ferocity
gave him so great an ascendancy amongst this warlike
race, that he was elected Commander-in-chief. He
soon collected a respectable force, and laid waste
the whole of the Chilian frontier, lying along the

fi-om their flints thiee times

;

bank of the gi-eat river Biobio, to the infinite
annoyance of the Chilians, who could ill afford
right

troops, at that moment, to repel these inroads;
nearly the whole resources of the country being
required to fit out the expedition against Peru.
Benavides, taking advantage of this favourable moment, augmented his authority amongst the Araucanians by many successful incursions into Chili
till, at length, fancying himself a mighty monarch,
he thought it becoming his dignity to have a fleet
as well as an army. Accordingly, with the help of
his bold associates,

The

first

of these

which he surprised

he captm-ed several vessels.
ship Hero,

was the American

in the night, as she lay at an-
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His noxt prize was t!ie Herselia, ail American brig-, wliich had sailed on a sealing-voyage to New South Shetland
and, after
touching there, had come on to the Island of St
Mary's, where she anchored in a small bay exactly
opposite to the town of Arauco, the well-known
scene of many desperate contests between the Old
Spaniards and the unconquered Indians of that terchor off the coast.

;

ritory.

WTiile the imconscious crew were proceeding,
as usual, to catch seals on this island, lying about
three leagues from the main land of Arauco, an
armed body of men mshed from the woods, and,

overpowering them, tied their hands behind their
left them under a guard on the beach.
The pirates now took the Herselia's boats, and,
going on board, sui-prised the captain and four of
his crew, who had remained in charge of the brig
and, ha\Tng brouglit off the prisoners from the
beach, threw them into the hold, and closed the
hatches.
They next tripped the vessel's anchor,
and, sailing over in triumph to, Arauco, were received by Benavides with a salute of musketry,
fired under the Spanish flag, which it was their
chief's pleasure to hoist on that day. In the course
of the night, Benavides ordered the captain and his
crew to be removed to a house on shore, at some distance from the town then, taking them out one by
one, he stripped and pillaged thom of all they possessed, threatening them the whole time with (h-awn
Bwords and loaded muskets. In the morning, he
paid the prisoners a visit and, having ordered them
backs, and

;

;

;

to the capital, called together the principal peoph;
of the town, and desired each to select one as a
The captain and four others not ha})peuservant.

2G8
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\n^ to please tlie fancy of any oiio, Benavide«, after
Kaying he would liimself take charge of the captain,
gave directions, on pain of instant death, that some
persons should hold themselves responsihle for the
other prisoners. Some days after this they were
called together, and required to serve as soldiers
in the pirate's army ; an order to which they con-

sented without hesitation, well knowing, by what
they had already seen, that the consequences of
refusal would be fatal.
About a month afterwards, Benavides manned
the Ilerselia brig, partly with his own people, and
partly with her original crew, and despatched her
on a mission to the Island of Chiloe, to solicit assistance from the Spanish authorities there.
The
brig was placed under the command of the mate,
who was given to imderstand, that, if he betrayed
his trust, the captain

would be put

and

his other

countrymen

This warning had its effect the brig went and returned as desired bringing back a twenty-four-pound gun, four six-pounders, and two light field-pieces, with a quantity of
ammunition besides eleven Spanish officers, and
twenty soldiers together with the most complimentary and encouraging letters from the Governor of Chiloe, who, as a good and loyal Spaniard,
was well pleased to assist any one who would harass the Patriots, without thinking it his business
to inquire very strictly into the character or pracShortly afterwards, the English
tices of his ally.
whale-ship Perseverance was captured by Benavides
and in July, the American brig Ocean, having on board several thousand stand of arms, also
fell into his hands.
The Ocean was bound, it was
j?aid, from Rio de Janeiro to Lima, but, running
to death.

:

;

;

;

;
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short of water and fuel, had put into tlie Island of
St Maiy's, where she was surprised and taken during the night. This great accession of ships, arms,
fairly turned the pirate's head and fi'om

and men,

;

that time, he seriously contemplated the idea of
organizing a regulai' army, with which he was to
inarch against Santiago ; while his fleet was to take

Valparaiso and thus Chili was to be reconquered
without loss of time. He was thwarted a good deal,
however, in the outset, by the difficulty of making
one of the hardest tasks in the
the sailors useful
world being that of converting Jack into a soldier.
The severity of his discipliue, however, struck such
teiTor into the seamen's minds, that he not only
made them handle a musket, and submit to the
drilling and dressing, practices utterly repugnant to
their habits, but, for a time, entirely stopped desertion. To encourage the rest, he put the captain of
the Perseverance to death for havmg attempted to
and some time aftei'wards, having caught
escape
one of the seamen who had deserted, he inhumanly
ordered the poor fellow to be cut to pieces, and
exhibited the mangled body, as a warning to the
;

;

;

others.

Beuavides, though unquestionably a ferocious
was nevertheless a man of resource, full of activity, and of
considerable energy of character. He converted the
whale-spears and harpoons into lances for his cavalry, and halberts for his sergeants
out of tlie
ship's sails he made trowsers for half his army the
savage, and a thorough-bred bucaneer,

;

;

carpenters he set to building baggage-carts, and
repairing his boats ; the armourers he kept per|>etuallv at

work, mending muskets, and making

z2
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managing, in this way, to turn the particular skill of every one of his prisoners to some useful account. He treated the officers, too, not unkindly, allowed them to live in his own house, and
was very anxious, on all occasions, to have their
advice respecting the equipment of his troops. Upon
one occasion, when walking with the captain of
the Herselia, he remarked, that his army was now
almost complete in every respect, except in one esand it>ut him, he said, to the
sential particular
very soul, to think of such a deficiency. He had no
trumpets for the cavalry : and added, that it was
utterly impossible to make his fellows believe themselves dragoons, unless they heard a good blast in
their ears a't every turn : neither men nor horses,
he said, would ever do their duty properly, if not
in short,
roused to it by the sound of a trumpet
some device, he declared, must be hit upon, to supply this desideratum. The captain, wilUng to ingratiate himself with the pirate, after a little reflection, suggested to him, that trumpets might easily
be made out of the copper sheets nailed on the bottoms of the ships he had taken. " Very true," cried
the delighted chief " how came I not to think of
pikes

;

;

;

;

that before ?" Instantly all hands were employed
in ripping off the copper ; and the ai'mourers being
set to work under his personal superintendence,
the whole camp, before night, resounded with the
warlike blasts of the cavaliy.
It is difficult to conceive how this adventurer
could have expected his forced auxiliaries, the
Americans and English, to be of much use to him
in action
for he never tmsted them even on a
;

march without a guard of horsemen, whose orders
weie to spear any one who attempted to escape
:
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way he

afterwards earned them many a
weary league over the countr}\
The captain of the ship, who had given Iiira the
brilHant idea of the copper tnimpets, had, by these
means, so far won upon his good-will and confidence, as to be allowed a considerable range to
walk in. He, of course, was always looking out
for some plan of escape ; and at length an opportunity occuning, he, with the mate of the Ocean,
and nine of his own crew, seized two whale-boats,
imprudently left on the banks of the river, and
rowed off. Before quitting the shore, they took
the precaution of staving all the other boats, to
prevent pursuit, and, accordingly, though their
escape was immediately discovered, they succeeded in getting so much the start of the people whom
Benavides sent after them, that they reached St
Mary's Island in safety. Here they caught several
seals, upon which they subsisted very miserably
till they readied Valparaiso.
It was in consequence of the report of Benavides's proceedings made to Sir Thomas Hardy,
the Commander-in-chief, by these persons, that
he deemed it proper to send a ship, to rescue, if
possible, the remaining unfortunate captives at
Arauco. I was ordered on this service and the
senior officer of the squadron of the United States
in this

;

having no ship to spare at that moment, I was directed to use equal exertions to liberate the seamen of that nation. The captain and mate of th«
Herselia,

who had

recently escaped, oftered

me

and I was much indebted
to them for their zeal and local knowledge.
It ought to have been mentioned before, that
Benavides sometimes, when it suited his purpose,

their services as pilots,
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affected to call himself a Spanish officer, and often
hoisted a Spanish flag ; though, in general, he cairied coloui's of his own invention, as chief of the

Araucanian nation, and declared himself totally independent of Spain. The circumstance of his sometimes calling himself a Spaniard, together with his
having received assistance from Chiloe, made it
rather delicate ground for neutrals to tread. I was,
therefore, instructed to avoid any measures likely
to embroil us with the contending parties ; but to
recover the seamen, if possible, without offending
either Spaniards or Chilians.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

—

Bx\Y OF CONCEPTIOX
TALCUHUAVA EESOLATIOX CAUSED BY THE WAR RIVER BIOBIO BlLAPIUATED STATE OF THE TOWN OF CONCEPTION
PENCO STRATA OF COAL TORNE CHARACTER OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE SOUTHERN
PARTS OF CHILI.

THE

As the wind, at tliis season of the year, blows
almost constantly from the southward, the passag«
from Valparaiso to Conception was very tedious ;
for, though the distance was little more than two
hundred miles, it occupied us seven days before
we came in sight of the high lands over the town.
As we approached the shore we were cheered with
the appearance of hills wooded from top to bottom, a sight to which we had long been strangers.
The Bay of Conception is a large square inlet,
open on the north, while the south and the west
sides are formed by a high promontoiy jutting out
from the main land, and bending into the shape of
an elbow each side being three or four leagues
long. Talcuhuana, a miserable towoi, with a dilapidated fort, is tlie sea-port of Conception, and occupies the south-western angle of the square. The
present city lies a league further inland, about five
or six miles distant from Talcuhuana.
found in the harbour a ship from Lima, full
unhappy people who had
of Chilian Royalists
;

We

:

;
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when

their country had been
rendered independent by tlie arms of 8an Martin.
Being followed to Lima, by their evil genius, they
einigratecl to Peru,

had resolved to return to their native place and
throw themselves on the mercy of their successful
countrymen the Patriots of Chili. These poor peo;

ple, strangers in their

own

land,

now

found their

possessions in the hands of others, and scarcely
knew whither to bend their steps.
I landed with one of the midshipmen, intending

and on the beach met the
captain of the ship which had brought the passento ride to Conception,
gers.

I

had known him in Lima a most staunch

Royalist, and

was amused

to find

him here

trans-

formed into just as staunch a Patriot. The truth
that he, like

many

others

we met

\vith,

whose

is,

sole

object was gain, cared very little for either side
and though he had the art to seem thoroughly in

earnest in his politics, never thought seriously of
anything but of his freight. He introduced us to

the Governor of Talcuhuana, who received us with
a stateliness of manner, worthy of the insignificance of his situation and when we spoke to him
about horses, said very pompously, he would most
gladly use his influence to get us mounted. In the
meantime, we strolled over the town and decayed
fortifications, lately, we were told, in perfect repair but the rains are here so hai'd, that exposure
to a few wet seasons soon demolishes any work
not built of stone.
On returning to the Government-house, we found no horses, nor could w^e hear
any tidings of our obliging friend his Excellency
the Governor.
We therefore cast about for some
other assistance, and at last, tired of waiting, walked into a house, Avhere we observed a gentleman
;

;

;
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and some ladies sitting at work. We sat
do\\Ti and chatted for some time witli them, and
on communicating our distress, the wortliy master
of the house being pleased, as he said, with our
attention in visiting him, and gratified, perhaps, by
the attention we paid to his good lady, who was
neither young nor handsome, said he would lend
reading,

us his

own

horses, whispering mysteiiously in our

same time, that the governor's offer was
merely " un chasco" a trick.
Talcuhuana is described in books as strongly
and it certainly is capable of being renfortified
dered very formidable but the works have been
allowed to go to decay, and all that now remains
is a ditch of no great width or depth. Over this is
thrown a drawbridge, which we crossed on horseback in fear and trembling, lest it should break
down. The sentinel who guarded it was a rough,
half-dressed, donkey boy, who staggered under the
weight of a musket, on the lock of which we read
the word tower.
ears at the

—

;

;

After passing the barrier, we rode over a swamp
length, along a hard, well-made road, which
brought us to some low grassy hills, from which
we had a fine view of the country. In the interior,
the mountains were clad in the richest verdure ;
with many extensive and beautiful openings, exposing to view banks of rich gi-ass and long vistas in
the forests, varied by masses of light and shade
the whole prospect bringing to our recollection
some of the most carefully managed park scenery
The scale, it is true, is here someof England.
what more extensive, although the resemblance is
of

some

equally striking
detail.

when the

landscape

is

examined

in
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These

reflections led us to question oui* guide

as to the causes of the deserted appearance of so
was an intelligent man,
magnificent a country.

He

and gave a melancholy account of the destructive
wars, of which this country had been the theatre
for some years past first, when the Chilians were
:

sti-uggling against the Spaniards for their liberty,

and lately, during the contest between the Chilians
and the Araucanian Indians, under the outlaw Benavides. Sometimes one party were masters of the
country, sometimes the other but to the poor in;

; since both armies
the cattle and the sheep, and not unfrequently the inhabitants themselves, burning their
dwellings, destroying their enclosures, and laying

habitants
di-ove

it

mattered

little Vv'liich

away

the whole country v/aste.
In the course of our ride we passed over many
leagues of land, once evidently covered with habitations, but

now

totally deserted,

and

all

tlie

cottages in mins. Rich pastures, and gi'eat tracts
of arable land, of the finest quality, were allowed
to i-un to weeds ; without a single individual to be
seen, or a cow, or a sheep, or, indeed, any living
The absence of peace and security had
thing.

thus in a few years reduced this fertile country to
a state of desolation, as complete, for all the purposes of life, as that of the desarts on the coast of

Peru.

When we came within half a league of the town
of Conception, we fii'st saw the great river Biobio,
at that place about two miles wide, and flowing
past in a majestic manner. From a neighbouring
height could be traced tlie windings of this grand
stream for many leagues up the country, till lost
Tlie town of
sidit of ainon;^st tlie nioimtains.
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wTen at a distance, partook, in

appearance, of the character of the times ; for the
churches were all in ruins, and the streets in such
decay, that we actually found oui'selves in tlie
its

suburbs before knowing that we had reached the
so complete had been thedestniction. Whole
quadras, which had been burnt do'ivn and reduced
to heaps of mbbish, were now so thickly overgrown with weeds and shi-ubs, that scarcely any
trace of theii* former character was distingiiishable.
The grass touched our feet as we rode along the

town

;

footpaths,

marking the places of the old carriage-

ways. Here and there parts of the town had escaped
the ravage, but these only served to make the siirstrange inrounding desolation more manifest.
congruity prevailed eveiyvvhere offices and courtyards v^-^ere seen, where the houses to which they
had belonged were completely gone and sometimes the houses remained, in rains indeed, but
everything about them swept away. Near the centre of the town, a magnificent sculptured gateway
Upon inquiry, we found
attracted our attention.
it had been the principal entrance to the Bisl-.op's
Palace, of which there was not a vestige left, although the gateway was in perfect preservation.
Many of the houses which did remain were uninhabited and such is the rapidity with which vegetation advances in this climate, that most of these
buildings were completely enveloped in a thick
mantle of shrubs, creepers, and wild-flowers, while
the streets were eveiywhere knee-deep in grass and
weeds.

A

:

;

;

The

Plaza, or great square, generally the resort
was as still as the grave. At cue

of a busy crowd,

end stood
VOL. 11.

tlie

remains

<if

2 a

tlie

cathedral, rapidly
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numbling

to duBt the whole of the vvestem aisle
had already fallen in, and the otlier parts, built of
l)rick, and formerly covered with polished cement,
stood bare, and nodding to their fall.
A solitaiy
peasant, -vn-apped in his poncho, stood at the comer
of the square, leaning against the only remaining
angle of the cathedral
and in a dark corner,
amongst the ruins of the fallen aisle, were seated
four or five women, round a fire, cooking their meat
by hanging it in the smoke over the embers.
In some of the smaller sti-eets there were many
more people for the town, though stripped of its
wealth and importance, was not altogether depopulated. The few remaining inhabitants had drawn
together for mutual support and consolation in these
sorrowful times.
The children were almost all
handsome, and had the appearance of belonging to
a fine race unlike their parents, they were unconscious of the evils by which their country had been
overwhelmed, and looked as happy and merry as
their elders were despondent and miserable.
The governor received us courteously, and gave
us all the information he possessed. Accounts, he
said, had been received of Benavides having crossed the river Biobio at a place called Monten^V,
twenty-five leagues above Conception.
He had
marched upon Chilian, a town about thirty leagues
and had with him thiroff, in a N.N.E. direction
teen hundi'ed followers, including the English and
considerAmerican seamen taken at Arauco.
able force, he told us, had recently marched from
Conception, and succeeded in getting between Benavides and the river Biobio there being also a
;

;

;

:

;

A

;

well-appointed force in Chilian, it was next to impossible, he thought, that the outlaw could now es-
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Benavides, it seemed, never gave quarter,
but the governor assured rne that, as the Chilians
did not retaliate, the seamen incurred no danger
on this account. I was anxious to engage some Indian messenger, to communicate either with the
pirate himself, or with his captives but the governor drew up at this, and expressed some surprise at
my thinking it either proper or possible to negotiate
with this desperate outlaw, who was, he said, little
better than a wild beast, and approachable only by
cape.

;

force.

As coiTect information respecting the further
proceedings of Benavides would probably reach the
local government in the course of a couple of days,
I determined to wait for the courier, and to employ
the interval in examining the Bay of Conception.
An officer was accordingly sent with boats, to survey and sound all the different anchorages, while
the ship proceeded to several small ports lying round
the bay.
The first of these was Penco, a town
built on the site of the old city of Conception, which
was swept away by a great wave, that accompanied
the earthquake of 1751. When the city was to be
rebuilt, a more inland situation was chosen, but as
it stands at present on low gi'ound, it is questionable whether an earthquake wave of any magnitude
might not still reach it. As we had heard of coal
being in this district, we engaged a guide to show
us where it was to be found, and had not walked a
mile into the country before we reached some excavations at the surface of the ground, from which
the coal is worked without any trouble. The seam
is thick and apparently extensive, and might, probably, with due care and
extent.

skill,

be wrought to any
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the course of onr

walk

to the coal-pits,

we

with an intelligent native, who offered himself as our guide, and interested us a good deal,
by his account of the past and present state of the
country.
He had been cattle-keeper, he said, to
a farmer, and, at one time, had charge of two hundred beasts but that his master had not one left,
and was now as poor as himself. The estate had
formerly produced many thousand fanegas of wheat,
which had served to maintain a considerable population " but," added he, " the fields are now grown
fell in

;

:

up with long
houses gone

;

all the enclosures, and all the
;
the cattle entirely driven off ; and the

grass

Who

inhabitants dispersed, no one knows where.
will rear cattle, or sow grain, if not sure of

Xiie

the harvest ? and so," added he, " it will
continue till these sad wars and incursions ai'e at
an end, and property be made secure for nobody

lierd, or

;

will remain, even in this fertile

and beautiful coun-

such times as the present." The correct
feehng which this rude peasant displayed for the
natm'al beauties of his native spot was very remarkable, for he was never tired of expatiating on the
pictui-esque graces of the landscape
and was per-,
petually calling om* attention, as we walked along,
try, in

;

to

some new and more pleasing aspect which the

scenery had assumed. He was so much delighted
with our admu-ation of his country, that he forgot,
in our praises of its beauty, the calamities under
wliich it was labouring
and having, probably,
rarely met with such sympathy before, he scarcely
knew how to thank us for our companionship.
The natives of the southern provinces of Chili
have always been described as a bold and hardy
race of men, although not so warlike as their
;
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neighbours, the Indians of Arauco, who, though
often conquered in single battles, were never completely subdued by the Spaniards.
Whenever a
judicious President happened to be at the head of
the government of Chili, a treaty was generally entered into between that state and the Araucanians ;
yet notwithstanding the acknoAvledged fact that
these alliances proved invariably advantageous to
both parties, the next governor would, in all pro

go to war considering it unworthy to remain on good terms with a set of savages. From
that moment, a miserable conflict was commenced
of inroads on one side, and hard fighting on the
other, equally mischievous to Chilians and Araucanians.
These wars generally began by the Spabability,

;

nish disciplined troops entering the Indian territory, and possessing themselves of the capital, Arauco, and other towns but, ere long, they were always
;

forced to retire before tlie bravery and numbers of
the Indians who, in their turn, entered and laid
;

frontier, drove off the cattle, and
dispersed the inhabitants, acting pretty much in the
style of our Borderers of old.
However spirited
and romantic such a state of things may sound in

waste the Chilian

it is very melancholy to witIndeed, while this poor peasant
was detailing to us the ruin and misery which had
befallen his country, from this profitless and barbarous system of warfare ; and when his naiTative
was confirmed by every circumstance around us,

poetical description,

ness in real

life.

we

felt somewhat ashamed of the lively and pleasing interest, with which we had recently listened
to an account of the very same transactions, at a
distance, and before we had witnessed the reality.

On

returning to the beacli,

2

A 2

wc were

assailed

by
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a imml)or of little girls, six or seven years of age,
each with a fowl in her hand, and all beseeching
These children were veiy pretty,
us to purchase.
and their cheeks, unlike the natives between the
their hair, resembling
tropics, chubby and rosy
that of their Spanish and Indian ancestors, was
long, glossy, and black, hanging over their brows,
till smoothed back by the hand, to disclose their
still blacker eyes. Wlien the little monkeys looked
up in our faces and smiled, so as to show their
beautiful white teeth and dimpled cheeks, there
was no resisting the appeal and we bought a boatload of poultry more than we had any use for.
laid in a supply of coals and fire-wood at
The coals, which were brought for us
this place.
to the beach, cost twelve shillings per ton everything included. The fire-wood cost about four shillings per cargo of three hundred and sixty billets,
;

;

We

and weighing 1300 lbs.
From Penco we sailed along the eastern side of
the bay till we reached Tome, a small simg cove
in the most picturesque situation imaginable, surrounded by rocks and magnificent trees, with a
little village at the upper comer, almost hid in the
foliage. A party landed at some distance from the
houses to walk along the beach
but Ave were
;

coon benighted, and our course being interrupted
by a creek, we were for some time reduced to a
considerable dilemma. At length the natives heard
us shouting to them for assistance, and came in
their canoes, to ferry us over to the village, where
a great crowd soon assembled to see the strangers,
and to ofter their timber for sale.
While our bargains about the logs of wood were
going on, we turned to look at the moon, nearly at

;
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tlie full,
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wliich }iad just risen above the trees, ac-

compauied by the planets Jupiter and Saturn
and we were adnm-mg tlie same scenery, now
brightly illuminated, which we had passed through
in the dark wlien one of the natives, somewhat to
our surprise, left his logs, and looking up, asked us
what we thought of it of course we answered, it
was most beautiful. " Si Senores," replied he, quite
dehghted, " Resplandeciente !" as if he were not
;

;

;

with the beauty of the
mention the circumstance, as afibrdiiig
another instance, among these rude people, of a
degree of taste and feeling for the beauties of nature, which we never met with in any other part
of South America.
After purchasing the timber, we bargained with
a wild-looking Indian, who had joined the gi'oup,
for a mule-load of wine, which he had brought in
skins for sale.
It was of good quality, though rather sweet, and cost about twopence halfpenny a
bottle cheap enough certainly, but exactly double
less struck than ourselves

sight.

I

;

We

the usual price, as we discovered afterwards.
also bought seven logs of wood, each twenty-one
leet long, and twelve inches square, for nine dollars

;

which is about five shillings each. The wood"
Ligny was as good as ash, and answered

called

We

well for building boats.
learned afterwards
that we had paid about one-fourth too much.
There was a great variety of squared timber for
sale, adapted to different pui-poses, but this, ^vliich
was the dearest, appeared to be much the best.
The district of Conception, as fai' as natural advantages go, is richer than most other pfu-ts of Chili
it possesses also a hardy and intelligent population,
a delightful climate, and a soil of the most fertile
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kind, capable of producing the finest wheat, vines,
it is covered with
olives, and the richest pasture
extensive forests of valuable timber, contains coal
:

in abundance, as well as freestone and lime, close
to the shore : besides being fimiished with excellent ports, and numberless small streams, it is in-

by a large river, navigable for upwards of
a hundred miles. Notwithstanding all these advantages, it has been almost entirely depopulated,and the whole country allowed to mn to waste. It
is to be hoped, however, that the spirit which animates the rest of this regenerated country will soon
lead to some new system of political measures,
either for the defence of this magnificent district

tersected

against the inroads of the Indians or, what would
be mfinitely better, for making peace with them, on
;

terms which would render it their interest to preserve a lasting and cordial friendship with their
neighbours.
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CHAPTER XXV.

—

—

DEFEAT OF BENAVIDES ISLAND OF MOCIIA ARAUCO THE CAPITAL, BURNED SACK OF THE CITY,
BY THE CHILIAN SOLDIERS PENELEO, CAPTAIN
OF A PARTY OF ARAUCANIAN MERCENARIES RETURN TO CONCEPTION VISIT TO THE INDIAN
QUARTERS INTERVIEW WITH PENELIO JIETURN
TO VALPARAISO CHILIAN GOVERNMENT GAZETTE RESPECTING BENAVIDES.

—
—

—

On the morning of the

12th of October, authenaccounts anived of Benavidcs having been defeated near Chilian, and his aimy dispersed, while
he himself had escaped across the frontier, accompanied only by a few followers. By the same opportunity, we were informed that the Chilian sloop
of war Chacabuco, without waiting for the troops
sent by land to co-operate with her, had made an
unsuccessful attack upon the Indian capital Arauco.
Having previously obtained information, that two
of the American seamen, captives with Benavidea,
had succeeded in escaping from his camp, and in
getting on board the Chacabuco, I immediately proceeded in quest of that vessel, being most desirous
of seeing these men, in order to learn the fate of
their companions. Without some such information,
it was obviously impossible to know where they
were, or how to assist them. I therefore made the
tic
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my way to the anchorage of

Arauco, but, to
no vessel of any kind was there,
and I proceeded on to the southward, having reason to think the Chacabuco had gone in that di-

best of

my

mortification,

rection.

After two days' search, I

fell

in with her

between the mainland and the island of
Mocha. This island is overrun by horses and pigs,
both of which are used as fresh stock by the whaleing and sealing sliips in the Pacific.
The two American seamen were immediately
sent to me, and it appeared from their statement,
that when Benavides mai'ched from Arauco a month
before, he had left Mr Moison, captain of the brig
Ocean, together with several American and Engat anchor

fit out the ship Perseverance ; but
the rest of the captives had been forced, at
the point of the bayonet, to accompany the army.
During the march, they had been so strictly guard-

lish

that

seamen, to
all

ed by a body of cavalry, that it was not until after
they had crossed the river Biobio, that an opportunity occm-red for these two men to effect their
escape, and, after suffering many hardships, to reach
This information decided me to reConception.
turn immediately to Arauco, for the pui-pose of
making an attempt to rescue Captain Moison and
the seamen, should they still be on the spot. I had
little hope of success, indeed, since hearing of the
Chacabuco's attack on the place ; for it seemed
probable, that, on that occasion, the prisoners would
be sent off to the interior.
On entering the bay, I had the mortification to
perceive, by vaiious symptoms, that we were too
;
for, on the bar of the river Toobool, which
passes near the town, one of the prizes was in
flames ; behind the high grounds forming the bar-

late
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column of smoke from another
Ijui-ning ship
and the touTi of Afauco itself was
also on fire. All this sliowed that an attack had
been made, and that the IntUans had fled since it
is their invariable practice to bum then- toT\Tis, and
everything they cannot carry with them, whenever
hour, rose a great
;

;

they are obliged to retreat. I anchored oif the flaming town late in the evening and, having communicated with the Chilian ships lying there, learned that the Araucanians, under one of Benavides's
officers, had been attacked on that morning, but
had speedily given way, and fled to the woods, af;

town and all the ships.
the morning of the 19th of October, I landed at Arauco, to make, if possible, some arrangement with the commander of the Chilian expedi-

ter setting fire to the

On

any of the prisoners effecting
and reaching his camp. We found the

tion, in the event of

their escape,

head-quarters established, in the centre of the capital, which had consisted of fifty-six houses, arranged in rows : nothmg now remained but a number of black square marks, except where a fewhouses had been more substantially built than the
Pail of the walls of Benavides's own house
rest.
were still standing, but the rafters and the doorposts were burning on the floor when we visited it.
On the walls we could see the names of some of
the captives who had been confined there, traced
with charcoal, or scratched with a knife. Captain
Sheffield of the Herselia, who had accompanied us
from Valparaiso, carried us through the town, where
he had been so long a prisoner, and over the smoking ashes of which he looked with malicious satisfaction. This diminutive capital was about three
hundred yaids square, enclosed by a wall twelve
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and guarded by towers at two of the angles, with one of its sides resting against a small
steep hill, about a Imndred and fifty feet in height.
Though insignificant in size, it is nevertheless a
classical city, and well loiown in Spanish song and
history. It was from this place that the celebrated
Valdivia made his last march, and it was afterwards
feet high,

the principal station of the great savage general,
Lautaro. Arauco was often taken and retaken by
the Spaniai'ds and Indians in old times ; and by a
curious anomaly in the history of this country, these

very Araucanians, who, for three centuries, have
been fighting desperately, and not unsuccessfully,
against the Spaniards in Chili ; now when the common enemy is driven cut, and liberty proclaimed,
take up arms under a renegade Spanish officer, and
fight against the liberated Chilians.

On

going to the top of the

hill,

we commanded

a viev/ of a country fully as rich in fine woods,
lawns, and rivers, as that near Conception
and
;

could not help lamenting, that the profuse gifts of
nature should be thus utterly wasted. The Chilian
camp presented a very curious scene the soldiers,
on entering the town, had found, in the half-burnt
:

store-houses, and in the cellars cut in the rocks,
various articles taken out of the prizes : some of
them were loaded with plates, dishes, and cooking
utensils others with books and charts. One man
had got hold of a broken quadrant, which puzzled
;

another was stirring up his fii-e
with a long whale harpoon and one poor fellow
came running up to us with a bundle of the Tract
Society's publications, whicli he had just found
but was greatly disappointed v/lien we declined

him exceedingly

;

;

;

becoming purchasers.
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returned on board, the commander of
the Chilian forces told me, that a party of Indian
auxiliaries under his orders had that morning taken
three Araucanian prisoners, two of whom they had
deliberately put to death, and had sold the thii-d to
liimself for four dollars.
expressed great hor-

Before

I

We

it was absolutely
out of his power to control these Indians, Avho made
it a condition of their service, that they should never be denied the privilege of cutting the throats
of their prisoners. Besides these three prisoners, it
appeared that there had been a fourth, a young
woman, the wife of one of the men butchered in
the morning. The commandant, however, had accidentally omitted to tell me this circumstance,
which I did not learn till late in the evening, after
I had gone on board. He had, in vain, tried to
prevail upon Peneleo, the Indian in command of
but this savage, afthe auxiliaries, to release her
ter putting her husband to death before the poor
woman's face, refused to give her up for a less rana sum which no one in
Bom. than thirty dollars
the camp was willing to advance. It was provoking
not to have heard of the circumstance during the
morning, since, had she been liberated, she might
have been employed to caiTy a letter to the captives I was in quest of, who, I had now no doubt,
were removed into the interior by the Araucanians,
when they fled to the woods.
On the 20th, I went on shore as soon as it was
day-light
but my vexation and disappointment
were extreme, on learning that Peneleo, with his
troop of Indians, had set out on their return to
Conception two liours before, taking the poor wi<low along with them. While we were speaking on

ror at this anecdote

;

but he said

;

—

;

VOL.

11.

2 b
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who had met the Indians,
the subject, 6
rode into the camp. On being interrogated about
the woman, in whose fate we began to take gi'eat
interest, he said, she would probably never reach
Conception alive, as he had heard Peneleo threaten, that, unless she left off crying, he would certainly kill her, as he had killed her husband the
soldier,-

day

before.

As Conception

lay dh-ectly

m

our

way

to Val-

paraiso, I determined to call there, not only to con-

some measures respecting the captive seamen,
should they make their appearance, but also, if possible, to rescue this poor woman from the Indians.
Accordingly, after waiting another day at Arauco,
and seeing no iiope of gaining intelligence of the
prisoners, we sailed for Port St Vincent, a small
secure harbour, not fai* from the bay, and rather
nearer than Talcuhuana to the town of Conception.
I lost no time in riding to the city, along with one
of tlie otiicers but our haste Avas needless, for we
were stopped at the gate of the government-house
by a domestic, who, by closing his eyes, and reclining his head on one hand, intended us to understand that his Excellency was taking his siesta, and
could not be disturbed. Nothing, as all the world
knows, puts a Spaniard more out of humour than
cert

;

and, as we wished to solicit
countrymen, we thought it pnident not to urge the point on the attendants, who
shuddered at the very thoughts of it. Meanwhile
we strolled along the banks of the magnificent river
In
Biobio, which washes the walls of the town.
our walk we observed many black-eyed dames, sitting rurally enough at their doors, spiiming with
distefFand spindle, while their childien played about
internipting his siesta
his favour for our

;
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in the street.
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They wore

flowers in their Iiair
in the Chinese fashion, and were dressed with gxeat
neatness
we found them quite wilHng to make
:

acquaintance, and to chat with the strangers.
In process of time we saw tlie Governor, who
obligingly allowed us to go to the Indian quarters ;
but he smiled incredulously, and shook his Jiead at

our Quixotical project of rescuing the distressed
damsel, saying, it was quite useless to attempt treating with Peneleo, who had scai'cely anytliing human about him.
made our visit to the Indians at a most tmpropitious hour, for they had just finished thendinner, and were all more or less tipsy.
On omentering the court-yard of theii* quarters, we observed a party seated on the ground, round a great
tub full of wine; they hailed om- entrance with
loud shouts, or rather yells, and boisterously demanded our business to all appearance, very litThe interpreter
tle pleased with the interruption.
became alarmed, and wished us to retire ; but this
I thought impnident, as each man had his long
speai" close at hand, resting against the eaves of
the house. Had we attempted to escape, we must
have been taken, and possibly sacrificed, by these
drunken savages. As our best chance seemed to
lie in treating them without any show of distrust,
we advanced to the circle with a good-humour-

We

;

ed confidence, which appeased them considerably.
One of the party rose and embraced us in the Indian fashion, which we had leai'ned from the gentlemen who had been prisoners with Benavides.
After this ceremony, they roared out to us to sit
down on the ground along with them, and with
the most boisterous hospitality, insisted on our
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drinking

ivitli

them

;

a request Avliich

we

cheerful-

complied with. Their anger soon vanished, and
was succeeded by mirth and satisfaction, which
^peedily became as outrageous as their displeaSeizing a favourable opsure had been at first.
portunity, we stated our wish to have an interview
with their chief, upon which a message was sent
but he did not think fit to show himself
to him
for a considerable time, during which we remained with the party round the tub, who continued
swilling their wine like so many hogs. Their heads
soon became affected, and their obstreperous mirth
increasing every minute, we felt our situation by
ly

;

no means

agi'eeable.

At
made

length Peneleo's door opened, and the chief
his appearance ; he did not condescend, however, to cross the threshold, but leaned against the

door-post to prevent falling, being, by some demore
grees, more drunk than any of his people.
finished picture of a savage cannot be conceived.
He was a tall, broad-shouldered man with a prodigiously large head, and a square-shaped bloated
face
from which peeped out two very small eyes,
partly hid by an immense supei-fluity of black,
coarse, oily, straight hair, covering his cheeks, and
hanging over his shoulders, rendering his head
somewhat of the size and shape of a bee-hive. Over
his shoulders was thrown a poncho of coarse blanket-stuff. He received us very gruffly, and appeared irritated and sulky at having been disturbed :
he was still more offended when he learned that
we n-ished to see his captive.
in vain endeavoured to explain our real views but he grunted
out his answer in a tone and manner which showed us plainly that he neither did, nor wished to

A

;

;

We
;
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We

understand us.
were deterred from pressing
tlie matter further, by the sight of his spear, which
was within his reach, and had already lieard too

much

of his habits to disregai'd his displeasure.

Whilst we were in conversation with Peneleo,
we stole an occasional glance at his apartment. By
the side of a fii'e, burning in the middle of the floor,
was seated a young Indian woman, with long black
hair reaching to the ground
this, we conceived,
could be no other than the unfortunate person we
were in search of; and we were somewhat disap;

m

pointed to observe, that the lady was neither
tears nor apparently very miserable
we therefore
came away impressed with the unsentimental idea,
that the amiable Peneleo had already made some
impression on the young widow's heart.
Two Indians, who were not so drunk as the
rest, followed us to the outside of the court, and
told us, that several foreigners had been taken by
the Chilians in the battle near Chilian, and were
now safe. The inter])reter hinted to us, that this
was probably invented by these cunning people,
on hearing our questions in the court but he advised us, as a matter of policy, to give them each
a piece of money, and to get away as fast as we
;

;

could.

On

the 23d of October we sailed from Concepand on the 20th anchored at Valparaiso.
About a fortnight after oiu- retmn, we were
greatly rejoiced by the arrival of Captain Moison,
and the seamen, so long captives, and in search of
whom we had been so ineftectually employed. As
we had formerly conjectured, they had been retion,

moved

to a considerable distance

Arauco was attacked.

It

2b

2

inland,

was very

when

satisfactory,
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had at last
succeeded in making their escape, after the l)attle
in which Benavides was routed near Chilian. They
liad found their way to different parts of the coast,
and, after many difficulties, had reached Conception, where they procured a passage in a ship coliowevei'j to learn, that all the prisoners

ming

As

to Valparaiso.

the

Conway

did not again visit Chili, after

leaving it at this time, I found some difficulty in
discovering what had become of Benavides at last.
Fortunately, however, I obtained possession of a

Chilian

Government Gazette Extraordinary, pubwhich gives a history

lished officially at Santiago,

of the rise, progress, and close of his career.
I insert a translation of this document, as it is
not only curious in itself, but shows the singular
etate of the Chilian frontier at that time and lielps
;

also, in

some degree,

to

fill

up the foregoing

in-

complete sketch.

"

Santiago, Saturday, 23d February 1822.
" Public Vengeance

" Be

It

known

to all Chilians,

!

who

—

aie interest-

ed in the glory of their country and all who
watch the conduct of the South Americans, that
the execution whicli has taken place to-day is in no
respect derogatory from that scrupulous attention
(delicadeza) which Chili has always paid to the
rights of al parties engaged in the war, so vigorously carried on by her against the pertinacious inThis outlaw,
terference of the Spanish usurpers.
who has just been executed, is Vicente Benavides,
son of Toribio, jailor in Qiiirihue, in the provinctj
1
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he was a foot soldier in the Patriot
army, and had attained the rank of serjeant of
grenadiers at the time of our first revohition. He
then deserted to the enemy at ^Membrillar, and in
tlie memorable action at that place under General
Makenna, was taken prisoner, and brought by the
corps de reserve, along with the army, which were
of Conception

:

marching on that side of the river Maule, to be

Near the city of Linares,
a store-house and fled, taking advantage of the ai*my making preparations for a night
attack.
He continued in the employment of the
tools (serviles) of Ferdinand, until again taken prisoner on the glorious 3th of April 1818, on the
tried

by a

he set

court-martial.

fire to

He was kept as a prisoner until
he was sentenced, by a military tribunal, to be
shot as a deserter but having survived the execution in the most extraordinary manner, he presented himself to the General of the army, and offered his services to dissuade the Indians and the
other inhabitants, on tlie southern bank of the river
Biobio, from lending themselves to the desperate
and illegal war in which the Spaniards wished to
involve them.
His offer was accepted passports
were given him, and other documents relative to
Thus accredited he proceeded to
his commission.
the town of Los Angeles, and from thence to Nacimiento, where he succeeded in persuading Don
Juan Francisco Sanchez, Commander of the Spanish troops, that he possessed ability to keep up
the desolating war, which had almost ceased on

plains of Ma}'po.

;

:

the southern frontier of Cliili. The commander accordingly retired to Valdivia, leaving Benavides as
Commander-in-chief of the Avhole frontier. He

commenced

his authority

by

a most scandalous ac-
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tion, directly against the

ed an

officer of the

He

laws of war.

name

of Riveros,

attack-

who com-

manded a party in the fort of Santo Juana, and
took him prisoner, with fourteen soldiers who were
saved from the bloody attack. It was deemed proper to propose to exchange for this officer the wife
of Benavides, then a prisoner in the city of Conand for this purpose, Lieutenant Don
ception
Eugenio Torres was sent with a flag of truce. Bebut his denavides agreed to the proposition
praved disposition inspiring him with distrust, he
detained the flag of truce and the soldiers, and
sent back the officer Riveros alone. The officer of
the advanced guard applied for Torres, who had
borne the flag of truce, stating, that Benavides's
wife had already been sent from the fort of San
nevertheless, with an excess of ferocity,
Pedi'o
uxheard of in this enlightened age, that very night
he ordered the officer's throat to be cut who had
brought the flag of trace, although he had actually
supped in his company. The fourteen soldiers,
who had been made prisoners, were also put to
death on that night.
" His subsequent proceedings were marked by
a similar spirit even the instructions which he
gave to the commanders of his guenillas seemed
to be written with blood, for, in them, he consigns
every insurgent, whatever might be his
to death
orders which were executed with an exoffence ;'
;

;

;

;

'

—

actness that chai'acterizes these vile instruments of
cruelty. These murderous agents were in the habit of offering to the peaceable peasants the teni-

ble alternative of following them, or of being put
to death.
old

They

slaughtered children,

women, and

men, to prevent information being given of

tlie
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road tliey had taken, or of tlie mountain in which
they had hid themselves.
In the month of July
1820, when General Freire was passing through
the Hacienda of Totoral, on the banks of the river
Itata, a ^vidow presented herself to him
her husband, she said, had been killed a few days before,
by the captain of a guemlla party, for having given
information that the party had been in his house.
Actions similar to this were innumerable, and quite
notorious in the districts of Chilian and Rere. At
a place called Cajon de Palomares, a party of the
enemy found an old man of sixty years of age, his
wife, his daughter, and three nephews, all poor
people, and having robbed them of all they had,
finished by murdering them their bodies were afterwards carried to the burying-place of Conception, in April 1821.
" In this manner the contest was maintained
ever since the year 1819 very much, it may be
observed, in the manner the w^ar has been earned
on by the Spaniards themselves in all parts of
;

;

—

South Ameiica.
" Several times the Intendant of Conception,

Commander-in-chief of the army of the south, by
authority of government, put the law of retaliation
in force
but with characteristic moderation, and
with the sole view of repressing these violations
of the laws of war.
At other times this conduct
w^as changed, and offers of pardon, approved by
his Excellency the Supreme Director of the Republic, were made to those who should give themselves up
and these promises were held sacred
even with the most atrocious. The commanders
and officers of the Chilian army were restrained
from exercising the just resentment inspired by the
;

;
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of their companions, so inhumanly murdered ;
but nothing could mitig^ate the insane fury of this
monster Benavides, and his iniquitous associates.
He took prisoner in an action, on the 23d September
fall

Don

Carlos Maria O'Carrol, and ordered him
On the 26th, on the banks
of the river Laja, he attacked three huntked men
of the Coquimbo battalion. No. 1, and some militia, which had been sent to reinforce the headquarters ; the action was so sharply maintained,
that his dastardly person was in some danger. At
eight o'clock next morning he addressed a despatch
to Major-General Don Andres Alcazar, offering
to spare the lives of all those who should give
themselves up unarmed. It happened that this
worthy veteran had run short of ammunition, and
his people were worn out with fatigue ; he therefore capitulated, giving up at once his ai'ms and

1820,

to be shot immediately.

life. The officers were immediately shot, without being allowed the consolations of religion one
person only escaped by accident. Friar N. Castro,
of the order of Hermits.
Major-general Alcazar,
and Sergeant-major Ruiz, were then delivered over
to the Indians, that they might be s})eared to death,
along with three hundred families who had assembled on the island of Laja.
" He lost no opportunity of destroying every
town he came near, burning as many as he possibly
could. And, not deeming all this sufficient to glut
his insatiable disposition, he opened a communication with Can-era, one of the chiefs of the anarchists, who was laying waste the province of Mendoza, and invited liim to take a share in these de-

his

;

vastations.

"

He was

at length defeated at

Conception on

"*
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the 27th of November, 1820, upon which he proposed terms of peace, only for the purpose of being more perfidious.
He sent tlie Presbyter Ferrebu with tlie despatch containing his proposals.
His messenger, of course, enjoyed the immunity
which the rights of war gave him, but, at the very
same time, the chief who sent him tooli advantage
of the moment, and ordered a squadron of horse to
continue the hostilities.
Eventually he threw oft'
the mask of the King's authority altogether; since,
when Brigadier Prieto informed him of the fall of
Lima, upon which Benavides had formerly declared
himself dependant, lie displayed his true character
in his answer and declared that he would make
war against Chili to the last soldier, even if its inde'

:

pendence were acknowledged by the King and the
whole Spanish nation.'
" It was natural that one crime should lead to
He had either been accustomed to pay no
others.
respect to the laws of nations, or he hoped to conceal those actions from his government : be this as
it may, he did eveiything to estabhsh the character
He equipped a Corsair to cruise on
of a pirate.
the coast of Chili, giving the commander instrucno flag whatever, ' and to put to
death the crew of every insurgent vessel he should
meet with, and of every vessel which he might
even suspect to belong to insurgents.' By what
tions to respect

law of war can
"

The

this

be justified

?

situation of Arauco, so directly opposite

INIaria, where vessels, having
doubled Cape Horn, stop for refreshments, gave
him an opportunity of capturing the ships Hero,
Herselia, Perseverance, and another, exclusive of
the boats belonging to diips which he could not

the Island of Santa
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These vessels were the property of the Engand North Americans the captains were shot
secretly, and the crews were made to serve along
with his troops. How came he to express so entake.

lish

;

ergetically in his confession,

had caused him an
it

'

that these people

infinite deal of mischief?'

does not belong to Chili to inquire into

—but

tliis

mat-

ter.

" At length, in the end of December, 1821, discovering the miserable state to which he was reduced, he entreated Brigadier Don Joaquin Prieto,
Intendant of Conception, that he might be received, on giving himself up along with his partisans.
This generous chief accepted his offer, and informed the supreme government ; but, in the meantime, Benavides embarked in a launch at the mouth
of the river Lebo, and fled, with the intention of
joining a division of the enemy's army, which he
supposed to be at some one of the ports on the
south coast of Peru. It was, indeed, absurd to expect any good faith from such an intriguer, for, in

he offered his services to
while his real intention was still to follow the enemy. He finally left
the unhappy province of Conception, the theatre of
so many miserable scenes, overwhelmed with misery which he had caused, without ever recollecting that it was in that province he had first drawn
his letters at this time,
Chili,

and promised

fidelity,

his breath.

" His despair made his conduct in the boat insupportable to those who accompanied him and
they rejoiced when they were obliged to put into
the harbour of Topocalma, in search of water, of
which they had nm short. On the 1st of this
month, (February, 1822,) lie ordered a soldier to
;
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ewlm On shore

to look for a supply.

At

tlayliglit

on the following moramg, the tide admitted of his
boat approaching the shore, when he landed under
the pretext of procuring a messenger to carry despatches to the Supreme Director, which he said he
had brought from Conception. He concealed his
name, but the patriotic individuals, Don Francisco
Hidalgo, and Don Ramon Fuensalida, proprietors
of the neighbouring grounds, being informed who
he really was, by the soldier who swam ashore the
day before, aiTested him on the beach.
" From the notorious nsture alone of his deeds,
even the most impartial stranger would have condemned him to the last punishment ; but the supreme government wished to hear what he had to
say for himself, and ordered him to be tried according to the laws. It appearing on the trial that he
had placed himself beyond the laws of society, such
punishment was awarded to him as any one of his
As a deserter to the enemy he
crimes deserved.
merited death as a frequent \-iolator of all military
laws, he had forfeited every claim to be considered
as a pirate, and a barbarous
as a prisoner of war
destroyer of whole towns, it became necessary to#^
put him to death in such a manner as might sa- 'n*
tisfy outraged humanity, and terrify others wlio
should dare to imitate him. In pursuance of the
sentence passed on the 21st of this month, he was
this day dragged from the prison, in a pannier tied

—

—

to the

of a mule, and was hanged in the gi-eat
His head and hands were afterwards cut
order to their being placed on high poles, to

tail

square.
off,

in

out tlie places of his horrid crimes, Santa
Juana, Tarpellanea. and Aranco.
]K)int
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By

the sentence of the 21st,

it

had been

di-

rected that he should be executed on the 23d, thus
expressly allowing him three days to avail himself
of that religious consolation which this faithful vassal of his Most Catholic Majesty denied to General Alcazar,

Don Caspar

the officers of the

to

all

to

many

Ruiz, Captain O'Carrol,

Coquimbo

battalion,

and

others.

" The generosity of free states is never to be
found in the coiTupted hearts of those who serve
tyrants

!

" Every person in the least acquainted with public rights, knows, that in war, the law of retaliation applies equally to both parties, and that Chili
is

at perfect liberty to

make

equivalent reprisals

upon the domineering Spaniards, for their actions
towards the Patriots. But his Excellency the Supreme Director, wishing to draw a veil over the
past, has ordered that the rigour of the law be diand that the lives
rected against Benavides alone
;

of his followers be spared, though justly forfeited :
he also extends the same mercy to others, who,
from holding communication with the outlaw, merited, if not the same, at least nearly the same punishment."

This singular

official

document winds up with

the four following lines, in prominent characters.
£sos monstruos, que cargan consigo
El caracter infame y servil,
i Como pueden jamas compararse
Con los Heroes del cinco de AbrU f

Those monsters, who bear tibout with thera
character infamous and servile
How can they ever compare themselves

A

With

the Heroes of the

r)th

of April?
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The 5th of April, being the anniversary of the
battle of Ma}^o, which decided the fate of Chili, ia
an era introduced, naturally enough, on every possible occasion.
The foregoing lines form a stanza
of theii- most popular national song.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
CHILI.

—

EXCURSIOK TO THE MINING DISTRICTS OF CHILI
COQUIMBO PARALLEL ROADS IN THE VALLEY OF
COQUIMBO THEORY IN EXPLANATION OF THESE
APPEARANCES.

—

After returning from this very busy and amusing trip to Arauco, I landed my instioiments and
set up an observatory at Valparaiso, where I hoped to profit by a week or ten days of leisure,
which were allowed me before proceeding on a
fresh cmize to the Northward. Nothing, indeed,
could be less favourable to the successful performance of the delicate experiments I had undertaken,
than the constant liurry and distraction in which I
was necessarily kept at this time but I was willing to give them a chance, and although in the
end nothing material was accomplished, I had the
satisfaction of acquiring sufficient experience in
using some of the instruments which were new to
me, and especially the Invariable Pendulum of Captain Kater, that, upon subsequent occasions, I was
enabled to take advantage of accidental moments
which otherwise must have been lost. It is not,
;

my

present purpose, to enter into any
their results are given
at length in the Appendix, and I shall merely reliowever,

detail of these operations

;
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mark, in passing, that even in so hurried a way,
there is something pai'ticularly interesting in the
progress of astronomical observations. The beautiful regularity and absence of all bustle in the celestial movements
the majestic silence with which
they are conducted and the total separation which
exists between them and the affaiis of the earth,
come forcibly home to the imagination when the
attention is seriously called to them. Wliile the

—
—

obsei'ver's

eye

is

fixed at his telescope, in expecta-

tion of some approaching phenomenon, andhis ear is
conscious of no soimd but the beating of the clock,

he

feels for the time lifted into another sphere, and
admitted, as it were, to a companionship wdth the
wonders of distant planets, and is tempted to ask

how, with such objects of curiosity and interest at
command, he can ever condescend to mingle
with the turmoil of human affairs, or exchange the

his

contemplation of such matchless order for the in-

The

stability of earthly passions ?

fascination of

such pursuits can only be known to those who
have deeply indulged in them and I am sure they
will bear me out in the assertion, that there are few
purer enjoyments.
On the 14th of November, 1821, 1 received orders to proceed in the Conway from Valparaiso
towards Lima, and to call by the way at the intermediate ports on the coast of Chili and Peru.
;

The

object of this cruize

was

to inquire into the

to assist and proany of his Majesty's trading subjects and, in
a general way, to ascertain the commercial resources
of the district. Several points of this inquiry have
formed the subject of official reports but, an any
interest they possessed was of a temp<»rarv nature,
British interests at those places

;

tect

;

;

'4

c 2

;
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not repeat tliem here, but confine myself to
general sketch of what we sa^v on tlie voyage.
The ship being required, by a certain day, for

I sliall
ji

other services,
was the

whicli

we were much
more

restricted in time

to be regi-etted, as accidental

circumstances put it in our power, if we had possessed leisure, to have visited many of the mines
Hunied, howunder considerable advantages.
ever, as we were, it was impossible to take more

than a superficial glance at that interesting pai't of
the country, and we were more solicitous to mark
the effects of the recent political changes on the
mining system, than to investigate minutely tlie
nature of the ores, or to inquii'e into the details
of working them.
Sailing from Valparaiso on the 13th of Noveml)er, on the 16th, a little before simset, we steered into the Bay of Coquimbo ; and having anchored the ship, landed at a point, neai" some huts, in
order to inquire our way to the town of La Serena, or Coquimbo, lying two leagues to the north-

ward.

On entering a remote foreign port, which no
one on board the ship has before visited, there always arises a delightful feeling of curiosity and
uncertainty, which recalls those juvenile emotions
with which every boy has read Robinson Crusoe.
The

reality, in general,

comes

fully

up

to the vivid

promise which the imagination holds out nor is
this interest abated by the repeated sight of new
objects, but, on the contrary, each new place seems
more curious than the last and as tlie sphere of
observation is eidarged, cmiosity becomes more
impatient, though, at the same time, it Is, fortu;

:

nately,

more

easily gratified.

The

world, indeed,
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every place,

vaiied objects,

awakened

crowded with new and
that no traveller, even by the most

is

so thickly

can observe thoroughly the

attention,

any scene and his interest is tlms kept
constantly alive by the certainty of meeting everywhere with novelty. If he does not fall in with it,
in the great outlines and broad distinctions, he is
details of

;

sure at least to find

it

in the

mmute

shades of

him

ference, whicli experience will teach

dif-

to discri-

minate, and enable him to apply with increased sacomparison ai*e multiIn
plied, and his familiarity with them extended.
the first instance, the observer's pleasure springs
in the course of time it is deout of ignorance
tisfaction, as the objects of

—

rived from his knowledge.

we were mounting our horses, two Enggentlemen from Coquimbo came galloping towards the landing-place. They had mistaken our
ship for the American frigate Constellation, on board
of which a son of one of them was expected to
Just as

lish

come

as passenger.

The

father bore his disap-

good-humom* and even insisted upon caiTying us back to his house. At the
door we were received by his wife, a native of the
pointment with

gi-eat

;

while half-a-dozen children, who rushed in
a body to the court, expecting to meet their brother,
could'ill dissemble their mortification at seeing only
strange faces. But our reception, notwithstanding
this disappointment, was hospitality itself and our
kind friends insisted on making up beds for the
])lace

;

;

whole party, although it consisted of five persons.
V/e remained at Coquimbo four days, during
wliich our host entertained us with morning and
evening parties at his house, and by carrying us
rovmd to visit the different families of his acquaint-
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ance in the place.

Though

it

would be ridiculoua

to attempt any account of a society in which we
passed so short a time, yet there were some traits

which, even in that brief acquaintance, were distinguishable as sufficiently characteristic. It is true
that, where every object is new, a traveller may be

80 well pleased, as to render it difficult, in description, to disentangle the transitory interest arising out of mere novelty, from the enduring impression which real excellence alone ought to leave.
This facility of being pleased, which is the happiness of a traveller, is the misfortune of travel-writers ; who sometimes are expected, when strongly
or sincerely interested, to give their readers some
grounds for their sentiments and opinions, which
it will often be very difficult to do.
In their manners the Coquimbians are remarkably unaffected and gentle, and seem habitually
well-bred but they act more, perhaps, from feelings
which lead to general kindness and consideration,
than from any formal mles of politeness. They have
as yet had httle intercourse with foreigners, for the
town lies considerably out of the way, and has never had much commerce. Their climate is delightful; and the people appeai'ed to be so easy and contented in their circumstances, that we were sometimes inclined to lament the inroad which the progress of civilization must soon make upon their
snnple habits.
On the 18th of November, om' friendly host accompanied one of the officers of the Conway and
me in a ride of about twenty-five miles, up the
valley of Coquimbo during which, the most remarkable thing we saw was a distinct series of what
are usually called parallel roads, or shelves, lying
;

;

;
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horizontal planes along both sides of the valley.
They are so disposed as to present exact counter-

ill

parts of one another, at the
sides of the valley

:

materials, principally

from the

same

level,

on opposite

being formed entirely of loose

water-worn rounded stones,

a nut to that of a man's head. Each
of these roads, or shelves, resembles a shingle beach ;
and there is every indication of the stones having
been deposited at the margin of a lake, which has
filled the valley up to those levels. These gigantic
roads are at some places half a mile broad, but their
general ^ndth is from twenty to fifty yards. There
size of

are thi-ee distinctly characterized sets, and a lower
one, which is indistinct when approached, but, when
fi-om a distance, is evidently of the same
Such shelves are imcharacter with the others.
properly called parallel: hoiizontal would be a more
the planes in which they lie are incorrect terra

viewed

:

deed

parallel to

one another, and thence has aiisen

the erroneous expression.
The uppermost shelf or road lies probably tliree
or four hundi-ed feet above the level of the sea, and
two hundred and fifty from the bottom of the valley the next twenty yards lower ; and the lowest
;

of the distinct set about ten yards still lower. These
distances are loosely estimated, and may be wrong
for it is very difficult to determine heights or dis-

tances in a country quite new, and without natural
and determinate objects of comparison. There being
neither trees, houses, cattle, nor men in this valley,
This,
our estimates were made entirely by guess.
liowever, does not affect the general question, but

only the dimensions. When at any time we found
ourselves on one of these parallel roads, we saw,
upon looking across the valley, or up or down it,
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ae far as the eye could reach, portions of flat epaces,

apparently on the same level with that on which
we stood ; and when, in order to determine this
more exactly, we went over the edge of the road
or beach, and brought our eye into the plane of one
of the roads, we invariably found, on looking round,
that the same plane produced would merge into
every portion of the same road ; exactly as we
should see the mai'gin of a lake, with all its windings, on a level with the surface, if, while bathing,
we brought the eye close to the water and looked
round. I regretted not having time to return with
a spirit level, to examine accurately this question of
horizontality.

In the centre of the valley, which is six or seven
miles wide, there stood an extensive plain, narrow
at the upper end, and widening out towards the
eea, thus dividing the valley into two parts.
The
surface of this insulated space was to all appearance
quite flat and horizontal, and, as far as the eye coidd
determine, exactly on a level with the highest of the
above-mentioned roads ; so that, if a lake ever
stood in this valley, at the level of the upper road,
the present surface must have been barely covered,
or, as seamen term it, just lipping with the water's
edge. It is several miles wide, and shaped like a
delta ; its sides are at many places deeply indented
with ravines, which enable us to see that it is composed exclusively of the same water-worn materials as the roads, which, on both sides, are easily
traced at the same levels, and in perfect conformity
with those on the opposite banks of the valley.
The stones are principally gi'anit« and gneiss, with
masses of schistus, whinstone, and quartz, mixed
indiscriminately, and all bearing marks of having
been worn by attrition under water.
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Since the above description of the Coquimbo
roads was written, I have had an opportunity of
examining the analogous plienomena in Glen Roy,
in the Highlands of Scotland.
The resemblance
between the two cases is not so great as I had been
led to suppose from description.
In principle,
however, there is not the slightest difference, and
the identity of origin seems unquestionable.
In
the Chilian valley the ground is entirely destitute
of vegetation, while Glen Roy is covered with a
thick coating of heath.
In the latter, too, the
shelves are comparatively narrow, and resemble
exactly the beaches which fringe the Highland
lakes of the present day. Those at Coquimbo are
greatly wider, and I should think had been caused
by the operation of some more violent agent than
the others.
The theory which presents itself to explain these
appearances, supposes a lake to have been formed
in the valley, and to have stood at the level of the
highest road, long enough for a flat beach to be
produced by stones washed down from above. The
water in the lake must next be conceived to have

worn away, and

occasionally to have broken

down

portions of the barrier across the valley ; this would
allow the lake to discharge a part of its waters into
the sea, and consequently, to lower its surface to

the level of the second road and so on successively, till the whole embankment was washed away,
and the valley left as we now see it.
These stones all bear the marks of having come
from some distance, and may possibly have been
;

deposited by a river flowing, in ancient times, from
the Andes; while some vast, though transient
cause, may, at one operation, have scooped out
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the valley, filled it with water, and left a barrier
of adequate stren^h to retain it at the upper level long enougli to account for the formation of
the beach we now see, which may have been tlie
work of years or of minutes, according to circumstances.
By a succession of sudden disruptions of
this dam, the supposed lake would be made to stand
at different levels and the water washing down the
;

banks would bring along with it the
loose stones, gravel, and mud, to the water's edge,
where, their velocity being checked, they would be
deposited in the form of level beaches.
In the
Alpine valleys of Savoy, circumstances precisely
analogous frequently occur
a gi-eat avalanche
dams up a stream, and forms a lake, which stands
sides of the

:

at different heights as tlie barrier of ice successive-

and we can readily trace the dif'
which the water has stood.
According to the Huttonian theory of the eai'th,

ly breaks away,
ferent levels at

supposed that vast masses of solid land have
been forced up, fi'om time to time, fi'om the bottom
of the sea, with gi'eat violence.
If this be admitted, it has been shown, I think, conclusively, that
a wave, gi-eater or less in magnitude, according to
the size and velocity of the submarine elevation,
must inevitably be produced and it requires no
it is

:

the imagination to conceive a wave
sufficiently lai'ge to submerge the whole of this
coast : at least those who have examined the Alps,
the Andes, or any other lofty chain, and have seen
the solid strata of rock now elevated on their edges,
to the height of many thousand feet in the air, although bearing indubitable mai'ks of having once
been in a horizontal position, and under the sea,
gi'eat effort of

will discover nothing extravagmit in this supposition.
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These consequences, which seem

legitimate de-

ductions from the doctrines of Hutton, were not
advanced by that eminent philosopher himself, but
were first published by Sir James Hal'J, in two papers in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions,

VII.
could not visit any of the mines at Coquimbo, as they lay at too great a distance from the
coast but we examined several of the gold mills,
where the process was carried on entirely by amalgamation.
vol.

We
;
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